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ADDENDUM 

On January 1, 1979, the Washington Office of the Institute For Research 
became an independent organization, the Institute for Social Analysis (ISA); 
the NJC evaluation grant and all staff and facilities were transferred to ISA. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report is a summary of the Implementation Study, the first of four 
studies that comprise the evaluation of the Neighborhood Justice Centers Field 
Test. It presents information on the implementation activities of the three 
Neighborhood Justice Centers (NJCs) from a point well before grant award to 
shortly after they became operational. The implementation process for each 
NJC (Atlanta, Kansas City, and Los Angeles) is described in detail; project 
activities directed to staffing, mediator selection and training, development 
of referral sources, and case management are included. In addition to describ
ing the implementation processes and problems, several issues were identified 
which have implications for future efforts in this area. These issues include: 
(1) underlying Center philosophy or perspective, (2) the designation of the 
governing organization, (3) the selection of a Project Director, (4) approaches 
to mediator training, (5) the development of referral sources, and (6) the 
degree of coercion used to attract cases. 
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PREFACE 

The resolution of minor disputes among citizens has traditionally been 
the province of the courts and other institutions, such as the family and the 
church. However, most courts are heavily burdened with cases, and the other 
institutions no longer help to resolve disputes as they once did. In addi
tion, it is thought that the formal, adversarial nature of the adjudication 
process may be inappropriate for resolving disputes which are largely inter
personal. Thus, in recent years alternative means have been developed for 
the processing of a variety of minor disputes. This movement has culminated 
most recently in the Neighborhood Justice Center Field Test. 

Neighborhood Justice Centers (NJCs) are designed to process minor disputes 
through mediation and arbitration, rather than through formal court action. 
Such Centers may be more appropriate forums than the courts for achieving fair 
and lasting resolutions of disputes among citizens, and they may also help to 
relieve the court caseload. The NJC concept is being ~ested over an 18-month 
period by the establishment of three NJCs located in ~os Angeles, Kansas City, 
and Atlanta. 

This Report presents the findings of the Implementation Study. The Im
plementation Study is one of four major components of the National Evaluation 
of the Neighborhood Justice Center Field Test. Future reports will present 
the findings of (1) a process study, (2) an impact study, and (3) a cost study. 
These other evaluation efforts are now under~ay and results will yield data 
related to the NJCs' impact on both the disputants and the criminal justice 
system. 

The study was designed to provide an accurate description of the imple
mentation phase so that future efforts can learn from the experiences of the 
experimental program. It should be emphasized that the Implementation Study 
was not intended to provide quantitative information regarding NJC operations 
or impact, but to document the initial planning and development activities at 
each of three sites. The later studies will attempt to tie these findings to 
program outcomes. The Implementation Study covers the period beginning with 
the early developmental work by the Department of Justice's Office for Improve
ments in the Administration of Justice andLEAA's National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, and concludes a few months after the opening 
of the Centers. 

This Report includes an Introduction, which describes the historical and 
methodological context of the study; an account of th~ early activities in
volved in developing the NJCs at the Department of Justice and LEAA; and a 
summary of the implementation process at the three NJCs and a discussion of 
significant implementation issues. The major portion of the Report provides 
a detailed description of the implementation process at each Center. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The process by which an experimental program becomes established is a 
critical phase of program development and operation, but one which is often 
neglected in the conduct of an evaluation. Events which occur well before the 
onset of actual program operations ~- selecting a Project Director and staff, 
locating a project site, etc. -- can have long-:l.asting effects on the shape 
and direction of a program. No less important are the establishment and 
evolution of basic program goals and procedures during the first few months 
Of operation. Information on these early events can serve two important 
functions. It can provide an accurate documentation and description of the 
critical implementation phase, so that future efforts can learn from the 
implementation experiences of the experimental program -- indeed, that is the 
main purpose of this report. It can also help to jdentify certain events which 
may later deserve attention as potential antecedents of program outcomes. 

This report presents the findings of the Implementation Study conducted 
~s part of the National Evaluation of the Neighborhood Justice Centers Field 
Test in Atlanta, Kansas City, and Los Angeles (Venice/Mar Vista)o It presents 
information and data on the implementation activities of the three NJCs from 
a point well before grant award to shortly after the opening of the Centers. 
These activities included locating a project site, recruiting and training 
staff and mediators, establishing relationships with the courts and othe~ 
elements of the local criminal justice system, developing linkages with 

. community agencies, developing the mechanisms to case flow -- outreach, intake, 
case assignment and disposition -- and addressing internal organization and 
management concerns. The Implementation Study began as the Centers became 
operational and continued for approximately five months. However, much of 
the study was retrospective, attempting to capture the full history and develop
ment of the Centers, throughout the year preceding operations. 

Although this study occupies ~n important role in a comprehensive evalu
qtion, it should be noted that its objectives are rather specific and limited. 
In particular, the reader should not expect to find detailed information abbut 
disputant characteristics, caseloads, or conclusions about the effectiveness 
of the Centers. The Process Study Report will provide data on disputants and 
Center operations; outcome data and statements about Center effectiveness will 
be found in the Impact Study Report. As the initial effort in a series of 
four studies, the Implementation Study was designed to be more descriptive 
than evaluative. The objective was to document and record the implementation 
activities, not to provide conclusions about program impact •. 

In order to view the findings of the Implementation Study in the proper 
light, it is important to be aware of the context -- both conceptual and method
ological -- in which this study is imbedded. Therefore, this chapter will ~ 
present a background discussion of dispute resolution and Neighborhood Justice 
Centers, followed by a description of the overall evaluation approach, ending 
with a c\escription of the objectives and methods of thE- Implementation Study. 
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The next chapter will briefly describe the history of the development of 
the NJC Field Test, frOO1 initial concept to grant award and project preparation. 
Chapter III will present a description of the implementation process across 
the three sites, and will discuss some salient issues and implications. The 
remaining chapters provide separate detailed histories of each Center, including 

. governing board functions, staff recruitment and training, mediator selection 
and training, administrative pOlicies and procedures, methods for soliciting 
disputants, and the case management process. 

Dispute Resolution: 'A· Brief History 

for many citizens, the urban judicial system is a foreboding, somewhat 
mysterious institution whose costs and arcane workings make it practically 
inaccessible. If the citizen steps into this system, he may find that the 
costly adjudication process moves at a disturbingly slow pace and that the 
control of events falls into other hands. Any sense that justice has been 
delivered is often overwhelmed by feel i ngs of frustration and powerl essness; 
that one has bren dealt with by strangers rather than served by a segment of 
the community, Such negative experiences seem particularly frsutrating and 
inappropriate for the handling of disputes among citizens. For minor property 
disputes, disputes between couples or neighbors, etc., the traditional adjudi
cation routes seem especially cumbersome and alienating, given that the problem 
is largely interpersonal and somewhat routine. 

The courts have not actively sought to become the central institution 
for dispute resolution; rather the task has fallen to them by default as the 
Significance and influence of other institutions has waned over the years.2 
Many of the disputes which are presently brought to the courts would have been 
sett13d in the past by the family, the church or the informal community leader
ship. '\'Jhile the current role of these ;societal institutions in resolving 
interpersonal disputes is in doubt, most individuals take their cases to the 
cour-ts. 

Problems'with dispute resolution. The current USe of the courts to process 
disputes presents several problems, including (1) limited access and utili
zation, (2) delays and dismissals, (3) inappropriate use of adjudication, and 
(4) the centralized b,ureaucracy. These problems aloe discussed below. 

Limited:access and utilization. The citizen who wishes to use the 
courts to resolve a dispute must be willing and able to pay for legal fees and 
court costs and to absorb the loss of wages for court appearance. For a broad 

lOanzig, Richard. Toward the cr.'eation of a complementary decentralized 
system of justice. Stanford"'J~',!w!>,·Review,·26, 1973, 1-540 

2Although tile Small Clai~~ ~ourts in-:-ome areas appear to be capable of 
han~ling interpersonal disputes in a competent manner, as reflected in the 
artlc~e: Yngvessen, B. a~dHennessey, P. Small claims, complex disputes: 
A revlew of the small clalms literature. Law and SOCiety Rev~ew, ~, 1976. 

3, . 
.. Sander, Frcmk. Varieties of dispute processing. Federal Rules 
~ Oecisions~ 70, 1976, 79. ----

2 



band of the American populace, such an economic sacrifice is unthinkable, 
particularly if the dispute does not involve SUbstantial property or payment. 4 
However, even if access to courts is improved, there is no assurance that they 
will be utilized by such citizens for dispute resolution. Many citizens, 
particularly minorities and the disadvantaged, may perceive the courts as alien 
institutions, unresponsive or even punishing. The~e people may prefer not to 
bring their disputes to the courts even if no costs were involved. 

Delays and dismissals. Once in the system, the individua"j experiences 
extremely 1 engthy delays of months and sometimes years for the resol utlon of 
disputes, both civil and criminal. These delays can be unbearable for the 
disputant, but they are also reflective of the severe difficulties which courts 
experience in attempting to process the dispute cases. Often cases are partially 
processed through the system on1y to have the charges dismissed. Even in felony 
arrests for crimes against the person, a large proportion of charges areSdismissed 
because the complainant had an on~going relationship with the defendant. After 
cooling off, the complainant no longer wishes to charge the defendant, who may 
be arel ati ve or close acquaintance. . 

rn~pproptiate:use of:adjudication. For many disputes, the"question is 
not ~ simple one of who is right or'wrong, but rather which compromises and 
accommodations each party is willing to make. The conventional adjudication 

_process is highly adversarial in nature, a competitive winner-take-all procedure 
which is not' conduci ve to compromi se and agreement. 

The centralized bureaucrac~. The averaoe citizen does not view the 
urban court as an integra', va 1 ued e ernen t of his" nei ghborhood or corrvnuni ty , 
staffed by recognizable friends and neighbors. Instead the courts are seen as 
~nother impersonal government agency, populated, by unknown individuals who may 
h~ve never visited the citizen's neighborhood. He or she may be very reluctant 
to turn to a collection of str«ngers with a personal or interpersonal problem. 

Alternative dispute resolution techniques. When a dispute arises, there 
are basically three options which an individual may exercise to settle the 
dispute: (l) unilateral actions on the part of a disputant, (2) dyadic options 
in which thp two disputants confront one another, and (3) third party. 
techniques. 6 Adjudication is included in category (3), as are mediation and 
g,rbitration. 

Unilateral actions include self-help, such as a cognitive redefinition of 
the problem, but also include inaction and active avoidance. Felstiner points 
out that complaints by individuals against large organizations are often "lumped" 
because'the average individual 'has no influence on the organization and, in 

4Nader, Laura and Singer, linda. Dispute resolution, California State 
BaT' Journal,' 51:; 1976, 281. 

5Vera Institute of Justice. Felony arrests: Their prosecution and dispo
sition in New York City courts. New York: Vera Institute. 

6McGil1is, Daniel and Mullen, Joan. Neighborhood Justice Centers: An 
Analysis·of·Potentia1:Models. United States Government Printing Office, 1977. 
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fact, is somewhat dependent on the organization. 7 In motivational terms, the 
probability of payoff and the size of the payoff are not worth the economic 
and personal costs to the individual. Felstiner distinguishes between inaction," 
where the relationship between the disputants continues, and "active avoidance", 
where "the individual does not attempt to resolve the dispute, but makes an effort 
to avoid future disputes by withdrawing from the relationship. He suggests that 
such responses are often acceptable in technically complex rich societies where 
there are often alternative relationships, social and economic, available to 
the indiVldual~ If one has a dispute with an employer, a merchant, or a spouse, 
the individual may simply drop one and choose anothero Danzig and Lowy have 
contended that such a response to disputes exacts high personal and societal 
co~ts.B Indeed, one may speculate that inaction encourages the continuance of 
irresponsible organizational practices toward individuals and that active avoid
qnce erodes the cohesiveness of communities and institutions. Thus, these uni
lateral actions do not appear to be satisfactory alternatives to adjudication. 
The dyqd;c options of coercion and negotiation would appear to be less common 
responses to disputeso Coercion requires that a disputant can credibly threaten 
~n opponent into compliance. If coercion is attempted, it can flare into a 

" 9reater dispute and possibly result in injury or damage. tlegotiation is a 
fqther attractive avenue for dispute resolution, but it usually requires that 
the disputants are mutually dependent, wiJling to compromise, and able to 
~onduct negotiations without the presence of a third party. 

It appears that the unilateral and dyadic responses to disputes are unat
tractive, improbable, or both. In this regar:d, third party resolution techniques 
.:.- short of adjudicat"jon -- have been viewed as the mos-t feasible and satis
factory alternatives to the judicial system. Specifically, conciliation, medi
ation, and arbitration have been proposed (and adopted in a limited fashion) 
as appropriate teL:-miques for dispute resolution. The major distinction among 
the three types of strategies is made along a continuum of third party involve
rnent. 9 In conciliation, the third par'ty has a very limited role, whereas medi
ation involves the active participation of the third party. In contrast to 
these strategies, arbitration involves a third party decision regarding the 
matter in dispute. These strategies appear to fulfill most of the desired 
~ttributes of a diSpute-·resolution process. Little formal training is required, 
so many lay members of a community can be used as mediators or arbitrators. 
The process itself is rapid, typically requiring no more than 2-3 hours of 
hearings. Agreements are usually written which involve some compromise from 
ea"ch di sputant, rather than attempti ng to determine gui 1 t or innocence. In 
short, mediation/arbitration seem to be the most attractive techniques for 
dispute resolution, seemingly exhibiting advantages over both adjudication and 
the unilateral and dyadic options. 

7Felstiner, William. Influences of social organization on dispute proces
sing, ~ Law and Society Review 63, 1974. 

BDanzig, Richard and Lowy, M. Everyday disputes and mediation in the 
United States: A reply to Professor Felstiner, 9 Law and Society Revie~ 
675, 1975. 

9McGi1lis and Mullen, ~. Cito 
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Recent approaches; to dispute resolution. Mediation and arbitration as 
methods of dispute resolution have been available and utilized by courts, police, 
and other criminal justice agencies for decades. Juvenile courts in particular 
have over the years relied more and more on arbitration and other forms of 
dispute settlement to assist in handling the tremendous volume of cases brought 
before them, It was not until the last few years that formal programs have' 
been funded to provide alternatives to traditional adjudication of minor dispute 
c~se$, and at least 30 or so of these projects are in operation at this time. 
These projects, while linked by their use of mediation and arbitration as tools 
for resolving disputes, have unique characteristics that distinguish themselves 
from one another. One factor that readily identified these projects is their 
relationship with the local courts, as partially defined by their sponsoring 
organizations. These agencies vary in terms of their organizational structures 
~- from private non-profit corporations to court sponsor~d programs. 

Since the early 1970's several interest groups have been involved in 
developing and implementing dispute resolution programs. 10 The Night Prosecutor 
Program in Colu~bus, Ohio, started in 1971. It was the first formal program 
with 10CCl,1 LEAA funds to attempt to mediate interpersonal a,nd bad check disputes. 
This project, sponsored by the City Attorney's Offic'e, works directly with the 
courts in handling its cases~ In 1972 the American Arbitration Association 
W4S instrumental in establishing a 4~A project in Philadelphia. The project 
was designed to work directly with the Municipal Court, handling cases of ' 
'harassment, minor assaults and malicious mischief. Since that time the American 
Arbitration Association has developed similar projects in such locations as 
'Rochester, New York, and San Francisco, California, each working closely with 
the courts. . 

The American Bar Association has demonstrated its interest in mediated 
reso 1 uti on of mi nor di sputes by worki ng wi th the t,1i ami Ci rcui t Court in estab
lishing the Citizen Dispute Settlement Program in 1975 and with a similar 
project in Orlando, Florida, in that same year. These projects work directly 
with the courts, as well as accepting referrals from the police and prosecutor's 
offices. The Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution (IMCR) established 
a dispute resolution center in New York in 1975. This private~ non-profit 
organization developed a project that accepts referrals from the police, the 
Summons Court, the Criminal Courts, and walk-:ins. The project has placed staff 
members in the" courts to insure that cases appropriate for mediation are referred 
to the Center. Also in 1975, the Boston Urban Court Program was funded by LEAA, 
through a non-profit organization, the Justice Resource Institute. The project 
has established a formal relationship with the courts so that a majority of 
cases are referred from the Bench or Clerk's Office. One project developed 
within the past year or so has been designed to solicit cases primarily from 
community sources rather than from the courts. The Community Board Project in 
San francisco, funded by private foundations~ has devoted much of its resources 
to working with local neighborhoods so that cases will be mediated within their 
local communities. 

Thus, the dispute resolution projects funded through the early and middle 
1970's can be viewed along a broad spectrum representing affiliations with 

lOMcGillis and Mullen, ~. Cit. 
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either the courts and criminal justice agencies, or with the communities in 
which they are located. With very few exceptions, all the projects accept 
cases from many different sources of referral including walk-ins, private 
agencies, as well as those that are court processed. However, as the projects 
evolve over time they tend to affiliate themselves with a source of clients 
who will benefit most from the services they have to offer. Projects such as 
the Columbus Night Prosecutor or the Miami Citizen Dispute Settlement programs 
are strongly associated with the courts, while the San Francisco Community 
Board project represents a program with close ties to the community. Most of 
the other projects mentioned above probably cluster around the end of the 
spectrum representing affiliation with the courts and cr.iminal justice system; 
however, they also accept cases from conmunity agencies. 

With few exceptions, there has been very little formal evaluation conducted 
with the dispute resolution programs to date. Since many of the projects were 
funded with local LEM block grant monies~ there usually was no requirement to 
perform a comprehensive evaluation of the progrpms. However, several of these 
efforts have been'evaluated or are currently in the process of being ev.aluated. 
The Night Prosecutor Program of Columbus, Ohio, underwent extensive ~eview when 
'it wa's being ·considered as an exemplary project by HILECJ.ll An evaluation 
approach as well as program operations were outlined for those interested in 
replication. An evaluation was conducted of Philadelphia's 4A project by 
Bla,ckstone Associates in 1975. 12 The Citi"zen Dispute Settlement Center in Miami, 
Plor'ida, was evaluated by members of the Dade County Criminal Justice Planning 
Unit in 1977.l3 ·and the Orlando, Florida, project was reviewed by a team of 
evaluators funded through the American Bar Association o

14 Two other evaluation 
efforts, now underway, promise to provide much more data on not only the process 
of mediation, but also on the comparative effects between community dispute 
resolution and more formal judicial systems. One of these is a random assign
ment, control group study of mediated felony cases in IMCR's Brooklyn project, 
conducted by the VERA Institute; the other involves a comprehensive analysis 
-of the Boston Urban Court Project, conducted by the Social Science Research 
Institute, Univer-sity of Southern California. 

The development of the Neighborhood Justice Center concept. The dissatis
faction with traditional adjudication ~s a means of resolVing disputes -
r-eflected in the above projects -- has been led to considerable discussion 
reg~rding the nature of the mechanism or body which would most effectively 
perform the function. The foundation for the concept of Neighborhood Justice 
Centers was laid down by Danzig in his proposal to establish Ilcommunity moots'" 

llNILECJ, Citizen Dispute Settlement, An Exenplary Project. Washington, 
D. C., 1974. 

12 Anno, B.J. and Hoff, B.H. Refunding Evaluation Report. BlackstOne 
Associates, 1975. 

l3Moriarty, W.F. and Norris, T.L. Evaluation: Dade County Citizen Dispute 
Settlement Program. Dade County, Florida, 1977. 

',4 . 
Conner, R.F. and Surette, R. The Citizen Dispute Settlement Program. 

American Bar Association, 19770 
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neighborhood-based non~coercive forums which would settle a variety of disputes 
without attempting to establish guilt or innocence. 15 These moots would be 
accessible -- even attractive ~- mechanisms for all classes of citizens. The 
major criticisms leveled at the concept of community moots is that without some 
coercive power, they are likely to be unworkable. In recognition of this 
defi ci ency! Fi sher has proposed I'corrmuni ty courts" composed of el ected corrmuni ty 
members who would exercise a variety of sanctions, from restitution to eviction.16 
McGillis and Mullen have suggested that such coerci~e powers are extreme; that 
corrmunity courts may !'readily deciine into the legendary forums often associated 
\<lith Australian marsupials".17 Recently, Sander proposed the development of 
D',ispute Resolution Centers, which would provide an intermediate option between 
Danzig's non~coercive community moots and' Fisher's highly coercive community 
courts. 1B These Centers would be similar to community moots but would be a 
government agency with close ties to the courts and could also provide binding 

, arbitration When mediation failed. 

Thus, the Neighborhood Justice Centers can be seen as having roots in both 
the recent dispuie resolution projects and in these influential writings. 

The Neighborhood Justice Center Field Test 

During 1977, the National Institlt~(t of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
(NILECJ) in coordination with the Offit~.' for Improvements in the Administration 
of Justice (OIAJ) developed a progt\!itm fUr an experimental field test of Neighbor
hood Justice Centers. The Centers, locatt~d in Atlanta, Kansas City and Los 
Angeles (Venice/Mar Vista) were designed to resolve·minor disputes among citizens 
using the process of mediation and/or arbitration in lieu of going to court. 

At the 1976 meeting of the National Conference on the Causes of Popular 
Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, much of the discussion 
centered around developing alternatives to dispute resolution, in order to 
relieve the courts of a burden that they are not really equipped to satisfac
torily handle. In a follow-up task force to the Conference, chaired by 
Judge Griffin Bell, a recoll1l1endation was made that the development of neighbor
hood justice centers should be encouraged as a means of providing an alternative 
mechanism to adjudication. 

Soon after becoming Attorney General, ~lr. Bell directed that a pilot imple
mentation program for the neighborhood justice center concept be developed. 
Initial conceptualization of the program was turned over to the newly created 
Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice (OIAJ), and the final 
design and field test implB11entation \'18.5 then developed by the National 
Institute's Office of Development, Testing, and Dissemina,tion. 

15 . RO h d'O 'COt Danz19, lC ar , ~ •. _l_. 

16Fisher, Eric. Community courts: An alternative to conventional criminal 
adjudication. 'Ameritan University Law:Rev;ew, 24, 1975, 1253 ... 1291. 

17McGillis and Mullen, .QE.. ~it. 

lBSander, Q£.. Cit. 
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The st~ff of NILECJ qnalyzed existing research and the experiences of 
six sele~t~d d;$pute centers, identifying several aspects of project operations 
wh1 ch gUided the structure and development of the NJC model. These key aspects 
address the issues of the project'objectives, community served, sponsoring 
qgency, location, case criteria, referral sources, intake, resolution techniques, 
sta,ffing, and case follow-up and evaluation. 

The overall objectives of the NJCs, as stated by the NILECJ guidelines 
were (1-) to esta,bl;sh a mechanism in the corrmunity to resolve minor criminal 
~nd civil disputes through the mediation process, (2) to impact court case
loads by resolving disp'utes which are inappropriate' for the adversarial process, 
(3) to enable the disputing parties to arrive at fair and lasting solutions, 
~nd (4) to serve as an infonnation and referral source for disputes which would 
be more appropri ately handl ed by other se:rvi ces or agenci es. 

It was also suggested that the grantee be either a publ,ic agency or a 
private non-profit organization with prior experience in managing government 
grants~ and that the Field Test was to operate for a period of 18 months within 

. each site. The specific'office location of the NJC was to be within a neighbor
hood, identifiably separate from the formal court system, and easily accessible 
to the conmuni ty popu 1 a ti on. 

The guidelines for case'criteria were broad -- the Centers were to focus 
on a wide range of disputes between individuals residing in the neighborhood, 
particulatly those who have an ongoing relationship. Cases were to be accepted 
from a \,I'lde variety of referral sources, including the courts, prosecution 

~ offices, police~ other public or private agencies, and self-referrals. 

A number of cities were considered as potential locations for the NJC field 
tests, and three were ultimately chosen -- Atlanta, Kansas City, and Los Angeles. 
These locations 'provided the ,desired variety in terms of geography and size. 
A potential grantee in each city VJaS identified to develop the application, 
initiate and coordinate development and implementation activities, and oversee 
project operations. The three NJCs were structured to be similar but not iden
tical, in order to provide multiple models of dispute resolution for study" 

Central Issues for'theEvaluation·of Neighborhood Justice Centers 

In order to assess the strengths and deficiencies of the Neighborhood 
Justice' Centers, a separate evaluation grant was awarded by NILECJ to the 
Institute For Research (IFR) shortly after the three 'test sites were funded. 
It is the National Evaluator's responsibility to conduct an independent assess
ment of the Field Test. This evaluation is deSigned to address several key 
issues and questions, most of which pertain to the effectiveness with which 
the Centers handle the critical problems of dispute resolution. These issues 
are discussed below. 

Access and utilization of the'NJC. Guidelines developed by NILECJ indi
cated that the 'NJCs are to be accessible to, and utilized by, a broad range 
of socio-economic and ethnic groups, The characteristics of disputants who 
use the NJC shoul d roughly refl ect the make-up of the communi ty. ~1i nori ti es 
should use the Centers, but so should other ethnic groups; the poor should use 
the Cente'rs, but so should the more affluent. Access and utilization may be 



----- -- ----

influenced by the demographic make~up ,of the Center staff, mediators and 
adVisory board, They may also be influenced by the image which the Center 
develops in the community and the relationships which it builds 'with key 
cOJ111lunity agencies and organizations. It will probably not be enough that 
the Centers are accessible to the broad public. If they are to be utili.zed, 
they may also have to project a clear image of accessibility to the public, 
~n image that communicates quality justice, concern for citizens' problems, 
~nd op~nness to all residents. A similar image should probably obtain with 
those community agencies from which the Centers seek referrals. 

A related question concerns the degree to which the Centers build and 
mqint~in close ties with established judicial systems, and what effect such 
ties will have on their ability to attract appropriate cases. If a Center 
builds close ties with police and courts, will it be seen by conrnunity residents 
~s ~n ~ppendage of the justice system? Would such an image lend an added aura 
Of legitimacy to the Center-, thereby increasing self-referrals, or taint its 
"neighborhood~grass roots" appeal and dri~e away potential cases? 
- -

Efficiency and sati sfacti on wi th the di s¥ute process. The NJCs are 
expected to process disputes relatively rapid y, often scheduling hearings 
within days of the contact. The service is free, and hearings are to be scheduled 
so that the disputants will not be required to miss work. Core staff is small 
(5-6 full-time staff); mediators are volunteers from the community who are 
typically paid a small stipend (e.g., $15 per session). Therefore, it is 
quite possible that the Centers will be a relatively efficient operation -
inexpensive and quick. However, although total budgets are small (about $135,000 
per year) compared to most urban agencies, they can quickly become expensive 
on a cost per case basis if the caseload'remains small. And if disputes which 
are "resolved" in two hours flare up again in a few weeks, quick "resolutions" 
may be rather meaningless. 

Finally, it is hoped that the disputants are satisfied with both the process 
and the outcome. Agreements should be long-lasting and should be viewed as 
just and fair by the disputants. Nearly as important, perhaps, is the impres
sion of the Center which the disputants carry from the NJC. Did they feel that 
it was a helpful process that enabled them to retain their self-respect and 
digni,ty, or did they feel that it was simply another encounter with an imper
sona 1 agency? 

Impact on the justice system9 It has been generally thought that the 
NJCs will have a beneficial impact on the established justice system, but the 
extent and nature of the benefit has been the subject of some debate. Some 
believe that the Centers will handle many cases which would have gone through 
the courts, thereby reducing the court caseloads. On the other hand, others 
have suggested that most of such cases wo~ld probably have been dismissed anyway_ 
Of course, the savings in time and money to the system would depend upon \'/here 
and when the case was (or would have been) dismissed. 

The police rnay be aided by the NJC in several \'JayS. They may simply refer 
a dispute to the Center r-ather than feeling compelled to take the time to 
settle the dispute themselves or to take formal action. A referral to the 
rwc may enhance the likelihood that a previously recurring dispute may be 
settl ed with some degree of pennanence. An r~JC referral may also reduce the 
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amount of time the officer has to spend in court. However, to the extent 
that NJC resolutions do not hold, the police may be required to spend more time 
on a specific c~se than if it had been brought in for adjudication. The issue 
of HJC impact on the justice system is not a simple one of caseload reductions 
or police refer~als. Assessing the impact will probably require detailed 
analysis of system operations supplemented by the careful application of experi-
mental designs. . 

Degree of coettion. The extent to which the NJCs should have coercive 
powers has been an issue of much concern throughout the development of the 
NJC concept. The three models which laid the foundation for the NJCs were 
perhaps most clearly distinguishable from each other along the dimension of 
coercive powers. In their p~esent state, however, the coercive powers of all 
the Field Test sites are almost entirely implicit. Referrals f~om the police, 
prosecutor or courts probably have the impression that if they do not settle 
their dispute at the NJC, there is a strong likelihood that their case will be 
~djudicatedo The deg~ee to which that impression is prevalent and accurate 
will be assessed in the evaluation, as will the source of such impressions. 

Impact on:the,COmriluriity. There is some belief that to the extent that 
justice centers are well integrated into the neighborhood and the community, 
they wi 11 have a broad beneficial impact on communi ty 1 ife.19 If the residents 
feel some control and ownership of the NJC policy and operations, they will 
feel that the quality of justice has been enhanced and that the legal-judicial 
system and perhaps other community institutions are more responsive to the 
needs of citizens. Similarly, if minor disputes can be settled before they 
become serious, the NJCs may contribute to an overall reduction of conflicts 
in the community. 

Contrary to this belief is the point of view that Neighborhood Justice 
Centers aY'e 1 im; ted in scope and resources to a d.egree that any broad bene
ficial impqct on the community is not likely to be significant or measurable. 
NJCs deal with a relatively restricted range of community problems and can have 
little impact on the broad economic and social condition of residents, Further
fTlore, the' Pilot NJCs do not have the 1arge outreach staff which is probably 
required to generate and sustain broad resident support and participation. 

NJC policies and trOCedures. In addition to the major issues discussed 
above, there are anum er or-questions to.be addressed pertaining to the ~ 
relative effectiveness of particular NJC policies and procedures. How will 
type of sponsorship affect NJC success? Which types of dispute cases will 
be most effectively attracted ~o, and processed by, the NJCs? What outreach 
and intake and screeni ng procedures will be most effective.? To the extent 
that there is variation in these policies and procedures within and among 
NJCs, such questions will be addressed by the evaluation. 

19shonholtz, Raymond,' RevieW'Qf .alternative dispute mechanisms and a 
government proso~al 'for Nei,hbothObdJUstice Centers. San Francisco: 
Communi ty Boar Program, 1 g 7. 
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The EVqluation Approach 

The ev~luation of the Neighborhood Justice Centers field Test has the 
following major goals: ' 

1. Determine to what extent,the NJCs have established an 
effective alternative in the community to resolve minor 
disputes, This incorporates 'project objectives related 
to speedy and lO,n9~lasti,ng resolutions of disputes and 
creating a beneficial impact on the courts. 

2. Determine how well the Centers are attracting a variety 
of cases from both criminal justice and community sources 
of referral. 

3. Explope whether or not the mediation process contributes to 
~ reduction of' conflict in the community. 

4. Assess the responses to the NJCs from the community and 
the crim;nql justice system, 

A set of 24 specific evaluation objectives has also been developed and weighted. 20 

These goals and objectives are to be achieved through the conduct of four 
studies during the Field Test. These studies include (1) the Implementation 
Study, (2)' the Process Study, (3) the Impact Study and (4) the Cost Study. 
The Implementation, Study is, of coupse, the focus of the present report. rhe 
Process St~dy will involve an assessment of the characteristics of Center cases 
n- client types, referral sources, and case disposition -- as well as a docu
mentation of dispute resolution procedures. The Impact Study will assess the 
impact of the Centers -on disputants, elements of the criminal justice system; 
and the community. The Cost Study will provide estimates of program costs and, 
to the extent possible, will compare program costs with those of traditional 
dispute resolution mechanisms such as the courts. . , 

The four stud'ies are being conducted somewhat chronologically, with a great 
deal of overlap during the study development phases. The Implementation Study 
just completed was first. An Interim Report for the Process Study is currently 
being developed so that this information will be available for review by the 
staffs of NILECJ, OIAJ, and the Centers. Final reports for the Process, Impact, 
and Cost Studies will reflect accumulated data gathered throughout the duration 
of the 18-month demonstration period of the field test. The entire effort is 
being guided by an evaluation perspective which is characterized by the following 
features: 

• Decision-making utility. The evaluation process is designed to 
provide information to program administrators which aids in 

20por further information on the derivation of goals and objectives and 
other detailsregar.ding the evaluation methodology, see'NationalEvaluation of 

'NeighborhOod:Justice;Centers:Field:Test:· 'Work Plan, ~1ay, 1978, Institute For 
Research, Reston,.virg;nia. 
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making both short and long-term policy decisions. 

• 'Participation'and"f~edback. Until recently, it was felt 
that the evaluator should be separated from the operational 
aspects of a program. in order to maintain objectivity. 
Currently, however, an increasing number of both program 
managers ano evaluators themselves are supporting the 
concept of participatory evaluation research. This implies 
a closer involvement of the evaluator in program develop
ment and greater use of feedback results by the program. 
In conducting an evaluation of a developing program, an 
interactive, responsive feedback relationship between the 
evaluator and program staff is especially appropriate. 

• "Evaluation:Analysts. To insure that program data were 
collected and fed bacK :to project management as described in 
the above p()int~ local evaluation analysts were hired by 
IFR and placed in each of the three NJC project sites. 
They worked on a full-time basis and were responsible for 
developing, maintaining and extracting data related to 
project operations and outcomes. They provided that 
needed link between the National Evaluation project and 
the local realities and constraints under which the'se 
programs functioned. 

• 'Emphasis:on implementation and process data. Because of 
the developing nature of the programs, a large proportion 
of the ev a,l u at; on resources is 'devoted to the co 11 ecti on 
and feedback of process and implementation data, This 
focus is seen" as being particularly important if repli
cations of the concept are anticipated; future NJCs should 
have detailed information on the problems and successes 
of implementation and operations. 

Implementation Study Objectives 

The specific objectives of the Implementation Study were the following: 

1. A description of the historical and developmental events which 
preceded the establishment of the Center. This description 
i ncl u'des the processes and procedures of grant development and 
applicat~on, the initial contacts with local organizations and 
agencies, and staff and mediator selection and training. 

2.' A'documentation of the outreach activities. Outreach activities 
will include contacts \'lith potential justice system Y'eferral 
agencies, social service agencies, an~ public relations 
activities directed toward the community at large. 

3. The development and evolution of Center policy: and procedures 
during the first months of operation. Activities and policies 
of the Center are described as they became established during 
the fiY'st few months of project operations. These descriptions 
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include broad policy formulations as well as the more specific 
procedures such as staff roles and responsibilities. 

Impl ementation:Study: Methods 

The basic appro~ch used for the Implementation Study may perhaps be best 
described as a combination of conventional interview techniques with partici
pant-observation methods, Most of the historical information about how the 

. Center was developed and establi5hed was e1icited through interviews with 
those individuals who participated in the development of the Centers. Supple
ment; n9 these techni ques were 'reports based upon the experi ences and obser
vations of the on-site Evaluation Analysts, interacting with the staff virtually 
every di..1.Y during the first months of Center operations. Finally, assessment of 
training' and mediator character; st; cswas accomplished through the admi ni
strqt;on of instruments to the mediators. The major data collection activities 
~nd topics inc1uded the following: 

,IntarviewsWith governing:board members'a~d sponsors: Initial 
grant development; process of grant and project formation, 
including selection of project Director and Board members; 
perspectives on the role and purpose of the NJC. 

• IntervieWs:with lEAA'and'DOJ Officials: Initial site selection 
and grant development; pre-operational technical assistance 
and 6n-going monitoring of grantees. 

• Evaluation:Analysts' 'observations and recordings: Description 
of processes and procedures in the Center and how they developed 
~- intake,' screening, and hearing scheduling, etc.; description 
of staff roles and res pons i bil i ti es, how they develop or change 
over time; perspectives on policy formulations and changes 
oyer time; description of overall assessment of mediator training 
through the use of training effectiveness questionnaire? 

• Analysts' interviews with the Project Directors: Staff and 
mediator recruitment and selection; staff and mediator training 
-- design, purpose, effects; initial contacts with local 
agencies and organizations -- types of agencies, purpose of 
contacts, results, etc.; initial general orientation, guiding 
philosOphy" on role of,NJC; development of case processing 
procedures -- intake, hearing, referral. 

• "Analysts' interviews with center staff: Reactions to staff 
training experiences~ including technical assistance training, 
mediator training, other in-service training; perceptions of 
role and purpose of' NJC, reactions to basic structure and 
proce~ses; type of staff activities and responsibilities, 
reactions to assigned tasks. 

• Collettion"and"ana1ysis:of'memos and· documents on program 
"develoment~;Olitie~~ and' rocedures: Description of 

processes "an proce ures 1n the Center (intake, hearing, 
referrals, etc.) as contained in memos and documents~ 
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written statements of Center policies and 90als; written 
agreements wi th conmuni ty ,agencies and organi zati ons; job 
descriptions delineating staff duties and responsibilities. 

With the exception of the interviews with LEAA and DOJ officials, all 
the data collection 'tasks were performed by the on-s1 te Evaluation Analyst. 
As interviews wer,e completed, theY'were forwarded to IFR's t~ashington Office 
for content analysis and interpretation, Questionnaires for training assess~ 
ment were admiriistered by the Analysts and forwarded to Hashington as well. 

~pproximately seven to twelve individual interviews were conducted at each 
project site. The Project Director's interview, for example, generally took 
two or more sessions to complete. In addition, historical documents had to 
be located! Individual appointments were made with each staff member as well 
a,s key governing Board members. ~1uch of the required infonnat;on (e.go, lists 
of outreach activities) had tp be specially prepared. Other documentation 
(e.g., referral procedures) had to be located and updated if necessary. In 
lFR's ~Jashington area office, the interview results, questionnaires, i:lnd personal 
observations were content analyzed, and a report outline was developed. 
Considerable verification and clarification took place before findings were 
incorporated into this report. 
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CHAPTER II: EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTERS PROGRM1 

Although the NJC grants were awarded in November of 1977, develop
mEmtal activities at the Department of Justice and at LEAA began almost a 
full year before that timeo And as described in Chapter I, forces contrib
uti ng to the NJC program had been gatheri ng momentum for several years. 
In this chapter the early significant events of planning and development -
most of them based in Washington with the Department of Justice and LEAA --
will be described. . 

It should be noted that Attorney General Griffin Bell played an important 
supportive role throughout this early periodo In February of 1977, shortly 
after his appointment as Attorney General, Judge Bell announced plans for 
the creation of the Neighborhood Justice Center Program. In July, 1977, he 
announced that three sites had been. selected and that final grant appl i'~ 
cations were being prepared. At a press conference in January 1978, he 
r.esponded to criticisms that the planned NJC program would not permit equal 
access to the judicial process. He stated that the program was developed 
not to deny acc~ss but to increase access by providing a means of alleviating 
the logjam in court caseloads. In addition, he affirmed that the program 
wlas bei ng run by LEAA as an experiment, to see if it can work. Hi s support 
of the program has been further demons tra ted by'· hi s personal attendance to 
the offi ci a 1 openi ngs of two of the Centers. 

It appears that the Attorney GeneraPs support of the de vel opmenta 1 
anld experimental approach has he1ped to foster a professional atmosphere for 
NJC operations and has helped to underscore the importance of the evaluation. 
At the same time, his interest and support has placed the Centers under the 
spotlight of both the federal government and the press. While this attention 
has encouraged the program planners, sponsoring agencies, and project staffs, 
it has also put some pressure on those responsible for program operations 
since public attention has been focused on them from the beginningo 

Initial Activities 

Upon his appointment as Attorney General, Mr. Bell instituted the Office 
for Improvements in the Administration of Justice (OIAJ) and appointed 
Daniel Meador as Assistant Attorney General to direct its activities. The 
purpose of this unit was to initiate programs dealing with the structure 
and organization of the entire judicial system and with ·its processes in 
both civil and criminal cases, and to develop viable alternatives to courts. 
One of the first responsibilities OIAJ was given was to pursue the develop
ment of the neighborhood justice center concept as proposed by the Pound 
Conference Follow-up Task ForceD OIAJ was asked to help develop the concept, 
provide a general focus, and coordinate activities within the Department of 
,Justi ceD 

By April, 1977, the genera" scope of the NJC program had been outl i ned 
by the Attorney General. On April 26, a memo from Attorney General Bell was 
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sent to the Acting Administrator of LEAA, Mr. James Gregg, asking him to 
assist in the development of the Neighborhood Justice Center Program, and 
to us~ LEAA resources to fund and evaluate the effort. In addition, a 
brief program description was included which had been prepared. Mr. Gregg 
assigned the developmental work to LEAA's National Institute, and Acting 
Director, Mr. Blair Ewing. The program was to use LEAA resources to fund, 
on an experimental basis, three Neighborhood Justice Centers in separate 
geographic sections of the country. Original estimates of each Center's 
bud\get were proposed at $150,000, but that was later raised to $200,000 
;n order to accommodate start-·up time and to provide technical assistance. 

Program Design 

By May 3, 1977, an outl i ne of proposed acti vi ti es for' the Centers 
had been developed and in a memo to r·1r. Meador, r~r. Gregg presented 
recommended program elements along with an activities schedule. This 
outline had been prepared by a Task Force that had been formed by Mr. Ewing. 
The Task Force, chaired by Ms. Cheryl ~1artorana, head of the Courts Division, 
was to review the dispute resolution·field and develop the design of the 
UJC Field Test. Other members of the Task Force from NILECJ included 
Mr. Martin Lively, Dr. Richard Rau, t~s. Hary Ann Beck, i.\nd Mr. John Carney. 

The NJC Task Force asked the Criminal Justice Reference Service to 
pull together all the available infQrmation on dispute resolution, and 
Ms. Mary Ann Beck wrote a short paper on work in this field. The group 
then reviewed all of these resources, sharing their information with 
OIAJ, and began to discuss program development. Mr. Daniel McGillis and 
Ms. Joan Mullen were commissioned to study existing dispute resolution 
progra.ms and recorrmend options for anNJC model. The Task Force worked 
with Mr. McGillis on the report findings which he .had gathered from on-going 
projects in less than four weeks. 

During the period of April to July, 1977, OIAJ staff worked on the 
NJC program description. In doing so they met with the American Bar 
Association's Committee on Resolution of Minor Disputes and other experts 
in the field. Numerous documents were reviewed including the descriptive 
report by McGillis and Mullen. Frequent consultation was maintained with 
LEAA's National Institute as various drafts of the NJC program description 
were being developed. Final1~" in July, 1977, agreement was reached with 
the National Institute concerning OIAJ's version of the NJC description_ . 
(Appendix A), and further work on the project's implementation was turned over 
to the National Institute's Office of Development, Testing, and Dissemination. 

Using input from the above sources, the National Institute Task Force 
determined the scope and focus of the NJC Field TE.st. A program design was 
then finalized in mid-summer of 1977. During August, Mr. Martin Lively de
veloped the final grant guidelines for the selected sites to use as they pre
pared their applications (Appendix B). The guidelines were reviewed and ap
proved by the Task Force and OIAJ and sent to the three sites in late August. 
The Task Fm'ce then parti cipated in reviewing the draft applications from the 
test sites as they were received and made recommendations for changes. 
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Selecting th~ Test Sites 

During the. April-July, 1977, period, OIAJ completed the selection of 
the three test sites. There were four informal criteria for selecting the 
sites: 

1. The NJCs were to reflect a variety of geographic characteristics. 

2. They were to have a diversity of sponsoring groups and/or agencies 
~- public or private. 

3. The cities were to be receptive to the idea of an NJC program -
offering effective and cooperatlve administrative support. 

4. The sites were to permit rapid establishment of the project. 

Two of the project sites, Los Angeles and Atlanta, were identified 
relatively s~on, since they fit the general criteria established by OIAJ. 
In May, 1977, the staff of OIAJ learned of efforts in the Los Angeles 
County Bar Association to develop a some\'/hat similar dispute resolution 
program and !::i.bmi tit to LEAA for fundi ng. Aftet' meeti ng wi th represen
tatives from the Bar Association, both OIAJ and the National Institute 
st&ff felt that Los Angeles would be an appropriate site. 

In Atlanta, Judge Jack Ethridge and a group of interested citizens had 
indicated their interest in linking a neighborhood justice center project 
t.o the courts, and had formed a sponsoring group to operate the project. 
Thus, in late r~ay, 1977, both Los Angeles and Atlanta were submitted to 
the Attorney General's Office by OIAJ as potential sites because of their 
geographic and sponsoring agency diversity. In early June, Attorney 
General Bell approved both sites for development, and a search for the 
thtrd ci ty conti nued o 

In order to complement the two NJC sites already tentatively selected, 
OIAJ felt that the third site should either be in the midwest or north
east, and should be sponsored by a ci ty government. Hhen Kansas ;Ci ty ViaS 

visited by an OIAJ representative, the City Nanager, Mr. Robert Kipp, was 
enthusiastic about the concept, especially since the City, through the 
auspices of the Police Department, had operated a similar program a few 
yearr. earlier. The private foundation funds that had been used to support 
that effort had run out and the project was terminated, but the City has 
remained interested in the concept. As a midwestern site with potential 
city government sponsorship, Kansas City was selected as the third site. 

Mr. Martin Lively from the National Institute's ODTD, together with 
Mr. John Beal of OIAJ, visited the three sites in June, 1977. In 
Los Angeles they made a presentation to the LoA. County Bar Association, 
discussing program development, and assessing the preparedness of the Bar 
Association to sponsor the project. Later in June, visits were made to 
the remaining two sites, Kansas City and Atlanta. 

In Los Angeles and Kansas City the sponsoring organi~ations were 
&lready formed and appeared able to handle the grant awards and fiscal 
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manqgement. In Atlanta, however, an ad hoc group worked with the NILECJ 
and OIAJ in developin~ a sponsor organization that could meet the progralTll1atic 
and fi scal requi rements. After unsuccessful attempts to make the Judicial 
Council and the State Court Administrator's Office the sponsor, a private, 
non-profit organization was formed. 

OIAJ worked closely with the National Institute during the early site 
selection and g~ant application phases of the NJC program. By late June 
the three sites had been selected and approved. The sites had been visited 
frequently by OIAJ, the National Institute and consultant representatives 
to insure that sponsoring organizations were responding and that the 
grant application process was moving along. On July 28, 1977, the Attorney 
General held a press conference in which he discussed the progress toward 
the creation of the Neighborhood Justice Center program. 

During August and September, NILECJ sent two technical assistance 
experts to the three sites to assist them with the grant application. 
By September 15, the draft applications were sUbmitted. 

Between September and the middle of November, the NJC Task Force of 
the National Institute and OIAJ staff reviewed the grant applications three 
times. NILECJ and OIAJ maintained constant contact with the potential 

. grqntees, including recommendations J~egarding the choice of dispute reso
lution techniques (mediation or arbitration) to be used in the Centers, 
the selection of target areas, and the selection of project directors. 
On November 15 ~ 1977, the Nati ona 1 I nsti tute awarded the gra.nts to the 
three field test sites. 

NJC'Training 

An important element of the NJC program design included the provision 
of trai ni ng to bp'cfI the sponsoring agenci es and to the project I s governi ng 
boards and staffs. On September 15 and 16, 1977, an NJC Planning Conference 
was held in Washington to design the agenda and curriculum for the National 
Institute's Executive Training Program workshops to be held in Washington 
and Reno. Conference participants represented a broad range of experience 
and knowledge in the area of minor dispute resolution. r·1ajor issues that 
were discussed included: (1) the NJC's emphasis on community or criminal 
justice linkages; (2) the recruitment of mediators; (3) the nature and 
size of caseload; (4) relationships with referral sources; (5) local and 
national evaluations; (6) legal issues; and (7) staff and governing hoard 
composition. 

The Washington Workshop. The first training workshop was held in Wash
ington, D.C., on December 12 through 15, 1977 (Appendix C). It was designed 
to help the NJC project directors and Board member~ implement their projects 
and establish communication links among the three projects. A total of 
25 particip~nts attended the training from the three sites, along with 
representatlves from LEAA, the Department of Justice, and the national 
evaluation firm, the Institute For Research. Several trainers were used 
during the four-day program~ and they made presentations on such diverse 
topics as mediation skills, 1egal sanctions, and public relations. In 
the IIEvaluation Reportl! on the December Workshop it was noted that such 
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topics as case administration comprised some of the weaker areas of the 
training. The presentation on the legal implications of the NJCs was 
considered a highlight of the program. 

The Reno Workshop. The second training session was held in Reno, 
Nevada, February 6-8, 1978 (Appendix D). This session was intended to 
provide useful input for the project staffs since almost all of them were 
hired after the December training was conducted. Results from a prelimi
nary survey sent out by the Executive Training Program indicated that the 
participants saw the Workshop as an opportunity to interact with other NJC 
staffs and meet some recognized experts in dispute settlement. 

In the rEvaluation ReportP from the second Workshop it was reported 
th~t the participants thought that they had a high level of understanding 
in most of the core subject areas. These areas included such topics as 
the mediation process, the evaluation process, referral sources, case 
flow, mediator training, and legal problems. 

Key Aspects of Early Activities 

This early development period \,/as marked by several key characteristics 
Which deserve additional comment and which may warrant attention in the 
future. 

As noted at the outset of this chapter, the NJC program received close 
personal attention from the Attorney General throughout this early period. 
Such attention has helped to insure that events moved expeditiously and that 
the full resources of the agency (DOJ and LEAA) were marshalled in support 
of the efforto On the other hand ,:the puhl i city and vi si bi 1 i ty whi ch 
accompanied this attention has placed pressure on the project staffs and 
board. On balance, the Attorney General's concern with the NJC program 
has probably been beneficial -- the program certainly has not languished 
in bureaucratic backwaters, as federal programs too often do. From an 
evaluation standpoint, the only significant concern on this matter is that 
certain events and effects might occur mainly as a function of the high 
level of attention rather than as a result {::If direct program operations. 
For example, the presence of the Attorney General at a Center opening can 
be a powerful legitimizing force which might be helpful when attempting 
to establish referral sources in the community. 

A related issue is the amount of time and effort which was devoted 
to these early developmental activi ti es. The progr'am was forged through 
the multiple efforts of NILECJ and OIAJ staff with 'important contributions 
from the American Bar Association~ the American Arbitration Association, 
and several experts in the field of dispute resolution. t~any different 
perspectives were represented among these several groups. This pluralistic 
approach resulted in a program design that does not represent only the 
narrow view of a handful of individuals, but is a reflection of a variety 
of major groups and vie\'/points. Such pluralism should aid the uti"jity 
and generalizability of the field test results. 

On lhe other hand, the careful, de~~berative attitude which charac
terized much of the \'/ashington-based events did not always obtain as 
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~ctivity moved to the field. As site development began, some existing 
state and local mechanisms for planning and receiving LEAA funds were 
overlooked. For the most part these oversi9hts had little effect, but in 
a few instances local criminal justice planning organizations raised some 
criticisms regarding the manner in which the NJC program was being developed. 
As a result, some of the project directors and sponsoring agency staff 
members had to mend fences at the local field test sites. 

A similar problem involved a reduction of the site development schedule 
from the ori~inal' six months to about four months so that the Centers v/ould 
be opera ti ona 1 by the open; ng of the second \~i 11 i ams burg Conference on 
the r~ation's ~udicial System. This reduced schedule hindered the Center's 
policy planning and their development of the case management procedures. 
Even after the NJCs opened and began to receive referrals and mediate cases, 
procedures, forms and policies were being revised to accommodate both 
internal and external (LEAA) reporting and documentation requirements. 
This took place over a period of i~o to three months following the opening 
of the Centers. Al though project staff managed to resolve these problems 
without serious difficulty, four months appeared to be too brief for 
the many preparatory activities. 

finally, it should be noted that the NJC program offered the first 
opportunity for project planners froQ LEAA and OIAJ to work together. 
Efforts by the staff of both OIAJ and NILECJ to identify and develop the 
sponsoring agencies, complete the grant applications, and provide general 
techni~al assistance appeared som~/hat confusing to the potential grant 
recipients. However, given the complex nature of NJC program development -
considering the various levels of federal and local government -- the 
coordination between the t\'JO agencies was effectively handled. And, more 
importantly, both OIAJ and NILECJ appear to have a clear and common under
standing of what roles they are to assume for the remainder of the field 
test period ~- OIAJ as close observers and reviewers, and NILECJ as 
monito~s of the field test and evaluation efforts. 
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CHAPTER I II: THE NJC IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

Overvi ew 

This chapter presents an overall description of the Centers' imp1emen-
tati on process -- the sequence of events by whi ch the three Nei ghborhood 
Justice Centers became operational. It describes such processes as Center 
organization and staffing, the development of sources of ca5e referral, 
and mediator selection and training. However, it should be noted that in 
the full report (of which this report is a summary) each Center's imple
mentation process is described in detail in separate chapters. This descrip
tion also provides a review of the similarities and differences among the 
three Centers as they have implemented operations. The discussion of 
similarities and differences is not done in order to' make judgments regarding 
relative Center effectiveness, but simply to illustrate the range of approaches 
and,the options available to beginning justice centers. Although no conclusions 
can yet be drawn regarding the ultilnate impact of particular implementation 
processes on program effectiveness, several important issues were identified 
which have distinct imp1i;cations for the shape and direction of the Centers. 
These issues and their implications are also discussed. 

The Sequence of Implementation Events 

The basic sequence of the overall implementation process is depicted in 
Figure III-lo Until grants wey'e awarded on November 15, 1977, there- was 
not a great deal of activity at the three sites. Up to that point, the 
implementation activities were based (or at least initiated) largely in 
~~ashington, as described in Chapter II. Upon grant award, the project 
directors were hired, project offices located, and a training workshop was 
given for the projects' board m&mbers and directors. 

In December it was decided that instead of allowin~ six months of 
preparation to get the projects operational, only four would be needed. 
This decision resulted in doubling up many of the preparation tasks that 
had been originally scheduled over a longer time. Thus, the period. January 
through March, 1978, was a time of somewhat hectic activity, including the 
following: 

1. Staff selection. The remaining staff members for each Center 
were recruited and hired. In many cases individual staff roles 
and responsibilities were not clearly defined, and some 
personnel had to-redefine their jobs in light of the projects' 
planned modes of operation. 

2. Staff training. A staff training \'lOrkshop was sponsored by 
NILECJ and held at the National Judicial College in Reno, 
in February. 

3. Development of referral sources. The sources of client referral 
had to be identified and a mechanism developed to receive 
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disputants from the prosecutors, courts, and the police. 
In addition, a great amount of time and effort was spent 
on community outreach to develop awareness of the program 
and encourage self-referral cli~nts. 

4. Mediator selection. The hiring of the volunteer mediators 
was also completed during this busy period. One of the 
conditions for their participation in the program was 
their immediate availability to attend the mediator 
training classes. 

5. M~diator training. The training program for each Centers' 
group of mediators had to be developed in a very short 
time. Training consultants were hired, facilities located, 
and schedules had to be developed. 

6. - ·C~~t~rs!Openings. During March, 1978~ each NJC hosted 
opening ceremonies that were designed to generate interest 
and support in their local communities. 

Although the HJC implementation process covered approximately nine 
months, relatively little activity occurred on site until grant award, and 
most of the implementation events were accomplished in the 2~ month period 
from January to mid-March. The process appeared to become somewhat harried 
as the opening date of the Centers approached, and the project directors 
found themselves contacting referral sources, attending mediator training, 
remodeling the office facilities, and developing operational procedures 
with their staffs -- all at the same timec 

NJC Charact~ristics 

Each of the Centers proceeded through the same sequence qf events -
hiring staff, training mediators, etc. -- but each Center approached these 
tasks in different ways and with varying results. The resultant charac
teristics of the Centers are displayed in Table III-l. The descriptive 
elements of the sites reflect many of the similarities and differences that 
can be found among the three test sites. Overall, the projects appear to have 
much in common, especially regarding the way in which they are organized, 
staffed and the methods of resolving disputes. These similarities reflect 
their adherence to the National Institute's grant guidelines as the appli
cations were being developed. However, important differences in program 
operations are noted, the most significant of which is probably the orien
tation the projects have regarding their relationships with the criminal 
justice system and the community. 

Thus, while the three test sites have proceeded through similar imple
mentation tasks, they also have created their own unique styles· of operation. 
These characteristics are explored in more detail below. 

NJC grantees·andboards. The three project sites vary greatly according 
to the agency or organization identified to be their sponsor, or the LEAA 
grantee. In Atlanta, a private non-profit organization was formed; in Kansas 
City, the City itself is the grant recipient; and in Los Angeles, the County 
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Grantees 
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Dispute 
Resolution 
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TAIlL[ 1/1-1 

PROJ[CT SITt CHARACTERISTICS 

lIeighborhood Justice Centers 

Atlanta 

Ilei ghborhood Jus t ice Center 
of Atlanta, Inc., • private 
non-profit corpor~tion 

1~ member policy-making Board 
of Di rectors - up to 23 mem
bers have been authori zed to 
increase community ~ber
ship. 

Executive Director and four 
full-time personnel. plus 
volunteers and student 
interns. 

Located in central eastern 
section, near central busi
ness district; population 
67,081 

Remodeled two-story house 
near business area in 
target community. 

3~ were selected and parti
ICipated in ~ 2 weeke~, 40 

hour training progra. plus 
an 8 hour follow-up session. 

Fonna 1. wri tten agre_nts 
with state and mUnicipal 
courts, i nvo 1 vi ng NJC re
presentatives located in 
the courts to help refer 
cases. 

Referral procedure whereby 
notice is given to parties 
to report to NJ[ - officer 
di screti on. 

Outreach presentations to 
cOlJJllunity agencies and 
local publicity of NJC 
ac t i vi ties. 

Mediation, single 
media tor • 

kanus CHy 

. City of klnsas City. 
110 •• Department of 
Community Services 

23 tnember Advi sor), 
Board with 5 from 
u rget conrnunity 
agencies. 

Director and four 
full-time staff, 
plus a VISTA worker 
ilnd volunu~f!rs. 

located on western 
border just below 
central business 
district; population 
53.278 

Bank building offices 
on major commercial 
street in target area 

33 were recruited and 
-Participated in a 48 

hour, 2 weekend 
training effort. 

Formal proceeding with 
. a full-time staff 
member locuted in 
City Prosecutor's 
Ofn ce to refer 
client!> to NJC. 

Elaborate referral 
process with a train
inQ~orienu\tion of 
target area police ~ 
officers complete 
part of the intake 
forms. but use their 
Own discretion. 

Some public presenta
tions and media 
coverage of NJC. 

Mediation and/or 
~rbitratlon. two 
lIlediators for 
fi rst f'!w cases. 
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Venice-liu Vist! 

Los Angele~ County 
Bar Association 

16 member policy
making Board of 
OireClcrs with 1/; 
from cDfmluni ty ,n: 
2/3 from Sar Ass',. 
and other public 
agencies. 

Director lind fiv(> 
full-time person
nel, plus mediator 
volunteers. 

Located in Venice/ 
Kilr Vista corrrnuni:y 
in western sectio' 
of los Angeles; 
population 90,000 

Store-front office~ 
on major resident;!l 
and business stre •• 
in center of targft 
area. 

20 were selected arj 
-;;ere involved 'in , 

70 hour, month-lo~g 
training program. 

1 nfonna 1, but devei
oping II more dire:t 
approach to place 
NJC representatins 
in Small Claims CtJrt. 

Referral process ir 
which loca 1. polief 
officers' can give 
parties a card in
formin9 them of ~~: 
services - officer 
discretion. 

Act i ve program of CJt
reach ;nvolving Jnl~y 
different segments of 
comnunity; >«lrk with 
youth groups and 
other agencies in 
target area; notic~ 
of NJC activities 
given to local raCio 
and TV sutions; 
public presentaticns 
and participation in 
comnuni ty meetings. 
etc. 

Mediation. single 
IIlediator, I:I.It witt. 
observer if approved 
by parties. 



Bar Association is the sponsor. These widely different forms of supportive 
structure were planned in part by the NJC program developers in order to 
determine what impact, if any, these organizations would have on Center 
direction and effectiveness. 

In Kansas City, for example, the City provided. much of the needed 
administrative and financial structure that was needed and enabled the HJC 
project to begin its implementation activities (i.e., recruiting staff, 
site location, mediator selection and training, etc.) with a minimum of 
problems. On the other hand, the City bureaucracy also delayed the process 
of hiring staff and getting office equipment because of the "open", compet
itive methods used in conducting these activities. Overall, however, the 
City as a sponsoring organization has facilitated the development of the 
project in Kansas City, especially during the early program phases. 

At the other two sites the sponsoring grant recipients have provided 
support in the areas of staff and mediator recruitment and in the location 
of a project facility, but they. tended to lack the financial accounting 
capability to handle a large federal grant. As a res(jlt, in both Los Angeles 
and Atlanta, fiscal control and reporting had to be improved or developed. 
The L.A. County Bar Association did provide temporary office facilities while 
the project was getting underway and its Director, Mr. Robert Carlson, is 
also Chainnan of the Venicen·1ar Vista NJC's Board of Directors. In Atlanta, 
members of the sponsoring agency -- a non-profit corporation formed tD 
operate the grant --' have helped the NJC gain access to the courts quickly 
and assisted in placing project representatives in the local courthouses to 
identify potential cases for the Center. 

The composition and areas of responsibility found among the three 
projects' governing or advisory boards varies considerably from site to site. 
In Kansas City there is a 23 member advisory board, which was expanded from 
an ori gi na 1 group of 18 when fi ve members were added to represent the target 
community more directly. This advisory body was appointed by the Mayor, 
after being recommended by the Community Services Office. Their responsi
bilities tend to be advisory in nature r.ather than policy-making. 

In Atlanta the 14 member Board of Directors for the NJC Corporation 
sets broad policy but leaves day-to-day operations to the Executive Director. 
The Board expanded from its or; gi na 1 11 members \,/i th the addi ti on of three 
new representatives, including a community person. In order to infuse more 
neighborhood representation into the Board, an increase of nine additional 
members has been authorized but has not yet been implemented. 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC project has a Board of Directors composed of 
16 members with policy-making responsibilities. The Board was created by 
the L.A. County Bar Association as a six-person group appointed by the 
President of the Bar. They then voted to expand their membership to incor
porate both community interests and other public agencies' representatives. 
The Board has been very active in nearly all phases of the project, and 
numerous subcommittees have been created (most for only a short duration) 
to handle special issues such as mediator selection and training, outreach 
activities, etc. 
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Project staffin~. The three Centers used different approaches in 
recruiting and selecting their permanent, full-time staff. 

In Atlanta the Executive Director was selected by the project's Board 
of Directors after several candidates had been reviewed. For the most part 
informal procedures were used to recruit and hire not only the Director but 
the remaining four staff members as well. Local publicity generated interest 
among potential applicants,· and resumes were sent to Board members. The 
Executive Director, together with some Board input, had the responsibility 
for filling the other positions. 

The selection of NJC staff in Kansas City was conducted by the City's 
ciVil service system, and was therefore much more formal than the Atlanta 
selection process. This process involved creating a job description for 
each position, establishing minimal qualifications, and developing an eligi
bility list from public notices of the job openings. The fact that the 
Ci ty handl ed thi s . tas k eased the burden on the Di rector (\,/ho had been selected 
earlier by a similar process) but also caused long delays in hiring personnel. 
In addition, it is difficult to replace staff quickly when there is a turnover. 

The Venice/Mar Vista project took a slightly different approach from· 
both Atlanta and Kansas City. They advertised for the NJC positions in the 
local newspapers and also used informal networks in legal and academic circles. 
The selection of the Director and Assistant Director had been accomplished 
earlier by the Board of Directors, and these two individuals reviewed resumes 
and conducted intervie\</s to fill the remaining four::positions. Their approach 
was informal and flexible, with emphasis on those candidates who could work 
in the Veni ce/Mar Vi sta corrmuni ty and were enthusi astic about the NJC concept. 

In each city care was taken to have the staffs represent a social and 
racial cross..-section of their commllnities o Table 1II-2 illustrates the 
racial composition of the staffs as well as that of their respective target 
areas and cities. The data indicate that at each site the ethnic compositions 
of the cities and target areas are reflected in the staffing patterns. 

Staff (II) 

Black 60% (3) 

White 40% (2) 

Spanish-Speaking --
and/or 

Mexican-American 

TABLE 111-2 

RACIAL CDMPOSITIOiI Of THE DRIGHIAL tlJC PROJECT STAFFS 
CDNPARED lIITH TARGET AREA AND CITY CotlPOSITION 

At1 anta Kansas Cl ty Venice/Mar Vista 

Target Target Target 
~ City Staff (II) Area City Staff (N) Area County 

54% 59% 40% (2) 45% 73% m(l) 6% 11% 

46% 4],; 40% (2) 50% 24% 50% (3) 76% 71% 

-- -- 20% (1) 5% 3% m (2) 18% 18% 
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Tatget areas and Center locations. The target areas as described by 
the Natlonal Institute's grant guidelines indicated that the community to 
be served should have a population of between 50,000 and 200,000 and be 
located completely within a larger metropolitan area •. The target community 
was to be an area that is recognizable by its residents as a neighborhood 
or as a group of neighborhoods. In addition, the target areas were to be 
heterogeneous, incorporatio£ many different segments of the larger community. 

For the most part, the target communities of each NJC project met the 
National Institute's guidelines. The populations were well within those 
recommended, with a range between 53,000 in Kansas City to 90,000 in Venice/ 
Nar Vista~ In addition, the racial composition of the target neighborhoods 
closely paralleled that of the l~rger communities, as seen in Table 111-2. 

The location of the Centers themselves reflects the nuances in perspective 
and approach that each Center has developed. The Atlanta NJC is located in 
an 01 der remodel ed, two-story home near the center of the target area." The 
facility has several rooms available for both office space and for conducting 
mediation sessionso The atmosphere is both business-like and informal, with 
most of the administrative offices located on the second floor. . 

The Kansas City NJC is located on an upper floor of a bank building in 
a commerci~l zone of the target area. The office space is somewhat cramped 
and the hear.ing rooms are small. There is a professional and authoritative 
(court-"like) atmosphere in the program which the project staff feels facilitates 
the conduct of the mediation sessions and encourages the disputants to reach 
an agreement. 

The Venice/t,1ar Vista tlJC is located in a remodeled store-front facility 
on a residential street near the center of the two target neighborhoods. 
Hith the project's emphasis on soliciting cases from the community, the 
atmosphere is more casual and relaxed. Citizens are encouraged to come in 
or phone in and find out more about the program and in some cases receive 
refer.ral assistance to other community service agencies. " 

~1ediator selectionand training. The process that was used to select 
medi ators among the three" Centers vari ed as much as that for sel ectimg staff. 
In general, the projects' governing or advisory boards provided a great many 
of the mediator candidates, as well as those who were identified during the 
selection of the full-time staff. In many cases~ individuals who were not 
sele~ted for staff positions applied for positions as mediators. 

~t each Center, the mediators were to be paid a small stipend, either 
by the hour or by each case they were to mediate, to defray any personal 
expenses involved in participating in the pY"ogram. ~~hi1e they were to be 
considered volunteers, as such, the payment of a stipend (anywhere from 
$15 to $20 per case) did not make them volunteers in a strict definition of 
the term. f.'oreover, some of the "volunteer" mediators were unemployed at 
the time they were selected, and the anticipated additional income from the 
stipend must have been an incentive to become a mediator. However, most of 
those selected as mediators were employed, and several held professional 
jobs. Thus, while there may have been some mediators who took the job as 
an income supplement, most did not appear to do so. 
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The mediators were also selected to reflect the social and racial compo
sition of their target areas and larger communities. The data in Table 111-3. 
points out the similarity in racial composition of the NJC mediators and 
their local communities. While some differences do exist, it must be realized 
that with small numbers the percentages can vary greatly. 

'. 

~ 

~dlators 
(1I~34) 

Black 41% 

White 591 

Spanish-Speaking --
and/or 

Hex iean-Ameri can 

TABLE II 1-3 

RACIAL COHPOSITION OF THE NJC PROGRAM tlEOIATORS 
CoriPAREO HITH TARGET AREA ArlO CITY COMPOSITIOfl 

Atlanta Kansas, Ci ty Ven\eelMar Vists 

!arget M~d18tors T~rget Ml;!!liators Target 
Area City _lfI=33)· I\r'~~ City'" (rI'20) ~rea County 

m 59% 5l% 45% 73% 30% 6% 11% 

46% 41% 42% 50% .24% 50% 76% 71% 

-- -- 7% 5% 3% 20% 18% 18% 

, 

The grant guidelines specified a mln1mum of a 40-hour training program 
be given to the mediators in those resolution techniquF.~s that we-re to be 
used in the Centers (i.e., conciliation, mediation, or arbitration). The 
three grantees each developed unique approaches to conducting the training. 
Venice/Mar Vista created their own 70-hour curriculum package utilizing 10ca1 
rnediation training conSUltants and drawing on some nationally recognized 
resources such as the American Arbitration Association (AAA). Kansas City 
contracted jointly with the Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution 
and AAA to conduct their training effort over a 48-hour, two-weekend period. 
Atlanta \'1orked with a local mediation training organization, The ,Bridge, 
and AAA to conduct the program in a 40-hour, two weekend period. In addition, 
The Bridge held an 8 hour follow-up session about 60 days after the initial 
training • 

. Establishing referral sources. The one facet of the implementation 
process that best illustrates the diffe,rent perspectives and directions of 
the three Centers is probably the sources of case referral ¥/hich they have 
sought and established. In At~anta and Kansas City the Centers have developed 
a formal working relationship with the local courts and prosecutor's offices. 
The courts are viewed as the primary source of clients by these two projects, 
and in order to facilitate the referral process staff members or program 
volunteers are stationed in the courthouses or in the prosecutors' offices. 
I n Kansas Ci ty there is perhaps a grea ter focus on the prosecutor's offi ce 
as a referral source, with a senior Center staff member iocated permanently 
in that office. 

In Los Angeles (Venice/Mar Vista), the target community and its service 
agenci es are seen as the primary source of cl i ents. The project staff have 
conducted extensive outreach efforts to locate disputants and develop referral 
mechanisms with agencies'in the target neighborhoods in order to solicit 
citizen participation in the NJC program. While the Venice/Mar Vista project 
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has not actively sought referrals from the local courts, to the extent estab
lished at the other two project sites, they anticipate developing this source 
of referrals in the near future, Their orientation during the implementation 
phase has been to work in the corrlllunity to establish themselves as a viable 
resource for resolving disputes. 

In the following sections the referral sources activities of each of the 
NJCs are discussed: 

'Courts. As noted above, both Atlanta and Kansas City have developed 
a referral process whereby potential ca5es for mediation that come to the 
attentinn of ei ther the prosecutors' offi ces or the courts themsel ves, can 
be transfert~ed or passed on to the NJC projects 0 

In Atlanta the primary emphasis has been placed on developing formal 
written qgreements with the local cou~ts. Citizen-initiated cases (those 
in Which no char,ges have been filed) are referred to an NJC intake \'lOrker by 
the court clerk at the time the case is brought to the clerk!s attention. 
For court-initiated cases in which a formal complaint has been filed, the 
referrals gener-ally come from the bench and the case is continued until it can 
be cleared by a mediation heari,ng at the Center. The following have been 
contacted to impl ement thi s procedure: 

• Municipal Court of Atlanta 

• $mqll Claims (Warrants Desk) 

• Criminal Warrants Desk 

• Juvenile Court 

• State Court of fulton County 

In Kansas City the tie to the Municipal Court is through the City 
Prosecutor's Office and, in this case, a full-time NJC staff member is located 
;n this office when disputants come in to file a complaint. After an initial 
meeting wi th one of the Assi stant Ci ty Prosecutors, the NJC intake worker 
can be called over to screen the case for possible referral to the Center. 
Jf the case appears suitable, then an intake form is completed and the client 
is referred to the program. The Municipal Court may make direct referral 
from the bench, through theNuC staff member in the Prosecutor's Off; ce, or 
the disputant may be told to report directly to the Center. In either instance 
the case may be continued by the judge until the results of the mediation 
hearing are known. 

The Venice/Mar Vista project has not developed a formal working arrange
ment wi th the courts, although 1 i nes of communi cati on have been kept open 
and a committee of five judges in the West Los Angeles Court have been kept 
info;~ed of the NJC's activities. More recently, steps have been taken to 
establish a referral procedure with this Court, including the placement of 
project representatives in the Courthduse. A formal agreement has been reached 
~ith the City Attorney!s Office to refer those cases not helped by their own 
dispute settlement program -- the Hearing Officer program. These referrals 
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would be for non-criminal cases in which the Hearing Officer Program was 
inappropriate, 

Prosecutor and court referrals have been significant sources for most of 
the previously existing dispute resolution projects -- prior to the NJC effort. 
These experi ences i ndi cate that unl ess there are strong ti es to the courts, 
the programs have to depend on police and community referrals which have not 
proven to be a consistent source of clients o The courts, and especially the 
local municipal courts where minor disputes are typically brought, have" 
provided the highest number of cases meeting the criteria developed in the 
NJC grant guidelineso 

Police, Although the police have not provided the greatest number 
of c,ases to existing dispute resolution programs, they are seen as an impor
t~nt source of client referral. The police should be able to identify those 
indiliiduals who would benefit from mediation of minor disputes; therefore, 
all three NJCs have actively sought local law enforcement participation in 
the program. 

The most elaborate and formal referral system for the police was developed 
in Kansas City. The Central Patrol Division covers all of the NJC's target 
area; the active participation by officers in that Division was planned for 
during the project's implementation phase. Since there had been a similar 
dispute resolution project operated by the Kansas City Police Department a 
few yl~ars earl i er, thei r support and cooperation were sought. The Commandi ng 
Qffict~r for the Central District was placed on the project's Advisory Board 
o.nd a three hour training ... orientation session was developed to present to each 
Of the 150 police officers in the District. There were 14 training sessions 
conducted at which time small groups of officers (8-15) were given descriptive 
m~terial about the NJC. The officers were encouraged to ask questions and to 
become thoroughly familiar with the referral process. Officers were to refer 
eligib'le cases to the Center by completing a voluntary submission fonn on 
which they were to describe their account of the dispute between the parties. 
Thus, ~/hen the disputants came to the Center, there would be additional back
grQund information to assist the mediator. 

In Atlanta the referrals from local police districts are more informal 
than in Kansas City. NJC staff met with local police administrators and 
worked out a mechanism for officers to initiate"a referral to the Center. 
A referral form was deve"loped whi ch the officer comp1 etes, and the parti es 
are told that a representative of the Center will be contacting them. The 
officer then sends one copy of the referral notice to the Center so that the 
disputants can be contacted. 

fn Venice/Mar Vista the police can provide potential disputants with a 
small card describing the program and providing information on how to contact 
the Center. In thi s sense the referral by the pol i ce offi cer is much more 
informal and less pressured than at the other sites. The disputants have 
the option of going to the Center or pursuing some other means of solving 
the"ir problem. However, the NJC staff did attend a series of roll-call meetings 
in which the program was described in detail as well as the available services. 

Communi t~ referrals. At a 11 three NJCs there has been .~ concerted 
effort to solicit- isputants from the community, since this was a central 
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theme of the NJC program, Not only were the Centers to provide an alter
native for the courts and oth.er criminal justice agencies~ they also were to 
be a community resource for citizens to use when conflicts arise in their 
local neighborhoods~ In order to establish themselves as a community-based 
p'roject, outreach activities \'/ere planned at each test site. The varying 
oegree of these efforts and the project resources devoted to this function 
,~gain reflected differences in operating philosophy am~ng the Centers. 

In Kansas City and Atlanta community referrals were to be solicited 
primarily from the project's contacts with community agencies and presen
tations by Center sta.ff at public meetings, etc. In addition, local publi
city concerning the openings of these Centers was expected to generate a lot 
of interest in the projects. At these two sites there was a great deal of 
interest created by the opening ceremonies and the resulting news stories in 
the locql press. public presentations by staff members at service or9ani
zqt;ons and community groups also stimulated a lot of inquiries regarding 
AVq;lable services. The net impact of these outreach efforts will have to be 
~n~lyzed as the test sites receive referrals. 

The Veni ce/Mar Vi sta NJC deci ded early that publ i c outreach was to be 
one of their prlmary functions~ In order to accomplish this goal, the Center 
des; gnated certai n staff members as outreach workers to go into the target 
cOlTlilunity and meet with neighborhood organizations. Thei'r tasks were to work 
with local co~unity leaders and organizations in order to identify sources 
of conflict in the area and develop a mechanism for referring clients to the 
Center. In addition, an extensive "public service announcement" campaign was 
initiated with several local radio stations to stimulate interest in the 
program~ These announcements were broadcast several times a day in the Venice/ 
t-1ar Vista area. 

The opening of the NJC in Los Angeles was seen as a good opportunity to 
get the co~unity interested qnd involved in the project. Thus, a "street 

, party" was pl anned to hel p cel ebrate, the event, Entertai nment and food were 
included in the activities, as well as brief presentations by the Director 
~nd Visiting public officials. 

The net'impact of this concentrated effort to solicit community referrals 
in the Venice/Mar Vista Center cannot be assessed at this time. Given the 
difficulty other dispute resolution projects have had in developing cases from 
the community i' it may be diffi cu1 t to assess the resu1 ts of these outreach 
activities until the project has devoted substantial time and resources to 
this process. 

Methods of resolving disputes. The methods by which disputes are to 
be resolved also differ somewhat from site to site. Differences are to be 
found not only by the process used -- mediation vs. mediation/arbitration -~ 
but also the number of mediators and observers who will be involved in the 
hearings. 

In Atlqn~ the staff has decided to operate with a single mediator for 
each case~ and that mediation will be the preferred method of resolving 
di~putes.' A written ,agreement is to be secured whenever possible. The 
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project's Board of Directors decided that arbitrated agreements will not 
be attempted duri ng the early phases of NJC I S operations but Vii 11 keep the 
option of incorporating this method if it is thought desirable. 

In Venice/Mar Vista mediation with an observer present (usually a staff 
member or another mediator) is the initial procedure used in the hearing 
~essions, While mediation is preferred, the project's Board has left open 
the poss i bil i ty of us i ng a rbi tr'a ti on. 

The Kansas City NJC allows for either mediation or arbitration (or some 
combination) in hearing cases. The disputant parties sign an agreement prior 
to the hearing which permits an arbitrated resolution should it be deemed 
appropriate. In addition, it was felt that in some cases, one or bot.h parties 
mi~ht prefer an arbitration procedure. 

None of the Centers excludes observers and/or additional mediators from 
the hearings. Moreover, at a couple of the sites it was thought useful to 
allow observer~mediators to sit in on the first few cases in order to give 
the mediators maximum exposure to the process, 

Issues and'Implications 

Our analysis of the implementation process across the three Centers has 
identified several issues that could have implications for the eventual -
direction of these Centers and -- perhaps more importantly -- for the imple
mentation of future dispute centers. These issues also carry significant 
implications for the evaluation effort itself, in that they will bear scrutiny 
during the process and impact studies as well. We cannot yet judge whether 
these issues will significantly determine the effectiveness of the Centers 
in any broad or ul timate sense, but it seems evi dent that they have contriuted 
to th~ present shape and direction of the Centers. 

The central issues for NJC implementation are (1) underlying Center 
philosophy or perspective, (2) the designation of the governing organization, 
(3) the selection of a Project Director, (4) approaches to mediator training, 
(5) the development of referral sources, and (6) the degree of coercion used 
to attract cases. 

Before discussing each of these issues and their implications, it should 
be noted that the underlying Center philosophyl seems to be the most amorphous 
and pervasive of the issues. All the other issues discussed below may be 
interpreted as either specific manifestations of an underlying philosophy or 
as visible elements of the implementation process which, when viewed together, 
gi ve the appearance of an under lyi ng phi 1 osophy . Causal di recti on ht~re is 
not cl ear: Does the phi 1 osophy shape the impl ementati on procedures or vi ce
versa? In some fashion, however, the philosophy of the Center represents an 
umbrella issue, operating at a different, more global level than the others. 

lThe use of the ternl lIunderlYing" indicates a philosophy Which is not 
necessari ly expl i ci t or arti cul ated as such by the Center.; the term does not 
imply any hidden agenda or' secretive intentions on the part of a Center. 
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Underlying philosophy of the NJC. This issue appears to exert consider
able influence on the implementation process at each site~ and may contribute 
to the ultimate direction of the Center. The underlying philosophy may not 
be articulated by the Center's Board or Director -- even in its stated goals 
and objectives -- but at each NJC a discernable philosophy seems evidenced in 
the rather consistent ways in which the implementation tasks are undertaken. 
It is probably not coincidental that the Center which takes care to avoid 
coercion in attracting cases also employed a rather humanistic approach to 
mediator training and has concentrated on the community at large (rather than 
the criminal justice system) as a source of referrals. Nor is it by chance 
that the Center which utilized the more established resources for mediator 
training also conducts its operations in a formal manner and setting. 

More specifically, Center philosophy appears to influence the goals and 
objectives of the NJC, the mediator training methods, the development of re
ferral sources~ and the methods of dispute resolution. To some extent, it 
also appears to have affected the selection of the office space and the 
establishment of the organizationa"l climate of the NJC. Through all these 
elements of the implementation process~ three different philosophies or 
perspectives may be detected. For convenience we shall call these philoso
phies orthodox (Kansas City), innovative (Venice/Mar Vista), and eclectic 
(Atlanta) -- recognizing the shortcomings of such convenient labels. 

The Kansas City NJC appears to have espoused an orthodox approach to the 
implementation tasks, showing a preference for methods which have been tried 
before, and which carry some evidence of past success. In the specification 
and weighting of goals and objectives, the Kansas City NJC gave a higher 
priority to the goal of institutionalization than did the other two Centers. 
Their training of mediators was conducted by the organizations most widely 
recognized as experts in mediation training who emphasized traditional 
mediation/arbitration skills. The main referral source is the courts (ac
tually the prosecutor's offi ce) -- the most "proven" source of cases for 
dispute centers over the years. The organizational climate of the Kansas 
City NJC is somewhat for'mal and clearly oriented toward assisting the 
established criminal justice agencies. Certainly, this system orientation 
can be explained, at least partially, as a natural consequence of the Center's 
position in the City government, as may the other elements of its predilection 
for the safer, proven methods. However, it may very well be a result of the 
city's previous experience with a dispute center a few years ago. This short
lived center had the same Project Director, a focus on the city prosecutor's 
office, and used the same organizations for mediation training. 

The Los Angeles NJC seems to have adopted an innovative, experimenta1 
stance, exemplified by their orientation toward the development of community 
referrals rather than (but not to the exclusion of) the courts and police. 
Of the three Centers, they gave the highest priority to the goal of providing 
"information to LEAA and the Department of Justice on the ... effectiveness 
of the Centers as this relates to future planning. 1I At each step, they seem 
to have chosen the risky-but-promising route instead of selecting the safer 
route with a track record of some success. Their w~diator training methods 
were specially tailored and somewhat unorthodox, with an emphasis on personal 
growth and interpersonal skills. They have assiduously avoided any trace 
of coercion in attracting cases and have yet to use arbitration in their 
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hearings. In addition to the handling of interpersonal disputes, they view 
themselves as a vehicle for the solution of inter-group problems and disputes 
in the community. We should note, however, that their community orientation 
may be a function of the presence of the hearing. officer programs in the city, 
as well as a manifestation of Center philosophy. 

The eclectic, pragmatic philosophy of the Atlanta NJC is manifested in 
several \,/ays, In the training of mediators they used established l'esources 
(AAA), but also drew on a local group with a more interpersonal skills orien
tation. They are developing a wide range of referral sources in an attempt 
to generate a sizable caseload o They have also recruited a sizable corps 
of volunteers and student interns to assist them in outreach and intake. 

It is no easy matter to identify with certainty the determinants of 
these different philosophies -- the Centers vary on several dimensions, 
including geography, SUb-culture, size of city, etc. However, we speculate 
that the philosophy is shaped by the governing board or' organization (the 
official grantee) and the project director. Of course there are causal 
direction problems here too; e.g., it is not clear whether the rhilosophy 
picked the project director or the project director imposed the philosophy. 

At this stage we are not making value judgments about the effectiveness 
or appropriateness of these phi 1 osophi es, except to suggest that such phil 0-

sophical diversity is healthy for a field test. The central message here is 
that individuals and organizations who are involved in the development of 
dispute centers should be fully aware of the power of an underlying philosophy 
to determine the ways in which a center becomes implemented, and that the 
routes chosen during implementation might very well influence the future 
direction of a center. 

Designation of the governing organizationo The governing boards or 
organizations -- the official grantees -- appear to have had an influence 
on the implementation process. The grantee organizations included a bar 
association (Los Angeles), a city government (Kansas City), and a private 
corporation (Atlanta). 

The effects of these organizations were evident on two levels, At an 
overall procedural level the city government seemed ·to expedite most imple
mentation tasks -- with the possible exception of hiring staff. If one is 
seeking to implement a dispute center rapidly and efficiently, a city govern
ment is the appropriate choice. However, we would quickly add that the 
difference between the Kansas City NJC and the other NJCs in terms o,f imple
mentation time was small, and the overall effects on the accomplishment of 
implementation tasks appeared negligible. 

At another levels the governing organization at each site has probably 
contributed in a direct way to the Center's initial philosophical orien
tation, through the development of the original grant application and in 
basic Center policies. And their selection of the project director has 
made an indirect, but powerful contribution to Center philosophy and 
direction. If, for example, the grant for the Kansas City NJC had not 
been awarded to the city but to an independent organization, a very different 
project would have resulted. If~ on the other hand, the grant for the 
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Los Angeles NJC had been awarded to the city. the Center's orientation 
would probably have been less experimental. 

However, beyond these initial acts of policy-making and selection of 
project director -- critical events to be sure -- the specific role of 
the governing boards in shaping other Center policies and procedures through 
the implementation phase is not entirely clear. Certainly, they all have 
been quite active and continue in powerful oversight roles. But in many 
cases it appears that the project director sets the course and the board 
serves mainly in a review capacity. Again, the Kansas City tlJC may be 
the exception in this regard, as a result of their position in the city 
goverrunent. As the process and impact studies proceed, the role of 
governing boards will warrant closer examination. 

Selection of the project director. After the designation of the 
grantee organization, the most important implementation event was probably 
the selection of the project director. At each site the director of the 
NJC seems to have played a broader, more influential role than mere Center 
administrator or executor of board policy. The director was the primary 
decision-maker on matters of office location, staff hiring, mediator selection 
and training methods, development of hearing procedures, and general Center 
operations and procedures. Although the Center staffs and the governing 
boards were also involved in the formulation and review of decisions on 
most of these topics, -the perspective and preferences of the project director 
appeared to be most strongly reflected in the decisions. In short, in those 
important implementation situations where options existed, it was most often 
the project director who decided which option would be chosen. When the 
boards hired the project directors, they essentially passed most of the 
decision-making functions on to them. 

This issue has several implications for the HJCs and for future dispute 
centers. Any NJC governing organizations should be aware that when they 
hire a project director they may be transferring much of their effective 
decision-making functions -- unless they take special care to retain them. 
Of course, many boards may prefer such status, as long as they retain 
ultimate revi~l authority. But the transfer of decision-making functions 
should be a conscious choice. Furthermore, governing boards should recognize 
that the selection of a project director is an event of even greater impact 
than it appears at first glance~ It is important that the selection process 
consider people who are not only able to manage the center and execute 
board policy, but who share the general goals and philosophy of the board. 
For it is at least possible that the director's phllosophy and perspectives 
can have as much or more impact on center direction and effectiveness than 
do the philosophy and perspectives of board members. 

Approaches to mediator training. The Centers all approached the 
training of their mediators in a slightly different fashion. They each 
drew on different training resources V/hich were selected and assembled in 
ways that ;refl ected thei r m'ln perspecti ves and goals. Thus, the Kansas Ci ty 
NJC selected a pre-packaged program from two nationally known mediation 
training groups (AAA and IMCR); Atlanta used a combination of a local training 
group and AAA; and the Los Angeles NJC developed their own training program. 
Information on the relative effectiveness of these approaches is not yet 
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available; this topic will be addressed in the Impact Study report. It 
already seems clear, however, that there are viable alternatives to the 
use of the nationally recognized training groups -- combinations of local 
resources -- which warrant consideration by developing dispute centers. 

A more fundamental aspect of this issue is the extent to which the 
training methods emphasize the acquisition of process or technical mediation 
skills. As used here, ~process" skills are those which help the mediator 
identify and work on the underlying dynamics of a dispute. These include 
q variety of interpersonal communications skills and the ability to interpret 
verbal and non-verbal events during the hearingo Through the effective use 
of process skills, it is hoped that the more "basic" dynamics of the dispute 
are brought into play, thereby increasing the potential for a more lasting 
resolution of the dispute. The technical mediation skills approach suggests 
that the final goal is to reach an agreement between the parties as quickly 
as possible. In order to develop a written agreement, techniques such as 
the opening statment and use of the private caucus are stressed. Training 
in the technical skill areas emphasizes the practice of these techniques 
through role-playing and individual practice sessions. 

The three tra i ni ng approaches use(' by the NJCs differed not only in 
the resources used and the structure of their trpining programs but in the 
extent to which the training emphasized process or technical skills. 
Technical skills were emphasized most in Kansas City, where established 
resources were used, and process skills were emphasized most in Los Angeles 
indeed, the orientation toward the acquisition of process skills appeared 
to be a central reason for their more experimental approach. Thus, in 
the development of training resources, dispute centers should analyze the 
skill emphasis whi ch they desi re, as well as the sources and structure of 
the trainingo These two approaches are not necessarily antithetical or 
their use ;n combination undesirable, and while emphases were eVident, 
all HJCs included some measure of both. When mediators are seeking an 
agreement benJeen disputants, they will seek to uncover deeper causes of 
the conflict, and in order to reach an agreement on the dispute at hand 
caucusi ng ski 11 s have to be employed. But the tra'j ners tended to support 
one approach over the other, with the integration of the two left to the 
trainee-mediator. This was a source of confusion and frustration for some 
of the trainees during their training programs. Centers should take steps 
to insure that the training is a coordinated and fairly consistent experience, 
especially when they use a combination of resources and approaches. 

The develo ment of referral sources. The variation in approaches to 
developing re err a sources 1S oth t ,e most vivid illustration of their 
different philosop~ies and the element of-the implementation process that 
has perhaps the most serious implications for the ultimate form and direction 
of the Centers. The overriding issue here is whether an NJC is primarily 
a community program, drawing its cases directly from the community (self
referrqls), primarily an arm of the established criminal justice system, 
diverting cases from the courts as appropriate, or some combination of the 
two. The broad consequences of these approaches to referral sources will 
be a subject of considerable attention throughout the process and impact 
studies, and will not be addressed here. 
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However, one central point, particularly relevant to NJC implementation 
activities, deserves mention. All the Centers, especially the los Angeles 
NJC, devoted a great deal of staff time and resources to the cultivation 
of self-referrals from the community. Early indications from process data -
by no means conclusive at this stage -- pOint to an inverse relationship 
between the amount of attention devoted to community outreach (relative to 
that devoted to criminal justice system outreach) and the size of the caseload. 
It appears that effective techniques for the cultivation of community referrals 
have yet to be developed. We are not suggesting that future dispute centers 
should necessarily ae-emphasize community outreach efforts, but they should 
be Circumspect before commiting a large'proportion of staff time and effort 
to these referral sources. 

Coercion. The extent to which the Centers should have coercive powers 
and how that power is used to attract their cases has been an issue throughout 
the development of the NJC effort. As noted earlier in Chapter I, the 
literature regarding a model for community resolution of minor disputes, 
as well as the degree of coercive force to be employed, has reflected all 
points of view. While Danzig proposed non-coercive community moots, Fisher 
suggested highly coercive community courts. 2 Sander set forth an inter
mediate option which would maintain non-coercive community ties along with 
the implicit power of the courts. 3 

In the development of the three NJC projects, all of them have avoided 
the use of overt coercion. However, there are same very subtle and not 
so subtle pressures placed on the disputants when deciding if they should 
participate in the "voluntary" program. In all three Centers, the parties 
can refuse to participate ;n a hearing, but in many instances, the parties 
understand that such a refusal may result in cou'rt action. In other situ
ations the complainant may be eager to mediate the case but the respondent 
may not. In contacti ng the respondents, there may be some subtl e pressure 
applied to get them to show up, although at all three sites, the respondent's 
participation is considered strictly voluntary. If either party decides not 
to be involved in a mediated settlement; then his wishes are accepted. , 
However, the fact that the other party can still pursue his case through 
traditional legal channels may be passed on to the reluctant disputant. 
Thus, the i ntennediate model of Sander -- an ilmpl i ci t 1 evel of coerci on 
appears to have been adopted, more or less, by all three Centers. 

The concern$ about coercion stem from the recognition that many 
diversion or alternative programs which are labeled non-coercive and 
voluntary may in fact depend heavily on coercive forces, and such programs 
may intervene in the lives of people to a rather substantial degree. 
Nejelski has expressed similar views in a recent article on juvenile 
diVersion, pointing out that diversion could become a means of expanding 
intervention practices in the lives of children and their parents without 
proper concern for their rights.4 These are certainl~ justifiable concerns 

2 
Danzig, Richard, 'Qrr. 'Cit. and Fisher, Eric, Q£. Cit. 

3 Sander, Frank, .Q£.. Ci t. 

~Hejelski, Paul. Diversion: The promise and the danger. Crime and 
Delinquency, ~, 1976, 393-410. 
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which will warrant close attention as the evaluation proceeds. It does 
appear, however, that subtle forms of coercive pressure are very important 
elements in the building of sizable caseloads.. Unless a dispute center 
wishes to exclude the established criminal justice system and concentrate 
on small numbers of community self-referrals, it will probably have to engage 
in some coercion. 
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Overview 

CHAPTER IV: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ATLANTA 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

The implementation activities that took place in Atlanta, both before 
and after the project was awarded, are described in this chapter. It con
tains sections dealing with the formation of a non-profit corporation to 
operate the project, staff recruitment and organization, mediator selection 
and training, establishing sources of referral, and the case management 
process. A summary section then discusses the major trends that have 
evolved as the project was implemented. 

Early Activities 

Initial actions associated with the development of a Neighborhood 
Justice Center in Atlanta began in June 1977. The princ~pal organizer 
at that time was Judge Jack Etheridge, who, as a member of the Atlanta 
Bar Association's Committee on Resolutions for Minor Disputes, was 
familiar with the NJC concept and felt it was a useful means for resolving 
disputes. Judge Etheridge organized a working group of expert volunteers 
to plan the creation of an Atlanta-based NJC project. He contacted the 
Atlanta and Gate City Bar Associations, courts (Superior, State, and 
Juvenile), county attorney, and city attorney, asking each group to submit 
a person to serve on a Steering Committee to develop the NJC. Mr. John 
Beal from the Department of Justice's OIAJ attended an early Steering 
Committee meeting in June, and several more throughout the summer, to 
discuss the concept and provide general guidance. 

An early concern of the Steering Committee was to establish an ap
propriate administrative mechanism for operating a federa)ly funded pro
ject. Initial efforts to align the NJC structurally with the Georgia 
Judicial Council were not completed because problems arose which would 
require considerable time to resolve. It was decided that a non-profit 
corporation would be set up to become the official grantee and direct 
recipient of LEAA funding. On June 14, 1977, Articles of Incorporation 
were filed and the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta (NJCA), Inc., 
was born. Most of the members of the Steering Committee agreed to serve 
on the Board of Directors for the project. 

The non-profit corporate structure for the Atlanta NJC was decided 
upon because the Steering Committee felt continuing as an all-volunteer 
group was a better approach. Atlanta's NJC was designated early as a 
court-related model, and the initial Board members represented legal and 
court-related interests. Once incorporated, the Board began to develop 
the structure and organization of the NJC. In order for the co~poration 
to sponsor the NJC, financial, personnel, and property management proce
dures and systems had to be developed and implemented. 

In view of the fact that the newly formed Board was a volunteer group, 
professional planning and grant wr.iting expertise was sought. Executive 
staff of Economic Opportunity of Atlanta (EOA), a local community action 
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agency, and the Community Services Administration were contacted and sug
gested Mr. Linwood Slayton, then Director of Planning and Evaluation for 
EOA, for the grant writing task. The agency agreed to loan the Board ~1r. 
Slayton's services and to assist in the site selection process. A series 
of meetings with the Board, and National Institute staff, were conducted 
to identify the funding criteria and develop initial policies and planning 
objectives. 

To complete the grant application, Mr. Slayton reviewed the available 
literature and obtained technical assistance from consultants which in
cluded officials from the Department of Justice's OIAJ, and experts sup
ported by the National Ins~itute. Community agencies and organizations 
were contacted and provided input, including the Crime Analysis Unit, 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Committee, and City of Atlanta Planning 
Department. The Board met several times in August and September to decide 
policy issues and guide the completion of the grant application. The draft 
application was sent to the National Institute for a preliminary review. 
On September 13, a consultant from LEAA's National Institute visited the 
Board to discuss the proposal and made suggestions which were incorporated 
into the grant application before it was finalized and formally submitted 
on September 15, 1977. . 

Expansion of the Board. The initial members of the NJCA Board of 
Directors, many of whom served on the Steering Committee, were able to 
encourage the early participation of courts and legal personnel. The 
original Board consisted of the following 11 persons: 

• Court-related members 

Judge Jack Etheridge, Atlanta Judicial Circuit 
Inman Phillips, Director of Court Services, Atlanta Judicial Circuit 
George Collins, Chief Probation Officer, Juvenile Court 
Jack Thompson, Court Administrator, Fulton County Superior Court 

• Local Bar Association Members 

David Crockett, Atlanta Bar As'sociation 
Thomas Sampson, President, Gate City Bar Association 

" Attorneys 

Robert Dokson, Director, Atlanta Legal Aid 
Joel Moss, Assistant County Attorney 
John Myer, Assistant City Attorney (no longer involved) 

While the above members represented a fairly wide spectrum of view
pOints of the criminal justice system, there was an absence of community 
and police department representatives, and women. At an early meeting, 
the original Board members voted to expand the size of the Board to a 
maximum of 23 members, with one-third of the members being representatives 
from the community-at-large and including at least one representative from 
the police department. 
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Three new Board members were added: Captain Morris Redding,'Atlanta 
Bureau of Poli~e Services; Esther. LeFever, Director of Patch, a community 
organization; and '~uriel Smith, Director of the City Office of Consumer 
Affairs and a target area resident. While the Board agreed to expand its 
membership to include one-third community representatives, it declined to 
designate community leaders at that time •. The Board did not want to chance 
alienating local neighborhood residents by preselecting their representa
tives without community input. The Board opted to defer the selection of 
community representatives until after the target. area was identified. 

A letter was subsequently sent out to a number of community organiza
tions in March 1977 to solicit candidates from the Board and Advisory 
Council (see'the following section). There viaS little response from the 
organizations, and the Board decided to postpone its plans for developing 
community representation in. the NJC.A. until a future date. As a result, 
the Board membership currently s'tands at 15. 

Advi sory (cunci 1. The grant app 1 i cati',on stated that an Advi sory Council 
would be formed to provide the NJCA with community participation to increase 
the flow of information between th~ project and the community. The Advisory 
Council members would broadly represent the target area and would serve in 
an advisory and support capacity to the NJCA. Specific functions the 
Advisory Council were to serve included: 

(1) Legitimization: provide community groups with a means to 
be informed of the project and feel their concerns are 
considered. 

(2) Referral: functi~ning as a communications vehicle, the 
Counc; 1 woul d increase refe'rra 1 s to the NJC from communi ty 
gr.oups and improve the effectiveness of referrals made 
from the NJC. 

(3) Monitoring: advise on program effectiveness and policy 
issues, and. provide feedback on how the NJC is viewed in 
their neighborhoods. 

(4) Recruitment: assist in y'ecruiting new staff, mediators, 
and board members when necessary. 

In short, the Advisory Council would serve as a community liaison. The 
NJCA Board and staff enlisted the help of Mr. Paul Wahrhaftig, a national 
expert, in planning the scope and structure of the Council. The development 
of the Advisory Council has been tabled for a while, until plans for select
ing Council members and defining the relationship between the Board and 
.Council are completed. 

Pre-grant Award Activities of the Board 

Prior to grant award, the NJCA BOqrd undertook the task of developing 
and implementing the project's administrative operation, hiring the Project 
Director, and selecting the target area. 
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~election of Project Director. The President of the Board appointed 
four Board members to a Personnel Committee early in the planning phase, 
to recommend candidates for the position of Executive Director of the NJC. 
The Corrmittee established the following qualifications for the Executive 
Director: college degree; skills in social work and counseling, human 
relations, arbitration and conflict resolution; knowledge of the working 
of the judicial process; management experience; and legal education (de
sired, but not necessary). Ads for the position were placed in the major 
newspapers in the area, and notice was given to area college placement 
officers in September 1977. The Personnel Committee received over 100 
applications; these applications represented a myriad of professional 
backgrounds relating to the qualifications established by the Committee. 
During November, each Committee member reviewed the applicants' resumes 
to establish a list of those he felt most qualified. From each individual 
list a composite list of the most qualified was established. At this pOint, 
each Committee member independently reviewed the most qualified list to 
determine the top three of the group. After much deliberation, the Com
mittee selected three individuals they felt were the most qualified. 

The three finalists were notified by the President of the Board of 
their selection and invited to appear before the Personnel Committee for 
personal interviews. The three finalists were a Criminal Justice Planner, 
with experience in social agencies; a recent graduate with management ex
perience and social service; and a recent admittee to the Bar with varied 
experience in management of social agency in both the public and private 
sectors. The Board interviewed the three finalists individually, and from 
these interviews and further deliberations, the Executive Director was 
selected. r·1r. Linwood Slayton, Jr., Esq., author of the original grant~ 
was offered and accepted the position. 

Target area selection. An early concern of the Board's was the iden
tification of a target community to be served by the NJC. A Site Selection 
Committee was established by the Board for this task. The Board deliberate
ly chose not to include the local community or public and elected officials 
in the site selection process to avoid politicizing the program. Signifi
cant input and community research was provided by the staff of EOA and the 
City's Crime Analysis Team. 

The first task of the Committee was to locate an urban neighborhood or 
group of contiguous neighborhoods which had both a sense of community and 
defined boundaries. Three major groups of criteria were utilized 
demographics, community service and support,. and acc~ssibility -- and 
specified as below: '., ", 

• Demographic data included: age, race, median family income, 
and median family education of community residents; percentage 
of full and part-time employed residents; percentage of unem
ployed and underemployed; percentage of professionals, 
laborers, and managers, as well as those who own and operate 
small businesses; number of generations ;n the household; 
percentage of apartment dwellers and homeowners; percentage 
of transients; the percentage of and types of crimes committed; 
and the community population. 
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• Community service and support: consideration was given to 
the extent of fire and police protection (and particularly 
whether there were police and fire stations in the target 
area), local courts and their various jurisdictions, public 
transportation, and the number of elected or appointed of
ficials representing an area. Also placed into the equation 
was whether or not the community had a history of having 
residents active in community affairs and planning, and 
whether' or not the corrununity Vlou1d be included to support 
a project such as NJCA. It was also decided to have the 
target area overlap several elected officials' districts • 

• Accessibility: existing routes of local public transporta
tion systems were studied, along with the paths of main 
thoroughfares and interstate expressways. 

Finally, 17 district neighborhoods in Atlanta were chosen as the NJCA 
target area. With a total population of 67,081 in 1976, the target area 
contains 54% black and 46% white residents, compared to the city total of 
59% black and 41% white. The median family income in the target area was 
$5,096 in 1970 compared to $6,222 in the city of Atlanta. The" target area 
has a fair amount 0f professionals and laborers, as well as mid-management 
workers. Medium.high, medium and low median family income households re
side in the area. A hospital, fire station and police headquarters are 
located there. There are many businesses in the area, and the population 
is .approximately 67,OQO persons. The. crime rates have been moderate for 
the preceding several years. 

The target area is bordered by a major interstate expressway on the 
south and by the downtown business district on the southwest. It is in 
the City of Atlanta but in both Fulton and DeKalb Counties. It contains 
many churches, apartment complexes and single family dwellings. Also, it 
contains a number of police precincts and several city council districts. 

Many of the neighborhoods in the target area are undergoing transition 
and are being revitalized by both individual and governmental renovation 
projects. There are several very active neighborhood associations, 
neighborhood planning units, community action advisory councils, and other 
similar groups working throughout the target area. A map of the target 
area appears on page 45. 

Office site location. The specific location for the NJC office was 
also selected by the Site Selection Committee, with the assistance of the 
Executive Director. The Committee debated whether the Center should be 
located: in a business or residential district; in a highrise or single 
story structure; in a high or low rent district; on or off a main thorough
fare; inside or connected with an official governmental structure (for 
example, inside a police department complex or judicial building) or be 
physica l1y separate and apart from lithe estab 1 i shment ll

; in a structure 
which was authoritarian or aristocratic, or plebeian in appearance and 
atmosphere; and, in the center of the target area or in the most populated 
community or geographical portion of the target area. 
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The target area chosen is not part of the Central Business District, 
and virtually no commercial office space of a traditional character exists. 
The target area, to a large degree, is characterized by old, expansive 
homes with porches, ornate woodwork, etc. If the NJCA was to become a 
part of the community, it was considered desirable to locate the Center 
in an old house. 

The end result of the Committee's careful search and deliberations 
resulted in the Center being located in a large, two-story completely 
refurbished, brick and stucco house with room for expansion. The Center 
is located adjacent to a local public high school. 

Roles and Responsibilities of the Board 

The Board of Directors is responsible for all policy-setting and de
cision-making regarding the NJC project. It authorizes expenditures and 
oversees all project operations. The Board makes recommendations for 
changes and/or additions in the project and offers assistance and advice 
to the Director in any way necessary. All policy matters are determined 
by the Bo9rd and communicated to the Director, who implements them into 
the day-to-day operations. 

The structure and function of the Board of Directors have been for
mally outlined in its By-Laws. An Executive Committee of 3 to 5 members 
appointed by the full Board is the active governing body of the corpora
tion and has power to manage and exercise authority except where expressly 
reserved to the full Board (such as fiscal and contractual policies). 

The Board developed the NJCA objectives and made decisions regarding 
important policy issues as the grant application wa1 drafted. Policy 
matters considered by the Board at that time included: (1) tr.e use of 
community lay mediators who would be provided with adequate training or 
professional ~ediators; (2) the legal effects of agreements; (3) the pre
sence of attorneys, witnesses, and others at hearings; and (4) the legal 
liability of the Board and staff members. Most major policy issues were 
settled during the writing of the grant application. The Board decided 
to employ mediation as the sole dispute resolution mode initially, and 
consider arbitration at a later date. Early plans also called for 
establishing relationships with the courts and police to obtain referrals 
to the NJC; a committee was created to establish relations with the 
DeKalb County courts. The Board will continue to be active in its 
decision-making responsibilities, and ultimately hopes to assist in 
institutionalizing the program. 

Philosophy and Orientation of the NJC 

The NJC of Atlanta continues to be a court-related project, in that 
it focuses a greal deal of time and attention on court and law enforcement 
referrals. The staff feels that it primarily exists to help individuals 
resolve disputes, but also adheres strongly to the p~.~ram goal of impact
ing court caseloads. The Board and staff members stress the need for 
cooperation with existing institutions as a necessary element for the 
success of the program. 
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STAFFING THE NJC 

Staff Recruitment and Selection 

The Board originally decided to assume the responsibility for hiring 
the Executive Director, who then was to carry out recruitment and selection 
activities for the remaining staff positions. However, the Board strongly 
suggested hiring one of the finalists for the Executive Director's position 
to be Assistant Director. The candidate was offered the position, but de
clined to accept. The Board maintained a strong interest in selecting the 
Assistant Director. 

None of the staff positions were formally advertised in the media 
(other than the Executive Director's). The Executive Director relied on 
the Board's and his own personal and professional contacts in community 
organizations for recruitment. Immediately following the Washington 
training conference in December 1977, interviews were held to select the 
Assistant Director. The President of the NJCA Board opted to co-interview 
the applicants with the Executive Director, and the two of them discussed 
each applicant's merits in light of the role the Assistant Director would 
play. It was desirable to hire an individual whose attributes would 
complement and supplement rather than duplicate those of the Executive 
Director. Ms. Edie Primm was subsequently hired. 

In late December and early January, the Executive Director began 
interviewing candidates for the remaining three staff positions. The 
primary criteria used to guide the final se'lection included: 

(1) Sincere commitment to the NJCA concept. 
(2) Relevant academic and experiential background. 
(3) Flexibility to work long and 'irregular hours. 
(4) Perceived potential to fit in with other staff hired. 
(5) vJillingness to be flexible and willing to work ill any 

capacity, l~egardless of the official titled position. 

During early January, the Executive Director personally interviewed 
24 applicants and interviewed four more by phone. Three persons were 
selected: tk. Nick Butterfield as Program Assistant focusing on community 
relations, Ms. Carole Lucas as Program Assistant specializing in intake 
and interviewing, and Ms. Geranda Burt as Administrative Assistant. 

Care was taken to encourage those not selected to apply for the mediator 
positions or as Advisory Council members at a later date. An interesting 
result of the selection process is that all persons hired were CETA employ
ees and are now off the city's CETA payroll. This may enable the Center to 
have additional CETA employees assigned to the project in the future. 

The five original staff members are still with the project, working 
in the positions they were hired for. In late May 1978, an Administrative 
Assistant Trainee, Ms. Barbara Cox, was assigned to the NJC by Economic 
Opportunity of Atlanta to provide help to the NJC and develop her clerical 
skills. The characteristics of the core staff of the NJCA are well 
balanced and represent the community. Of the five members, 3 are black 
and 2 white, and there are 3 women and 2 men. No other substantial changes 
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have been made beyond soliciting volunteer help for certain activities. 

Staff Training 

The r~JCA staff received no special training other than that offered 
at the Reno conference, and attending the mediator training as participant/ 
observers. The staff felt that the Reno conference was valuable primarily 
for the opportunity"to interact with staff from the other NJCs and dispute 
cente~s. It was helpful for the staff to be able to ask basic operational 
questions, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of various procedures, 
understand better the significance of the NJC concept, and be informed of 
the expectations held by others and what support would be provided. 

Staff members expressed an interest in receiving additional training 
in conductive intake, how to persu~de respondents to participate, how to 
obtain personal data, decision-making, records management, and workload 
organization. 

Staff Organization 

The organization structure of the Neighborhood Justice Center of 
Atlanta "is depicted below: 

Goard of Directors 

Administrative Ass't. Executive Director 
Gerri Burt Linwood Slayton I ---------, 

I r-~ I Medi ators : , --------..! 
t\dmin. Asslt. Trainee Deputy Director 
Barbara Cox Edie Primm 

I -- ... ---....) 
I 

-! 
I Court , 

Program Assistants I 
Vo 1 unteers ~ 

Nick Butterfield 
Carol Lucas 

The Executive Director views the staff members as generalists rather 
than specialists. Initial empahsis was placed on allowing staff roles to 
evolve as specific needs were identified. All staff were expected to be
come totally conversant with all aspects of the Center's operation." 

Staff Roles and Responsibilities 

Executive Director. The Executive Director is responsible for the 
day-to-day operations of the NJC. He directs all NJC activities, putting 
the major policies set by the Board into practice; the Executive Director 
determines alternative programmatic ways to carry out policies. The 
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Executive Director supervises all staff, delegating responsibility for 
specific tasKS, and completes all project administrat.ion tasks, carrying 
out the requirements of the grant. He maintains communication with the 
Board and funding officials. He also spends a considerable amount of time 
on public relations and personal contacts to develop working relationships 
with courts, police, community organizations, and public officials. 

Deputy Director. The Deputy Director is primarily responsible for 
every aspect of the mediation activilies: recruiting, initial and on
going training, monitoring of hearings, scheduling and assignment of 
mediators, and arranging for and supervising mediators in other project 
tasks. The Deputy Director also develops and coordinates the· activities 
of all the volunteers at the Center; principally, this involves assuring 
coverage of all intake stations in the courts and at the Center. The 
Deputy Director assists the Executive Director in administrative matters 
involving utilization of staff and public relations; attends all Board 
meetings; and is responsible for overseeing follow~up phone interviews 
with disputants. 

Program Assistants. The two Program Assistants share case management 
responsibilities -- conducting intake interviews, maintaining any necessary 
contact with both parties before the hearing, and assisting with follow-up 
procedures. Initially, one Program Assistant was to serve as the prime 
intake worker, and assist as needed with public relations tasks. The other 
Program Assistant was to be in charge of community relations, which involves 
making presentations before local groups and generating publicity. This 
person was also to be responsible for maintaining contact with police de
partment representatives who coordinate their referral system to the NJC, 
providing back-up mediation support as necessary, developing the Advisory 
Council, and directing the activities of the student interns. As the 
project evolved, the caseload required that the Assistants share intake 
responsibilities, and both have community relations duties also. 

The staff have worked together to devise systems to best handle case 
processing tasks, especially responding to incoming calls and walk-ins. 
The current system is that one Program Assistant conducts intakes in the 
morning and the other in the afternoon, allowing each to have uninterrupted 
time to catch up on case paperwork and other related tasks. 

Administrative Assistant. The Administrative Assistant is primarily 
responsible for office management, ensuring that all internal and external 
correspondence is properly prepared. recorded, and maintained, and all 
fiscal records, including payroll and general ledgers, are maintained. 
She screens all incoming calls (and in many cases determines if the case 
is appropriate for the NJC or not), and supervises the activities of the 
Administrative Assistant Trainee. The Administrative Assistant Trainee 
is a new staff person who assists with all clerical tasks. 

Use of volunteers. The NJCA utilizes mediators, volunteers, and 
student interns to conduct intake interviews in the courts and perform 
other tasks for the Center. NJCA representatives are present in the courts 
at regularly scheduled times on a daily basis. Five mediators volunteer 
their time for these project actiVities, and seven additional volunteers 
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have been recruited from the community; they are reimbursed for their travel 
and (:hild care costs. The mediators and volunteers are generally stationed 
in the State Court at the small claims and criminal warrants desks, and in 
the bindover hearings. Student interns from Emory Law School are working 
at the NJC to gain experience and knowledge, conduct intakes at both the 
Municipal and State Courts. 

Stafi:' Management and Communi cat; on 

The Executive Director has a close working relationship with the staff 
members, and oversees all areas. He keeps well informed of all staff ac
tivities and problems, and appears to handle any personnel problems immedi
ately and directly, either on an individual basis or in staff meetings. As 
discussed earlier, the Executive Director views the staff as generalists, 
and while responsibilities are assigned to specific members, staff roles 
have evolved and changed over time to meet certain needs. 

Internal communication in the Center is informal most of the time. 
Staff members describe their activities in Heekly Rleports to the Executive 
Director. The Executive Director writes memos to clarify and document 
matters whenever Center policy is involved. Staff meetings are held as 
the need arises, but at least once a week. They are conducted by the 
Executive Director and staff input is high. Decisions are made on a group 
basis, though the Executive Director exercises the power to make all final 
decisions. 

~1EDIATOR SELECTION 

This section is intended to illustrate the process that was used to 
recruit and select the mediator-volunteers for the Neighborhood Justi~e 
Center of Atlanta. In addition, preliminary assessments of these activi
ties are provided which were given by the NJC staff and the mediators 
themselves. The information was assembled and recorded by IFR's Evaluation 
Analyst (Ms. JoAnn Bayneum) with the Atlanta project. 

Included are a description of the process of mediator selection and 
a demographic profile of the mediator population. 

Mediator Recruitment and Selection 

The Atlanta project relied heavily on community-based groups to identi
fy mediators. Many of the candidates were contacted directly by the NJC 
staff, and invited to submit a written application. As a result, the pro
ject office received 63 mediator applications; 53 were interviewed by the 
Deputy Director and 10 were interviewed by other staff members. 

The primary criteria used in selecting mediators were their interest 
in and commitment to the program and previous demonstrable evidence of 
working out problems for people, either through professional or other 
volunteer experiences. There was some concern that the selection process 
not be too rigid in order to not eliminate potentially good mediators. 
However, there were minimal' qualifications that every candidate was to 
have: 
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(1) To be able to effectively communicate -- both orally and 
in writi n9. 

(2) To be able to attend the entire 40 hour mediator training 
session over two weekends. 

Based on these interviews, 35 finalists were selected to attend the 
traininq. In order to be selected the full NJC staff voted on each candi
date, a~d a concensus had to be achieved. In addition, care was taken to 
insure that the mediator group was representative of the larger community 
in regard to sex, race, age, residence, and occupation. 

Of the 35 applicants selected, two dropped out after the first week
end of training, and one more was added. Thus, the final total mediator 
group at the completion of training was 34. 

The mediators were offered $15 per mediation as a means of helping 
with personal expenses, even though they are considered volunteers for the 
program. If a case results in a no-show by one or both parties and the 
mediator has not been notified before coming to the Center, a $5 payment 
is made. 

Demographic Profile of the Mediators 

The following data presents a demographic profile of the Atlanta NJC 
mediators. The data illustrate age, sex, race, occupation, education, and 4It residence characteristics of the mediator group. 

Age. A breakout of the ages for those 34 mediators selected indicates 
that 85% are less than 40 years old, relatively young for a volunteer group. 
Moreover, 15, or 44%, are less than 30 years of age. However, four of the 
mediators are 51 or over, thus incorporating some senior citizen representa
tion. 

Sex and race. Table IV-l illustrates the sex and race characteristics 
of the mediator group, as well as comparative race composition data for 
the NJC target community and the Atlanta area as a whole. 

Race & Sex 
Black 

Male 
Female 

\oJhite 
t·1a 1 e 
Female 

TABLE IV-l 

Mediator Sex and Race Compared with Race 
for the Target Community and Atlanta 

Mediators NJC 
(N=34) Target Area 

41% 54% 
18% 
23% 

59% 46% 
24% 
35% 

50 

Atlanta 
59% 

41% 



The data in Table IV~l indicate that there ar~ 20 female mediators, and 
only 14 males; in addition, 59% white and 41% black. These figures con
trast somewhat with the target area's racial composition of 46% white and 
54% black. However, the differences are very slight, and the potential 
impact on the cases that are brought to the Center probably is minimal. 
Care will be taken to rectify this imbalance when new mediator-trainees 
are selected. 

Occupations. The occupations of the 34 mediators are primarily in 
the human and social services field with about one-third of the volunteers 
holding these types of jobs. Another large occupational category are those 
incorporating legal activities, either as a practicing attorney (of which 
there are six), or in some paralegal position (such as a law clerk or law 
student). Those with law related occupations make up about another third 
of the mediator group. 

Following those two occupational fields, the remainder of the group 
is composed of researchers, criminal justice agency staff members, etc. 
Also included are five who were unemployed or students at the time that 
they became mediators. 

Educational backgrounds. In the Atlanta program most of the 34 
mediators have a four year college education or better. Several have 
high school education or some college; those with a Bachelor's degree 
make up about 26% of the total; Master's degree holders make up another 
24%; two are Ph.D.s. Eight of the group, 24%, have a law degree; and the 
remaining four are law students. The Atlanta project appears to be re
presented with mediators who have obtained a higher education and law 
training. 

Residence. Of the 34 mediators in the program 18, 53%, were found 
to be residing in the previously identified target area. 

Hediator Summary 

As a result of analyzing the selection process and demographic charac
teristics of Atlanta's mediator population, it appears that the lltypical" 
f.lediator is female, white, between the ages of 30 and 35, holding either 
a Bachelor's or Master's degree, working in either a social service or 
legal occupation, and residing in the target neighborhood. 

Commenting on proposed changes in the selection of mediators for the 
project, the Executive Director, Mr. Slayton, noted that the basic process 
would remain the same, but that he would emphasize recruiting more black 
males. In addition, he pointed out that he would like to get more mediators 
who are free to hear cases during business hours since many of the dispu
tants prefer weekday times to come to the Center. 
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MEDIATOR TRAINING 

Overview 

In Atlanta, the final pool of 34 mediators who had been selected for 
the project underwent a total of 40 hours of training. The training was 
conducted by two separate organizations -- The Bridge, a local mediation 
training center, and the American Arbitration Association (See Appendix E). 
The total training effort took place during two consecutive weekends in 
late February and early t~arch 1978. It was felt that The Bridge would pro
vide needed skills in communication and the identification of relevant 
issues among the disputants; whereas the American Ar'bitration Association 
was thought to be in a position to teach the process skills needed to 
conduct a mediation hearing and develop a written agreement. 

Training by The Bridge 

The initial sixteen hours of training were conducted by The Br<idge -
Metro Atlanta Mediation Center, Inc., a local family mediation service. 

The Bridge was founded by two students from Atlanta's Georgia State 
University, who saw in the community a need to establish a counseling ser
vice for parents of runavlaY kids. Thus, initially, The Bridge acted as 
mediator between runaway kids and their parents. The Bridge is a crisis 
intervention program, although now the counselors work mainly with 
families and couples. Consequently, the counselors must be skilled in 
the art of mediation. Two Bridge staff members, Sylvia Johnson and Mary 
Loffey, conducted the NJCA training; both have extensive education and 
training backgrounds in counseling and mediation. 

Although the Neighborhood Justice Center Program is not seen as a 
counseling service, it does employ some counseling techniques. Thus, The 
Bridge training was thought to be a useful experience for the mediators. 

As visualized by The Bridge group, the training of mediators in 
Atlanta was to develop both the skills and theory needed to help resolve 
interpersonal disputes. In order to accomplish this objective, The 
Bridge staff proposed three days of training that would cover such topics 
as: 

(1) Conflict Identification - multiple levels of the conflict 
and seeking hidden sources of disputes. 

(2) Issue Identification - the specific issues around which 
the dispute revolves. 

(3) Issue Separation - the importance of separating out the 
relevant from the less central issues and then prioritizing 
them. 

(4) Goal Setting and EXQectations - the importance of the 
disputants to experience success on mini-goals rdther 
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than the feeling of giving up. This may involve two 
processes: clarification of what each party wants and 
an examination of the reality of those desires. 

Cornmunicati,on Skills - to reflect content, feelings, 
listening, and problem solving. 

In their approach, The Bridge proposed to conduct the first two days 
of their training in the first weekend, with the third day to be used for 
follow-up training after the mediators had had a chance to conduct a few 
hearings. This follow-up session was to take place one month following 
initial training. It was felt that this would enab'le the volunteers to 
operationalize the skills learned in the first training and return for 
consultation. Small group techniques were to be employed during this 
follow-up activity. 

The Bridge focused on developing the mediators· critical interpersonal 
skills. They operated on the premise that people ar~~ their own resources, 
and each person has the ability to solve his/her ovm problems. The mediator 
acts as a conduit in assisting the disputants in their efforts to reach an 
acceptable agreement. 

The training was composed of brief informal lectures, demonstrations, 
role playing exercises, one videotaped mediation sess'ion which was real -
not simulated -- and discussions tailored to the specific needs of the 
local mediators. Hhile some of the warm-up exercises were considered in
appropriate by a few of the trainees, The Bridge, throughout the program, 
was able to facilitate a group cohesiveness and ease with the mediation 
situation. The mediators got to know each other fairly easily and quickly, 
such that they really worked well together during the training. Many of 
those lIinappropriate li exercises later appeared to be instrumental in 
bringing about this result. Consequently~ the group established a training 
framework for the mediation process, developing human relations skills and 
abilities so that the mediators were open and receptive to the critical 
technical abilities which AAA introduced in its trainina sessions. • 

'.!! 

Training by the American Arbitration Association (AAA) 

The final phase of the initial training was provided by the American 
Arbitration Association on March 3-6, 1978. While The Bridge organization 
provided 16 hours of training focusing on communication skills, listening, 
establishing rapport, identifying goals, etc., the American Arbitration 
Association provided the final 24 hours in specific medi,ation skills. 

Specific content areas included the following topics: 

1. Introduction to Settlement - an examination and discussion 
of alternative means and resolving conflicts. 

2. !he Mediation Process - the perspectives and strategies 
that a mediator utilizes in the hearing. 

3. The Opening Statement - the salient characteristics which 
must be included in opening a session. 
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4. The Use of Cau~uses - role playing the fact-finding process 
in establishing the means for developing a settlement. 

S. The Arbitration Process - the nature of the arbitration 
process and how it differs from mediation. 

6. Writing Consent Agreements - the skills needed to develop 
an effective formal document reflecting the conditions 
under which the disputing parties will abide. 

The American Arbitration Association focused on imparting the techniques 
of mediation by simulating "real" disputes and role playing. The objective 
was to acquaint each mediator with the skills and processes involved in 
mediating a dispute. Each trainee mediator had the opportunity to mediate a 
minimum of two mock disputes. Comments, criticisms, observations were re
corded and discussed by the AAA staff. 

The important training phases covered by AAA which were not touched 
upon by The Bridge group were the use of the caucus and the use of evidence. 
There was also much emphasis on practicing the opening statements and 
developing the written agreement. Discussions with some mediators pointed 
out that the effective use of the caucus is an invaluable tool of the 
training. 

Although arbitration was to be included as part of the training, time 
and interest did not pennit much discussion in this area. Since mediation 
was the primary focus of the program, the trainees requested that the sched
ule be modified slightly to cover those skills needed for mediation. The 
AAA staff was willing to be flexible in that regard and thus reduced that 
section in the schedule having to do with arbitration. 

The American Arbitration Association program had for each trainee 
mediator a notebook with resource information on the process of mediation. 
It contained articles and an extensive bibliography. While the notebook 
was used infrequently during the training, it was a valuable reference 
tool for those mediators who wanted more information on the process. 

General Response to the Training 

As a part of the evaluation process, observation of the training pro
grams were conducted by IFR's Evaluation Analysts at each NJC project. They 
were asked to record their impressions and reactions to the training efforts. 
What follows is a summarized version of the Analyst's review of the media
tion training in Atlanta. 

As reported by the Atlanta training observer, all the participants in
cluding the NJC staff members felt that both The Bridge and AAA organizations 
provided an effective and relevant training experience. One concern, how
ever, that was voiced VJas a lack of close coordination between the two 
groups and their approach. t1any of the participants expressed problems 
they were having putting the two programs together during the second week
end of training when the AAA group was conducting the sessions. There was 
confusion over the emphasis on determining the attitudes and motivations of 
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'the disputants as proposed by The Bridge, and the more structured approach 
suggested by AAA. These rlifferent approaches did not seem to disrupt the 
training process to any s~gnificant degree and most of the participants 
seemed to benefit from both approaches. 

The Bridge training was extremely valuable in setting the pace of an 
enthusiastic, largely volunteer group. They provided an atmosphere of 
mutual confidence and respect, which in turn created the kind of positive 
beginning necessary for the successful operation of a program of this 
nature. The closeness and rapport between and among mediators continues 
to strengthen the program tremendously. 

Some concerns that were expressed with the AAA approach did in no way 
diminish their importance as trainers. The AAA training program was thought 
to be most valuable in the area of specific, technical mediation skills 
necessary -- for example, the caucus and writing agreements. 

The observer thought both groups provided the mediators with good 
basic skills; though at first some mediators had difficulties meshing the 
two approaches for an effective personal mediation style, they later obtained 
the experience and confidence needed to integrate the best of both approaches . 

• 
Training Assessment Questionnaire 

One procedure that was utilized in assessing the training effort was 
a questionnaire administered by the local IFR Evaluation Analyst/observer. 
The questionnaire was developed to elicit, from those participating in the 
program, responses to specific questions related to their understanding of 
the background and objectives of the NJC program, the skills they felt were 
developed, and their reaction to the training methods that were used. In 
addition, there was a series of open-ended questions that allowed the 
mediator-trainees an opportunity to express their opinions about such 
issues as methods for improving the training in the future, the most 
effective aspects of the training, and additional skills that they felt 
they might need. 

A second follow-up questionnaire is to be administered as soon as each 
mediator has had an opportunity to hear a few cases. In this manner they 
will have a better perspective on the training they received, and, more 
importantly, can provide useful input for conducting future training efforts~ 

Questionnair~ Results 

The detailed results for the immediate follow-up Mediation Training 
Assessment Questionnaire can be found in Appendix F. The more significant 
findings, however, indicated that for all three major areas in question -
program objectives, skill development, and training methods -- the great 
majority of the respondents rated all the items high or very high. This 
indicated that almost all aspects of the training were well received (again 
considering that these answers were obtained immediately following the 
training program). 

A few items, however, were rated somewhat lower, and these included: 
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(l) Understanding the policies and procedures of the criminal 
justice system, especially the courts. 

(2) Development of note-taking skills. 

(3) Knowledge of community services. 

(4) Presentation of written materials. 

In each of these instances there was no overt attempt on the part of the 
trainers to co~er these topics, and it was felt that these skills could be 
sharpened during the scheduled follow-up training program to be conducted 
by The Bridge group. 

Regarding the open-ended questions the trainees gave these opinions: 

1. How should the training be changed in the future? 
• Better scheduling of classes. 
• One training organizat'ion, not two. 
• More time for role-playing. 
• More specific critiques. 
• Small training groups. 
• More information.on NJC policies. 
• More stress on agreements. 
• More emphasis on techniques. 

2. What parts were most valuable? 

• Role-playing exercises. 
• The discussion sessions. 
• Understanding the role and function of the mediator. 
• The use of the caucus. 
• Small group discussions. 

3. What additional skills are needed? 

• Being impartial. 
• Preventing impasses. 
• Better non-verbal skills. 
• Using probing questions correctly. 
• Handling strong emotions. 
• Writing agreements. 
• Conducting caucus sessions. 
• Controlling the sessions. 
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Questionnaire summary. The responses to the training questionnaire 
reflect some of the uncertainty that the newly deve10ped mediators had 
prior to hearing their first actual cases. It will be useful to examine 
these responses in comparison to the follow-up training questionnaiY'e re
sults which will be available in the next few months. All in all, it ap
pears that the mediator-trainees and Atlanta staff were pleased with the 
initial training effort of both firms, and feel they gained the skills 
needed to at least begin mediating dispute cases. 

According to the Project Director (Mr. Slayton), the main concern 
with mediator training was to provide a relevant experience. Thus, The 
Bridge organization, as a local group, was seen both as a means of provid
ing skills training, and at a relatively low cost. He felt that AAA1s 40 
hour program would have been too costly, and that even for future training 
efforts local resources will have to be utilized. The Bridge and NJC staff 
probably will be used to train new mediators. 

Follow-Up Training Session 

A one day follow-up mediator tra1~ing session was planned for the 
Atlanta NJf, and it took place on June 3, 1978. The program was conducted 
by The Bridge organization, the same agency that was involved in the first 
weekend of initial training. Feedback from the training sessions in 
February and ~,1arch and results from a follow-up questionnaire the mediators 
completed were used to prepare the cirriculum. In addition, staff from the 
Center participated in planning and conducting some of the sessions. 

TopiCS included in the training were NJC policies and procedures, 
mediator feedback on cases they have handled, building rapport with the 
clients, and presentations on available community services. The NJC staff 
handled the Center's policies and procedures session. Following that, the 
15 or so mediators who were in attendance (out of the 34 total) related 
some of their experience in handling cases. 

Next, The Bridge staff made a presentation on building rapport and, 
in particular', making the opening statement to set the proper atmosphere. 
Role-playing \I/as util ized to allow each participant an opportunity to 
make an opening statement. 

Although one of the individuals who was to make a community services 
presentation did not show up, there were two other presentations covering 
referral sources for battered wife cases and a program for counseling 
families. 

Reaction to the follow-up training. There was an indication that, due 
to the relatively low attendance by the mediators and general lack of enthu
siasm, the training did not go as well as had been hoped. While some useful 
and interesting topics had been identified for the follow-up training ses
sion, it "JOuld appear that many of the mediators felt that they did not 
n~ally need the additiona'\ skills training. For those mediators who did 
attend there was a mixed reaction to doing role-playing "once again" 
some felt it was not needed to learn opening statements; others felt it was 
b~neficial to assume the role of a disputant. 
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Since the follow-up training was conducted about three months after 
the original training was completed, and given that all the' mediators have 
been quite active in hearing cases, there may have been a feeling on their 
part that another whole day of training was not needed at this time. 

However, it has been noted in other existing dispute resolution centers 
around the nation that there is a continuing need for retraining, especially 
after a year or so of mediating cases. Sloppy patterns may develop in the 
hearing sessions, which could be corrected during a follow-up training ef
fort. It may be that the scheduling of this session was somewhat premature. 

SOURCES OF CASE REFERRAL 

The staff of the NJCA has devoted much time and effort during the im
plementation period to generating cases which are appropriate for resolution 
via the mediation process. Primary emphasis has been placed on developing 
formal referral plans with the courts and police ciepartment, with community 
and social service agencies of secondary priority. t·1ore informal referrals 
and self-referrals are encoutaged via presentations to local groups and 
publicity coverage. The NJCA's outreach and public relations activities 
are described below. 

Development of Referral Agreements 

The NJCA has developed referral agreements with the following systems: 

• Municipal Court of Atlanta 
• State Court of Fulton County 
• Atlanta Police Department, through the Commissioner of Public Safety 
• Public Defender's Office 
I Atlanta Legal Aid Society 

• City Office of Consumer Affairs 
• Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs 
• Fulton County Mental Health Department 

The agencies above have a formal agreement with the NJCA; currently, the 
staff is working on an agreement with the Juvenile Court of Fulton County. 
Referral plans are developed fOI~ each agency which delineate case criteria 
and referral procedures; the referral process is generally outlined in a 
letter to the agency from the Executive Director. Informal arrangements 
for referrals ex; st w; th other agenci es and communi ty or'gani zati ons -
these groups are informed about the NJC and do make referrals. The written 
referral plans appear in Appendix G. 

The referral arrangements were developed by the project staff, usually 
the Executive Director, through many face-to-face meetings with appropriate 
officials within the system. The time investment was considerable; for ex
ample, one staff person spent a full day visiting a court (in addition to 
other periodic visits), observing its set-up and procedures, talking to 
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court personnel, and d~veloping procedures for making referrals to the NJC 
which fit the Court's operation. 

Referral systems with the courts and police will be discussed separate
ly, because the NJC staff focused their outreach efforts on these criminal 
justice system agencies. The written referral plans are fairly similar; 
they contain a brief description of the NJC program, present the NJC's case 
selection criteria, outline the procedures for making referrals, and ask 
for information (including case criteria) from the agency in order to en
able the Center to make referrals to it. 

The referral plans delineate the following case criteria for referrals: 

(1) Ideally, the parties involved should have an ongoing relation
ship, e.g., spouse vs. spouse, family member vs. family member, 

. landlord vs. tenant, neighbor vs. neighbor, consumer vs. local 
merchant, etc. However, if in the judgment of the agency staff 
a dispute is ripe for mediation even though it may not fall 
within.these categories, please. either make the referral or 
at least call the NJC to determine whether the NJC will be 
able to handle the case. 

(2) The matter in dispute may be criminal or civil in nature, or 
both. However, ideally the dispute should not involve a matter 
of absolute guilt or innocence or absolute right or wrong. 
Rather, the nature of the dispute should be appropriate for 
compromise,. settlement and mutual agreement. 

(3) Both disputants must be willing to submit their dispute to 
mediation. Realizing that the agency will typically be con
tacted initially by just one of the disputants (complainant), 
this requirement should be explained from the outset. If, 
as a matter of standard operating procedure, the agency con
tacts the respondent as well (prior to making a referral to 
NJCA), the respondent should also be advised of this 
requirement. 

(4) Priority is given to cases where at least one of the parties 
lives or does business within the designated NJCA target 
area. However, until such time as the NJC caseload begins 
to approximate its monthly goal (75), cases are to be 
scheduled irrespective of the target area limitations. In 
any event, the NJC will provide the service to anyone who 
wishes to avail themselves of it. 

The procedures for referring cases to the NJCA are: 

(1) The agency is contacted by an individual seeking assistance. 

(2) The agency makes a determination that mediation is appropriate 
given NJCA criteria. 

(3) The agency advises person to contact NJCA by telephone or in 
person. It is not necessary for anyone to make an appointment 
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as walk-in cases are accepted at any time. If possible, the 
agency should try to explain the NJCA program to the person. 

(4) NJCA initiates intake procedures with the complainant. Once 
completed, NJCA contacts the respondent and attempts to 
schedule the matter in dispute for mediation. Where neces
sary, NJCA staff wi 11 attempt to persuade the respondl.~nt to 
agree to participate in the mediation effort by advis'\ing the 
respondent that the complainant still retains the option to 
seek redress of his grievance legally or otherwise. In ad
dition, the NJCA staff will point out the benefits of agree
ing to mediate the case as opposed to litigation. 

(5) NJCA mediates the dispute at the scheduled time. In most 
instances, the case will be scheduled for mediation within 
a week from the time the intake process is completed. 

(6) If the parties reach an agreement during mediation, the terms 
are set forth in written form by the medi ato}" and signed by . 
the parties. If no agreement is reached after mediation, 
the parties are advised that they may pursue any legal or 
other remedies available to them. 

(7) If desired, the NJCA will inform the agency as to the out
come of the case referred. This feedback will preferably 
be in writing. 

Feedback is to be provided to the referral sources; for example, the 
~1un;cipal Court of Atlanta is to be informed, in a letter from the Execu
tive Director, regarding the outcome of cases it has referred to the NJC. 
The feedback information will include the names of the disputants, date of 
referral and the hearing, the outcome of the case, and a brief description 
of the agreement, if one was reached. 

The NJCA attempted to develop formal referral agreements with agencies 
whenever possible, but also encouraged informal arrangements. Many govern
mental and community organizations have been informed of the NJC and its 
operations, and may make referrals simply by advising the party to contact 
the NJCA·by telephone or in person. From that point, events progress as in 
steps 4-7 of the formal referral plans. 

Court referrals. The NJCA has formal referral plans in effect with 
the State Court of Fulton County and the Municipal Court of Atlanta. These 
reSUlted from numerous contacts made by the Executive Director and Deputy 
Director with court officials, especially the Judges, Court Clerks, and 
Solicitors. The referral arrangements have been facilitated by the Center's 
Board members who are court officials and the personal relationships many 
Board members have with judges and other court-related personnel. 

The courts are seen as a particularly rich source of referrals for 
the NJCA because of the staff efforts devoted to this source. Rather than 
advising the parties to contact the NJCA, the project has placed its staff, 
mediators, volunteers, and interns in the courts to conduct intake interviews 
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on the spot" The client is directed to the NJC intake worker's desk or 
office, where intake is conducted following the usual procedures, and the 
case processing begins. 

This arrangement, of having MJC representatives located in the courts, 
has proven to be a workable, satisfactory one. Cases are screened by both 
the referral source and NJC staff on location, and if the case is not ac
cepted~ the party has lost little time or effort. In some cases the staff 
has actually mediated cases in the courts, when both parties were present 
and an immediate resolution seemed necessary and possible. 

The referral procedures for citizen-initiated and system-initiated 
cases are fairly similar~ as shown in the court referral plan. Citizen
initiated cases, in which no charges have yet been filed, are referred to 
NJCA intake vJOrker by the court clerk at the time the citizen comes in to 
initiate proceedings. In system-initiated cases, in which a formal com
plaint has been filed, referrals are generally ma-de "from the bench" -- the 
presiding Judge generally continues the case for 30 days pending successful 
mediation and makes a referral to the NJCA. Referrals have been received 
for both these types of cases. Judge Camp, Chief Judge of State Court of 
Fu)ton County, has referred cases from the bench, and Judges Cummings, 
Kaplan, Cooper and O~Connor in the Municipal Court have also sent disputants 
to the NJCA. If a NJC staff member is not present in the Municipal Court 
when a Judge makes a referral, the disputant is told to contact the Center 
and is given a form with the NJC's phone number and address. 

The Municipal Court of Atlanta binds over cases to the State Court 
for arraignment hearings. Referrals may be received from several sources: 
the Clerk and Judges of the Municipal Court, and the Civil (Small Claims) 
Warrants desk, Criminal Warrants desk, Juvenile Court, and Bindover Hear
ings of the State Court. NJC staff or volunteers maintain the following 
schedule for covering the courts: 

State Court of Fulton County 
Monday: Civil and Criminal Desks, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

Tuesday: 
Bindover Hearings, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Civil and Criminal Desks, 12-3 p.m. 
Bindover Hearings, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 

Hednesday: Civil and Criminal Desks, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Bindover Hearings, 11 a.m. - 1 p.~. 

Thursday: Civil and Criminal Desks, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 

Friday: 
Bindover Hearings, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Civil and Criminal Desks, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Bindover Hearings, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Juvenile Court, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

Municipal Court of Atlanta 
Monday through Thursday: 10 a.m. until last 

case is heard 
2 p.m. until last 

case is heard 
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As can be seen, the NJCA staff has contributed much to obtaininq co
operation from the courts, with great success. The referral procedu~es 
and presence of staff in the courts have been operational for several 
months and appear to be working well. 

Police Department Referrals. The NJCA has a formal referral agreement 
with the Atlanta Police Department's Precincts 2 and 3, which cover the 
Center's target area. Most of the personal contacts necessary for develop
ing the referral plan were made by the Program Assistant in charge of com
munity and police relations, assisted by the Executive Director. The primary 
contacts have been with the Commissioner of Public Safety and a Captain in 
Police Precinct 2, who serves on the NJC Board. The Program Assistant met 
several times with these two individuals and approximately six other offi
cers regarding the referral plan; during these meetings, the NJC program, 
case criteria, and rEferral procedures were explained. 

The referral procedures are as follows: 

(1) . When police officer answers a call and arrives at the scene 
of the incident, he determines whether or not an arrest 
should be made. If not, he then determines if the case 
could be handled by the NJC (if an arrest is made, it is 
still possible to receive the case from a Municipal Court 
referral). 

(2) If the case is appropriate for the NJC, the police officer 
fills out a referral form which contains the party's name 
and address, the referring officer's name, and name, address, 
hours, and brief service description of the NJC. This form 
has three copies, one each for the disputants, officer, and 
NJC. The disputant is told the NJC will contact him or her. 

(3) The officer sends the Center's copy to the NJC Program 
Assistant, and he contacts the parties to begin case 
processing, which proceeds as usual. 

(4) Once a month, the Program Assistant completes a feedback 
report on the police-referred cases, relating the outcome 
of each case. It is sent to the Precinct Captain, who 
disseminates the information to the participant officers. 
The officers also are encouraged to visit or call the 
Center to receive information on a case. 

The referral procedures within the police department are now in effect 
and continued contact with the police officers will remain an NJC staff 
pri or; ty. 

Outreach and Public Relations Activities 

The NJCA conducts outreach anG public relations activities to both gain 
community support and awareness and generate referrals from the community. 
Community agency and self-referrals constitute the second and third largest 
group of cases (police referrals are fourth at this time). This response is 
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a reflection of the NJC staff time and resources devoted to outreach 
activities. 

Early in the implementation phase, three staff members -- the Executive 
Director, Deputy Director, and Program Assistant in charge of community rela
tions -- spent a greal deal of time on outreach activities. Another Program 
Assistant also participated in these activities. These activities have 
lessened somewhat because of the 1ncreased caseload, but will continue on a 
more limited ongoing basis. The NJCA employs three primary methods for 
reaching the community: (1) presentations and individual personal contacts 
with local organizations and groups, (2) mailings of NJC literature, and 
(3) media coverage. 

Presentations and personal contacts with community organizations. The 
NJCA staff have personally visited approximately 50-60 governmental and com
munity organizations, and have contacted many others by phone. About one
fourth of the personal contacts were actually speaking engagements, where a 
staff member presents information regarding the NJC program to the group. 
The other contacts involved small meetings with the directors and other 
interested staff of the organizations. The purpose of these outreach activ
ities was to inform the community organizations regarding the NJC services 
and to encourage referrals to the NJC. As time goes by attempts will be 
made to develop formal referral agreements with these groups. A list of 
the groups contacted appears in Appendix H. The range of organizations 
visited includes high schools, churches, neighborhood associations, local 
businesses, libraries, city councils and other organizations, social ser
vice agencies, crisis centers, YMCAs, and housing projects. 

Mailinqs of NJC Literature. The NJCA has prepared flyers and brochures 
which explain its services and how to contact the Center to receive assist
ance. These have been mailed to approximately 65 community organizations, 
to inform them of NJC operations. These materials are also distributed 
whenever personal contacts are made and are sent to anyone who contacts 
the NJC for information. 

Media coveraqe. The NJCA has received a considerable amount of atten
tion from radio and TV stations and newspapers. The Executive and Deputy 
Directors are generally the staff members who are interviewed or appear in 
programs. Early in the implementation period, the President of the Board 
also participated in interviews, usually with the Executive Director, and 
contributed information for particular articles. 

Much of the media coverage is NJC-initiated. For example, the Deputy 
Director contacted the three local TV stations to solicit coverage of the 
NJC opening. The Deputy Director has appeared on a local TV show, accom
panied by two mediators who staged a mock hearing. The Executive Director 
has been a guest speaker on an hour-long popular radio program with a wide 
audience and a local TV talk-show, the Ebony Journal 

Public Service Announcements have been written and sent to 20 radio 
stations; it is not known how many stations are actually broadcasting the 
PSAs. News releases and specific information for news articles have been 
written for the print media. The local newspapers have provided the NJCA 
with fairly good coverage; the papers include the Atlanta Constitution. A 
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full list of newspapers which have covered the NJC is included in Appendix 
H. 

CBS and ABC National News have recently filmed real mediation sessions, 
concealing the disputants' names and faces. These will be broadcast at a 
future date. An article will also appear in the Christian Science ~lonitor 
in the future; an interview was held with the Project Director to obtain 
information. 

CASE MANAGEMENT 

Development of forms and procedures. The Program Assistant responsible 
for intake initially developed all forms and procedures for case processing. 
The forms and procedures were reviewed by the entire staff before they were 
put into practice and have been modified as they were tried and tested. 

Many forms and procedures utilized by existing dispute resolution pro
grams served as models for the developments in the NJCA. The Deputy Direc
tor visited the r·1iami Citizen Dispute Settlement Program earl.Y in the 
implementation period, and the Program Assistant visited the IMCR Center 
in New York City and the dispute center in Coram, New York. Those site 
visits provided the staff with information regarding how forms and standard 
operating procedures actually work in practice. The Atlanta staff also re
viewed and adapted existing written procedures and forms presented at the 
Reno conference. All forms used in Atlanta for case processing have been 
included in Appendix I. 

Intake procedures. Disputants enter the NJC system in three ways --
by phoning the Center, walking into the Center, or talking to the NJC intake 
worker in the courts. The bulk of initial contacts are by phone. In any 
of these instances, the intake interview is the same, whether conducted by 
phone or in person. If the disputant calls or comes into the Center, the 
Administrative Assistant does the initial screening of the case to deter
mine if it is appropriate for mediation, and refers the disputant to an' 
NJC staff person, who is almost always one of the Program Assistants. One 
Program Assistant takes incoming calls on a first priority basis between 
8:30 and 11:30, while the other takes the calls from 1 to 5 p.m.; from 
11:30-1:00, calls are forwarded to whomever is available or the caller 
is requested to call back. 

are: 
The basic steps of the NJCA intake procedure, as it currently exists, 

(1) Identification of the Complainant -- name, address, phone 
number, age, race, sex, income and occupation. The inter
viewer begins to complete the Complaint Form at this time 
and continues filling it out during the intake process. 

(2) Identification of the Respondent -- complainant must be able 
to provide name and a means of contacting the respondent. 

(3) Gathering of information from the complainant clarifying 
the specific nature of the complaint, which enables staff 
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to make a final determination as to whether the problem is, 
in fact, appropriate for mediation. 

(4) Explaining the NJCA's procedure for mediating disputes to 
the complainant. 

(5) Contacting the respondent and informing same that a com
plaint has been filed against him/her with the Center. 

(6) Advising the respondent of the specific complaint made by 
the complainant and obtaining the respondent's version of 
the nature of the problem. 

(7) Obtaining needed demographic data (as in #2) on the respondent. 

(8) Explaining the NJCA's procedure for mediating disputes to 
the respondent. 

(9). Obtaining the requisite voluntary consent of the respondent 
to participate in mediation. 

(10) Establishing a date and time for a mediation hearing which 
is acceptable to both parties. 

(11) Entering the scheduled mediation into the schedule book and 
the case control log. 

NJCA staff had been considering the intake process complete as soon as 
steps 1-8 occurred. Previously, even if a respondent initially refused to 
participate in mediation, intake was deemed completed, the complainant was 
advised of the respondent's decision and a referral was made elsewhere. 
The case record was then completed and the case was categorized as "accepted" 
but one which failed to reach mediation. This practice had the undesirable 
effect of increasing the incidence of unresolved cases which, for all intents 
and purposes, remained unresolved due to the respondent's refusal to partici
pate in mediation. 

Effective June 12, 1978, the NJCA revised its current procedure for 
intake consistent with the steps (1-11) outlined above. In essence, a case 
is not considered accepted until all the steps have been carried out. The 
primary distinction is that unless, and until, a respondent agrees to parti
cipate in mediation, intake will not be considered completed and, therefore, 
the case will not be considered to be accepted officially. 

At times, the respondent cannot be reached by phone, and a letter is 
sent to him or her, informing the respondent of the NJC, the complaint made, 
and the date of the hearing. If the letter is returned to the NJC the case 
will be treated as unaccepted. If, however, the letter is not returned the 
NJC will continue with the mediation scheduled even if it becomes a no-show. 
If the letter prompts the respondent to call, the case will be treated in a 
normal manner depending upon whether the respondent indicates he will parti
cipate. 
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In summary, the NJCA has the follovling major categories of cases for 
documentation purposes: 

(1) Accepted Cases 

(a) Cases appropriate for mediation; intake process completed, 
respondent initially consents to mediation, case is actual
ly scheduled and mediation occurs. 

(b) Cases appropriate for mediation; intake process completed, 
respondent initially consents to mediation, case is actual
ly scheduled but mediation does not occur because one or 
both disputant(s) fails to appear (no-show), or one or 
both disputant(s) cancels scheduled mediation. 

(2) Unaccepted Cases 

(a) 

(b) 

Cases screened out by the Administrative Assistant and 
deemed inappropriate for mediation; records will be kept 
on the number of .such i nqui ri es and where they are referred. 

Cases otherwise appropriate for mediation but for respon
dent's refusal to mediate; records will be kept on the 
nature of the referrals made for the complainant. In 
these cases, the information collected from the complain
ant and respondent will be kept on file. 

Whenever time allows, a phone call is made or written reminder sent 
to both disputants informing them of the date and time of the hearing. The 
Program Ass i stants fi 11 out a case summary sheet after intake has been com
pleted (the volunteers in the courts do not do this). On the Case Summary, 
the complainant's and respondent's viewpoints are combined to provide a 
complete description of the dispute. 

_ Cases resolved prior to a hearing. In some instances, the NJCA staff 
is able to facilitate a resolution of the dispute prior to holding a media
tion hearing. This usually occurs during intake, specifically when the 
respondent is contacted. Often the simple intervention of a third party, 
the NJCA, moves the parties toward resolving the disputes. Other times, 
the project staff work as facilitators, maybe talking to the disputants 
several times or making other phone calls in relation to the dispute, in 
order to move the parties toward resolution. The Complaint Form is com
pleted for these cases and a case file is opened. 

Case selection criteria. The case selection criteria, as presented to 
referral sources, has been covered in the section on referral procedures. 
Basically, the NJCA accepts cases in which (1) the disputants have an on
going relationship, (2) one or both parties reside or work in the NJCA area 
(this criteria will not be strictly adhered to until the caseload reaches 
75 mediations per month; then it will not be used as a screening device, 
but schedul i ng pri ori ty wi 11 be g; ven to target area cases), (3) both 
parties must be willing to voluntarily participate in the NJCA process, 
and (4) the dispute appears amenable to mediation. The NJCA will accept 
cases of a criminal or civil nature; typical cases will be domestic 
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relations matters, property boundary disputes, nuisances involving neighbors, 
juvenile vandalism, and small claims disputes. Serious felonies are not to 
be accepted unless the nature of the case strongly suggests that mediation 
is appropriate. 

Referrals from the UJC. The NJCA refers disputants to other agencies 
when it appears they could be of greater assistance. A referral may be 
made for the complainant if the respondent refuses to partid:pate ·~n media
tion, or for either party after a hearing, if a need for additional service 
has been identified. The NJC staff provides the disputant(s) with the name 
and address of the referral organization. A relationship between the NJCA 
and the organization is generally established through the staff's outreach 
efforts. A form is sent to the organization which announces a referral has 
been made and asks that a written statement of the outcome of the case be 
forwarded to the Center. 

Case processing procedures. After intake has been completed, the case 
file is given to the Deputy Director, who schedules a mediator to hear- the 
case •. The Deputy Director will attempt to match the mediator with the case, 
and mediators are scheduled to hear cases on a certain day each week. The 
Deputy Director is selective in matching mediators to cases within the group 
scheduled on a particular day. 

The disputants receive a letter prior to the hearing, reminding them 
of the time and date. Mediations were formerly scheduled at the complete 
convenience of the parties; now there are pre-arranged- times for the med'ia
tions and the disputants have freedom to choose among those times. Hearings 
are scheduled Monday through Thursdays at 10:00 a.m. and 1:00, 6:00,6:30, 
and 7:00 p.m. (two hearings are scheduled at 6:00 and 6:30). The staff 
began to overbook the mediations, due to the number of cases which are 
canceled. This has not caused any problems, because the Center can ac
commodate six hearings at one time and project staff conduct mediations 
when needed. 

When cases are scheduled in the evening, one NJCA staff member and one 
Night Coordinator (who receives $15 per night for these duties) are always 
present. The Night ·Coordinator assists mediators, answers the phone, 
covers the reception area, receives disputants, and provides security. 
The NJCA staff member reviews agreements prior to signing for accuracy and 
content. 

The intake worker who opens the case is responsible for its full pro
cessing, and conducts all contact with disputants, sends out hearing 
notices, etc. A mediator may discuss the case prior to the hearing with 
the intake worker; an attempt is made to avoid any biasing corrunents which 
may have emerged during initial conversations with the disputants. If 
available, the mediator also reviews the Case Summary sheet before the 
hearing. 

A Client Tracking Form is placed in each case file to document steps 
as the case moves through the NJC process. A case file consists of a 
Client Tracking Form, Complaint Form, Case Summary Sheet, Agreement, 
Mediation Hearing Report and Recommendations, hearing notices, and Short
Term Follow-Up Form. Once a case has been scheduled and a mediator is 
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assigned, the next stage in the process is the hearing itself. 
Jhe hearing. The NJCA can accommodate six hearings at one time; there 

is one large hearing room and all five staff offices are used when necessary 
(each contains a medium sized table and several extra chairs). When the 
disputants arrive at the Center, they wait ;n the reception area until the 
mediation session begins. Generally only one mediator per case is used, 
unless it appears to be especially sensitive, in which case two mediators 
may be assigned. 

Individual mediators determine the room set-up. Usually the mediator 
sits at the end of a rectangular table with the disputants on either side 
facing each other. Mediation is the only dispute resolution technique used 
in the NJCA, and the caucus is used extensively (the mediators tend to 
agree it is the most valuable tool of a skilHul mediator). A typical 
hearing progresses in the following fashion: 

(1) Mediator makes opening statement~ introducting self, 
explaining the mediator's role and describing the 
mediation process. 

(2) Each disputant is allowed to tell his or her side of 
the dispute without interruption. 

(3) The disputants and mediator discuss the issues, with 
the mediator asking clarifying questions and attempting 
to move the parties toward agreement. 

(4) Individual private caucuses are held with each disputant. 

(5) The joint session continues until agreement is reached 
or it appears there will be no agreement. Additional 
individual caucuses may be held. 

(6) If an agreement is reached, it is hand-written and signed 
by both parties and the mediator. Copies are made for 
each disputant and the signed original is retained in the 
case file. 

(7) . Mediator thanks the parties for their participation. 

After the hearing, the mediator completes the Hearing Report and Re
comnendations Form, summarizing how the mediation process went. Observers 
and attorneys are allowed in the hearing if agreeable with both parties, 
and some attorneys speak for their client. 

Follow-up procedures. Follow-up procedures have recently been imple
mented in the NJCA. One party in each case that was medi ated will be con
tacted by phone, and interviewed following the Short-term Follow-up Form. 
The party contacted is the one who is easiest to reach, and appears to be 
able to be most honest about the dispute and mediation pr0cess. The party 
is queried regarding his/her satisfaction with the agreement and the pro
cess and if the agreement is being upheld. Longer term fullow-up will be 
conducted by the Evaluation Analyst. 
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In cases in which the parties cannot be reached by phone, a letter 
will be mailed asking the parties to contact the Center for a 'follow-up 
interview. If no response is received to the letter, the Center will not 
pursue follow-up in the case due to staff time limitations. 

All cases will be referred to proper legal or social service entities, 
according to the nature of the dispute, if the agreement is not kept and 
such a referral is desired by the parties. A recommendation or at least 
pertinent information for solving the case quickly will be sent to the 
presiding judge or appropriate social service official by the follow-up 
person. For all cases referred to the Center by the courts, police and 
social service agencies, the referral source will receive information in 
the mail concerning the outcome of the cases. 

ATLANTA IMPLEt1ENTATION SUMMARY 

The Neighborhood Justice Center in Atlanta began following the forma
tion of a private non-profit organization of concerned citizens who were 
responding to Department of Justice's interest in funding these Centers. 
The Board of Directors for the'project hired an Executive Director to 
administer the program; they also participated in selecting the target 
neighborhoods in which the program was expected to operate. 

The remainder 'of the staff was recruited by the Executive Director, 
and following the selection of a project site, the NJCA got underway. The 
program was seen as being primarily court oriented, in that a majority of 
client referrals were expected from the courts in the area. Although 
disputants also were to be sought from the local Police Precinct and com
munity agencies as well. However, given the fact that many of the Board 
members were personally acquainted with several of the judges it was 
thought that the courts would probably be the primary referral source. 

The operating philosophy of the project appears to be modeled after 
existing dispute resolution programs that are closely linked to the 
courts, such as those in Miami and New·York. In these projects, repre
sentatives of the program are generally located in the courts and identify 
those cases that appear to be amenable to mediation. Director outreach to 
locate clients and bringing them to the Centers is a common feature in 
these projects. In addition, the goal of the mediation process is to 
reach an agreement between the disputant parties, and not necessarily 
attempt to provide personal counseling or probe for underlying causes. 
While on occasion 'it may be useful to examine personal issues underlying 
an interpersonal dispute, the general mediation session does not require 
it. In fact, the negotiated and written agreement may facilitate a new 
and improved relationship between the disputants. In any case, the NJC 
in Atlanta would like to mediate cases so that a written agreement is 
developed before the parties leave the session. 

Given that none of the Cer.ter's staff had had direct experience in 
working with a dispute resolution program, many of the forms and pro
cedures had to be newly developed. While using forms from existing 
centers as a guide, they had to be adapted to Atlanta's situation. As a 
result there was a period where these formats and procedures were being 
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changed and adapted. However, this was seen as a constructive process as 
the entire staff made contributions to the changes that were recommended. 

The Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlan~a has taken significant steps 
during the implementation phase of the program. Beginning with only a 
group of interested and concerned individuals, then hiring staff, locating 
a project site, securing referral agreements, recruiting and training 
mediators, and hearing cases, the project now appears to be more firmly 
entrenched as a community and criminal justice system resource. 
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Overview 

CHAPTER V: IMPLEMErnATION OF THE KANSAS CITY 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

This chapter describes the implementation activities that took place 
in Kansas C'ity prior to and after project fundi ng viaS awarded to establ ish 
a Neighborhood Justice Center. The chapter contains major sections on 
early gl~ant development, the sponsoring city agency, the role of the Ad
visory Board, staff selection and training. mediator recruitment and train
ing, establishment of client referral sources, and case management. 

Early Activities 

One of the primary reasons for Kansas City's involvement in the NJC 
program was the cityis prior experience in operating a dispute resolution 
program in 1974. That program was funded by the Police Foundation and 
operated by the Kansas City Police Department. The project was directed 
by Maurice Macey, the current NJC Project Director. While the project 
lasted less than a year due to loss of funds, it produced experienced 
mediators and a knowledgeable Project Director. This prior dispute re
solution program made Kansas City's effort unique among the three cities. 

In May 1977, ~1r. "John Bea1 of the Department of Justice's Office for 
Improvements in the Administration of Justice attended a meeting of city 
management officials in Kansas City and spoke with Mr. Robert Kipp, the 
city manager, regarding the NJC concept. r~r. Kipp was asked if the Kansas 
City government would be interested in a grant to operate an NJC; he sub
sequently met with several people, including Mr. James Reefer, the head of 
the Community Services Department, t~r. Aron Wilson, the city attorney, and 
the city prosecutor to discuss the possibility. An affirmative decision 
vias made, based on Kansas Ci ty' s successful exper; ence with the prev; ous 
dispute resolution center~ Mr. Reefe\"'s Community Services Department was 
designated as the sponsor of the NJC and placed in charge of developing 
the program and assuming responsibility for administering it. 

Hr. Reefer asked an administrative officer in the Corrmunity Services 
Department to ae;cept the responsibility of researching and writing the 
grant application. The administrative officer drew in othet' people with 
varying skins and knowledge to assist in the work, including grant writing 
experts and people who had been associated with the earlier project. 
Representatives from the budget and city prosecutor!$ offiGes~ Mr. Alvin 
Brooks from the city manager's office, and Captain William Ti~imble from 
the Police Department met regularly during the grant writing period, June 
1 - September 15, 1977. This group divided the development and writing 
tasks; for example, the police department representatives worked on the 
referral procedures and the budget personnel covered the financial aspects. 

This planning group developed the administrative stnlcture of the NJC 
project, including defining its relationship to the city government. The 
Community Services Department operates the NJC as one of its 11 programs 
(see Figure V-I, the organizational chart for the department). Through 
the grant application and subsequent activities, the city planning group 
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designed the organization of the NJC, formed the NJC Advisory Board and 
specified its role, hired the Project Director, and assisted in the selec
tion of the target area. These activities are described below. 

The Rol e and Responsi bil ity of the City Sponsor 

The Community Services Department is the operating and policy-making 
agency for the KCNJC. In this role, the city prov'ided the NJC with guid
ance through a positive, interactive support system. The department is 
ultimately responsible for all policy decisions (the Project Director does 
make day-to-day operating decisions independently); many central policy 
issues were settled and stated in the grant application. The COl1T:lunity 
Service Department is directly responsible for the NJC financial and 
personnel policies -- the department administers funds, keeps the books, 
and handles all paperwork and arrangements for personnel benefits. Also, 
in addition to being the project sponsor, the city government is represented 
on the Advisory Board. 

There is no formalized means of communication between the NJC and the 
city sponsor. The Project Director keeps in close contact with Mr. Reefer 
and Mr. Brooks of the city manager's office. The Community Services De
partment and the city council meet regularly, and the NJC does submit re
ports to them on a blO-month basis. 

Pre-grant award activities. The Project Director was hired according 
to standard procedures for the city government: a certification list of 
all those eligible for the position was obtained and all persons on the 
list were interviewed, and the best qualified was selected. Mr. Reefer 
interviewed nine persons for the Project Director position and hired Mr. 
Maurice ~1acey, who is a social worker with experience directing the pre
vious dispute resolution program. Other applicants included a school 
social worker, a supervisor in the public welfare office, a neighborhood 
community center director, two probation supervisors, a project director 
within the health department, a former social worker, and a hospital social 
work supervisor. Whiie the Project Director hired the remaining staff 
members, he had to adhere to the city's regulations and requirements for 
hiring personnel. The planning group, as part of the grant application, 
had already identified the positions which would be required, outlined the 
duties to be performed, and then labeled the positions and wrote job de
scriptions compatible with the city1s system. Applicants for the jobs 
had to be on the city's hiring (certification) list and be qualified for 
the particular position and employment label by experience or exam. 

The Community Development Division of the Community Services Depart
ment assisted in selecting the target ay'ea by analyzing census tract data 
to identify an area of at ieast 50,000 citizens which broadly represented 
the entire city socioeconomically and racially. The final target area was 
selected by the Project Director; it is a natural extension of the target 
area of the previous dispute center and covers the entire Central Patrol 
District of the Police Department (the previous center had covered only 
one sector of the Central Patrol Area). 
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The Kansas City NJC target community ;s a 6.87 square mile area in the 
center of Kansas City, Missouri, bordering the Kansas state line (see 
Figure V-2). The target community contains a representative mix of the 
city's ethnic and socioeconomic groups. The target community population ;s 
68,242, with 50% white, 45% black, and 5% Spanish-speaking persons. The in
come levels in the target site lean toward the moderate and low income 
groups -- 60.1% of the target population are low income families, 31.5% 
are middle income, and 8.3% are high income families. The target community 
has a somewhat older than average population (more people than average over 
65) and represents primarily blue collar occupations. 

The Kansas City NJC office has been established on the third floor of 
a bank building in the central business district of the target community. 
It is readily accessible by public transportation and offers adequate park
ing facilities. The Center is small but adequate, with a reception area and 
five offices. 

The ci ty' s other primary invol vement before the grant award \,.fas offi ci a 1 
was to create the Advisory Board, appoint its members, and define its role. 
These activities will be covered below in the section on the Board. 

The sponsor's policy-making decisions. Major NJC policies were set 
during the writing of the grant application by involved city officials. 
The following case selection criteria were established: (1) disputants 
should have an ongoing relationship, (2) disputes should involve minor 
civil or criminal types of disputes, and (3) the situation should be one 
in which there is a strong potential for successful mediation. Other 
questions to be asked before a case was to be accepted included: (1) Do 
n,le parties really want to resolve the dispute? (2) How have other 
agencies previously attempted to resolve the dispute? and (3) Is escala
tion of the dispute a possibility if the situation is not dealth with 
promptly? It should be noted that there was continual discussion of the 
appropriateness of cases among the staff, mediators, city administrators, 
and Advisory Board members. 

Otber poiicy issues set by the city were the NJC's emphasis on criminal 
justice System referrals (due to a similar emphasis of the previous program); 
resolving disputes through the use of conciliation, mediation, and arbitra
tion; and personnel practices, including hiring and firing and payment of 
the mediators (two mediators cannot receive expense payments for their ac
tivities because they are city employees). 

Advantages and disadvantages of the city's sponsorship. The linkage 
of the NJC to the city governmental structure has both advantages and dis
advantages. Four major issues are discussed below. 

(l) A balanced city government -- citizenry input: A major goal at 
KCNJC was to create a balanced input system in policy-making and decision
making between Kansas City elected and professional administrators, and 
community citizens. A basic belief of those involved in city government 
and in the KCNJC program is that if the local citizens have input in de
cision-making, they will be more likely to become concerned and involved 
citizens in the formal and informal governmental process. This goal is 
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reflected in continued attempts to create a well-balanced Advisory Board 
consisting of city governmental leaders, commun'ity agency representatives 
and community citizens who may have a great deal to contribute in terms of 
varied backgrounds. 

(2) Governmental sanction of the KCNJC program. The sponsorship of 
the NJC by the city of Kansas City has augmented the credibil ity and the 
legitimacy of the new KCNJC program. As a result, it has been possible to 
develop quickly an effective referral liaison between KCNJC and the Police 
Department, the municipal prosecutor's office, the city court judges, and 
with other city government and community agencies. This liaison is re-
fl ected in the number of referrals wh; ch have ct'1.ne to the Center from these 
sources. 

KCNJC's relationship to the city has created some difficulty, however, 
in setting up referral systems with other agencies, such as the county court 
system. When the KCNJC grant was written, emphasis was placed on developing 
referrals with city agencies as opposed to developing a referral relation
ship with other parts of the judicial system. 

(3) The city as a built-in support system. The relationship between 
the city and the KCNJC has provided staff with an existing support system, 
in terms of the Community Services Department acting as an agent of account
ability. This relationship has not only provided a means of accounting for 
the program, but also allows the KCNJC staff to concentrate on developing 
the program without having to deal extensively with personnel policy, 
financial policy development, or bookkeeping chores. 

(4) Maintaining neutrality. The KCNJC was developed to serve the 
community as well as the criminal justice system, and attempted to avoid 
any impression of bias as a city government program. One aspect of KCUJC's 
approach which contributes to the Center's perceived neutrality is the 
physical location of the Center away from the main city government site. 
This helps create a separate identity for the KCNJC in terms of citizen 
perception, and insulates the Center somewhat from governmental adminis
trative policies, 

Advisory Board Formation and Role 

The composition and functions of the NJC Advisory Board were decided 
by the Community Services Department officials through the development of 
the grant application (see Appendix J). The original idea was to have a 
board with equal representation from (1) the community to be served, (2) 
agencies and organizations functioning iin the community, and (3) the city 
government. The staff at the Community Services Department, along with 
Mr. Brooks, developed a list of possible candidates and submitted it to 
the mayor, Mr. Charles Wheeler. The mayor then appointed 18 people from 
the list to serve on the Board, and designated a chairperson and vice
chairperson. After being chosen, the individuals were sent letters from 

·the mayor, asking them to serve on the Advisory Board. 
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This approach did not work entirely satisfactorily; there was a nega
tive reaction from some community representatives, who felt the community 
had been given no chance to choose Board members to represent it. There
fore, a decision was made to expand the Board, with the additional members 
identified by community agencies. The Project Director sent letters to 20 
community agencies in early Jenuary 1978 asking them to suggest two individ
uals to serve on the Board. Approximately one-third of the agencies re
sponded, and the mayor selected fi ve new Board member's from the'j r suggesti ons, 
resulting in a 23-mB~ber Board. 

Role and responsibilities of the Advisory Board. The Board is to serve 
in an advisory and supportive capacity only and is not to set specific 
policies fo(the NJC. As stated in the grant application, the Board is to 
advise the Project Director on the problems of the police, courts, and re
lated agencies, and the needs of the community; serve as a source of knowl
edge ~nd expertise; assist in developing various supportive programs; and 
assist in expanding the Center's referral capacity. The Board does in fact 
function in this manner. Board members have offered advice and support in 
the following areas: 

• Locating a site for the NJC • . 
• Selecting staff members (stressing the importance of having 

equal ethnic orientation) and mediator/arbitrators (stressing 
tha t they must know the cornmun i ty well). 

• Avoiding political implications in regard to the NJC. 

• Obtaining community awareness and support, including identi
fying and contacting community organizations and making 
referrals to the NJC. 

Two subcommittees have operated within the Board; one was a screening 
committee for selecting the Project Director and the other was an ad-hoc 
one for screening the mediator candidates. The latter's activities are 
fully described in the section on mediator recruitment, selection, and 
training. 

Communication beb.'een the NJC and the Advisory Board takes place through 
the Project Director, via monthly meetings, letters, and phone conversations. 
As a general rule, no project staff members except the Project Director at
tend the monthly meetings -- staff are encouraged to refer Board questions 
and inquiries directly to the Project Director. During these meetings, the 
Board is informed of NJC progress and discusses all relevant 1ssues. 

In addition to the monthly meetings~ ,the Project Director cotmlunicates 
with Advisory Boar.d ~embers through letters. Letters have been sent to Ad
visory Board members inviting them to attend training sessions, asking for 
suggestions for mediator candidates~ inviting them to attend certificate 
presentations by the maYOI~ to the mediators, seeking out specific informa
tion in regard to their interests in personal role relationships to the 
KCNJC, and inviting each of them to visit the office and observe at least 
one heating. 
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Future activities of the Advisory Board. Since its April 1978 meeting, 
the Advisory Board discussed what role it should play in the future of the 
NJC program. The Board will continue to serve as an advisory body and will 
be kept informed of NJC progress. It considered forming subcommittees or 
encouraging individual involvement in three specific areas: (1). institu
tionalization of the NJC, exploring potential funding sources, considering 
alternative approaches for growth and expansion, identifying key persons to 
contact, and lobbying; (2) operate a Speaker's Bureau, where Board members 
would give presentations to the NJC to interested groups; and (3) making 
site visits to the KCNJC and other projects to identify how they are work
ing. The Project Director has been working closely with the Board to guide 
its future role to best benefit the Center. 

Mr. James Laue, Director of the Community Conflict Resolution Program' 
of the Community and Metropolitan Studies, University Df Missouri at St. 
Louis, has met several times with the KCNJC Board, sponsor, and Project 
Director regarding the future of the Center. Mr. Laue has proposed that 
a weekend workshop be held in September, attended by Board members, city 
officials, NJC staff and mediators, and community residents, to plan for 
continued funding and institutionalization of the KCNJC. The workshop will 
be conducted by Mr. Laue, and paid for by the National Institute's Executive 
Training Program if possible. 

Philosophy and Orientation of the KCNJC. 

Basically, the Kansas City philosophy seems to be system-oriented, in 
that the NJC's close relationship to the city structure directs it toward 
impacting on the organizational systems within the city. While the NJC 
exists to help individuals, its primary emphasis is on helping the city 
and community organizations help others in conflict. It is hoped that the 
NJC will benefit the court system, and ease the work of individual police 
officers. This system-oriented philosophy is reflected in the NJC's empha
sis on referral sources -- accepting cases from the courts and police has 
a higher priority than community agency and self-referrals. 

STAFFING THE NJC 

Staff Recruitment and Selection 

All staff positions had to be filled through the city personnel system, 
and all NJC staff were already employed by the city in different capacities. 
The Center Coordinator position was advertised in the newspaper; the other 
openings were only made known through the city's personnel system. The Pro
ject Director interviewed and selected the staff members, with some guidance 
from the Advisory Board. 

The only formal criteria used for selecting staff was that they meet 
the job requirements for each city position; the job descriptions, along 
with the necessary qualifications, had been written by the planning group 
as part of the grant application. The initial screening of applicants was 
based on education level, experience, and race; age, sex, and community 
involvement were not considered important. 
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Common informal criteria for the staff persons the Project Director 
was searching for were: (1) assertiveness, (2) challenge-orientation, 
rather than secur; ty, (3) ; ndependence and the capabil i ty of creati ng 
one's own role within the job position, (4) interest and willingness to 
grow and change, (5) willingness and desire to commit one's self to a 
cause, and (6) 1 oya 1 ty to the program. Other formal and i nforma 1 criteri a 
were unique for each position and each individual staff person was hired 
for specific reasons, as djscussed below. 

Center Coordinator. The Center Coordinator, Mr. Michael Thompson, 
had worked with the Project Director in a previous program and was hired 
to be his "right hand" person. Of the approximately 20 persons interviewed 
for the job, he was hired because of skills in labor management and nego
tiation. 

Prosecutor Specialist. This position required someone familiar with 
the Municipal Court system; the Prosecutor Specialist, Ms. Vivian Arps, 
had been working as a probation and parole officer within the Municipal 
Court~ She was selected because her experience and knowledge fit in well 
with the NJC program. The Project Director did interview 40-50 people for 
the position and discussed the Prosecutor Specialist's prior work perform
ance with her superiors before hiring. 

Staff Manager. The Advisory Board strongly suggested one staff person 
be Chicano and bilingual, since the NJC target area includes a large Chicuno 
community. The Project Director also felt strongly that racial variety was 
necessary in the project staff. Over 40 individuals were interviewed, and 
the final selection was made from the certification list. Ms. Rita Botello 
was hired for her understanding of Chicano culture and bilingualism. 

Secretary. It was difficult to find a secretary in the city system 
since it is especially hard to get good people transferred, and the secre
tary originally hired has been replaced recently by another city employee, 
Ms. Karen Stokes. 

The Project Director believes that the best way to hire staff for a 
project like the NJC is to know the people informally before establishing 
a formal work relationship. He feels it is important to have previous 
interaction with the potential staff members to understand how they re
spond in different situations, if they could work well together, and what 
kind of commitment to the program they will make. The original project 
staff of 5 consisted of two men and three women -- two blacks, two whites, 
and a ~·1exican-American. 

Staff Training 

The KCNJC staff has had no formal training other than attending the 
URC Reno conference. The staff did share ideas and literature before the 
Reno training, as the early project events were planned. The Reno confer
ence was considered valuable to all staff members, especially because it 
offered a chance for interacting with other program people and experts in 
the dispute resolution field and learning from their experiences. It gave 
the staff an opportunity to view other models of dispute resolution and 
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see the benefits and disadvantages of dealing with issues in different ways. 

The KCNJC staff would like additional training in the following areas: 
(1) the operations and structure of other projects, especially regarding 
intake and )"eferral procedures, {2} mediation and arbitration, (3) assertive~ 
ness, and (4) management and administration. 

Staff Organization and Management 

The formal organization of the NJC staff in terms of lines of authority 
is depicted below: 

Kansas City NJC Organization 

Mauri ce ~lacey 

Project Director 

r1i chae 1 Thompson 
Center Coordinator 

I 
I 

Rita Botell 0 Vivian Arps 
Staff Manager Prosecutor Specialist 

I . 

Karen Stokes 
SecY·-Receptionist 

The organization of the staff was essentially decided by the grant 
planning group. The Project Director made no substantive change, other 
than promoting flexibility due to the large workload and limited staff. 
Changes may be made in the future, such as switching roles among the 
staff, but are not formally planned at this time. 

The management of the KCNJC is characterized by four elements: (I) a 
participatory leadership style, (2) a balanced concern for task accomplish~ 
ment and people needs, (3) a basic belief in personal growth, and (4) an 
emphasis on self-responsibility in terms of communication. The Project 
Director felt that staff participation and balanced input in management 
leads to improved decision-making and control. This vi~w is tied to his 
belief in promoting personal growth within the work context. 

Staff management occurs on an individual basis between the Project 
Director and st~ff members, and at staff meetings held approximately once 
a week. 
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Staff Roles and Responsibilities 

Each staff person is primarily responsible for certain tasks involved 
in carrying out the KCNJC program. 'In some cases, there is overlap across 
positions, and a particular skill of an individual staff member will be 
utilized even though they may not be considered responsible for that area 
of work. There is always sharing of tasks, especially when the workload 
becomes burdensome. Each person's primary role and responsibility areas 
will be discussed below. 

Project Director. The Project Director is the administrator, director 
and coordinator of all activities surrounding the KCNJC activities. He takes 
full responsibility for anything which occurs in the Center. He is respon
sible for ensuring that the program operates in a way consistent with poli
cies set by LEAA, the city government, the initial grant proposal, and the 
Advisory Board, and functions as a liaison between the involved groups. He 
has final authority when controversial or new issues arise in relation to 
the process of mediation, the intake process, the mode and style of inter
action among staff, and staff role designation. He spends a great deal of 
time publicizing the program through media interviews and public presenta
tions and is the staff person who determines (in conjunction with the city 
government) how the budget will be spent. 

Center Coordinator. This staff person essentially functions as assis
tant to the Project Director and is responsible for carrying out policy as 
set by the Director. The Center Coordinator works in all areas of KCNJC 
activities, including public relations, staff supervision, staff and media
tor training, case management, referrals to other agencies, and office 
procedures. He is also responsible for giving initial and later feedback 
to mediators regarding the specific management of hearings, and for any 
necessary report writing. He is the person V/ho is involved in the con
ciliation of cases which result in agreement before a hearing is held. 

The Prosecutor Specialist. This staff person is primarily responsible 
for maintaining an effective liaison in relationship to referral and intake 
at the city prosecutor's office, Municipal Court, and the Central Patrol 
Police Department. Also, when needed, she spends time at the Center aiding 
the Staff Manager in various administrative tasks, works as an intake person, 
and conducts public speaking with community organizations. She has been 
involved in NJC public relations work, served as a trainer in the police 
orientation activities, and serves as a liaison with the housing authority. 

Staff Manager. The Staff ~anager is responsible for most of the paper
work surrounding Cqse processing, such as setting up hearings, answering the 
phone when clients call, ensuring the smooth operation of hearings, and act
ing as an intake interviewer (this task is also shared with the Center 
Coordinator). She also does paper work related to financial and personnel 
matters that are necessary with the city government. She has the authority 
to delegate any of her responsibilities to the Secretary and to the 
volunteers. 

Secretary. In reality, the Secretary r,ole involves a greal deal more 
than typing and answering the telephone. This person is the initial contact 
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for anyone calling the Center, and is constantly involved in decision-making 
regarding how to handle situations. Sometimes, when all other staff are 
busy, she may act as an intake person. 

As described above, the staff members each have certain basic respon
sibilities. However, because of the small size of the staff, attempts are 
made to utilize each person's individual talents. Because of the continual 
change of priorities in terms of tasks and workload for any particular in
dividual, great emphasis is placed on remaining fl.exible and working closely 
together. 

Two volunteers, one from VISTA, are currently working at the NJC con
ducting follow-ups, reviewing case files for completeness, typing, and 
covering the Center during evening and weekend mediations. 

Staff meetings. Initially, staff meetings were held every Friday, then 
meetings were held whenever they were needed. Early meetings primarily 
focused on sharing information. They were led by the Project Director and 
each staff person had an opportunity to discuss issues pertinent to their 
role in the project. . 

Later, however, there was more variety in staff meetings. In the KCNJC, 
strong emphas";s has been placed on the importance of staff corrvnunication ;n 
both informational and interpersonal matters. Communication in the NJC 
should also involve constructive feedback to contribute to increased ef
ficiency and personal development. 

MEDIATOR SELECTION 

This section of the chapter is intended to provide a description and 
preliminary assessment of the recruitment, selection, and training of the 
mediators for the Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center. Included is a 
description of the process of volunteer mediator selection and a demographic 
profile of the mediator group. These data were collected primarily by IFR's 
participant-observer within the Kansas City program~ Hs. Barbara Kuszmaul. 

Mediator Recruitment and Selection 

The Kansas City Nei ghborhood ~lusti ce Center Advi sory Board members 
identified, primarily on the basis of personal knowledge, approximately 
65 community residents who they considered as potential candidates for 
the job of mediator. Letters were sent to those 65 individuals in late 
January, 1978. Incl uded in the 1 etters vlere a description of the Program, 
and a request that the persons fill out an initial interest form and a 
general application form. Responses were received from 42 of those per
sons who were contacted by mail. 

The application forms were examined by a screening committee which 
consisted of the Project Director, two Advisory Board members, and a Com
munity Services Department representative. Each potential mediator was 
known by at least one of the screening committee members. As a result 
of the screening process, 26 finalists were chosen. Two of the original 
26 were not available for training; another dropped out of training after . . 
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two sessions. Thus, 23 mediator applicants completed the entire training 
process. 

Additionally, the Project Director, Mr. Macey, contacted by telephone 
10 experienced mediators. These individuals had worked in the dispute 
resolution program which operated in 1974 for nine months in Kansas City, 
Missouri. These individuals participated in a one-day five hour refresher 
training session and were encouraged to observe the second weekend of 
regular training designed for the new mediators. 

The mediators, although volunteers, were offered $25 per mediation 
session (or $15 each if two mediators hear the case) as one means of de
fraying personal expenses involved in hearing the cases. 

Demographic Profile of Mediators 

A total of 23 noVice and 10 experienced mediators formed the initial 
group to hear cases. Demographic data concerning both the new and experi
enced group are reported below: 

Age. Age data for both experienced and novice mediators were calcu
lated from birthdates from their application forms. The ages of the new 
mediators vay'y from 23 to 66 years, and the mean was 38 (Table V-I). The 
ages of the experienced group ranged from 32 to 49 years, with the mean 
being 40. 

The ages of the entire pool of available mediators including both the 
novice and the 'experienced individuals ranged between 23 and 66 years. The 
experienced mediators are slightly older, and their range of ages is less 
than that of the novice group. 

Table V-I 

Age Distribution of Experienced and Novice Mediators 

Not 
n 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-u~ Available 

Group 
Novice 23 2 6 5 3 5 2 
Experienced 10 5 3 2 

Sex and race. Sex distribution, within both the experienced and novice 
groups is relatively evenly divided (Table V-2). In both groups, the number 
of men is greater than the number of females. About 52% of the novice group 
and 60% of the experienced mediators are male. However, there are more white 
females than white males and in the novice group the number of females and 
males within the Mexican/American pOp'ulation group is evenly divided. 
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Table V-2 

Mediator Sex and Race Compared with Racial Make-up 
for the Target Area and Kansas City 

Medi ators NJC Kansas ----
Novice Ex~erienced Both % Target Area % Cit~ 

Race & Sex 
Black 51 45 73 

~1a 1 e 5 6 
Female 3 3 

White 42 50 24 
Male 6 0 
Female 7 1 

Mexican-American 
(Spanish-speaking) 7 5 

Male 1 0 
Female 1 0 

Comparative percentages were developed for the racial make-up of the 
mediator group (both novice and experienced) with the NJC target area and 
Kansas City as a whole. The data indicate that while the mediators do not 
closely match Kansas City's racial composition, the group does reflect the 
target area make-up. 

3 

There are slightly more black and a few less white mediators than in 
the target community, but overall the percentage breakdown is very similar, 
including a small number of Mexican-Americans. Within the novice group of 
mediators the majority is white; the large minority is black, with a few 
Mexican-Americans. Practically all the experienced mediators are black. 

Occu~ations. The primary occupations of the group were social service 
jobs. Specifically, within the novice group, 34.8% work either as human 
services workers or in the administration of a social service agency. 
Likewise, 40% of the experienced mediators worked in the area of social 
work/service. Only one of the mediators, a person from the novice group, 
was currently working in the legal field as a lawyer. 

Educational backgrounds. All of the mediators obtained at least a 
high school education. The educational level ranged from a high school 
education to the doctorate level (Table V-3). Within the novice group, 
13% received doctorate degrees, 48% at least a Master1s degree, 69% have 

% 

at least a Bachelor's degree, and 91.3% have at least some college completed. 
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Table V-3 

Educational Level of the Mediators 

Level of Education Novice Exeerienced 
H.S. Graduate 2 1 

Some College 5 3 

College Degree 5 3 

Master ' s Degree 8 2 

Doctorate 1 1 

Law Degree 2 0 

Within the experienced group one obtained a doctorate degree, 30% have re
ceived at least a Master's degree, 60% have obtained at least a college 
(Bachelor's) degree, ~nd 90% have received at l~ast some college credits. 

Residence. Thirty-nine percent of the new mediators live within the 
target community, and 'ten percent of the experienced.group live within the 
target cOlTl11unity (Table V-4). 

Group 

Novice 
Experienced 

Mediator Summary 

n 

23 

10 

Table V-4 

Residence"of Mediators 

Inside Target Area 

39% 
10% 

Outside Target Area 

61% 
90% 

From the group of 33 mediators who participated in the Kansas City 
training program about half were between the ages of 26 to 40, with slightly 
more men than women. There was an equal proportion of blacks and whites, 
reflecting the racial make-up of the NJC target community. The most fre
quent occupations were in social service fields; ~ 1 but three have had 
some co1lege education or higher; about one-third of the group live inside 
the target area. The mediators, thUS, are composed of a wide variety of 
backgrounds, skills, and individual characteristics. 

The Project Director stated in an interview conducted by IFR's on~site 
Analyst that while a good group of mediators had been selected, reflecting 
a proportional distribution by sex and race of the population, the pressure 
to open the NJC earlier than planned prevented more extensive mediator 
screening. He stated that in the future more preparation will be done, and 
a personal intervie'l'J will be conducted vlith every candidate, rather than 
fully relying on personal acquaintances of Board members. 
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MEDIATOR TRAINING 

Overview 

In Kansas City, the final group of 33 mediators that were selected 
participated in a 48 hour training program. The training was conducted 
jOintly by the American Arbitration Association and the Institute for 
Mediation and Conflict Resolution (IMCR). This was the first time that 
these two organizations have worked together in developing and conducting 
a complete training effort for mediators. Both of these organizations 
have extensive experience in previous training of this type and in actual
ly operating dispute centers. 

All of the training took place on two consecutive weekends, between 
Friday, February 24, and t10nday evening~ t·1arch 6, 1978. Each weekend ses
sion consisted of a session on Friday night for four hour.s, all day Satur
day and Sqnday for 7~ hours each and a Monday evening program for 4 hours 
-- 48 hours total. 

The Ameri can Arbitrati on Associ ati on has operated what is ca 11 ed the 
4A program (m-inor dispute resolution projects) in Philadelphia; AkY'on, 
Ohio; Elyria, Ohio; Rochester, New York; and San Francisco, California. 
Previous training seminars have been conducted in San Francisco, California 
(Golden Gate Law School, Hastings Law School, Mission High School, San 
Francisco County Jail), Massachusetts (Bureau of Special Education), 
Maryland, New York, Los Angeles, California" and other states. 

The Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution Dispute Center in 
Nf; ... ·j York has been functioning since t4ay 1975, in the role of mediating in
terpersonal criminal misdemeanor cases. Since that time, a second program 
has been set up in Brooklyn. Additionally, IMCR has been operating since 
1970 in the task of mediating conflicts within the community, training 
others in conflict management, mediation skills, and dispute resolution, 
and acting as consultants in helping various parties in the design of 
mechanisms for dispute settlement. IMCR conducted training for new 
mediators of the Community Mediation Center in Stlffolk County, New York; 
the Dorchester Urban Court Project in Boston, Massachusetts; and the Youth 
Aid Bureau in Huntington, New York. IMCR has also participated in training 
more than 300 community and governmental leaders in mediation sk"ills. 

Training Content and Methods 

The training cirriculum and experiences were designed to include sev-
eral topic areas. Specifically, the training was designed to focus on: 

(1) The roles and functions of a mediator, 

(2) The principles and mechanic's of mediation, 

(3) The use and timing of specific mediation techniques, 

(4) The development of mediation-related conflict resolution 
ski 11 s 1 i ke fact-fi nding and settl ement recommendati ons, and 
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(5) The understanding and use of the mediation and arbitration 
processes through the development of skills such as the 
conducting of hearings, decision-making and writing of 
awards. 

A complete outline of the training program conducted by IMCR and AAA is* 
presented in Appendix K along with a brief description of the trainers. 

The primary training method used \\las described during the training as 
the experiential learning approach. This approach was described as a pro
cess of learning which emphasizes experience as the most effective means 
of gaining skills, with the participants mediating simulated cases and 
role playing the parts of hypothetical disputants. The trainers gave im
mediate constructive feedback to the practicing group to refine those be
haviors which define an effective mediator. In addition to the emphasis 
on experiential and action-oriented exercises, interspersed throughout the 
training were lectures on topics such as use of evidence~ award writing 
and group discussions. 

Following a basic introduction to the concept of mediation and the 
dispute resolution process, the trainers conducted a mock mediation ses
sion~ using some participants as the disputant role playerso This media
tion session was video-taped and later played back for the participants 
with the trainer interrupting occasionally to describe significant and 
relevant behaviors on the part of the mediators as they went through the 
conflict resolution process. In other words, the session was analyzed 
through video-tape feedback with a discussion to demonstrate the way, when, 
and what of mediation, beginning with the introductory statement and with 
relatively easy cases in panels of three. Gradually the trainees went 
through more of the process individually until the last day of training 
at which time each mediator-trainee conducted an entire hearing through 
the whole process, dealing with a case which was more difficult and likely 
to result in arbitration. 

The exercises designed to develop specific skills, such as award 
writing and individual caucusing, vJere used throughout the training pro
gram. During the training process, each participant was continually re
assigned to different trainers, to give each trainer an opportunity to 
work with everyone. 

General Response to the Trainin~ 

As a part of the total evaluation process, directed observations of 
the training programs "Jere conducted by Institute for Research field 
evaluation analysts at each NJC project. They were asked to record their 

* It is noted that since there were approximately 33 mediators being 
trained, and another group of 10-20 observers on hand for most of the ses
sion, the NJC staff in Kansas City was unable to participate directly in 
the program. However, they attended all the sessions and closely observed 
the process and content of the training effort. 
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impressions and reactions to the training programs. The following is a sum
marized version of the observer's and project staff reactions to the media
t"ion training in Kansas City. 

More staff participation. Some of the staff would have liked to par
ticipate more actively as a trainee, feeling that it was necessary for the 
staff of an NJC program to have experiential as well as conceptual knowledge 
of the process. This concern reflected a more general feeling that staff 
members had in regard to uncertainty concerning their role as observers 
during the training program. 

The experiential ~p'proach. Some of the staff expressed concern in re
gard to tpe trainer emphasis on exper1ential tra'ining. They felt that this 
may have been threatening to some of the trainees. On the other hand, al
though this was the approach which the trainers stated that they were using, 
it was not the only one. Individual trainer styles varied, and trainer be
haviors reflected a more humanistic approach than was suggested. In fact, 
the various trainer styles appeared to complement each other very well. 
Additionally, a few participants responded better to some trainer styles 
arid others to another style. One of the trainers used positive feedback 
and modelling to a great extent. Two others generally included in their 
comments a lot of positive feedback and only a small amount of negative 
feedback. Thus, although there was some concern in regard to the experi
ential approach, it was recognized that, in fact, the trainers were care
ful, not to use it exclusively. 

Integration of AAA and IMCR training materials. It was noted that 
there could have been better and earlier planning in regard to preparing 
the training materials. For example, the training manuals were put to
gether at the last minute in a skeletal form. After that, materials were 
passed out at the beginning of each training session. Had all the train
ing materials been organized into manuals ahead of time, and given to the 
participants before each session, many would have felt more prepared and 
organized. 

The linkage of cognitive material with experiential learni~. Some 
concern was expressed concerning linking cognitive and experiential learn
ing on the part of the participants. It was noted that the participants 
lacked a good understanding of the theoretical base of conflict, and that 
ideally it would have been better if they had some understanding of con
flict and the concepts involved in mediation before they entered the ex
periential aspect of training. It was felt that the AAA trainer emphasis 
was initially on the cognitive aspect of conflict resolution and the IMCR 
emphasis was initially with the experiential aspect of training. By the 
end of the first weekend of training, these differences began to diminish. 

vJritinCj awards, findings, and opinions. Generally, NJC staff felt " 
that there was not enough training and feedback given to participants in 
relationship to the writing of awards and agreements and developing find
ings and opinions. This weakness was seen primarily because there was not 
enough training time to cover all the important aspects of these skills, 
and these procedures can be developed by means of continuing in-service 
training at the Kansas City NJC. 
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As a whole, the responses were positive toward the training program. 
There was a feeling that the trainers worked well together and that they 
were compatible and complementary to each other. Some suggestions were 
made that may, in the future, contribute to a more smooth flow of training, 
especially as related to advanced planning and integration of trainer ap
proaches, and integration of the needs and expectations of the NJC and the 
trainers. 

Training Assessment Questionnaire 

A post-training questionnaire was administered to the trainees and 
staff at the end of the final training session on March 6, 1978. The 
trainees were asked to react to and rate, using a five-point scale, the 
training in terms of: 

(l) Their level of achievement as related to some of the 
objectives of mediation training. 

(2) The effectiveness of the training in providing partici
pants with specific skills involved in the process of 
mediation, and 

(3) The effectiveness of specific training methods used in 
teaching mediation skills. 

Additionally, the trainees were asked an open-ended question which in
quired about their feelings in regard to how similar training programs 
might be changed in the future. Detailed results for the imnediate follow
up Training Assessment Questionnaire can be found in Appendix L. 

A second follow-up questionnaire is to be administered as soon as each 
mediator has had an opportunity to conduct a few hearings. In this manner 
they will have a better perspective on the training they received, and pro
vide useful input for conducting future mediator training efforts. 

Questionnaire Results 

Mean scores were calculated for each question for the novice, experi
enced, and total group. On the whole, mediators rated the training very 
favorably. None of the means reflect ratings below "moderate" or "somewhat 
effective ll

• The training elements were rated as ranging from somewhat to 
very effective. Also, the experienced group tended to rate the training 
higher than the novice mediators. 

Weighted means were calculated for each of the three primary inquiry 
areas of the training, and for the novice, experienced, and total group 
(Table V-5). 
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Table V-5 

Weighted Average Scores of Questionnaire Section Responses 
by Novice and Experienced Mediators 

Group 

Novice 
Experienced 

TOTAL 

Program 
Object; ves 

4.18 

4.72 

4.23 

Mediation 
Ski 11 s 

4.09 

4.68 
4.20 

Training 
Methods 

4.27 

4.85 
4.37 

Again, these means reflect a very positive response to all aspects of the 
training program ;n terms of the achievement of objectives and skills and 
the use of training methods. Also, the experienced mediators rated the 
training slightly higher, indicating that a refresher workshop such as this 
was considered he1pful~ 

Regarding the open-ended question (How should training be changed in 
the future and general reactions?), the trainees gave these opinions: 

• Better use of time and scheduling. 

• Role playing improvements: 

• Receive background materials prior to exercises, 

• lIave trainers role play more, 

• Follow-up lectures, 

• Less time in large groups. 

• Need for follow-up training. 
t' 

• Training staff feedback was useful. 

• More time for award writing skills and feedback. 

Training ~esponse Summary 

Generally, the response of the trainees was quite positive in relation
ship to the mediator training which occurred in Kansas City. They rated the 
session high in terms of the meeting of objectives, development of necessary 
mediation skills, and training methods used. They made some specific recom
mendations regarding future possible training seminal~S. Further training 
as indicated by the questionnaire responses was thought necessary in specific 
operational procedures used in the Kansas City NJC, especially writing awards 
and consent agreements. 
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In an interview with Mr. Macey, the Project Director, he indicated 
that he had had previous experience with AAA in Kansas City's former dis
pute resolution project, and felt that together with IMCR they could pro
vide the needed training. While he thought that the mediator's reaction 
to training was positive, more time could have been devoted to writing 
awards, developing listening skills, body language, idL.ltifying psycholog
ical problems, and making referrals to community services. 

In addition, he stated that in the future he wants to develop the 
capability to conduct their own traoining. The AAA/H1CR approach was good 
but too expensive for on-going training efforts. He would use the same 
methods and content, but use local resources. 

SOURCES OF CASE REFERRAL 

The Kansas City NJC elicits referrals from criminal justice agencies, 
community organizations, and the community-at-large. Formal referral 
agreements have been worked out vii th the primary crimi na 1 j usti ce agenci es 
-- the police department, city prosecutor's office" t1unicipal Court, and 
individual judges. These referral sources are KCNJC's primary means for 
generating cases. A great deal of staff time and energy was devoted to 
gaining cooperation from these referral sources early in the project's 
implementation period. The referral arrangements have been implemented 
and are working well; staff energy is currently spent only on maintaining 
the relationship with the criminal justice agencies. While the KCNJC 
places primary emphasis on referrals from the criminal justice system, 
the staff continues to promote outreach aimed at the citizens in the 
target community in order to generate cases and gain neighborhood ac
ceptance and support. The NJC's initial and ongoing activities in re
lation to eliciting referrals and continuing outreach activities are 
described below. 

Referral Procedures 

The "referral process" has been defined as the process involved in 
bri'nging a case to the KCNJC to the point where a Volu.ntary Submission 
Form (VSF) can be filled out and signed by each disputant. In actuality, 
the KCNJC staff considers intake and referral in a broader sense as an 
ongoing process involving educating the disputant about the program, de
termi ni ng the appropri ateness of the case for the KCUJC program, and ob
taining relevant intake information from the disputant. However, in order 
to clearly describe how referral agreements were arranged and how they 
operate, the referral process has been defined more narrowly here. 

Police department referrals. The target area for the KCNJC is the 
Central Patrol Division of the Kansas City Police Department, which has 
become one of the major referral sources for the Center. The involvement 
of the police officers was planned very early in the implementation period 
and was ensured by an extensive training program conducted by the KCNJC 
staff for the officers. The NJC began operations with a good working pro
gram and the inclusion of a police officer·on the Advisory Board who has 
promoted the NJC. 
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The training of 150 police officers occurred in 14 three-hour small 
group sessions. The size of each group ranged from eight to fifteen of
ficers. Each officer attended a group session held during his working 
hours. The sessions were held at the Central Patrol Division Headquarters 
between February 28 and March 8, 1978. Training responsibilities were 
shared by NJC staff including the Project Director, Center Coordinator, 
and Prosecutor Specialist, who presented information didactically and en
couraged group discussion. The objectives of training were: (1) to 
familiarize the officers with the NJC concept, (2) to instruct the of
ficers specifically regarding their role in the referral intake process, 
and (3) to explain to the officers how their specific role related to the 
entire process of case resolution. The purpose, development, and activi
ties of the KCNJC were also described to the police officers. The staff 
trainers described the need for the program by stressing that the NJC 
program may relieve overcrowded courts, solve problems which ordinarily 
are delayed, and result in decreased costs which usually occur in the 
regular court system. The objectives of the NJC program were described 
to the officers as: (1) to resolve disputes through mediation/arbitration, 
(2) to assist the courts, and (3) to measure the effectiveness of the NJC 
program. Additionally, the target area of the program, the nature and 
number of staff members and mediators, and the various intake sources were 
described. 

The officers were instructed that they could refer cases to NJC in 
three basic ways. In any case that is handled by a police officer, it is 
necessary, first, for the officer to determine, using his personal intui
tive judgment and a few guidelines, the appropriateness of each individual 
case referral to the NJC program. Two criteria for referring cases were 
explained to them: 

(1) Nature of the relationship bebtJeel:l disputants. Referrals 
are to be made only for cases in which the parties were 
involved in an ongoing relationship. 

(2) Potential for successful mediation. The officers were in
structed that their intuitive judgment and professional 
discretion were important in determining whether a particu
lar situation would be amenabl~ to resolution through the 
NJC program. The following types of disputes were suggested 
as the kinds which would be appropriate and as ones the NJC 
is equipped to handle: (1) Criminal offenses -- simple 
assault, menacing threats, trespassing, disorderly conduct, 
harassment, breach of peace, petty theft, and property 
damage; (2) Civil 'offenses -- neighborhood disputes, family 
disputes, landlord/tenant problems, absentee landlords, 
consumer problems, juvenile problems, and residential vs. 
non-residential disputes. 

Three alternative approaches to getting disputants involved in the 
NJC's program were suggested to the officers: 

(1) The relatively mild case in which no arrest is made (in 
Kansas City, this means no General Ordinance Summons (GOS) 
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is issued): Often, by the time a police officer arrives on 
the scene, the involved disputants have calmed down. When 
this is the case, the officers were instructed to\suggest 
to the parties that the NJC program may be useful to them. 
The officers were told that, ;n cases like these, they 
should leave a pamphlet describing NJC with the disputants. 
Therefore, the decision to become involved with NJC is com
pletely voluntary at this point. If the disputants do con
tact NJC, they are treated as a walk-in case. The pamphlet 
on the NJC ;s written in English and Spanish, and presents 
information on the Center's background, services, submission 
forms, referral sources, and objectives. 

(2) The more volatile case in which no GOS is issued: The pro
cess ;s the same as in the relatively mild case, except that 
the police officers were instructed to more strongly recom
mend the program to the disputants. 

(3). The case where a GOS is issued: When an officer issues a 
GOS to a disputant, he is to instruct them that they have 
a court date which must be met. However, when the officer 
fee"ls that the NJC program may be an appropriate way to deal 
with the case, he explains to the disputants that they have 
the alternative of going through the NJC program, where it 

·may be possible to reach a solution to the situation, and 
thereby nullify the arrest and eliminate the need for a 
later court appearance. In addition, in cases where it is 
necessary for a disputant to post bond, the disputants are 
to be told that the bond money will be returned within three 
days after resolution of the co·,·.flict through the NJC. 

If the disputant(s) agree to try the NJC approach, the 
officer fills out a Voluntary Submission Form (VSF) and has 
the disputant(s) sign it. The officer obtains the signature 
of both disputants, if possible, and sends the form to the 
NJC. 

In filling out the form, the officers were asked to de
scribe the problem in their own words. In other words, the 
"circumstances and nature of the dispute" will be the offi
cer's perception of the situation. According to NJC staff 
members, it would be better to have the disputants fill in 
this information. However, in practice it was considered 
better to have the police officer supply this information 
in his own words. 

After the form is filled out and signed by the disputant(s) 
the officers were instructed to leave the second copy of the 
Voluntary Submission Form with the complainant and the third 
copy with the respondent. Additionally, the informational 
pamphlet and a letter from the Chief of Police explaining 
more fully the process of mediation through the NJC is given 
by the policy officer to each disputant. 
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, ) 

After the NJC receives the original copy of the Voluntary 
Submission Form sent by the officer, the disputant(s) are 
called to verify their interest in the program, to solicit 
the cooperation of the second party if his signature was not 
obtained during the initial police contact, and to set up an 
NJC hearing date. Then a letter is sent to the disputants, 
verifying the date of the NJC hearing, and again describing 
the alternative of the NJC center and the consequences of 
that alternative. 

After the hearing is held, the results of the hearing 
process are to be sent to the police officer who handled 
the case and to the prosecutor's office. At this point, 
the NJC Prosecutor Specialist becomes involved with deal
ing with case details such as return of bond money, nulli
fication of arrest, and cancellation of court appearances. 

Aftet' police training sessions were held, officers were given the 
Voluntary.Submission Forms, KCNJC pamphlets, and letters from the Chief. 
The initial reaction of the officers was summarized by one of the NJC 
staff trainers as skeptically cooperative. Most of the officers adopted 
a "wait and see ll attitude, indicatin!1 they would cooperate but wanted to 
get feedback which indicates to them that the program works. A few were 
more negative in their assessment, feeling that the NJC may be just another 
one of those programs which come and go all the time. The officers' re
actions seemed to improve among the groups involved in the later training 
sessions; it seems that communications in the police department promoted a 
more positive response at later sessions. 

In spite of some initial skepticism, the system was implemented and 
police referrals appear to be working well. Recently, the NJC staff has 
expressed a need to get more referrals from police officers. As a result 
of their concerns, various staff activities have been directed toward an 
effort to improve the entire referral process through police officers. 

The major change which has occurred is that the NJC Prosecutor 
Specialist was assigned·to spend eight hours each week at the Central 
Patrol Headquarters riding along with police officers and talking with 
them -- answerin!l questions they have about the program and their role 
in it, and serving as a sounding board in determining the kinds of cases 
which are appropriate for the KCNJC program. For example, the Prosecutor 
Specialist recently observed a case being handled by an officer, recogniz
ing that it was an appropriate KCNJC case. She poihted that out to the 
officer, and indicated to him why the case Was appropriate, and helped 
the police officer get the necessary VSF filled out. 

Personal staff contacts have also been made with police officers (via 
group meetings) from other patrol divisions. Officers from both the East 
and South Patrol Divisions have been trained in the referral process to 
KCNJC. This training was conducted by the Project Director and Center 
Coordinator, and was similar but less extensive than that with the Central 
Division. These police officers now have VSFs to use in the same way as 
officers in the Central Patrol Division. 
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Prosecutor office referrals. Practically all cases referred from the 
prosecutor to KCNJC are screened by NJC Prosecutor Specialist, Ms. Arps, 
who shares office space with the Assistant City Prosecutor, ~1r. James Ervin. 
As with the police, this situation was easy to set up because a similar ar
rangement existed in the previous Kansas City dispute program, and an NJC 
Advisory Board member is connected to the prosecutor's office. \'Jhen the 
Prosecutor Specialist is out of the office, the Assistant City Prosecutor 
verbally recommends to parties that they contact KCNJC. The Prosecutor 
Specialist is stationed in this office on a full-time basis, leaving only 
to work with police officers as described above or conduct miscellaneous 
project activities (see staff roles and responsibilities section). 

When disputants come to the prosecutor's office to file a complaint or 
to cross-file, they are always interviewed by the Assistant City Prosecutor. 
The NJC Prosecutor Specialist sits in and listens to all the interviews. 
When a case appears to be an appropriate KCNJC dispute, she joins in the 
interview process. When it becomes clear that, indeed, the case is appro
priate, she takes the complainant to another room and fills out the Screen
ing Interview Form and the Voluntary Submission Form (VSF).· She then calls 
the NJC Staff Manager and obtains a case number for the case. 

Next the Prosecutor Specialist sends out (1) an acknowledgement of the 
receipt of the VSF to the complainant and (2) a notice of the pending com
plaint to the respondent. Then she sends all of the forms and copies of 
the letters sent out to the staff manager. At this point, both the refer
ral and initial intake process are complete for the complaint. 

If the respondent does not respond to the letter within seven days, 
s/he is called by a staff member·. If at this point the respondent declines 
to cooperate the case is closed. If the respondent wants to cooperate, 
another seven days are given for s/he either to send in the filled out and 
signed VSF, or to bring it to the Center. If the respondent sends the VSF 
into the Center, the referral process is complete. If the respondent comes 
into the Center, a staff person helps him or her fill out the form and ob
tains screening interview infonnation. At this point, then, the referral 
process is complete. 

There is a large expenditure of staff time at the prosecutor's office, 
and as a result the largest number of referrals to the NJC are from this 
office. In addition, referrals from the courts are assisted by the NJC 
Prosecutor Specialist. 

Court referrals. A Municipal Court judge (there are seven in the 
target area jurisdiction) may either refer a party verbally directly to 
KCNJC, which occurred most frequently during the early phases of the pro
gram, or make a referral via a phone call to the NJC staff person in the 
prosecutor's office. When the judge refers a case verbally, it is handled 
as a walk-in. 

When the NJC Prosecutor Specialist receives a telephone referral from 
the court clerk or bailiff she goes upstairs to the courtroom to take the 
disputants to a private conference room. Usually, in this kind of case, 
the Prosecutor Specialist is able to do intake for both the complainant 
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and the respondent, since both parties are required to be present to be 
heard in court. She talks with each party, fills out the screening 'inter
view information and each of them fills out a VSF. At that point, the 
referral process is complete. The Prosecutor Specialist then returns to 
the courtroom and obtains an extension of the court date for two weeks. 
If either of the parties decides that they do not want to participate in 
the program, the staff person sends the disputants back to the courtroom 
and no further records are kept at KCNJC. 

Community agency referrals. Very early in the implementation period, 
a letter descY'ibing the KCNJC progl'am was sent to 216 community agencies. 
Many of these agencies responded by indicating that they would like an NJC 
staff person to talk with them further about the program (the following 
section describes such presentations). 

A formal referral process was established with one of these agencies, 
the Housing Authcn~ity. However, since that agency has not In'esponded by 
act~ally referring many cases to the Center, further training sessions 
have been set up to facilitate the referral process. For example, the 
Prosecutor SpeCialist has met with the supervisors within this organiza
tion to clarii'ly further the process of referral. 

Self-referral.s!, When both disputants corne into the Center together 
a staff member aids them by obtaining screening interview information, 
explaining the KCNJC program, and filling out the VSF. The referral and 
intake process are then complete. In cases where only one disputant comes 
into the Center, aided as above, the staff manager sends out a VSF and a 
complaint letter to the respondent and the process continues in much the 
same manner as described in the police referral section. 

Cases Which are Dropped Before the Referral Process is Complete 

Cases which have been brought to the attention of a referring party or 
to KCNJC staff mayor may not be accepted (defined as reaching the stage 
where a case number is assigned). Any case in which one VSF has been filled 
out is accepted and assigned a case number. There are several points at 
which a case may be dropped, and have been implicitly or explicitly de-
scd bed above. 

Po 1 'ice off'j cer referrals. Fi rs t, a pol ice offi cer may refer people 
informally~~KCNJC, as in the less severe cases. The person may never 
come into the Center, and therefore, the case is never brought to the at
tention of the Center. Secondly~ when the police officer obtains a VSF 
signature from only one of the disputants, the second party may not re
spond to the letter or later phone calls from KCNJC. If the respondent 
does not respond, the case is closed because the respondent refuses to 
cooperate. At this point, the complainant mayor may not be referred to 
another community agency. . 

Prosecutor office referrals. When the NJC Prosecutor Specialist re
views cases being heard by the Assistant Prosecutor, she constantly is 
making decisions about the appropriateness of a case for the Center. 
Therefore, some cases which are heard may not be appropriate for the 
Center to handle. 
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Occasionally the disputant, when interviewed by the Prosecutor Special
ist" may choose not to participate. In this case, no forms are filled out 
and no record is kept of the refusal to participate. Finally, as in the 
case of police referrals, when one disputant is referred fOt~ally, the 
second party may refuse to cooperate. 

Court referrals. When a judge refers a case and the Prosecutor Spe
cialist talks with the partY$ either one of the parties may decide not to 
pursue the KC~JC approach. When this occurs, the parties are sent directly 
back to court, and no records are kept at KCNJC of the case. 

Walk-ins. Either the intake staff person at the Center or the dispu
tants themselves may decide the case is inappropriate for the program and 
a referral mayor may not be made to another agency. 

In summary, referrals to KCNJC are made through the Kansas City Police 
Department, the city prosecutor's office, the various Municipal Court judges, 
various community agencies (within and outside the City govel"nmental struc
ture), and by disputants themselves. At any point, as described, a case may 
be dropped on the basis of a decision made by staff members or the disputants, 
and a case mayor may not be referred to another community agency. Occasiona.l
ly, an agreement may be reached before the referral process ;s complete. 

Outreach and Public Relations Activities 

Activities involved in Qutreach and public relations efforts at the 
KCNJC include (1) verbal presentations and group discussions between the 
KCNJC staff and individuals from various community agencies, (2) the de
velopment and dissemination of a KCNJC pamphlet which describes the program, 
and (3) media coverage (television, radio and newspaper). Included below 
is a brief description of these activities, including how these activities 
were pursued, staff involvement and responsibilities, and an informal as
sessment of the impact of these outreach efforts. 

Presentations and group discussions with community organizations. A 
letter was sent to 216 organizations in the latter part"of February 1978. 
The letter described the KCNJC program and asked the agencies to whom the 
letter was sent to respond if they wished to obtain further information 
from the KCNJC staff. Along with the letter, descriptions of the general 
and specific objectives of the KCNJC, case selection criteria, and resolu
tion techniques used at the KCNJC were sent. These materials, along with 
a 'list of the organizations to which they were sent~ are included in Ap
pendix M: KCNJC Outreach and Public Relations Activities. Many of the 
organizations ,;"ho were contacted responded by indicating they would 1 ike 
a KCNJC staff person(s) to talk with them. A list of the organizations 
wi:h whom staff member(s) have talked, along with a list of the staff per
sons involved in these activities and a description of the purpose of those 
~ctivities is also included in Appendix M. 

The Project Director, Center Coordinator, and Prosecutor Specialist 
have beGn involved in making presentations~.and leading group discussions. 
The impact of these presentations has primarily been in terms of ~he n~m
ber of referrals which have come to. the Center through these organizations. 
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In the Screening Interview Form, any new referral is asked where they hear'd 
about the program if they are not referred directly from the prosecutor's 
office, the police department, or from the court system. 

Development and use of the KCNJC pamphlet. The original pamphlet de
scribing the KCNJC program was revised by the Center Coordinator, the re
vised form being the one used now (included in Appendix M). This pamphlet 
is given to each disputant when first appearing at the Center; is sent or 
given to anyone who inquires about the program~ and is distributed to par
ticipants when the staff make verbal presentations. 

Media coverage. A great deal of television, radio and newspaper cov
erage has been elicited by the NJC staff. Newspaper coverage in regard to 
KCHJC activities has been quite positive. The articles include a descrip
tion of the mediator's training program, an announcement of Attorney General 
Bell's attendance at the KCNJC dedication, (March 4,1978), a short descrip
tion of the opening ceremonies in the evening paper on the opening day of 
the Center (March 7, 1978), a front page description of the grand opening 
the morning after the opening (March 8, 1978) along with a picture of 
Attorney General Griffin Bell, a positive editorial promoting "neighborhood 
justice" on t~arch 9, 1978, and a front page article describing the program 
on r·1arch 27, 1978. All of these articles appeared in the major Kansas City 
ne\'/spaper, the Kansas City Star, and all have been positive in their 
descriptions. 

News ar.ticles have been published in the Kansas City Call, a black 
oriented paper, and in City Limits, the newsletter for city employees of 
Kansa: Ci ty, ~1i ssouri • 

The Project Director has been primarily involved in the newspaper cov
erage. In some cases, however, both the Center Coordinator and Prosecutor 
Specialist have interviewed with various reporters, responding to their 
questions about the KCNJC program. 

It is difficult to assess the effect within the community that these 
newspaper articles have had. Generally, the most effective article has 
been the front page article on March 27, 1978, which described the program. 
Several disputants have commented that their source of information about 
the program has been through that particular article and frequent comments 
are made by friends and acquaintances of staff persons about the article. 

Radio and television coverage. The grand opening activities also were 
covered by the local radio and television stations. In addition, the Pro
ject Director has appeared, and continues to appear on various radio and 
television programs, and in tv-so cases was interviewed jointly with the 
Center Coordinator on a radio program. Recently spot ads have been writ
ten and disseminated, and are beginning to be ,heard on various radio 
stations. A list of radio stations carrying coverage of the NJC is in
cluded in Appendix M. 

In summary, publicity involving the KCNJC has been frequent and posi
tive. The broad impact of the publicity in informing the community about 
the nature of the'KCNJC program is difficult to assess, but several dispu-
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tants have reported that the publi.city did make them aware of the NJC ser
vices and prompted them to contact the Center. 

CASE W\NAGEMENT 

Development of forms and procedures. As discussed earlier, the KCNJC 
Project Director, Mr. Macey, headed a similar dispute resolution program 
several years ago. The fonns and procedures developed for use in the KCNJC 
were patterned after those used in the former program with minor changes, 
since it was felt that they worked well. In addition, the forms utilized 
by other existing dispute resolution programs were reviewed and applied, 
where appropriate, to Kansas City's general approach. The program in 
Rochester, New York, was identified as being the one most similar to the 
KCNJC. 

The Project Director, assisted by the Center Coordinator and other 
staff, developed the forms and procedures for case processing. There was 
a desire to communicate an impression of formality, credibility, and en
forceability via the form. Changes in forms and procedures have occurred 
over time as they have been implemented. 

Intake procedures. Often intake information is gathered in the pro
cess of making a referral to the NJC, especially in the case of referrals 
from the prosecutor's office and courts where an NJC staff person is in
volved in the process. 

Intake has been conceptualized at KCNJC as the process of decision
making on the part of referring parties, disputants, and KCNJC staff members 
in determining the appropriateness of a case for using the mediation pro
cess in resolving the dispute. This process involves (1) educating the 
disputants in regard to the nature of the KCNOC process, (2) determining 
the appropriateness of a case to be handled by KCNJC, and (3) obtaining 
relevant information from the disputants. The order of importance of these 
three tasks continues to change -- initially, the case was fully screened 
before intake information was collected. Now intake information is gathered 
before explaining the pro9ram, in order to prevent the loss of relevant 
information in case the disputant decides not to participate. 

No matter what the referral source, intake information is checked for 
completion each time a staff person has contact with a disputant, up until 
the day of the hearing. Intake information is obtained from disputants 
when a KCNJC staff person first has verbal contact with them. The process 
of intake continues until the case is closed or a hearing is held. 

A major change took place regarding intake procedures early in the 
project's operational phase. Initially, no intake information was gathered 
beyond that appearing on the Voluntary Submission Form. Demographic and 
background information was obtained from the disputants when they arrived 
at the Center for the hearing. This procedure resulted in a minimal amount 
of informat'ion collect~d on cases which do not reach the hearing stage, and 
was changed for this reason. Currently, a screening interview form is filled 
out, whether ultimately ~ccepted or not, or resolved or not. For accepted 
cases, the form becomes part of the case file; for cases not accepted the 
form is filed as a project document for data needs. 
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Conciliations. OccasionallYt in the process of referring a case to 
the KCNJC and conducting the initial intake t the dispute is resolved via 
communications among the disputants and staff members, w'jthout a VSF being 
completed by one or both· of the parties. The NJC staff person mayor may 
not influence these resolutions; these cases are labeled conciliations and 
are closed at that point. 

Case selection criteria. Case selection criteria were originally es
tablished by the Advisory Board as pal~t of the grant application t and are 
continually expanded and altered as a result of interactive feedback among 
staff members. Specific changes or clarifications are communicated in 
staff meetings t and through feedback from Advisory Board members and city 
officials. The Project Director is the final authority in terms of making 
decisions regarding the handling of specific cases, and while other staff 
members do make individual decisions regarding cases, they are subject to 
review by the Project Director. 

Three basic criteria define cases appropriate for the NJC: (1) dispu
tants should have an ongoing relationship, (2) disputes should involve 
minor civil or criminal types of disputes, and (3) the situation should be 
one in which there is a strong potential for successful mediation. Deci
sions to accept cases are often influenced by the city1s sponsorship of the 
program, by interaction with staff members, or as a result of input from 
the mediator/arbitrators. Sometimes, policies in regard to case selection 
criteri a are di scussed informally among staff members, parti cul arly between 
the Project Director and the Center Coordinator, in conjunction with con
sultations with the director of Community Services and with Advisory Board 
members. 

Case proc~ssing procedures. Major forms used for case processing ap
pear in Appendix N. The intake and referral processes are complete when 
both disputants have signed a VSF; a mediator ;s then assigned to the case 
and a hearing time is set up. Generally, two mediators heard each case for 
the fi rst few months. 

At least three days before the hearing, a Notice of Hearing ;s sent to 
the disputants and a Notice of Appointment is sent to the assigned mediator. 
The mediators and disputants are asked to be at the KCNJC approximately 30 
minutes before a hearing is scheduled. This allows KCNJC staff to talk with 
the disputants to explain again the hearing process, obtain missing screen
ing interview information, answer questions, and deal with disputant concerns 
which may be important for the mediation session. While the staff is taking 
care of these tasks, the mediators familiarize themselves with the case by 
examining the file folder, talking with staff persons about the case, and 
examining the Intervenor Briefing Manual which describes important informa
tion surrounding their task. The manual outlines the NJC procedures re
garding how to open, conduct, and close the hearing; how to complete the 
Findings and Opinions Report, Consent Agreement, and/or Award of Mediation/ 
Arbitration; and mediator/arbitrator and staff responsibilities and commit
ments. 
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The hearings are held in one of two hearing rooms, each of which con
tains a relatively large table and several chairs. Two other smaller hear
ing rooms are available but generally are used for individual interviewing. 

When the mediator is ready to begin, the Staff Manager brings the dis
putants into the hearing room, introduces them and administers an oath of 
neutrality to the mediator. The Staff Manager then closes by vesting the 
mediator with the power to control the hearing, and leaves the room. 

The hearing. The KCNJC mediator/arbitrators conduct hearings by 
following the techniques and processes taught to them in the training 
program. In summary, the hearing consists of: 

(1) An opening statement by the mediator/arbitrator. 

(2) Presentation of the dispute by each party in joint session. 

(3) Relevant fact-finding. 

(4) Assisting the parties in working toward an agreement. 

(5) Reviewing the issues, evidence, and areas of agreement. 

(6) Reaching an agreement or arbitrating 'if necessary. 

(7) Writing an agreement or award. 

The mediators always try to reach agreement through the process of 
mediation. They continually stress the importance of reaching agreement 
and the potential consequences of the parties not doing so on their own by 
pointing out that they have the power to arbitrate. All cases ;n which a 
hearing is held are resolved by mediation or arbitration; even if a dis
putant walks out of the hearing, the case will genera'lly be arbitrated in 
his or her absence. 

After the hearing the agreement or award is written, typed, signed by 
the mediators and disputants, and notarized by the Staff Manager. Copies 
are sent to the parties within three days. The mediators explain any 
further procedures to the disputants, discuss the consequences of not 
keeping the agreement, and address any disputant concerns. The mediators 
then complete the Information Sheet and Findings and Opinions Report. The 
case file is given to the Center Coordinator for review and then placed 
in the inactive files. 

Follow-up procedures. Within 30 days of the hearing, a questionnaire 
is sent to the disputants asking if they are satisfied with the hearing and 
the process, and if the agreement is being upheld. At some future date, 
non-mediated/arbitrated cases (conciliations, refusals to cooperate, etc.) 
will be followed up. Long-term follow-up will be conducted by phone or 
personal visit by the Evaluation Analyst. 

Summary of the use of KCNJC case processing forms. All of the forms 
related to the case processing which are used in the KCNJC are referred to 
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on a tracking form which is placed in each case file when a case number is 
assigned. Case files are nlade up ahead of time, containing a screening 
interview form, VSF, case record, and tracking form. Prior to the hearing, 
the Staff Manager attaches a hearing packet to the file, containing all 
other forms except follow-up. 

KANSAS CITY IMPLH1ENTATION SUr·1r~ARY 

The Kansas City, Missouri, Neighborhood Justice Center project began 
after the City Hanager, Mr. Robert Kipp, was contacted by the Office for 
Improvements in the Administration of Justice to determine if the city 
would be interested in sponsoring an alternative to minor dispute resolu
tions. Kansas City was selected because of the willingness of its city 
government to sponsor such a project, its geographic location, and its 
experience in operating a similar project in the recent past. 

The Community Services Department of the city was appointed to admin
istrate the program and provided much of the needed support. during the 
early developmental period. Through a competitive and open process, the 
Project Director was hired. He also had directed the previous dispute 
resolution effort operated by the Police Department. His experience proved 
to be a great advantage in that much of the necessary administrative detail 
was taken from the prior project and transferred to the NJC effort. In 
addition, the Director had had relevant experience in managing the staff 
of this type of program, and was able to partiC'ipate in the selection of 
project staff and mediators. 

Client referrals were elicited from two primary sources -- the police 
and the city prosecutor's office, where most of the minor complaints are 
filed. The assignment of one full-time staff member (out of 5) to the 
prosecutor's office indicated the degree to which this source of client 
referrals was sought. This commitment of personnel has proven to be 
particularly useful, especially during the early phases of project 
operation. 

Likewise, the effort to involve the local police district in the pro
gram was reflected in the intensive training/orientation sessions given by 
the NJC staff to every officer in the district. Police referrals were seen 
as one means of heading off interpersonal conflict situations before they 
became more violent, or led to further criminal activities. The fact that 
the Police Department's response was not as great as it might have been has 
not dampened the NJC staff's enthusiasm for pursuing these cases. In fact, 
the recent part-time assignment of a staff member to work with the police 
in more depth reflects th8 project's continued interest. 

Although the Project Director had experience in administrating a simi
lar effort in the past, some of the forms and procedures taken from that 
project did not work as well in the NJC program. Following feedback from 
staff, mediators, and the local Evaluation Analyst, many of the original 
procedures were altered or replaced. These changes were not seen as cor
recting past mistakes, but rather maintaining a flexible approach to the 
process. Since the Neighborhood Justice Center concept is an experimental 
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effort, such revisions are not only desirable, but essential if the program 
. is to grow and establish itself more firmly in the community. 
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Overview 

CHAPTER VI: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VENICE/MAR VISTA 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

This chapter reviews the implementation activities of the Venice/Mar 
Vista Neighborhood Justice Center in Los Angeles. The chapter contains 
sections dealing with the L.A. County Bar Association's formation of a 
governing project Board, staff selection, training and organization, 
mediator recruitment and training, identification of case referral sources 
and case management. 

Early Activities 

Prior to the surfacing of the NJC concept within the Justice Depart
ment, the Los Angeles County Bar Association was interested in developing 
public service projects, especially in the area of alternatives to tradi
tional systems. The Bar Assocation Committee on Economic Litigation, 
chaired by Justice Robert Thompson, had an ongoing interest in mediation 
and a subcommittee chaired by Dean Dorothy Nelson was formed to study 
mediation as an alternative form of dispute resolution. Earl Johnson 
served as a voluntary consultant to this subcommittee and drafted an 
options paper for the study of dispute resolution. At this point in 
time, the subcommittee decided to look for funding for a dispute resolution 
project. Coincidentally, the Department of Justice had developed the NJC 
concept and was looking for implementation sites. 

The ABA Special Committee on Resolution of Minor Disputes included two 
members from the Los Angeles Bar, Earl Johnson and Ron Olson. At a Committee 
meeting on mediation, Mr. John Beal, with OIAJ, discussed the Justice Depart
ment's desire to fund three mediation projects. Subsequent discussions and 
meetings were held between John Beal, Martin Lively, University Research 
Corporation, and the L.A. County Bar Association members in May and June 
1977, resulting in the Bar Association agreeing to sponsor an NJC the 
Justice Department would fund. 

In June, the Bar Association was invited by the Department of Justice 
to participate in the NJC program. Mr. Robert Carlson was approached by 
Mr. Samuel Williams, President of the Bar Association, to organize a govern
ing board to develop the project and put together the grant application. Mr. 
Carlson appointed six members to a governing board; this group became known 
as the Neighborhood Justice Center Committee and subsequently became the core 
of the po]icymaking Board of Directors of the NJC. The original six members 
were Mr. Carlson, an attorney in private practice; Earl Johnson, Professor 
and Researcher at USC; Valerie Vanaman, an attorney with Legal Aid Foundation; 
Valerie Kantor, an attorney; Ronald Olson, an attorney; and Phillip Saeta, 
a Judge in L.A. Superior Court and a local attorney. 
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The Los Angeles County Bar Foundation, a non-profit corporation re
lated to the Bar Association, provided an $8,000 grant to plan and implement 
the project. Mr. Joel Edelman was hired by the planning committee to serve 
as Project Director, and he began writing the grant application with the 
assistanceof Barbara Rasmussen, Research Consultant; members of the L.A. 
County Bar Association (Dave Pascal, financial aspects, and Gloria Roa); 
Fred Dellapa of the ABA Special Committee; NJC Committee members; and indi
viduals in Washington (Beal, Lively, McGillis and Keating). The draft 
application was reviewed by the NJC Committee, revised and submitted to 
the Department of Justice. 

Formation of the Board 

At an early stage-after the target area was selected and the December 
training conference in Washington-the NJC Committee decided to expand to 
include community members, since the success of the NJC depended to a great 
extent on acceptance and support from cotrnlunity and criminal justice people 
and organizations. The NJC Committee was to be expanded by two-thirds, re
sulting in a Board of Directors with one-third Bar Association representation 
one-third community representation, and one-third public agency representation. 
This Board composition was considered to be heterogenous and representative 
of all groups interested in the NJC concept, and no advisory council was 
planned. 

The Project Director and Deputy Director, who had been hired by this 
point, contacted numerous people with diversified backgrounds regarding the 
NJC. Community meetings were held to spark interest and inform people of 
the upcoming project. The six original Board members, plus Mr. Edelman and 
the Assistant Director, recruited potential new members and held many meetings 
to discuss member selection. The original Board members voted on each indi
vidual asked to serve and the following members were added: Joseph Cryden, 
a retired scientist and neighborhood resident; John DeAmicis, L.A. Police 
Department, Venice Division; Lou Kennedy, Venice High School Principal; 
Fred Nobles, Director of Programs in Venice for Youth; Vera Davis, Neigh
borhood Adult Participation Project; Ken Jewett, manager of Venice Chamber 
of Commerce (resigned as manager in April 1978; withdrew from NJC Board 
effectiv~ August 1978); Bob Meyers, attorney with Legal Aid Foundation; 
Eric Younger, Judg~ at L.A. Municipal Court; and Rose Orchi, with the 
Mayor's Office Criminal Justice P1anning Department. Leo Ramos sits on the 
Board not as a member but as a Staff Liaison from the L.A. County Bar. Two 
board members in the second group, Ruben Mosqueda and Olga Ramirez, have 
since resigned. Mr. Mosqueda became an NJC project staff member and Ms. 
Ramirez, Director of Barrios Unidos, an anti-gang program, has become an 
NJC mediator. 

Functionally, the Board operates as a committee of the Bar Association 
and members, who are officially appointed by the President, serve at the 
pleasure of the officers of the Association. The Bar Association retains 
authority for accounting, fund disbursement, and internal monitoring; has an 
inherent veto over all actions of Bar Committees. 
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Board Involvement in Pre-Grant Award Project Activities 

Staff and mediator recruitment and hiring. The six original Board 
members recruited and hired the Project Director, before the grant was 
awarded~ The Project Director position was not formally advertised (press 
reports on the Center had already been published); rather, the opening was 
communicated on a private and informal basis by the Board members. While 
the Board participated in spreading the news about the available position, 
they relied to a great extent on people contacting them for furthet' infor
mation. Between 40 and 60 applications were received and reviewed by the 
Board members. Preliminary screening using resumes and information obtained 
informally narrowed this number to seven possible candidates, who were in
vited to a Board meeting for interviewing and exchanging information. Four 
applicants were formally interviewed; the backgrounds of these two men and 
two women were in juvenile justice, research, judicial administration, grant 
administration, and legislation. Information was gathered on the candidates 
on an informal and formal basis and Joel Edelman was hired. 

The Deputy Project Director, Fred Gardner, was selected by Edelman and 
recommended to the Board. The Board as a whole met to review Gardner's resume 
and relevant experience, and Mr. Carlson interviewed him personally. Carlson 
and the Board wholly support Mr. Gardner's hiring. 

In regard to hiring other project staff, Board members directed the 
hiring process and collaborated on the writing of the job descriptions. The 
applicants were recruited, screened and hired by the Project Director and 
Deputy Di rector. 

A similar process for hiring mediators took place. The Board members 
were very interested 'in selection criteria for mediators and in attracting 
a diversified group of people representative of the community. The Board 
devoted much time to this issue and developed a job description outlining 
the selection criteria and duties of mediators. The Board reviewed the 
names of potential mediators and thoroughly discussed their backgrounds; 
the community members on the Board were familiar with numerous applicants. 
The interviewing process for potential mediators was developed by Barbara 
Biggs, a training consultant, and the Project Director (the interviewing 
process is fully described later in this report). The recruitment, inter
viewing, and selection of mediators was completed by the full project staff. 

Target area and office location selection. The target area for the 
Los Angeles NJC was not selected at the time the grant application was sub
mitted. By September, 1977, the Project Director and the original six-person 
Board had identified eight possible areas in and around Los Angeles County. 
Data from each area was gathered and analyzed, including ethnic and age 
breakdowns, population, size and family income, which were contrasted with 
the county averages. The f'ield was narrowed to three areas, and Barbara 
Rasmussen, a consultant, organized community meetings and interviews within 
them to discuss the possibility of locating the NJC locally. Political and 
community leaders (including business, legal, and social service agency 
personnel) gathel~ed to talk about the feasibility of donated or low cost 
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office space, specific properties, accessibility, typical clients, community 
problems and community support. Other data were compi1ed on the number and 
quality of community organizations, availability of local people for staff 
positions, caseload problems of the courts, income levels, employment, crime, 
educational attainment of residents, population characteristics, housing and 
transportation. 

The target area was to be chosen following the criteria set out in the 
National Institute's Grant Guidelines and Application, and thus would have: 
(1) a strong sense of community identification, (2) a representative mix of 
incomes, ages, races, and problems, (3) the likelihood of a good working 
relationship oetween project personnel, and justice system, and other 
neighborhood agencies, (4) readily available staff and hearing personnel, 
and (5) donated or low cost office space. Additional informal criteria 
which were followed included: (1) the area should be a good test site for 
an experimental program, (2) the NJC should not appear to be a poverty 
project, (3) the site should .be on a major thoroughfare with public trans
portation nearby, and (4) the NJC should be identifiable as a community 
project. 

The Board and Project Director spent a great deal of time reviewing the 
available data and discussing potential communities with members of various 
agencies. The Venice/Mar Vista community was selected as the final candidate 
for the target area in October, and the Board asked the Community Relations 
Service group within the Justice Department to conduct a community assessment 
of the target site. CRS reported on the kinds of cases in Venice/Mar Vista 
not getting into the system~ community characteristics, the nature of community 
input and how to achieve it, and submitted suggestions for the expanded Board 
composition. 

The target area chosen encompasses most of the Mar Vista and Venice com
munities, as shown in the striped section on the map in Figure VI-l. The re
mainder of Santa Monica and Mar Vista, particularly Marina del Rey, Ocean Park, 
and Santa Monica, was selected as a secondary target area (the shaded area 
in Figure VI-l). The secondary target area includes the communities bordering 
Venice/Mar Vista; the Center currently·accepts cases from this area, but no 
formal outreach is conducted. The NJC may expand its formal target area in 
the future. 

The target area has a population of 101,939 (1970 census data), of which 
94% are white (76% white and 18% Mexican-American) and 6% black. Spanish 
speaking persons comprise 18% of the population. Unemployment is approxi
mately 7.3%, with many professionals, sales/clerical workers, and craftsmen 
in the area. The target area is comprised of primarily low and middle-income 
families -- 18.6% of the families have an income of less than $5,000 a year, 
17.9% between $5,000 and $8,000, 27.2% between $8,000 and $12,000, and 31% 
are between $12,000 and $25,000. The population of the secondary target area 
has similar characteristics. 
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FIGURE VI-l 

.. 

.NJC T,arget Area ~ 

City of Los Angeles 
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Venice is characterized by a diversity of people and services, and a 
strong sense of community. All types of people gather ;n Venice and tend 
to involve th\~nselves in their community. The ~lar Vista area has a large 
comp,osition of Chicanos and middle-upper class whites -- the people are 
less diverse and the feeling of community is less strong than in Venice. 

After the selection of the target area, the Project Director, Deputy 
Director and the Board began the time-consuming process of locating an office 
site. Much.time and ,energy was devoted to identifying a site and negotiating 
renovations and leasing arrangements before the final store-front office was 
selected. The final site that was selected is located on a major street 
connecting both communities. It was an old. store-front office in a one~ 
block commercial area. A public high school, which serves the entire target 
area is in the next block, and the remaining immediate area: is mostly resi
dential. The site itself was completely renovated with major interior re
modeling required. The resulting facility~ while limited in space, adequately 
meets the needs of the project~ 

. . 
Role and Responsibilities of the Board 

The primary responsibilities of the NJC Board are long range policy
making, planning~ and priority-setting, with the day-to-day activities of 
the Center managed by the NJC staff under the Project Director. Individual 
Boar'd members provide advice" support., and assistance; via their past ex
periences and community involvement, they are able to facilitate contact 
with individuals and agencies. The Board, through the Bar Association's 
fiscal department, also monitors the management of the NJC budget and funds, 
to ensure the NJC is in compliance with grant requirements and is aware of 
its spending activity. The financial management of the NJC by the Bar Asso
ciation has been less than adequate, forcing the Associate Director to handle 
the Center's budget. Currently, a search for financial management outside 
the NJC and Bar is underway. 

The Board was very active in the development and implementation of the 
project and remains so. Ini ti ally, the Board met bi -weekly and weekly, then 
bi-monthly, then once every three weeks and currently as often as necessary 
and never less than monthly. In addition to these meetings, there is,frequent 
telephone contact among Board members themselves and with the Project and 
Deputy Directors~ The Board will continue to be fully involved throughout 
the life of the project, since members are very interested in Center activi
ties and feel they can contribute to future planning. As the Center grows 
and focuses on new subject areas, the Board will assist in guiding the new 
activities. 

Board meetings are open to the project staff and mediators; the Project 
Director and De.puty Director are always in attendance, and are often jO'ined 
by other staff members. Thus, any policy developments or changes are easily 
communicated to the Project Director, who in turn discusses them with staff 
and incorporates them into project operations. Decisions regarding how to 
implement policy -- what activi,ties to engage in to carry out the policies 
__ are made at the project staff level. It should be stressed that the 
Board and Project Director have a cooperative, harmonious working relation·· 
ship geared to facilitating the operations of the NJC. While the Board has 
ultimate policy-making authority, a significant amount of authority ;s dele
gated to the NJC staff. 
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Board sUbcommittees. In its role as a policy-making body, the Board 
must identify and discuss a variety of issues. These issues have included 
the target area selection, possibility of creating an Advisory Board, public 
relations, selection criteria for mediators, mediator training, dispute res
olution modes, case selection criteria, confidentiality, standards and 
ethics, and the presence of lawyers at hearings. Generally, these issues 
are dealt with through the use of subcommittees/task forces, which are com
posed of Board members. The subcommittees are not permanent entities, but 
are created when a need arises to address special areas and are dissolved 
as the issues are dealt with. Members volunteer to serve on these subcom
mittees based on their interests and past and present involvements, or may 
be asked to serve by Mr. Carlson, who may feel an individual has skills 
well suited to the work of a specific subcommittee. 

The subcommittees which have been formed are listed below, along with 
their stated purposes: 

1. Training: Decide who should provide training for mediators and 
what the training content and approach should be. (No longer 
active.) 

2. Mediator Standards and Ethics: Discuss specific standards and 
ethi cal practices mediators should foll ow. (No longer acti veo.) 

3. Arbitration: Consider if the technique will be employed at the 
NJC. 

4. Confidentia1ity: Detel'mined exactly what activities and records 
in the NJC would be confidential. (No longer active.) 

5. Compliance with Agreements: Developed follow-up procedures, dis
cusses what to do with broken agreements. 

-6. Dispute Selection: Developed case selection criteria. (No longer 
active.) 

7. Juvenile Disputants: Outline criteria for handling juvenile 
disputants. 

8. Attorneys in Mediation: Outlined procedures for attorneys present 
during the mediation sessiori. (No longer active.) 

9. Budget: Approves large expenditures; currently reviewing need for 
adequate accounting methods. 

10. Ad Hoc Committee for NJC Opening Day: Coordinated activities with 
official organizations, liaison between NJC and community agencies 
and police department. (Task completed.) 

Philosophy and Orientation of the NJC 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC is a community-oriented program, as evidenced 
by its activities, public stance, and policies. Th,e Center's community-minded 
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philosophy originated as a natural occut'r'ence without lengthy discussion by 
the Board or project staff. The desire to remain detached from the formal 
criminal justice agencies arose because of (1) a desire to be part of the 
community and (2) the reality that a substantial part of potential NJC 
business is co-opted by the Hearing Program operated by the City Attorney's 
Office. This community-minded philosophy guided the Center's early develop
ment and implementation activities, including the Center location, staff 
composition, extent of outreach activities, and initial referral arrange
ments. The past and current ties to the criminal justice agencies have 
been informal, but are becoming formalized in order to increase the case
load of the Center. The Center's criminal justice and corrmunity linkages 
are fully described in the outreach and referral procedures sections of 
this report. 

The guiding philosophy of the NJC is siillply to settle disputes by 
(1) informing people of available services, (2) providing profeSSional 
and competent assistance, (3) becoming part of the community, and (4) 
carrying out promises made in the grant application, including gathering 
as ~uch information as possible for the benefit of future projects. 

As discussed previously, a decision was made very early to incorporate 
non-lawyers and community members into the Board of the NJC in lieu of 
creating an advisory council. However, due to the concern and expressed 
interest of connunity people in the target area. Many community people 
have expressed the desire to be informed of the growth and activities 
of the NJC and to become involved in its program. The creation of a group, 
tentatively called Friends of the NJC, is contemplated to encourage this 
community input and interest. The project staff believes that the involve
ment of interested community members can help spread information on Center 
Services. 

There are signs that the community orientation of the Venice/~1ar Vista 
NJC may be changing someWhat. The Center is currently making arrangements 
to obtain referrals from the court system-on a more formal but non-coercive 
basis. The NJC does plan to continue its involvement in and outreach to the 
community. 

STAFF SELECTION, TRAINING AND ORGP.NIZATION 

Early in the implementation period a decision was made to fully inform 
the community about the birth and growth of the NJC and when staff recruit
ment began, a considerable amount of publicity on the NJC had already been 
generated. A number of community meetings had been held and newspaper 
articles ptJblished and the community was beginning to become aware of the 
NJC. 

Applicants for staff positions were recruited through paid advertise
ments in two leading area newspapers, stories in written and broadcast media 
regarding the NJC, contacts with community groups, and efforts made by Board 
members to inform people of staff openings. The Center was deluged with 
responses to these efforts; approximately 200 applicants who were generally 
representative of the Venice/Mar Vista area responded, many of whom had 
strong backgrounds in community involvement. . 
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Both formal and informal criteria were used for staff selection; overall 
it was desirable to hire people who were representative of the community pop
ulation and familiar with the target area, its services, and people. It was 
also very important that the people selected be able to work closely together, 
be energetic, and be willing to fully commH themselves to the project. It 
was felt that the project depended greatly on the staff, and that the people 
chosen should be highly qualified. 

The Project Director and Deputy Director formally conducted lengthy 
interviews with approximately 35 people, in addition to numerous telephone 
screening interviews. Based on assessments of demonstrated capabilities, 
education and occupational background, extent of community involvement, 
predictions of how the people would work together and function in a unique 
envirqnment, and perceived capabilities in coping with stress and inter
personal pressures, four staff members were hired. The initial project 
staff of six was made up of three women and three men. Of the original 
group, there were three whites, one black, and two bilingual Mexican
American staff members. 

Staff Training 

All staff members attended the Reno training conference conducted by 
the University Research Corporation, in conjunction with the National 
Institute's Executive Training Program, in February 1978. The conference 
was. attended by project directors and experts in the dispute resolution 
field in addition to the NJC staffs, and covered all aspects of project 
operations (See Appendix D: Agenda and Participants for Reno Training 
Conference). To summarize the staff1s reaction to this training, they feel 
the most useful aspect of the Reno conference was bringing people together 
to discuss ideas and share experiences. The unstructured time was considered 
more valuable than the formal training sessions. The training conference 
came at such a time that it did benefit the Venice/Mar Vista staff specifi
cally -- it ,gav:e;~:Chem time to get to know one another and become a working 
team. . > • 

The staff fully participated in the 70 hOUr'" training program for mediators. 
In conjunction w1th the mediators training, Barbara Davis from the Miami Dis
pute Resolution Project conducted two days of training for the fulltime staff. 
This included sharing her experiences as both an intake counselor and mediator; 
explaining the procedures used in Miami for gathering information on the me
diation process, including assistance in developing forms and procedures; and 
utilizing role-playing techniques and other exercises to enable the staff 
to acquire a feeling for the process they would participate in. While Ms. 
Davis' training visit was ill-timed in that it coincided with the intensive 
mediators training, the staff found it valuable. It gave them a "running 
start", leaving them highly motivated to begin their work activities and 
giving them a chance to experience the process. 

No additional staff training occurred before the Center began receiving 
cases, but in-service training continues on an informal basis. Training in 
legal issues and points of law has just begun on Saturday mornings for ful'\
time staff and interested mediators. Called the Community Information and 
Legal Forum, this training is provided by experts in the various fields of 
law and community people. The topics of the first session on June 17th 
were Landlord/Tenant Law, how to sue in small claims court, and the Hearing 
Proqram and City Attorney's Office activities. The presentations by three 
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judges and one representative each from the Hearing Program and Attorney's 
Office were heard by the NJC staff and six mediators. The staff is currently 
in the process of collecting reference books for the Center, including the 
Californ'ia Codes and other legal information. 

The Venice/Mar Vista staff considers all staff, case reviews, and 
monthly mediator meetings to be ongoing training experiences. Staff members 
share their work experiences, help with group and individual problem-solving, 
and continue to learn from each other's knowledge and experience. The staff 
does not feel any other specific skill training is necessary beyond the need 
for legal information, which is currently being addressed, and the necessity 
of ongoing communication among the staff. The staff does feel a need for 
developed policies and procedures to be put in a written format for both 
their and the mediators' references; this need may be met in the near future. 

Staff Organization 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC began operations with six full-time staff 
members. The staff size and composition has recently changed, but the six 
original staff members were responsible fo~ the.actual implementation of 
the NJC and their roles and responsibilities will be discussed here ;n 
detail, followed by a description of the recent staff changes and additions. 

The staff organization is depicted below: 

Los Angeles County Bar Association 
Board of Directors 

Joel Edelman 
Director 1------ Barbara Biggs 

Training Consultant 

Fred Gardner 
Deputy Director 

..,.", 

Trish Bohanan 
Associate Director/Mediation Coordinator 

Karen Gi 1 mor 
Mediation Coordi 

e 
nator 

---------
Ruben Mosqueda 

Mediation Coordinator 

Staff Roles and Responsibilities 

Camille Carac?ppa I 
IFR Evaluation Analyst 

Elva Loaiza 
Secretary 

Staff responsibilities were initially outlined in the job descriptions 
developed by the NJC Board mp.mbers~ The position of Associate Director was 
not planned in advance by the NJC Board, but Trish Bohanan was hired in that 
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capacity and began to take on certain duties and fulfilling identified needs. 
The 'responsibilities of the position were more clearly delineated over time 
as Ms. Bohanan carried out her activities. Tasks and specific responsibili
ties were assigned to staff members by the Project Director, based on their 
experiences interest and willingness. 

The Project Director, Joel Edelman, is responsible for the overall 
management and day-to-day operations of the Center; he is ultimately respon
sible for every facet of the project. His activities include administrative 
management; working closely with the Board in carrying out established pri
orities and s in turn, recommending policy developments and identifying issues 
for the Board; delivering dispute resolution services to the community; carry
ing out policy with the NJC staff and mediators; and gathering resource infor
mation on the project for the benefit of future Centers. The Project Director 
was integrally involved in all project development and implementation acti
vities -- staff and mediator recruitment and selection, training, target area 
and office site selection, and the development of NJC activities and procedures. 
His day-to-day activities include directing the NJC staff in the performance 
of their roles, coordinating all project activities (such as procedure and 
form development; outreach and public relations, and the conduct of hearing 
sessions), maintaining contact with selected and appointed officials, and 
grant management. 

As Deputy Director, Fred Gardner is responsible for publicity and media 
coverage, overall outreach, coordination of community events, personnel poli
cies and procedures, and management responsibilities including physical plant 
operations which impinge on decision-making ability, procedure, and personnel 
matters. The Deputy Director elicits and provides media coverage, including 
articles in newspapers, magazines, and community rags; and TV and radio inter
views and announcements. As part of the NJC's outreach efforts, he is directly 
responsible for organizing community functions such as the block party for 
the NJC opening and Center participation in local events. Th@ Deputy Director 
d~rectly participated in the screening, interviewing, and hiring of staff and 
mediators, and has responsibility (shared with other staff) for developing 
ongoing training for staff and mediators. 

Trish Bohanan's job title is Associate Director/Mediation Coordinator, 
but because of her extensive involvement with the fiscal and administrative 
functions of the Center, has little time for coordinating intake and case 
processing. The Associate Director essentially operates as the NJC Controller 
(due to the inability of the Bar Association to provide dependable financial 
information and support), managing the Center's budget. She maintains a 
simple bookkeeping system, projects and approves all expenditures, submits 
budget reports to the Board, and attends all Board and Budget Subcommittee 
meetings. The Associate Director has responsibility for office management, 
and oversees and assigns priorities for the secretarial workload, engages 
the services of mediators for clerical and services other than mediation, 
and oversees maintenance, equipment and supplies, volunteer schedules and 
assignment of tasks and all payroll and personnel records. She also coor
dinates all contacts with the business community via exclusive mail outreach, 
followed ~ phone contacts, outreach meetings, and presentations. She conducts 
occasional interviews, meets with visitors to the NJC, assists with publicity, 
and makes line decisions in the absence of the Director or his Deputy. 
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Ruben Mosqueda and Karen Gilmore, as Mediation Coordinators, have iden
tical responsibilities in certain areas (which are shared with Trish Bohanan 
when time permits). The Mediation Coordinators are responsible for guiding 
cases through the Center -- this means they conduct all intake interviews, 
contact the respondent to elicit his or her cooperation in the process, 
schedule the mediation session, select and notify mediators, notify the 
parties of the time and date of the session, observe the session to provide 
the mediator with constructive feedback, and make referrals for disputants 
when necessary. They also conduct phone conciliations as the need arises, 
helping the disputants resolve the dispute without participating in a media
tion session. Each Mediator Coordinator is responsible for maintaining con
tact with seven mediators, keeping them informed of Center activities and 
coordinating schedules according to their availability. 

In addition to these case management duties, Ruben Mosqueda is responsible 
for coordinating outreach activities involving community organizations. This 
involves contacting community service agencies, schools, and other organiza
tions to explain the NJC and attempt to schedule a meeting, or attend a staff 
meeting. If possible, Ruben. meets personally with the agency director to make 
arrangements to present the NJC activities to the agency staff. He then 
follows through and gives a presentation on the NJC, explaining its purpose 
and operation to the agency staff and eliciting their cooperation and support. 

Karen Gilmore has additional responsibilities also, which inc'lude the 
coordination of mediator participation in Center activities, facilitating 
communication between the NJC staff and mediators, ~nd participating in 
outreach with community agencies when time allows. 

As Secretary, Elva Loaiza is in charge of typing, filing, mailings, and 
answering phones. 

Other staff activities. Because of its community and service oriented 
philosophy, the Venice/Mar Vista NJC believes in providing service to the 
community above and beyond individual dispute resolution. During June and 
much of July, there has been an upsurge of violent activity in the Oakwood 
and Venice communities, including several deaths. The violence is speculated 
to be part of gang activity; it is known that i't is based on racial hostility 
between local Blacks and Chicanos. The Venice/Mar Vista NJC has taken an 
active but neutral role in helping the Venice community deal with these very 
serious, threatening problems. NJC staff have attended all community meetings 
held to resolve the problems, along with community leaders, residents, families, 
police, and agency representatives. 

Specifically, the NJC has been involved in the following: 

(1) People from the Community Relations Branch of the u.S. Department 
of Justice are in Venice attempting to reduce conflict in the community. 
They have worked out of the Venice/Mar Vista NJC, using the phones and Center 
as a base for working with community groups. 

(2) A meeting was held at the NJC, attended by leaders of community 
agencies for the purpose of writing a release for the community and press, 
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accurately describing what has taken place. A one-page open letter was 
composed, and 5,000 copies will be printed and hand delivered to Venice 
residents; a community resident is organizing this. 

(3) At the meeting above, a Citizen's Committee was organized to 
facilitate communication in the area. A communications telephone line has 
been temporarily set up at the NJC, and the number is being advertised in 
the community. The purpose of the special phone line is to coordinate 
accurate information to community organizations, provide legal aid referrals, 
and control the spreading of rumors. The NJC staff will man the phone line, 
using members of the Citizens Committee to verify information. 

(4) A Communications Committee, chaired by the NJC Deputy Director, 
will be formed to openly exchange information. Interested groups will be 
asked to select an individual to represent them and meetings will be held 
daily or more than once a day as the need arises. 

(5) The NJC Project Director works with the police, suggesting citizen 
ride-alongs to increase the polic.e credibility, which is currently lacking 
in the area. 

The activities described above arethe major part of the NJC's response 
to what has been threatening its community -- other activities are planned. 
The problems are much too volatile and severe to be handled through individual 
or group mediation, so the NJC is assisting in the-best way possible. Beyond 
having a hand in solving racial problems in the community, it is hoped that 
these activities will lead to the NJC being viewed as a concerned community 
program willing to do whatever is necessary to help. 

Staff changes and additions. The NJC staff functioned as above from 
January through May 1978, when some changes began to take place. 

The Secretary was relieved of her duties at the end of May and has 
been replaced temporarily by a bilingual CETA worker who will assume all 
clerical activities until September 30, 1978. 

Fred Gardner, the Deputy Director, decided to leave the NJC staff at 
the end of June but will remain involved in the Com~unity Information and 
Legal Forum. He will be replaced by the Associate Director, Trish Bohanan. 

The NJC will hire two employees to replace those leaving, but in some
what different capacities. An Office Manager/Secretary will be hired to 
take over the secretarial, financial, physical, and personnel management 
responsibilities. The position of Associate Director will be replaced by 
an Intake Coordinator who will primarily conduct intake and case processing, 
and have some secretarial and clerical duties. The CETA worker will then 
function as a receptionist and clerical worker. When the caseload justifies 
it, another mediation coordinator will be hired. 

The NJC media tors have been ut il i zed for a vari ety of purposes. The 
NJC staff developed ways to maintain contact and communication with the 
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mediators, in order to keep them close to the project even during periods 
when the number of mediations is low. The mediators have assisted in com
munity and business outreach activities, including participating in mock 
mediations during presentations. They have also assisted in project duties 
such as phone answering, and other office tasks, media and public relations, 
and preparing for Board meetings, and will conduct two week follow-up inter
views with disputants, including documentation of this follow-up information. 
The mediators receive an hourly wage for these non-mediation activities. 

Staff Management and Communication 

The Project Director supervises the activities of all staff members. 
He serves as a liaison between the Board and staff by attending all Board 
meetings and making operating decisions in accordance with established 
policies. The NJC staff works in an open, supportive environment and mem
bers communicate freely with one another. When issues arise, problematic 
or not, they are dealt with openly by the staff as a whole. In general, 
the Venice/Mar Vista staff work together very well, sharing an attitude of 
openness and mutual help in their daily activities. They view the staff 
structure as egalitarian and believe in communication and cooperation. 

The staff communicates on formal and informal levels. Staff meetings 
and case review meetings are scheduled on a regular basis, and informal 
meetings are held when needed. Staff meetings were held daily in early 
project phases, progressed to three times a week, and presently are held 
when the need arises, no less than weekly. They are not conducted by one 
individual, but are used as a semi-formal means for keeping the staff in
formed of everyone's activities. The staff meetings are task-oriented and 
often involve brainstorming and organizational sessions. Case review 
meetings were held frequently during early project development~ at least 
once a week, and generally assume a more formal air. They are usually 
chaired by the Deputy or Project Director and are designed to enable 
staff to exchange information on cases currently in the NJC; usually one 
case is chosen for discussion prior to the meeting. Currently, these 
meetings are held as this need arises and are often incorporated into other 
staff meetings. 

Other meetings are held when important information needs to be shared 
with all staff; these are generally called by the Project Director. During 
the first few months of start-up activities, there was considerable con
fusion regarding staff responsibilities and a general lack·of organization 
surrounding project procedures. Problems have been dealt with openly during 
staff meetings, and have been satisfactorily resolved. Informal meetings 
often occur on Friday afternoons, when staff members naturally group to
gether to discuss the week's work. 

MEDIATOR SELECTION 

This section has been developed to describe the recruitment, selection, 
and training of the mediator-volunteers for the Neighborhood Justice Center 
of Venice/Mar Vista. A preliminary assessment of the training effort also 
will be presented as provided by the NJC staff and the mediators themselves. 
The information was assembled and recorded by IFR's on-site Evaluation Analyst, 
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Ms. Camille Caracappa, with the Venice/Mar Vista project. 

Included in this description are an outline of the process of mediator 
selection and a demographic profile of the volunteer group. 

Mediator Recruitment and Selection 

In the Venice/Mar Vista project the process for recruiting mediators was 
similar to that for identifying full-time staff members. While paid news
paper advertising was not used for soliciting potential mediators as they 
were for the staff, the local news stories and staff hiring interviews 
themselves yielded a large number of applicants (approximately 150)*. In 
addition, contacts with several community groups and neighborhood associations 
also provided some candidates. Many of the applicants for the full-time staff 
positions said they would like to be considered for a mediator position if 
they were not selected. 

There was no formal mediator application blank ~~, but each person 
interested in the position submitted a resume that detailed their experience 
and familiarity with the Venice/Mar Vista area. 

A total of 47 individuals were interviewed for the mediator positions 
in a process that took 30-35 minutes each. Candidates were to be selected 
for their ability to be potentially successful mediators and their awareness 
of the target community. They were selected for their IIcorrrnunityll expertise 
rather than just for their IIprofessional li credentials. 

A unique aspect of the selection process was that each interviewee, 
after receiving a general orientation from an NJC staff member became the 
interviewer for the next applicant. The selection process consisted of the 
following steps: 

1. A full-time staff member explained the interview process and 
received assurance that the candidate would be available for 
the entire 65-70 hour training program. 

2. The prior interviewer, role-playing as a staff member, then 
interviewed the applicant. 

3. The interviewees were asked to mediate, to the best of their 
ability, a mock dispute between two full-time staff persons. 
They were allowed 15 minutes to help reach an agreement, and 
put it in writing if possible. 

4. The interviewees were given feedback concerning their mock 
dispute hearing by the staff. 

5. The applicant then became the interviewer for the next candidate. 

As a result of this process 22 trainees were identified with all of the 

* According to the Venice/Mar Vista's Quarterly Report of March 31, 1978. 
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full-time UJC staff participating in the selection process. The criteria 
for selecting this group was basically the same as that for hiring the staff: 
(1) they represented the Venice/Mar Vista conuTlunity; (2) they were able to 
work closely together; and (3) they had a strong commitment to the project 
concept. 

The NJC agreed to pay the candidates $6 per hour for any mediation sessions 
assigned to them, in order to alleviate some of their personal expenses. 

Following the selection process all 22 mediator trainees entered the 
training program, but two dropped out due to such conflicts as school sched
ules and personal interests. Thus, there were 20 mediators in the Venice/ 
Mar Vista program as of this report. 

Demographic Profile of the Mediators 

Data representing the 20 individuals forming the final group of mediators 
for the NJC was broken down according to demographic characteristics. These 
analyses are presented below: 

Age. In the Venice/Mar Vista group of mediators, 80% are under age 40 
and 35% are thirty years old or younger. There are two mediators who are 
retired, at ages 57 and 71 respectively. 

Sex and race. In Table VI-l the sex and race of the mediator group is 
illustrated along with comparison percentages for the racial composition of 

Race x Sex 

Black 

Male 
Female 

Hhite 

Male 
Female 

Table VI-I: 

Mediator Sex and Race Compared with Target Area 
and Los Angeles County Racial Make-Up 

Mediators 
N % 

30 

4 
2 

50 

3 
7 

Target 
Area % 

6 

76 

Los Angeles 
County % 

11 

71 

Spanish-Speaking 20 18 18 

Male 2 
Female 2 

the target community (Venice/Mar Vista) and all of Los Angeles County. The 
data in Table VI-l indicate that, in general, the Spanish-speaking mediators 
represent the Chicano population proportionately, both in the target neigh
bor~ood and for the Metropolitan area as a whole. The black mediators reflect 
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a somewhat greater percentage of the black population, and the whites some
what less. However, these differences appear to be n1;n;mal considering that 
three or four mediators can change the percentage make-up by as much as 20%. 

Occupations. The primary occupational field of the group is in the social 
or community services area, with 60% employed in these fields. There are 
two major local coomunity organizations well represented in the final group 
of mediators. One is a neighborhood youth association with three of its 
black staff members as NJC mediators, and the other is a Chicano community 
improvement group with three of its personnel serving as mediators. The 
remainder come from other community service organizations, or are retired, 
or students, etc. A couple of the mediators were unemployed at the completion 
of training. Approximately four mediators have had some involvement in the 
legal field either as a lawyer, law student, or legal researcher. 

Educational background. All 20 mediators have had some college education, 
or are currently enrolled in a college. The largest percentage (45%) have a 
Bachelor's degree or some graduate work short of a Masters. Five, or 25%, 
have a Master's and two are completing work on their Ph.D.s. Only one mediator 
has a formal law degree, and that individual is now retired. 

Residence. It was noted that with an emphasis on developing a project 
that is responsibla to the tar-get community, 80% (16) of the mediators actually 
live in either Venice or Mar Vista; two others live in nearby Santa Monica, 
and the remaining two in other parts of Los Angeles. 

Mediator Selection Summary 

For the Venice/Mar Vista Neighborhood Justice Center, the final group of 
20 mediators who completed the training program represent a wide variety of 
backgrounds, skills, and personal characteristics. The group is somewhat 
young, with well over half under the age of 35; there are slightly more 
females than males, reflecting the population make-up; and they are slightly 
less racially representative of their community. The mediators are well 
educated with 70% having some college training or a Bachelor's degree. They 
tend to be or'iented toward community service as reflected in their current 
occupations, and almost all of them now live in the target area. 

It is noted that at least four of the mediators are bi-lingual ;n English! 
Spanish, and given the large number of Mexican-Americans in the target area 
their language skills should prove helpful. 

In an interview, the Project Director, Mr. Edelman, stated that if me
diator recruitment and selection were to be conducted in the future he would 
allot even more time for personal interviews, and that more people would go 
through the process. He would like to expand the interviewee-interviewer 
process to at least 45 minutes rather than the 30 to 35 that was used for 
this group. Mr. Edelman stated that moving up the date of the opening of 
the NJCs hampered more extensive recruitment and training of mediators. 
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MEDIATOR TRAINING 

In the Venice/Mar Vista NJC, the final pool of mediators selected for 
the program underwent a 70-hour training program of over a 4-week time span. 
The training program was developed by Mr. Joel Edelman, the Project Director, 
and Dr. Barbara Biggs, a local training consultant. (See Appendix D.) The 
training took place during the period from February 25 to March 23, 1978; 
beginning on Saturday, Sunday and Monday of the first weekend with back
ground material, and winding up the week of March 20th-23rd with simulated 
hearings conducted by the mediator-trainees. 

It has been noted that the Venice/Mar Vista NJC wanted to emphasize 
the development of interpersonal skills in the training of the mediators, 
and thus, a focus on experimental learning, via role-playing, was incor
porated. This "custom made" approach to the training effort·was seen as 
the best way to have the mediators understand and adopt the project's 
philosophy of relying greatly on community and self-referral clients. The 
American Arbitration Association, however, conducted a couple of sessions 
in order to acquaint the mediators with the more technical facets of the 
process, focusing on specific mediation skills. 

Training Content 

The 70-hour mediator training effort began the first day, Saturday, 
with a get-acquainted session and an introduction to the Neighborhood 
Justice Center concept. More specifically the following topics were 
presented: 

(1) Introduction of trainees to one another and to the staff 

(2) The concept of an NJC 

(3) Presentation of a video-taped mediation session 

(4) Development of·a mediation observer's check-list 

Sunday, the next day, focused on the development of verbal and non-verbal 
observational skills, and included: 

(1) Awareness of non-verbal communication 

(2) Group process exercise 

(3) Understanding underlying motivations, feelings, conflicts 

(4) Limitations of the NJC concept 

The third session was held on a Monday evening and involved: 

(1) Problem-solving techniques 

(2) Role-playing a group conflict 
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The fourth session was on the following Saturday and included: 

(1) Th~ mediation process 

(2) Legal issues 

(3) . Three mock mediation sessions 

(4) Role-playing situations emphasizing: 

• Characteristics of a good mediation 

• Development of a mediation process checklist 

• Opening statements 

The fifth session on the following ~1onday evening involved a discussion of 
issues relating to the daily operations of the Center: 

(1) Assignment of cases to mediators 

(2) Intake process 

(3) Notification letters 

(4) Written agreements 

The following Friday evening there was a presentation by the American 
Arbitration Association: 

(1) The use of caucusing in the sessions 

(2) When to use the caucus 

(3) How to conduct a caucus 

(4) Group exercise using the caucus 

(5) Role-playing exercise 

The next day, Saturday, also was used by AAA to present certain issues that 
might arise during the mediation session: 

(1) Identifying a competent witness 

(2) Avoiding hearsay evidence 

(3) Mediation vs. arbitration 

(4) Taking notes 

(5) Small group exercises stressing: 

• Opening statement 
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• Community resources 

• Skills in controlling sessions 

The following Monday evening the training focused on: 

(1) Writtp.n agreements 

(2) Refined outline for opening statement 

The nnxt evening, Tuesday, there was a review of forms and procedures to 
be used in the Center and a role-playing session using the observer's check-
1 i st. 

The mediators were then asked to participate in two additional mock
mediation sessions in which the entire process, forms, and written agree
ments were covered. In addition, each mediator was observed, and the 
checklist was used as a basis for giving constructive feedback. 

Training Methods 

Throughout the training program, specific methods and approaches were 
utilized to translate the learning experience into a program for individual 
growth. Some of the more important processes are discussed below: 

1. Personal Processing. From the outset of training and throughout 
the entire process, mediators were asked either to record or consciously note 
their own internal processing: feelings, reactions, impressions and judg
mental tendencies were noted. The mediators were encouraged to shift their 
focus to their own reactions from time to time as an aid to the assimilation 
and personal application of tncoming information. 

2. Style Processing. Throughout the training mediators were con
fronted with a number of trainers, each offering their own approach to 
both skills and feedback. It was evident that at times the mediators grew 
confused, felt overloaded with incoming information and experienced diffi
culty with processing and incorporating. Near the completion of training, 
however, the mediators grew more comfortable with their roles and more con
fident of their abilities; the problem of incorporating and processing infor
mation and feedback waned. 

3. Presentation of Skills. Basically, all mediation skills with 
the exception of caucusing and writing the actual written agreement, were 
presented at the outset of training. The application and refinement of 
skills occurred in subsequent sessions. The opening statement received 
a good deal of attention throughout the process. 

Caucusing was presented as an additional mediation tool toward 
the end of the training after the mediators had been given time to understand, 
practice, and feel comfortable with the basic process. Mediators appeared 
to accept, and understand when to apply this technique with ease. 
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4. Group Processing. Both large and small groups were utilized to 
help the mediators to observe and understand the dynamics of their group and 
to help them to feel comfortable working within a group structure. Small 
groups were used as a place for the mediators to practice skills via the 
use of exercises or role-playing. The large group was used as a meeting 
ground where the small groups would join together and share experiences, 
receive new information, and discuss procedure and Center policy. 

5. Role Playing. Using small groups, the mediators were able to 
practice their skills, play the role of disputants, or observe and provide 
feedback. The benefit of the small group structure was that the mediators 
had numerous opportunities to practice. The trainers devoted much of their 
time to explaining the value of the feedback process and how to give con
structive feedback. This enabled people to feel more open and willing 
to accept new ideas and approaches. As a result, 1'eedback instruments were 
refined as training proceeded. Methods of giving mediator feedback varied 
according to the phi'losophy of individual trainers who were presenting at 
the time. The most effective method involved first asking the mediator 
how she/he felt, then asking the disputants how they felt about the 
mediator and about their roles, and then having the observers pr'esent 
thrt::ir feedback. 

Training Assessment Questionnaire (TAQ) 

A post-training questionnaire was administered to the trainees and 
staff at the end of the final training session on March 11, 1978. The 
trainees were asked to react to and rate the training on a five-point 
scale in terms of: 

(1) Their level of achievement as related to some of the objectives 
of mediation training; 

(2) The effectiveness of the training in providing participants with 
specific skills involved in the process of mediation; 

(3) The effectiveness of specific training methods used in teaching 
mediation skills. 

Additionally, the trainees were asked open-ended questions for feedback on 
how similar training programs might be changed in the future. Detailed 
results for the immediate follow-up Training Assessment Questionnaire can 
be found in Appendix P. 

A second follow-up questionnaire is to be administered as soon as 
each med"iator has had an opportunity to conduct a fe.w hearings. At that 
time they will hidve a better perspective on the training they received 
and may provide useful input for conducting future mediator training 
efforts. 

General Response to the Trainin[ 

As a method for conducting the IFR evaluation effort, the field 
evaluation analysts partlcipated in the mediator training programs. They 
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were asked to record their impress10ns and reactions to the training 
sessions. In addition, the NJC staffs themselves were asked for their 
reactions to the training effort~ and the following is a summarized ver
sion of both the analyst's and project staff comments. 

Overall, everyone was very happy with most of the trainers, feeling 
that they presented information thoroughly and were very responsive to 
feedback from the staff and mediators. 

As for the presentation of content, it appeared that not many people 
actually devoted time to reading and making use of all the information in 
the handouts. Most of this information was covered during the training, 
and some felt that it was not necessary to review it during their own time. 

Some of the technical material was designed by the mediators as a group-
for example, the opening statements and the checklist for observers were de
veloped in this way. 

At the end of the training program, invididuals were wondering what 
ski 11 s they were 1 earning and were feel ing vague about attempti ng to apply 
these skills. During this period, "I feel like I need more training in the 
skill areas" was common4 It appeared as if the trainees did know what skills 
were being presented but were experiencing difficulty in knowing how to apply 
them advantageously and felt a sense of confusion. 

Reactions to role-playing varied according to the stage of training; 
the trainees felt the scenarios presented to them were shallow; some felt 
they seemed yoea 1, others tha t they were not real, were not long enoug h or 
were too long.. Midway through the training, peopl e were asked to make up 
role plays which they felt more realistically dealt with the issues one 
would face in the Venice/Mar Vista Community. Although the mediators ex
pressed interest pri or to that suggesti on, very few actually wanted to do 
the extra work. The Analyst noted that the realism of the scenarios de
pended more on the willingness of the trainees to experience different 
roles and portray feelings. 

It was interesting to note that almost everycne reacted in a very 
positive way to the personal processing approach. The Analyst noted that 
people felt it to be both a personal growth process and an important part 
of the training. 

The heavy time commitment never stopped being an important issue. The 
training was long, detailed and demanding. Attendance seemed to reflect the 
difficulties mediators had with their commitments to this schedule. The 
training agenda was shown to all mediators at the beginning of the inter
viewing process; tho~who were not willing to meet the schedule were not 
interviewed. However, attendance did fluctuate especially during the later· 
sessions. As a result the Project Director suggested that five mediator
trainees come in for additional training prior to hearing an actual case. 
Emphasis was to be placed on further mock hearing sessions so that skills 
could be enhanced. 
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Of the twenty mediators now in the project, 18 are considered to be 
trained well enough to mediate cases. Two mediators, did not complete the 
training and have been asked to do so (relative to writing agreements and 
conducting. caucuses) before they will be able to hear a case. 

For each of the three major topics in the questionnaire, weighted mean 
scores were computed, and the results were!* 

(1) NJC Program Objectives - 3.91' 

(2) Mediation Skills Development - 3.96 

(3) Training Methods - 4.10 

These data indicate that all of the areas were rated e'ither high or very 
high in terms of the material that was presented or the methods that were 
used. 

Of the eleven items that made up topic number one, objectives of the 
program, only two received lower ratings: 

• Understanding policies and procedures of the traditional criminal 
justice system (planned to be covered in the Community and Infor
mation Legal Forum) 

• Increasing knowledge of the Venice/Mar Vista community 

These items were only slightly lower in total weight than the remaining 
items; however, it does point out that these areas were perceived as not 
being covered as thoroughly as might have been planned. In looking at the 
12 individual items composing the mediation skills topic, only one was 
rated lower -- note-taking. 

In terms of the training methods, all eleven items were rated either 
somewhat or very effective. 

Open-ended items. There were five specific "open-ended ll questions to 
which the trainees responded. Presented below is each item with the summa
rized responses. The responses that are listed reflect the most frequent 
replies. 

1. In what ways should the training be changed in the future? 

• Amount of time per session should be reduced -- better 
scheduling -- too long 

• More role playing exercises 

* The weighted means are based on a highest total possible score of 5.0. 
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• More small group work 

• More participation on the part of trainees 

• More information on the NJC concept 

2. Which parts of the training were most valuable? 

I Role-playing and constructive feedback 

• Interpersonal group process 

• The feedback sessions 

3. In which mediation skills do you need more training? 

• Caucusing 

• Agreement writing 

• Controlling the sessions 

• Opening statement 

• Points of law 

4. What improvements are needed in the role-playing sessions? 

• Greater realism -- more information to make it true to life 

• Small group sessions (4) better than large groups (8) 

• More wrong or incorrect approaches should be presented by way 
of contrast in order to improve skills 

• More time to conduct sessions 

5. Do you have mediations skills to work with the Venice/Mar Vista 
community? 

• Yes -- no concerns 

• Yes, but need more information on neighborhood makeup, 
culture, etc. 

• Yes, but knowledge of community may not be important. 

Mediator Training Response Summary 

From the results of the Training Assessment Questionnaire, and IFR's 
on-site Analyst, it appears that the training accomplished the major goals 
as defined in the curriculum proposal developed by the consultant, Dr. 
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Barbara Biggs, and the Project Director, Mr. Joel Edelman. Since at least 
60% of the program focused on ro!e-playing simulate? mediation sessions, 
this approach was thoughtto prov1de the most effectlve form of learning 
practicing desired procedures with constructive feedback. 

In addition, a follow-up series of training sessions have been 
scheduled for the mediator group in the form of monthly meetings. The~e 
sessions will be used to let everyone have an opportunity to share thew 
mediation experiences. In this matter, lIin-service li training will continue 
throughout the project. 

The Director noted, however, that there were some real co~cerns: 
(1) the length of the training, over a month's time, caused ~ few trainees 
not to attend regularly, and (2) some of the group felt that too much of 
their time was being requested on a volunteer basis, and wanted some form 
of compensation. Each mediator was paid $50 for their participation in 
the final mock role-playing sessions, following the formal training sessions. 

Mr. Edelman expressed the thought that if the Center had not been given 
a deadline for its opening date, the training would have been extended over 
a longer period of time. This presumably would have reduced the burden on 
the individual mediator-trainee and allowed for the presentation of more 
material and more time for practicing skills. In the future, training will 
be conducted by NJC staff and interested, skillful mediators. Although 
some outside assistance might be sought to develop special exercises, the 
feeling is that in the future the staff and mediators will be highly qualified 
to provide training. 

SOURCES OF CASE REFERRAL 

Due to its community orientation, the Venice/Mar Vista NJC has initially 
concentrated its efforts on generating cases from community agencies and self
referrals rather than emphasizing formal referral agreements with criminal 
justice and social service agencies. This is not to say that formal or in
formal agreements are not solicited, but that a great amount of staff time 
and resources have been focused on reaching the community. Community out
reach not only gained acceptance and support of the NJC, but encouraged 
community residents to use the Center for help in dispute resolution. In
tensive public relations activities were two-pronged also, geared toward 
gaining community support and awareness in addition to informing individuals 
of the available NJC services. Thus, as described below, while formal agree
ments have been elicited and finalized with some criminal justice and other 
agencies, the project's early emphasis has been on community outreach and 
publ i city. 

Outreach and Public Relations Activities 

The Venice/Mar Vista staff utilizes five primary methods for conducting 
community outreach: 
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Presentations. The NjC staff prefers to have personal contact with 
community agencies, and schedules speaking appointments at staff, adminis
trative, or general agency meetings. Community groups are identified by 
the staff, con~cted, and appointments made to provide the group with a 
detailed explanation of NJC services. The Project Director, Deputy Director 
or Mediation Coordinator in charge of community outreach tend to be the staff 
members which make the presentations, but all staff and approximately six 
mediators have participated in these activities. The presentations focus 
on the NJC services and how the community agency and HJC can assist one 
another; b~ochures and posters are left behind with the agency. 

A partial listing of the agencies visited appears in Appendix'Q: 
Outreach Activities. As indicated, a number of community organizations 
have been personally visited by the NJC staff, including governmental 
agencies, schools, churches, and other religious organizations, civic 
groups, social service agencies, and business organizations. House 
meetings, in which small groups of interested people are given a pre
sentation on NJC services, are in the planning stages and may become a 
reality in the future. 

Media coverage. The Deputy Director, Fred Gardner, has conducted or 
coordinated the wealth of publicity the NJC has received in the newspapers, 
radio, and television. At least three local TV stations and 25 radio stations 
have broadcast information on the NJC (listed in Appendix 0); public service 
announcements, informative announcements, and interviews with NJC staff have 
been conducted. Forty-nine such interviews of between 5 and 30 minutes have 
been broadcasted; several taped interviews are re··run. Public service an
nouncements of 10 to 60 seconds were sent to over 70 local radio stations 
and approximately 25 are now broadcasting them. Stations run these spots 
somewhere between 10 to 80 times in a varying time period. Other news 
releases are written and sent to stations to explain the NJC and announce 
upcoming events, and contact is now being made with radio and television 
action lines, ombudsmen, and talk shows. 

A number of articles have appeared in the local community and major 
newspapers. Many of these were printed early in the implementation period, 
announcing the existence of the NJC and describing its services. The Los 
Angeles Times, Daily Journal, Santa Monica Independent, Santa Monica Evening 
Outlook, Metropolitan News, San Diego Daily Transcript, Venice Beachhead, 
and Ocean Front Weekl~, have all carried articles on the NJC (a list of the 
newspaper and brief description of each article appear in Appendix 0). Also, 
Public Affairs Broadcasting groups have directed NJC spots throughout the 
United States on their sister stations and will continue to do so. 

Partic~ating and sponsoring community activities. The Justice Center 
staff takes par~ in community events such as information-sharing fairs, 
where an information booth to represent the NJC may be set up. The NJC 
also sponsors events for the community, for public relations and exposure 
purposes and to become an accepted part of community life. A block party 
was held to celebrate the opening of the Center which was attended by a 
number of local, state and federal dignitaries, including State Chief 
Justice Rose Bird and u.S. Assistant Attorney General Daniel Meador. 
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Several local bands provided entertainment; refreshments were served; the 
Center held an Open House; and several community organizations set up 
information tables. 

In July, the NJC held an Open House, reviewing their community organ
ization ties; over 200 formal invitations were sent out, with approximately 
75-85 community representatives visiting the NJC· NJC staff feel that de
veloping and maintaining a working rapport with community representatives 
is an ongoing task calling for more of such activities in the future. 

Printed materials. The NJC has printed brochures and information cards 
advertising the Center's services. These are distributed to local community, 
business and governmental organizations during outreach activities and when 
requested for information purposes. Posters will be printed in the near 
future. Almost all informational materials used for outreach and public 
relations activities are printed in English and Spanish. The Department 
of Public Social Services is considering sending information on the NJC 
to all recipients of public assistance. 

Mail Campaign. Outreach activities in the form of mail-outs of NJC 
materials have been applied to reaching the business community and radio 
and television media. Emphasis was first placed on the radio campaign, 
with information and public service announcements sent to over 70 stations. 
The Deputy Director and one mediator spent nearly 2~ months on this task. 
The mediator made phone contact with radio station representatives after 
they had received the NJC materials. 

The Associate Director has responsibility for outreach to the business 
community, assisted by two mediators. The outreach to businesses has been 
started by developing a list of businesses in Mar Vista and Venice and con
tacting them to acquire proper mailing addresses and the names of adminis
trators/managers. Letters are then sent to small businesses explaining 
the NJC and encouraging contact regarding how the Center might assist the 
business. Letters to large businesses state the NJC will contact them 
later to schedule an appointment; the letters will be followed up by 
presentations were possible. 

It is apparent that these outreach and public relations activities have 
had an impact, and the community is becoming aware of the NJC and is inquir
ing about its services. A large number of calls have been received in response 
to the media coverage, especially the public service announcements and inter
views heard on the radio. 

Development of Referral Agreements 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC has developed referral arrangements with the 
police, community organizations, and city attorney's office, and arrange
ments for court referrals are currently being developed. Instituting re
ferral agreements with established agencies has been a second priority in 
the Center, with staff time and energy concentrated on the community outreach 
campaign. A good part of July and August were devoted to formalizing agree
ments with the City Attorney's Office and the Municipal Court in West Los 
Angeles, Small Claims Division. The Center stresses a totally voluntary 
referral system -- the referring source will suggest the parties visit the 
Center, but no pressure is applied. 
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Police Department. Beginning in January, the Project Director and 
Deputy Director met regularly with the Venice Police Department's chiefs, 
captains~ and officers. The meetings were held to discuss how the police 
and NJC might work cooperatively, resulting in the police officers being 
trained in making referrals to the Center. The NJC staff attended a 
succession of police roll-call meetings in order to inform the police of 
the NJC philosophy, services, and activities, and advise them on how to 
make referrals to the Center. The police officers now carry small cards 
which briefly describe the NJC services and provide the Center's phone 
number and address. A referral is made by the police officer informing 
the disputants of the NJC, giving one or both parties a card, and suggesting 
they vi sit or call the Center. Such referrals are made on'ly when an arrest 
has occurred. The decision to contact the NJC is left up to the disputant; 
the officers do not inform the Center that a referral has been made. 

The relationsh'ip between the NJC and the Police Department is develop
ing into an ongoing working relationship characterized by positive rapport. 
The staffts activities with the Department have been facilitated by a police 
officer who is a member of the NJC Board of Directors. He has visited the 
Center several times, accompanied by fellow'police officers, to obtain 
feedback information and discuss how to encourage respondents to attend 
mediations •. The Center's relationship with the police has been fruitful 
and will be continued - additional roll-call meetings are planned to 
provide the police with feedback and updated information on the NJC and 
further police outreach will occur. 

Community agencies. Informal referral arrangements with community 
agencies have developed as a result of the corrmunity outreach campaign. 
No elaborate system was developed for referrals from this source; if the 
party is interested, they usually must contact the NJC of their own accord: 
The staff of the agencies are informed regarding the NJC services, and 
brochures are available at the agencies to provide the disputants with 
additional information. 

Agency staff will suggest an individual contact the NJC if it appears 
the NJC may be of some assistance; the individual may then do so on a vol
untary basis. Infrequently, the agency staff will contact the NJC directly 
and schedule an appointment for the party. One agency refers the parties 
to the NJC by giving them a paper which contains the agency's name, the 
party's name, and the person (a mediation coordinator) to contact at the 
Center. 

City Attorney's Office. The NJC Director and Deputy Director have had 
a number of meetings and communications with the staff of the City Attorney's 
Office, which operates a Hearing Program in which city attorneys offer dis
pute resolution as a court alternative. These services are more limited than 
the Center's and hearings are generally restricted to 20-30 minutes. The 
City Attorney·s Office has agreed to refer to the NJC the unresolved cases 
which do not merit criminal prosecution following an Office Hearing and those 
cases which may benefit from mediation or need additional services. The City 
Attorney's Office has agreed to distribute a letter, written and signed by 
the NJC Project Director on CAO letterhead, to disputants if these circum
stances hold. The letter briefly explains the NJC process and benefits of 
medi ati on. 
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The Project Director continues to correspond with the Attorney's Office, 
and the NJC hopes to obtain referrals for those cases which appear to 
be more amenable to the NJC process than the Hearing Program. 

Courts. In keeping with its community philosophy, the NJC did not 
actively seek referrals from the courts. Early in the implementation period, 
a Liaison Committee of five judges was organized to keep the lines of 
communication open with the courts, and judges and court officials in 
the West Los Angeles Court system were contacted. Recently, signs were 
hung in the West L.A. Court Building in the small claims filing room and 
outside the court room and NJC brochures made available to inform dis
putants of the feasible alternative for resolving a dispute. The pre-
siding judge and senior clerk approved of these procedures, but no re-
ferral agreements were developed. 

At the present time, the Venice/Mar Vista NJC is planning to 
strengthen its relationship to the courts and make formal arrangements 
for court referrals. The Supervising Judge and Clerk of the West L.A. 
Municipal Court Small Claims Division, are agreeable to the idea of an 
NJC staff person sitting in the courthouse for referral purposes. Six 

. of the seven judges in the MUlicipal Court also support the idea and 
have expressed a willingness to individually refer cases to the NJC. 
One idea under discussion is to place an intake worker in the small 
claims filing room three days a week, and the head clerk would refer 
people to that intake worker. An alternative procedure which may be 
implemented is to attach a letter to the claims forms, which suggests 
the NJC as an alternative. It will be up to the parties to contact the 
NJC. 

The NJC staff began working out a referral arrangement with a judge 
in the Landlord/Tenant Court in downtown L.A. The Judqe has visited the 
Center and met with the staff, and appears to be impre~sed and interested 
in cooperating. It is planned that cases in the West L.A. area wh~ch have 
been dismissed will be referred to the NJC. Referral procedures with this 
court are in the early, developmental stages. 

Generally, the caseload at the NJC to date has reflected the staff 
resources devoted to the various referral sources. Community agency and 
self-referrals constitute the bulk of the cases entering the NJC, followed 
by cases referred by the police. 

CASE MANAGEMENT 

Forms and Procedures 

Developing forms and procedures for accepting, processing, and following 
up cases was a major task facing the Venice/Mar Vista staff before the Center 
opened for business. The task was accomplished with the help of Barbara 
Davis from the Miami dispute resolution project; forms and procedures used 
by similar projects throughout the country were used as reference guides 
and proved to be very valuable. The forms and procedures were initially 
developed in staff meetings, with everyone contributing. 
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All forms and procedures were initially discussed in staff meetings 
and developed and formalized by a Mediation CoordinatDr and the Evaluation 
Analyst. Further organization, development, updating and revisions were 
comp1eted by the Evaluation Analyst. The major forms developed and used by 
the Venice/Mar Vista NJC are presented in Appendix R: Forms used by the Venice/ 
Mar Vista NJC. The procedures used for completing forms and processing cases 
have also changed over time, in the direction of more organization and struc
ture. Changes will continue to be made as necessary until the forms and pro
cedures include all the desired information and are easy to use. 

Intake procedures. Individuals initiate their contact with the Center 
either by phoning or coming in. The most usual situation is that only the 
complaining party, labeled the initiator by the Venice/Mar Vista staff, 
makes this first contact. The NJC receptionist asks the disputant to com
plete an Intake Information Form and read the NJC brochure. The receptionist 
gives the completed form to the mediation coordinator, who greets the indivi
dual and thoroughly' explains the service the NJC is able to provide. Infor
mation of the dispute is gathered in detail. If it is one which lends 
itself to mediation, the intake process continues; if not, a referral is 
usually made (the case selection criteria and referral procedures are 
described below). 

While talking to the individual about the dispute, the mediation 
coordinator fills out an Intake Form, documenting information involving the 
dispute and the initiator1s and respondent1s background. Normally, much 
of the information gathered in reference to the respondent comes from the 
initiator. The mediation coordinator states the information is needed 
for statistical and contact purposes, and the party need not answer 
questions which are sensitive (e.g., inco~e). 

The mediation coordinator asks the initiator, if only they are pre
sent, if the dispute information gathered may be shared with the respondent. 
The initiator also indicates when they would like to schedule the mediation 
hearing. 

The mediation coordinator then contacts the respondent, first by phone 
or by letter, if the respondent cannot be reached by phone. When contacted, 
the respondent is asked to come into the Center or intake is completed by 
phone.* The respondent receives an explanation of the NJC services and 

*In some situations, the NJC mediation coordinators are able to 
facilitate a dispute resolution without a mediation hearing taking place. 
These are called phone conciliations since all contact with disputants is 
made by phone. Upon contacting the respondent and discussing the dispute, 
the mediation coordinator is often able to initiate steps toward resolving 
the dispute. A number of phone calls are often exchanged between the dis
putants and the mediation coordinator and with the assistance of the coor
dinator, the dispute is resolved. In many of these cases, the respondent 
does not want to submit to a formal mediation, but the intervention of the 
NJC precipitates a resolution. Case files also are completed on the phone 
conciliations. 
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mediation process in detail. No threats or coercion are employed, but 
mentioning that the NJC is funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and 
sponsored by the Bar Association often provides some impetus for the 
respondent to appear. If the respondent agrees to meet when the initiator 
is free, the hearing is scheduled. If not, the initiator is contacted 
and a mutually agreeable time is worked out. If the respondent refuses 
to submit to mediation, the initiator is contacted and a referral often 
made. 

Case selection criteria. Four criteria must be met before a case is 
selected for the NJC: (1) bonafide dispute must exist, (2) the dispute 
must be one which is amenable to mediation, (3) both parties must be wil
ling to participate voluntarily, and (4) no public policy may be violated. 
Much discussion continues to take place among the NJC staff regarding what 
is a bonafide dispute and how public policies are defined. These dis
cussions will continue until the use of the criteria has been standard
ized. The staff reviews mediated cases to analyze the process and out
come of the hearings as a check on the selection criteria. For example, 
the complexity of the situations presented in the cases are reviewed to 
add to the subjectiv~ definition of a mediable dispute. 

Decisions have been made regarding landlord/tenant cases and those 
involving juvenile disputants. Landlord/tenant cases involving rent in
creases or eviction will normally not be accepted; these cases will usually 
be referred to a community tenants' association. Landlord/tenant cases 
relating to nuisance, repairs, etc., are more likely to become NJC cases. 
The NJC Board has decided the Center should handle juvenile cases, which 
will probably come primarily from Venice High School. In dealing with 
juvenile disputants, the parent/guardian will be contacted and must give 
consent for mediation. If a written agreement results from a hearing, it 
will not take effect until signed by the parent/guardian, who need not be 
present for the actual mediation. 

Selection criteria -- indeed, all project forms, procedures and 
activities -- are f1exible and subject to change. The staff views the 
project as an experiment, an ongoing learning experience, and feels that 
approaches should be tested through use and changed where necessary. 
There are no rigidly established procedures for Justice Centers, and 
the Venice/Mar Vista staff believe in careful planning followed by trial 
implementation. If things work well they are continued; if not, a new 
approach is tried. The staff views themselves as a flexible group of 
people who accept the need for change to occur and feel it aids them in 
their work. 

Procedures for referring disputants to other agencies. The NJC in 
Venice/Mar Vista exists first and foremost to provide a valuable service 
to all; this is the working philosophy of the entire staff. Each person 
who calls or visits the Center receives individual attention -- time is 
always taken to fully explain the NJC services. If the particular pro
blem is not amenable to the mediation process or if the disputants have 
a need for further assistance, a referral to an appropriate community 
agency ensues. 
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In most situations in which the case is not accepted by the NJC, the 
mediation coordinator has the initiator on the phone. The mediation coor
dinator will suggest the initiator contact another agency for assistance, 
and is given the following information: the name and phone number of the 
agency, its hours of service, direction, the name of a contact person (not 
always provided), an overview of the agency's services, a feeling for the 
length of waiting time involved, and an estimate of the cost of the ser
vice. If the individual is at the Center, the mediation coordinator often 
makes the referral on the spot, and the agency is then contacted by the 
individual or mediation coordinator at that time. In other cases, the 
initiator is provided with one or two referral sources, along with the 
information described above, to contact at a later date. If the situa
tion appears critical or nearing crisis, the mediation coordinator may 
re-contact the initiator after the first referral is made, in order to 
provide additional referrals to other agencies, if necessary. 

If the case is accepted but the respondent refuses to participate, 
the mediation coordinator will refer the initiator to an agency following 
the first procedure outlined above. If mediation has occurred and either 
party desires a referral for further assistance with the current dis·pute 
or another matter, the mediator notes this on the Mediator's Summary 
Information form and asks the party to call the Center the next day to 
obtain referral information from the mediation coordinator. The media
tor then makes the referral foll owi ng the procedures above -- by pro
viding information or scheduling an appointment. Sometimes the mediation 
coordinator is at the Center at the end of the hearing, and the referral 
is made at that time. 

The referral system at the Venice/t4ar Vista NJC is very thorough 
due to the high priority placed on the service and the amount of staff time 
devoted to making useful referrals. All staff members live in the target 
area, are active participants within the community, and a~e well versed 
in the available community services. Much time has been spent in gathering 
information on referral sources; the referral listing is continually added 
to and updated. The mediation coordinator responsible for community out
reach has written short concise descriptions of services provided by the 
agencies along with identifying contact persons. Prior'to making referrals 
including an agency as a referral source, the mediation coordiilnator contacts 
it directly to gain a clear understanding of its services and communicates 
the information to all staff. 

Case processing procedures. After intake has been completed with one 
party, usually the initiator, a file is opened for the case and the process 
of contacting and eliciting the cooperation of the respondent is begun. 
Once the. hearing is scheduled according to the availability of both parties. 
a mediator is selected to hear the case. Each mediator at the NJC has 
selected days and times that they are available for mediation. The mediation 
coordinator consults the mediator availability schedule and selects a mediator 
who is available at the given time; the selection is made on a rotating basis. 
During this early project period, an attempt was made to select mediators who 
had not yet heard a case. 
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The selected mediator is contacted by the Coordinator, the dispute and 
parties involved are briefly discussed, and the mediator agrees to take the 
case or not. Mediators must acknowledge any relationship they have with the 
disputants and must disqualify themselves if they have any involvement in the 
case. If the mediation is scheduled more than two days after contacting the 
parties, a Mediation Reminder letter is sometimes sent out. 

A case file consists of an Intake Form, Mediator's Summary Information 
Form, Agreement Form, Communication Sheet and Procedural Tracking Form. The 
Communication Sheet is used to record all information and contact with the 
parties after initial intakes have been done. The Procedural Tracking Form 
is used to document the date of the steps accomplished as the case is pro
cessed through the NJC, and provides an up-to-date status report of the 
case. Other forms are used for contact with the disputants -- the Broken 
Agreement Notice and letter to schedule mediation by mail -- but are not a 
usual part of a case file. A Status of Communications Form is used to re
cord i nformati on on all cases whi ch do not 1 end themselves to openi ng a 
case file; it provides the staff with a structured way to gather pertinent 
information. 

The hearing session. Mediations are normally scheduled for weekday 
daytime and evening hours, although weekend mediations can be held if the 
need arises. A staff member is normally always present at the Center when 
hearings are held to assist the mediators and oversee the Center's activities. 
The mediator. will wait 30-35 minutes for both parties to arrive; if either 
party does not appear, the hearing is cancelled and rescheduled or a re
ferral is made for the party who did show up. 

When the parties arrive, they are asked if they would permit a neutral, 
non-active observer in the hearing for the purpose of providing feedback, 
support, and consultation to the mediator. Observers are usually staff 
members who attend the first few hearings of each mediator. The staff 
observer ;s there to check on the mediator's skills and methods of con
ducting a mediation hearing, using a Checklist to record and rate the 
mediator's activities. The Checklist is then used to provide feedback 
to the mediators to improve their effectiveness. Staff observers are not 
utilized after the mediators have heard several cases. Observers will not 
be needed at all after the mediators gain sufficient experience, unless the 
presence of an observer appears to be valuable, such as in the case of a 
particularly difficult mediation. If either party does not want an observer 
present, his or her wishes will be followed. 

The mediation room is prepared in advance by the mediation coordinator 
pads and pens are placed on the table (small, square or round), and the 
disputants are seated on opposite sides of the mediator. If one party 
brings a lawyer to the hearing, they are asked to be a silent observer, 
making no comments during the session. If the other party objects, the 
lawyer will not be allowed to observe. 
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All cases are handled in basically the same manner. Mediation is the 
only dispute resolution mode used; the NJC Board is considering the use of 
arbitration at a later date. The procedure for a typical hearing is basic
ally the following: 

1. Mediator introduction 

2. Clarification of who parties are 

3. Explanation of role and participation of mediator 

4. Explanation of rules, procedures, and techniques of mediation 

5. Initiator tells his/her side of the dispute 

6. Mediator summarizes and clarifies initiator's view 

7. Respondent tells his/her side of the dispute 

8. Mediator summarizes and clarifies respondent's view 

9. Mediator repeats the issues on which the parties agree 

10. Initiator states terms they are specifically interested in 

11. Mediator clarifies terms and elicits further details from initiatbr 

12. Respondent is asked for his/her reaction to these terms 

13. Mediator clarifies respondent's reactions to terms 

14. Individual caucuses may be held with each disputant at this point 

15. Parties meet together and corne to an agreement or not 

16. If agreement is reached, a written agreement is completed and 
signed by each disputant and the mediator 

17. Mediator thanks the parties for their participation 

After the session, the mediator completes the ~lediator's Summary Infor
mation form, providing documentation of the process and outcome of the hearing. 
In the early phase of the project, the mediation coordinator often contacted 
the parties the following day to discuss the mediation session; thus, there 
was an immediate follow-up and expression of concern and interest. This is 
no longer done; instead, a two-week follow-up interview is conducted. Unless 
a referral is to be made following a mediation or a second hearing to be 
scheduled, the case is closed and becomes inactive except for follow-up 
activities. 
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Follow-up procedures. Cases which are mediated or resolved without 
a hearing through a phone conciliation will be followed up at 2-week, 3-month, 
and 6-month intervals to see if the agreement is being upheld and assess the 
disputant's satisfaction with the process. The follow-up activities are 
being coordinated by one of the mediation coordinators. The immediate 
follow-up is the responsibility of the NJC staff and the longer term 
follow-ups will be conducted by the Evaluation Analyst. Several mediators 
will actually make the two-week phone calls to one or both disputants, 
using the Short-Term Follow-Up Form as an interview guide. These mediators 
will be trained in follow-up procedures by the mediation coordinator and 
evaluation analyst. Follow-ups have just recently begun~ and the form 
and procedure may be changed as they are tested. 

Follow-up letters have been sent to nearly all individuals who have 
had cases submitted to the NJC but do not go to mediation~ usually because 
the respondent refused to participate. The purpose of the letters was to 
remind people of the NJC services. In addition~ it was thought that the 
mediation coordinator might contact the parties in one out of ten cases 
which were closed without mediation, to follow-up the dispute and remind 
them of the NJC services. This was not followed due to the lack of response 
from the letters. 

VENICE/MAR VISTA IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY 

The Neighborhood Justice Center in Los Angeles was established in the 
Venice/Mar Vista communities under the auspices of the Los Angeles County 
Bar Association. Capitalizing on the Bar Association's earlier interest in 
developing a dispute resolution project, representatives from the Department 
of Justice's Office of Improvements in the Administration of Justice and 
LEAA's National Institute met with L.A. Bar officials. A grant was subse
quently awarded to the L.A. Bar Association to develop a community-based 
justice center. 

A Board of Directors was formed and they selected a project director 
and assistant director. The Board also began to narrow down potential sites 
for the target area, and increased the size of their group to 'incorporate 
more individuals from the community. The Board was seen as playing an 
active, not passive, role in most every aspect of project activity. As a 
result, several subco~nittees were formed to address specific issues such 
as staff and mediator recruitment, and the Center's policies and procedures. 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC established itself as a community-oriented 
project, anticipating the majority of its referrals from the community. In 
addition, however, the project established a short-term goal of providing 
assistance to reduce tensions in the community and set about to deal with 
larger, more complex issues in the neighborhood. The NJC devoted much 
time and effort to conducting, facilitating, and attending community 
meetings, and to opening lines of communication. In a sense~ then, the 
project is attempting to handle both interpersonal disputes and community 
problems that may not require mediation, ~~. The concept of their role 
as a neighborhood justice center extends the NJC idea to more than just an 
alternative to court resolution of minor disputes. 
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However, the project has been pursuing police, court and prosecutor 
referrals as a means of providing more traditiona1 mediation services to 
those clients in need of third-party intervention. In addition, they have 
actively sought, through radio, TV and newspaper media, individual community 
referrals. In turn, they have planned to refer clients that the Center 
handles to other neighborhood sources of service when the ne~d 3~ises. 

The Venice/Mar Vista NJC has planned to work actively in their com
munities, while at the same time providing mediation of minor disputes. 
This concept of a neighborhood justice center is somewhat unique, and its 
effectiveness will be determined, to a large extent, by how well they be
come recognized as a valid community resource, and the amount of local 
support they can generate..~ 

"'" ~ 
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OFFICE FOR l."iPROVE."lENTS iN THE 
AD~iiNlST~ATIO,'~ OF } UST1CE 

WASH!~GTON, D.C. 20530 

July 11, 1977 

NEIGHBo.?.J:~OOD JUSTICE CE~:TER P~QGR.).~l 

Introduction 

Throughout the united States pe::-sons To'li th grievances 
involving relatively s~all amounts of money or consisting 
of altercations with neigh~ors o~ relatives often are 
unable to find a satisfactory forum where they can seek 
redress. For disputes 0 f relative ly ;nino r c.imens i0:1S I t.he 
~raditional legal p~ocedures of the courts' are generally 
slow and costly. ~:oreover I the adversary process is not 
always the best mechanism for resolving such disputes. 
Many of the more informal mechanisms for resolution of 
these g=ievances, such as the justice of the peace, the 
responsi '"e ward com.:.-ni ttee:nan or precinc"c captain I a:1d the 
policeman on the beat, have faded from the ~uerican scene. 
Furthermore, many people are unaware of the formal 
mechanisms that have been created, such as s~all claims 
courts, and of oth~r small dispute resolution services t~at 
may be available, such as consumer protection offices or 
family cqunseling services .. 

In response to this problem, the Departme~t of Jus~ice 
is developing a Neighborhood Justice Center Program. 
Through this program the Department is endeavoring to pro
vide national leadership in this field by designing, testing, 
and prpmoting the widespread adoption of new'and improved 
mechanisms to provide more just and efficient resolution of 
disputes arising in the course of daily l~fe. 

summary Description 

The Neighborhood Justice Center program will establish 
three pilot, experimental Neighborhood Justice Centers in 
order to develc? a moc.el center that may be replicated "'licely 
around the country. The Center should be an office in a 
corr.munity to Hhich people can So ,-lith a v.~ide variety of 
problems. The Center ~'lill offer' to provide mediation or, 
where that fails, 'arbitration, through a panel of members of 
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those dis~ute5 in which bot~ Dar~ies are will inc to 
pa=ticipa.;e. 'i'There mec.iation~ is' i;::;:.ppropr'iate ;r not, 
agreed to, the Center will provi~e a refer=al service to 
the agency or court best sui ted to deal \.;1 th the problem. 

are: 

Statement of Pur?cse 

The pur~oses of the pilot Neighborhood Justice Centers 

1. To develop a proven mech2!1ism, adaptable to 
the needs and conditions of individual 
'co~~unities throughou~ the count~y, that is 
ef.fective in p~omoting the inexps!!sive I ex?edi
tious, and fair resolution of disputes that 
arise in the COU'Tse of daily life. This is to 
be done by: 

A. Establishing an office in the co~~unity 
that· will seek to resolve local disputes 
at the local level throush conciliation, 
mediation, or arbitration entered'into 
vollli'"'ltarily. 

B. Providing a referral service for matters 
that cannot be resolved by the Center. 
The Center will thereby se!:'ve as a poin-t 
of entry into the entire justice system 
for residents of 'the community with any 
type of grievance. 

2. To enhance the quality of justice rendered to t."le 
conm1Un i ty by: 

A. Providing resolutions'of'disputes that are 
lasting and more responsive to the needs of 
people with continuing relationships than 
are resolutions achieved by ~ourt adjudication. 

B. Improving the access of ,the me'mbers of the 
community to existing co~~unity and 
governmental services through the referral 
service. 
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To re~uc2 the caselcads of local courts 
~"1d othe= justice syste::l agencies by 
~irecti~a ~atte=s to the Center ~or which 
the co~rt process is not necessary 0= not 
best suited. 

Organization 

Locatio~. The best location for the Centers will be 1n 
an existing Bunicipal or other public builci.ng, other 
..... 1 ' " . m' ~ ~ . • 1..:l b ' ' ~ 1 
~nan a pO_1ce s~a~1on.· r~e 0~~1ce ~nou_u e pnys1ca~ y 
separate fron t~ose of other agencies in orcer that the 
Center may have its own identitv. Such a locatio~: . ~ -

1) \-lil1 serve to minimize overhead costs; 

2) is consistent with the conception of the 
Center as an extension of the local 

.l..' ..... '.l.. d governmen,- 1n ,,-ne COrL1.1'tlUn1 ... y i an . 

3) ..,·iill provide the Centers :,'lith an aura of 
seriotlsness and authority that vlill serve 
to cornlince the people of the community 
that the Centers C~~ be effect~ve enough 
to be worth using. 

Police stations are excepted bec~use some people may be 
relu'ctant, to enter them for any purpose. In addition, 
the Centers will handle matters beyond the jurisdiction 
of the police. Locating a Center in a police station 
could produce the misconception that the Center only deals 
with police complaints. The actual location in a 
particular corrJnunity vdll be dependent upon the location 
of available office space. 

Staff. It is anticipated that initially each Center will 
have a director, one or two paraprofessional personnel, 
and a secretary-receptionist'. Every effort 'Nill be made 
to recruit the entire staff from the comnmnity being 
served.. The caraorofessionals \vill meet 'wi th the complainants, 
arrange mediation- sessions, make ref~rrals, condu.ct £ollo',v-up 
work, and '~aintain the files for their own cases. The 
,director will supervise the paraprofessionals and, with the 
secretary-receptionist, handle the non-case specific work of 
the Center. 
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They must. ei t.l1er resic.e or work full time in the cor. .. ::lUni ty. 
There are to be public announcements of the availability 
of the mediator positions. The mediators will be provided 
with approximately 40 hours of training and pa~d a limited 
St~ on a per case basis. A training program will be 
developed jointly by the sit.es .and the Department. that. , ..... ill 
utilize local training resources to the fullest extent. 
possible. . 

Center Board. In adait.ion to the staff described above, 
each cent.er will have a board consisting of represent.atives 
of the co~~nity being served and the local gover~ment. 
In addition, ot.~er appropriate parti,es should be included, 
such as academicians and reoresentativ-es of the local bar 

.. association ,::ina legal aid offices. The board \vill be 
concerned with the entire operation of the center. Specific 
responsibilities of the board will include seeking to have . 
the Center ana, ~articularly, its mediation service endorsed 
by local bu.siness and community groups and. appropriate local 
government officials, including the judiciary. In addition, 
the board may seek to reach agreements 'tli th local merchants 
and landlords and T,vi th local branches of chain enterprises 
for participation in mediation for specified types of 

"'complaint.s. The foregoing will all help to promote the 
legi timacy of t...'1e Center and \vill aid in its acceptance by a 
large portion of the popUlation' served. The board will also 
mount a publicity program in order to i.nform the people of 
the cornmunity about the. Center and the services it offers t, 

Operation 

Each Center will establish standard procedures for 
receiving people who come to the Center t identi.fying their 
problem, and assigning them to a paraprofessional. Written 
screening criteria will be prepared and followed. The 
Centers will handle walk-in cases and referrals from the 
courts, the police and other public and private agencies. 
Each C8nter vlill make arrangements ,<lith the appropriate local 
court, ~he police department, and any other relevant agencies 
for referrals to the center of matters that would be suitable 
for mediation. If a matter is proper for mediation {as 
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des~ribed below), the Center staff will contact the other 
t ' ... " ~ .... ···t ... l-... ." ..... ' par ~es ~o ~ne c~spu~e anC lnVl e ~_!e~ ~o par~~Cl?a~e In 

mediation ~ :':-2c.iaticn .... ·ill be conducted by one or more 
me!!'bers of the wediatio:1 parlel at a mutually convenient 
time and place, incl uding ~ .. lee};:enc:. and evening sess ions 
where practical. 

!-1ediatic:1 \.;i11 be limi.ted to matters presented bv 
individuals relating to criminai fuid civil-neighborho;d, 
'family I housL'"1g, and conS1.1..'"TIer problems. These limitations 
are necessary, first to ensure that the Centers do not 
attenpt to ~eciate matters that are of such public 
consequence or have so much mone~t or property at stake 
that a more informal resolution process Hould be more 
appropriate. Secondly, in order to properly train the 
mediators it is necessary to define the universe of cases 
that they may be called upon to mediate. 

Wlere the mediation is successful, the mediator will 
prepare a written agreement that will be signed by both 
parti.es to the mediation and by the media tor. Wr.ere the 
mediation does not result in a resolution of the problem, 
the parties will be offered the option of , binding arbitration. 

Where the mediation, and any subsequent arbitration, 
is not successful, where one party will not agree to 
mediation, or where mediation is not appropriate, the Center 
will provide to ~~e person with, the grievance detailed 
information cn the most appropriate public or private agenGy 
or court to deal'with the problem. Each Center will identify 
all cour"!:s and public and private .agencies to Hhich referrnls 
may be made. Complete information on each such agency, includ
ing services available, the procedures that persons seeking 
to utilize such services must follo"'I, location I and the name 
and telephone nu.."t'.,ber of a staff contact, vlil1 be kept in a 
writt~n form. Through the referral service, ,in combination 
with the mediation component, the Center \.;ill serve as a 
point of entry into the public sector for citizens with 
proble~s that tlieY.cannot resolve themselves. 

Each Center will develop a follow-up program for the 
cases ~hat it handles. The paraprofessionals will contact 
the persons vlith grievances whose cases are successfully 
mediated or arbitrated approximately 30 days follm.;ing the 
conclusion of the case in order to determine the results of 
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the resolution. The paraprofessionals wil~ also make a 
follow-up telep~one check cn referrals made by the Center 
30 cays after t:'1e referrals have been made in order to 
ascertain whether the agency to which the r~ferral was 
made has been responsive to the needs of t~e oerson with 
the problem. The Center staff will cooperate-with t~e 
national evaluation staff ih aatheri~a data for loncer 
term follow-up and on persons-who faii to appear fo~ 
hearings. 

Each Center ~·7ill develop a set of standard forms to 
be used as case files and records. These will be developed 
and revised i:1 close collobora tion \'li th the program -
evaluation sta£f. 

~valuaticn 

Each Center will haye an evaluation component. Because 
these are pilot projects, it is inportant that as much as 
possible be learned about which aspects are effective and 
~.;rhich are not. The Center design a.T'ld the type 0 f corr.muni ty 
for all the centers \.;ill be similar so that the positive 
results of the program will have a greater degree of ex?eri
mental validity and can, therefore, be replicated with 
reasonable confidence that the replications will also succeed. 
A single evaluation of all ~~ree Centers will be conducted by 
an independent evaluator . 

• 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Proposed Neighborhood Justice 

Center Program Grantees 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

DATE: ,August 3, 1977 

FROM~' G. Martin Lively 
Court Programs Manager 
Training and Testing Division 
Office of Technology Transfer 

SUBJECT: Grant Application Guidelines and Procedures, 

You \·1111 need to submit the 'following fonnsin a'pplying for the 
Neighborhood Justice Center Field Test grant: 

1. The form used in your jurisdiction for coordination 
with local apd/or state criminal justice planning 
agencies. 

'2. Application for Federal Assistance, O~1B No. ' 
43-R-0528/attached. 

, Enclosed are documents designed to assist you in the preparation 
of your application and to provide a common basi,s for the National 
Institute1s evaluation of all applications: 

e NeighborHood Justice C~nters: . An Analysis of 
Potential Models 

• IINei ghborhood Ju'sti ce Center Program", a narrati ve 
description of the Neighborhood Justice Center 
PI"ogram, dated July 11, 1977, by the O.ffi ce faT 
I~provements in the Administration of Justice of 
the U.s. Department of Justice. I 

,- "Neighborhood Justice Centers", a memorandum containing 
the elements of design for a Neighborhood Justice Center, 
dated June 13, 1977, from the Acting Administrator of 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis'tration. 

'Our goal ;s to evolve alternate procedures for~ommun;tY'resolution' 
of disputes which will: 

(1) Establish in the community an efficient mechanism 
for the resolution of minor criminal and civil 
disputes which ,stresses mediation and conciliat"ion 
between the parties in contra~t to the finding of 
fault or guilt which characterizes the traditional 
adjudication process. . 

, 
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(2). Reduce court caseioad by re~irecting cases that 
are not appropriate for the adversarial process. 

(3) Enable the parties involved in the dispute to' . 
arrive at fair and lasting solutions: 

(4) Serve· as a source of information and referral for 
. disputes that 'Vlolll~ be more .appropriately handled 
by other community services, government agencies 

. or courts. . . . 

Up to $200,000 has been' allocated for eacn site .. Your grant 
application should include a detailed budget not to exceed that 
amount, and·should also include: 

(1) Selection of.a subsite that conform~ with specified 
criteria spelled out· i~ the guidelines for prepara-
tion of a program proposal. . 

(2) An 'agreement to transfer the te~hnology developed • 
. 

·(3) An intensive internal monitoring capability .. 

(4) Cooperation with the national evaluation of the three 
site ·experience. . 

The Executive Training Program (ETP) of the National Institute 
will be responsi,ble for grant application assistance, field test 
staff training, and fol1.o\',-on support. : University Research 
Corporation (URC) of Washington, D.C. conducts the Executive 
Training Program and ~ill conduct br support the folloVling 
meetings: . 

• Field Test Training Seminar: Early in the program, 
up to 15 representatives of each neighborhood justice 
center will be invited to a four-day meeting conducted 
by .recognized experts i'n comrnunity resolution of disputes. 
ObJectives of the field test training.seminar,are.: .. t9. _ 
help -prepare field·test staff for· implementation of,·their 
projects; to identify follo'll-On training needs and plans 
for allocation of 30 days of LT.P. assistance; and, to 

. initiate channels of communic~tion among the grantees • 
The field test training seminar will provide ·an opportunity 
for further program d~finition, initiation of procedures, 
scheduling, and r'elated details.' Travel and per diem funds 
will be provided by' UKC, in k~eping with Federal guidelines. 
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• ,roject Site Directors' Me~tings. At least twice during the 
field test period, the project directors and assistant pro
ject directors fop the three field test centers will meet 
and review progress to date. The Executive Training Program 
will be responsible for planning and conducting the meeting. 
The project budget should include tra~e1 and per diem 

,expenses for the NJC staf.f for these two two':day meetings . 

• field Test Conference. Approximately o~e year after the 
initial field test'seminar, the staff on ·each field test 
NJC will be ~xpected to host a conference to which as 
many existing or potential NJCs in the state or region 
as practicable will be invited. The purpose of this 
conference will be to describe in detail: the new 
procedures and operations developed in each test site; 
the mechanisms by whk:h new procedur.es were planned 
and implemented; ana; impact of community dispute re
solution techniques, including reduction in case10ads 
of civil and criminal courts . 

Following is the presently planned sche~u1e for. the NJC program: 

Early August 1977 

September 1~, 1977 

November 15, 1977 
December 1,' 1977 -

January 15, 1978 
(depending on staff 
hiring patterns at the 
three sites) 

January 16 - May 26, 1978 
May, 1978 

November, 1978 

Applicants conduct site assessments/ 
collect data, .and commenc'e application 
preparati on ' 
Grant app1icatlons to NILECJ and 
initiation of Revie\</ of applications 
Announcement 'of grant a .... /ards 
Field Test Training Seminar 

I . 

E.T!P. follow-on support 
First Project Site Directors' 

Meeting 
.' Second Project S'; te Di rectors • 

Meeting 

Funds' for the program are limited to an 18-month period, which 
includes start-up time and full operation; further funding from 
the National Institute cannot be exp~c~ed. Sites should plan for 
essential local assumption of costs and responsibilities. 
Questions concerning your application should be'directed to Mr. G. Martin 
Lively, NILECJ, (202) 376-3843 . 
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t GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF 
"PART' I II - BUDGET INFOR}lATION" 

IN OMB NO. 43-R-0528 

(This sampie 'budget is not intended to suggest specific allocations or 
amounts; it merely suggests funding areas which ought to be addressed 
under the budget categories ,calle'd for ,in the application. Individual 
budgets may reflect partial staffi,ng duri,ng project start-up period.) 

Budget Categor.y 

Personnel 

Sub-Categories Sample Allocat~ons 

-".' 

, Hearing'Staff 

Travel 

Equipment 

Supp1i~s 

Project Director (100% of $20,000 
annua 1 s'a 1 a ry x 18 months) 

Hearing Staff Coordinator (100% 
of '$16,000 annual salary x 18 

. months) 
Intake/Follow-up Supervi'sor (1 OO~ 
, of $15,000 annual salary x 18 

months) 
Paraprofessional -Interviewer . 

(100% of $12,500 annual salary 
x 18 months) 

Secretary (100% of $5,000 annual, 
sal ar,>:' x. 18 months 

6r~nge Benefits - 20% of salaries 

(Stipend per c'ase x estimated 
caseload in 18 months:indicate 
whether an hourly rate or per , 
case rate will be used.) 

Project site directors' meetings; 
, two person t~ips, three days 

each; air fare, per diem, and 
, expenses ' ' 
~lechnology Transfer Conferences and 

trips 
Local travel (hearing staff, 

advisory board; $3C/month x 18) . 

Staff desks/chairs 
Heari~g rooms (2), tables, chairs 
Type\'lriters , 
Tape t:ecord'ers, tapes 
Telephones ($lOO/month x 18) 

Forms (Follow-up, monitoring) 
Genera 1 offi ce suppl ; e's ($200/ 

month x 18 months) 

$30,000 

24,000 

,:;'22;500 

18,750 

"12~OOO $107,250 

21,450 

10,800 

1,000 

3,400 

" '54O 4;940 

$ 1,660 
1,000 

800 
.400 

1~800 5,660 

1,800 

3;600 $ 5,400 

" -, ,. 
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Budget Catetory' 
" 

Contractual 

~ 

-.. 

,- 2 -

... 'Sub~Categories 

Training of hearing staff;,. 
preparation of permanent ' 
training materials 

Local monitoring consultants 

TO:rAL 

I 

'Sample Allocations 

, $30.,000 
"14;500 $ 44,500 

: $200 ,'000 
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GUIDELINES FOR,PREPARATION OF 
"PART IV - PROGRA14 NARRATIVE" 

IN OMB NO. ~3-R-0528 

1. OBJECTIVES AND NEED FOR THIS ASSISTANCE 

The purpose of thi s secti on of the app'l i c'ati on, is twofold, to defi ne the 
need tbe grant is designed to address and to state the goals or objectives of 
the gran't, 

, The general needs 'respon'ded to by the national pr.ogram for Nei.ghborhood 
Justice Centers (NJCs) have been identified: 

Throughout the United States persons with grievances involving 
rel atively small amounts of money or consisting or alter
cations with neighbors or relatives often are unable to find a 
satisfactory ,foruin where they can seek redress. For disputes 
of'relat1vely minor dimensions, the traditional l~gal procedures 
of the courts are generally slow and costly. Moreover, the 
adver.sary process is not ahfays the best mechanism for resolving 
such disputes. Many of the more informal mechanisms for 

.resolution of these grievances, such as .the justice of the peace, 
the responsive \oJard committeeman or precinct captain, and· the 
policeman on the beat, have faded from the American. scene. 
Furthermore, many people are unaware of the formal mechanisms 
that have been created, such as'small claims courts, and of 
other small dispute resolution services ,that may 'be available, 
such as consumer protection offices or family counseling servic~s. . . .. . 

'. 

. The grantee should apply appropriate portions of this gen~ral statement of 
the situation to local conditions and identify any additional compelling reasons 
that exist for establishing a NJC in' the selected are,a. 

The objectives for the national prog'ram for establishing NJCs also have been 
artic~lated: 

a. To establish in the community an efficient mechanism for the 
resolution of minor criminal and civil disputes which 
stresses mediation and conciliation between the parties in 
contrast to the findi ng of fauH: or gui It whi ch chay'acterize~ 
th.e tradlti.onal adjudication process. . 

. b. To reduce court caseload by redirecting cases that are not 
appropriate for the adversarial ·process. 

c. To enable the parties involved in the disputes' to arrive 
at fair and lasting solutions. 

d. To serve as a source of information and referral for 
disputes that would be more appropriately handled by other 
comnun'ity services or government agencies. 
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In this section of the application the. potential grantee should apply 
these'objectives to local conditions and aspirations, indicating some 

'order of priotity among them. The identified objectives should be specific 
and clear, rather than general and ambiguous. 

2. RESULTS OR BENEFITS EXPECTED 

This section of the.application provides the prospective grantee with 
an opportunity to identify those who will benetit from the grant, as well 
as the nature of the benefits expected to flow from the project. 

Here the applicant should identify the subsite or "neighborhocd" in 
which the Center will be located. Selection of a particular subsite should 
be based on the following criteria: 

a. Population:· 

Size: Suggested guidelines of 50,000 to 200,000 

b. 'Socio-economic Factor: 

Should be mixed, but avoid concentrations of extreme wealth 
or poverty . 

. c •.. Access vlithin the Subsite:· 

How easy is movement within the selected subsite? Is then~ 
adequ.ate public transportation to ensure that the NJC location 
will be accessible to most of the subsite population~ .What 
natural barriers (e.g. mountains, rivers) or manmade obstructions 
(h.ighways, aquaducts) exist? . 

d. What communication ~nd potential relationship contacts have been 
made with relevant agencies and persons? What r~spon?es have they 
made? 

',',Existing Community Organizations'and Services: 

Are there neighborhood organizations with a history of p05-it.ive 
achievement within the selected subsite? Such neighborhood. 
organizations could be private groups of citizens fonned to deal 
~itft community-wide problems or ~pecial topics, such as schools, 
crime reduction, etc., or government established organizations 
created to handle neighborhood-wide problems or other specific 
types of problems. Community servi ces i ncl'ude any health, 
social, welfare, economic, etc., agencies, institutions or 
service~ available to the population in the selected subsite. 

• Civil and Criffi;nal Just;ceServices 

What is the state of relations between the selected subsite 
and existing justice agencies, including the police, 
prosecutors., colirts, and corrections? 
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Are there legal aid, public defender,'lawyer referral, etc. 
re~ources in th~ subsite? Are there. discrete legal systems 
for handling small claims, landlord-tenant problems, juvenile 
cases, domestic problems or consumer complaints? Is there 
a city Q}~ more local ombudsman? 

, Subsite Court Caseload Problems: 
.' ,/' 

What is the status of court caseloa~s, civil and criminal, 
local and state in the selected subsite? What is the nature 
of disposition of cases in the local court system? Are 
local courts and their dependencies (e.g., prosecutors, 
public defenders, etc.) willing to help in the development 
of an alternative forum for minor disputes? 

• Mediation/Arbitration Resources withintheSubsite~ 

'Are there any mediation or arbitration pr9grams, e.g., con
sumer arbitration, eommunity,judges, an ethnic or re1,igious 
community conciliation board, warranty enforcement panels, 
bar association arbitration committees, consumer action 
panels,media complaint forums, operating currently in the 
subsite? Are there resources in or aviilable to the subsite 
with experience or expertise in mediation or arbitration? 

e." 'Identification of Potential Case1oad: 

Within the subsite; is there a broad rang~ of di'sputes between 
individuals (e"g .. , family, neighbors, owner-tenants) .that would 
be eligible for the services.of the NJC? Has an effort been 
made to identify what kinds' of cases arise frequently within the 
subsite that are appropriate for the NJC? . 

3. APPROACH 

A. Plan of Action 

This section requires the applicant to spell out in detail how the 
proposed NJC will be established. While there is no prescribed forma~ for 
this section of the application, the potential grantee must consider t!:e 
following topi~al areas in describing its p'lan of action: 

(1) Operating Agency: The application should identify the 
entit,y that will operate the NJC as well as its 
relationship to the sponsoring agency. I'f a new 
entity is to be created, its name, legal status, and 
officers' names should be given. If this has not been 
accomplished at the time of the submission of the 
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application, plans for so' doin~ 'should be spelled out. 
If the exact ,19cation or site (addr.ess) of the proposed 
NJCis known, it should be included. If a site has not 
yet been selected, criteria for that selectien should be 
stated, keeping in mind the desirability ~f a location 
that is separate from the formal co~rt system but 
accessible to the community and to the public agencies 
which will refer people to it. 

(2) Staff: Names'(if known), titles~ ~nd job descriptions 
of full-time staff should be included in this seGtion. 
Additionally, criteria for selection of principal or 
professional· staff should be identified. It is 
recommended that ful'l-time project staff be peopl e 
knowledgeable about the local legal system, community 
ac1;;iv'ities, and social service support systems th'at operate 
in the selected community. 

Careful consideration should be given to criteria for 
selection of community mediators and/or arbitrators. 
Such people should not only res'ide'in the community, 
but also be deeply involved in the life of the 
neighborhood and reflect the ethnic and racial com
position of the area. They should be mature individuals 
capable of dealing with the complexities of interpersonal 
conflict. Thought should be given to a scheme of com
ensation for them. Hill they be volunteers? Hill their 
expenses be pai d? ~Ji 11 they be compensated' for trai ning 
periods? Hill they receive a'modest stipend for, their 
services or a more substantial fee? To a large extent, 
the recruitment plan for a specific NJC wil" depend on 
the range of r~solution techniques employed in the 
Center. In any event, applicants should describe in 
detail their plans for recruitment of commu~ity hearing 
staff. ' 

(3) Resolution Techniques: There are three resolution 
techniques you will want to consider in designing your 
NJC: conciliation, mediation, and arbitratioD. 

CQNCILIATION is a process in "'{hich a third-party interveno" 
not necessarily neutral, maintains controlled interaction 
between the parties to a dispute while the parties themselves 
attempt to resolve existing differences. 

MEDIATION is a process in which a third-party neutral or panel 
of neutrals helps the parties to fashion a mutually acceptable 
solution. The mediator(s) has no power to decide the dispute, 
but must re1y on the po\'ler of persuasion to move the parties 
to devise and accept a compromise sblution. 
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ARBITRATION is a quasi-judicial process in It/hich a 'third
party neutral or panel of neutrals gathers facts involved 
ih a dispute and decides th~ merits of a case. Where the 
arbitration is bind.ing, the arbitrator(s} has the pov-ler, 
enforceable in the courts, to impose a solution Dn the 
parties. Where the arbitration is advisory, the arbitrator(s) 
recommends a solution to the parties which mayor may not be 
accepted. 

A'llo.ng the three techl'liques, there is a sharp distinction between 
conciliation and mediation on the one hand and arbitration on 
the other. The first two leave the burden of fashioning a 
decision on the parties, while the third places that burden 
directly on the arbitrator . 

Here are some potential variations you might consider in 
des~gnipg your NJC: 

• Hearings in· which an effort is made to conciliate 
dispu·ting parties. 

• Hearings in which an effort is-made to mediate the 
dispute. 

o Hearings in which a dispute is arbitrated. 

, Untfied hearings in which an unsuccessful attempt 
to concil iate or mediate- is followed immediately by 
arbitration. 

• separate hearings, i.e., one in which conciliation 
or mediation is attempted and, if unsuccessful, a 
separate one in which the dispute is arbitrated. 

A hearing, whether it involves conciliation, mediation, or 
arbitration, may be conducted before a single individual 
or a panel. Obviously, the more people ~articipating tn a 
hearing, the more costly. the process and the more difficult 
the recruitment and training tasks. 

tliYl Training: All persons affiliated with the project, Itlhether 
permanent project staff or hearing staff, should receive 
thorough training in the selected resolution techniques. It 
is recormnended that this pre-service training last no less 
than 40 hours. It is also recommended that hearing staff 
receive approximately ,.2 hours of.in-service training every 
six months in order to sharpen their skills. All new hearing 
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staff should be required to serve an apprenticeshi~ period, 
after pre-service training, lasting approximately one month 
~r_until the director of the project or supervisor of hearing 
staff is satisfied that such persons poss,ess needed skills. 
Additionally, the grant application should specify who will 
do the pre- and in-service tiaining (if known) and when the 
training is scheduled for delivery. 

, . 
(5) Case Selection Criteria: A broad range of. disputes bebyeen 

in~ividua15 within the neighborhood or sub-site should be 
eligible for consideration by each NJC (e.g. family, 
neighbors, landlords and tenants, consumers and local 
merchants.)- PrimQry. focus shoul d be on those disputes 
between individuals with an ongoing relationship. A key 
criterion in.determining the sui'tability of cases for 
NJCs is their potential for successful settlement through 
mediation or arbitration. A complete statement of the 
criteria proposed should be described in this section of 
the application. 

(6) Referral Sources for Cases: Cases can be referred to the NJC 
from a variety of sources, including one or more of the 
following: 

(a) Local Cou~ts 

(b) Prosecutors 

(c) Law Enforcement agencies 

(d) Other public agencie; (e~g. public welfare, victim/' 
witness programs, schools) . 

(e) Private agencies (e.g., counseling centers, mental 
health programs, 'churches) 

(f) Walk-ins or self-referrals. 

T~e grant application should indicate the likely sources for 
referrals, based on the nature'of existing prdgrams and 
services in the NJC commulli'cy. Additionally, the application 
should indicate which community reSDurces are available for 
referrals from the NJC for pertinent services, the need for 
which become evident during the N~C intake process or during 
hearings. ' 

(7) Intake: An appropriate intake procedure should be spelled out 
in the application and may include the following: 

(a) Initial written interview forms that p~ovide sufficient 
data to determine subject matt~r jurisdiction and to 
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allow follow-up of'clients th~ough later contact of 
those who fail to appear for. hearings. 

(b) A briefing process to ensure that disputants under
stand the voluntary nature of the process, as well 
as the procedures that \,/1 11 b~ fo 11 owed by the NJC. 

(c) The Rossible use of signed agreements indicating the 
disputants' willingness to participate in the Center's 
resolut~on process. . 

-
(d) Information on hours of operation for intake and dispute 

settlement .. 

(8) Public Relations: In this section the grant application should 
detail how project staff intends to establish itself in the 
community as an alternative to existing formal processes for 
dispute settlement; publicize its activities and availability; 
coordinate with possible referral sourtes; relate to the 
community-at-large from which the disputants will come; and 
develop credibility in the cqmmunity. The applicant also . 
should considel~ how the NJC will handle issues of confidentiality, 

(9) Case Follow-up: A process for follow-up on handled cases 
should be developed by the project staff, including the 
development of data forms. ~pecial attention should be 
given to processes for recording accurately the resuJts 

(lO) 

. of all heari I'Igs . I f there is a comp'l i ance agreement between 
disputants, 'it should be verified by staff. A wt:'itten record 
should be maintained of all contacts with heari~gs, and referrals 
made to any other resource in the community. A periodic 
process of determining compliance with' resolutions should 
be developed,' Finally, a process for maintaining records 
on cases where no conclusion is reached or where disputants 
fail to appear for hearings should be developed: Records in 
all cases should indicate all the parties involved in NJC 
heari~gs, including staff. 

Project Board: The grant application should specify tb~ . 
nature and functions of the board appointed to oversee 
activities of the NJC. This board may be advisory or it-may 
set poljcy, but it should contain people who are part of the 
community being served, The board may include representatives 
of public and private agencies or lay person(s) active in the 
community. The application should describe the board's activities, 
its composition, responsibilities, frequency of meetings, and 
other services it might provide. 
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(11) Internal Monitoring: It is important that the project director 
". be aware of the quality and nature of all activities conducted 

I . 
under the program. Therefore~ a procedure has to be developed 
to monitor staff and program performance to ensure that the 
NJC's goals and objectives are being met. This·internal 
monitor should produce data which, in turn, can be fed into 
the public relations activities of th~ NJC, assist in ' 
developing and maintaining. credibility in the'community, and 

.help the independent evaluation contractor. The data collection 
instruments developetl must be'compatible with the information . 
needs of the national evaluation. 

Every project should collect ongoing dat~ on project processes: 
caseflow, case characteristics, personnel allocation, etc . 
This will enable the project to monitor its achievements 
and problems. A comprehensive management information system 
should be developed which would assist the project in developing 
comprehensive p10nthly -reports to include referrals by source, 
source by type of dispute, type of'dispute by disposition, 
outcomes of mediation, recommended social services and the 
number of sessions held. 

Of lesser importance to each local project, but "of invaluable 
assistance to potential replicators of NJCs would be a 
systematic collection of data on the development of·a NJC. Thi.s 
information would aid in understanding the types of project 
development and ways to overcome these obstacles. 

B. '~1ilestones 

In this section, the applicant should iist its projected activities 
in chronological order to' show a planned schedule of accomplishments, 
together with ta.rget dates .. Specific milestones should include: 

(1) Sel~ction of NJC location/site 

(2) Creation of NJC entity/agency 

(3) Hiripg of Project Director 

(4) Hir~ng of project staff 

(5) Development of cOrMlunity liaison .and public relations plan. 

(6} Development of intake and follow-up procedures 

(7) Sel~ction of project advisory bo~rd . . 
(8) Development of training schedule a~d curriculum 
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(9) Recrui ti.ng hearing staff 

(10) Training hearing staff 

(11 ) Hearing first cas~s 

(12) Project Directors' meetings' 

(13) Technology transfer conference 

(14) Quarterly and final reports 

C. . Eval uation 

An evaluati.on of the entire NJC program will be conducted for the 
National Institute. Broadly stated, the e~aluation objectives are: 

D. 

• To assess the capabi l'i ty of the centers to attract ai sputes, 
provide settlement services, and arrive at fair and lasting 
resol uti ons .. 

• To assess the capability of the centers to provjde a service 
that is faster, less costly and more satisfactory to the parti
cipants than the courts, and that results in the redirection of 
~ases from courts, and hence, reduces court caseload. 

e To assess those factors and decisions contributing to or 
militating against institutionalization of the NJC's within 
the comm'unities following the fiel:;! test phase. . ..,o 

Cooperating Organizations,' Consultants 

List community organi zations or agenci es, as "'Jell as consultants o)~ 
other key individuals, who will work on, or cooperate closely with, the 
project (and who have been identified at this point). 

4. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

Identify the subsite which the NJC ~':ill serve and provide a street map 
of the subsite area "'/hich ident'ifies locatioris of court(,s) and police 
precinct(s) within the subsite. Where po~~ible, indicate on the map the boundaries 
of police, judicial and political, and other relevant service districts' within 
the sUbsite. ' 

5. RESUMES 

Provide a biographical sketch of the ·officers or directors of the sponsoring 
agency and resume of the NJC Project Director (if he/she has been selected). 
Also list the names (if known), training, and background of other key personnel 

" engaged in the project including Board members. . 
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PROPOSED NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 
" .', AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE DESIGN FOR NEIGHBORHOOD 

JUSTICE CENTERS 

The recommended elements of a NJC discussed below were derived 
from a National Institute analysis of the experiences of similar 
existing programs. Ten key aspects of program operation are iden~ 
tified and discussed briefly. Where experience dictates and eval
uation requirements permit, several possible options are listed. 
Where the options available to the sites must be more r'estricted 
that is also noted. 

1. Objectives 

An adequate evaluation of program success requires that goals 
be clearly stated and understood by all participants. Although 
each program would develop its own comprehensive list of pro
gram objectives, it is recommended that the overall goals 
include the following: 

A. TO establish in the community an efficient mechanism for 
the resolution of minor criminal and civil dispu'tes which 
stresses mediation and conciliation between the parties 
in contrast to the findings of fault or guilt which char
acterizes the traditional adjudication process. 

B. TO reduce court caseload by redirecting cases that are 
not appropriate for the adversarial process. 

C. To enable the parties involved in the disputes to arrive 
at fair and lasting solutions. 

D. To serve as a source of information and referral for 
disputes 'that would be more appropriately handled by 
other community services or government agencies. 

2. Communi ty Served 

The population served should consist of between 50,000 and 
200,000 people within a larger metropolitan area. The 
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neighborhood served should be an identifiable segment of the 
city that is heterogeneous and does not represent extremes of 
weal th or poverty. Support from key If.)cal criminal justice 
and governmental officials, judges and leaders of relevant 
service agencies is essential to the success of a program. 

Sponsoring Agency 

The sponsor of the NJC may be either a public agency (police, 
prosecutor, court, mayor's office, e'tc.) or a pri'1'ate non
profit organization. The sponsoring agency should have had 
prior experience in the fiscal management of government 
grants. Regardless of the nature of the sponsoring agency, 
a policy and steering board for the project should be estab
lished. It s~ould be broadly representative of the community 
and should include, in addition to lay citizens and leaders 
of community organizations who reside in the neighborhood, 
representatives of local criminal justice and civil justice 
agencies and representatives of the sponsoring agency. 

Location 

The project should be clearly identified as separate from the 
formal court system but it should be located in a place access
ible to the public agencies which will refer people to it and 
to the constituent community. 

5. case Criteria 

A broad range of disputes between individuals with an ongoing 
relationship (e.g., family, neighbors, owner-tenants) would 
be eligible for the services of the NJC. Consumer complaints 
would be confined to those involving individuals or an indi
vidual and a small local merchant rather than a large insti
tution. Identification of the specific types of civil or 
criminal cases to be referred to the center in any particular 
site would be determined by the project sponsors in conjunc
tion with other relevant public agencies and community repre
sentatives. The key criterion to be used by the sites in 
rr~king these determinations is ~~e suitability of cases for 
settlement through mediation. 
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6. Referral Sources 

A. Cases should be accepted from the following referral 
sources: 

..... 
1. Courts 
2. Prosecution 
3. Police Agencies 
4. Other public or private agencies 
5. Self-referrals 

B. Since the center will seek to establish itself C''!S an 
alternative to existing formal processes, it should 
actively publicize its services in the community. 

7. Intake 

Intake procedures should be structured to include the follow
ing: 

A. Written screening criteria which would include sufficient 
data collection to allow follow-up of clients who fail 
to appear for hearings and the reasons therefor. 

B. A briefing process to assure that disputants understand 
the voluntary nature of the process. The only coercion 
used to induce the appearance of the respondent should 
be ti"ele threat inherent in an explanation of the complain
ant's rights to pursue more formal processes. 

C. The possible use of signed agreements as symbols of the 
disputants' willingness to participate in the dispute 
resolution process. 

8. Resolution Techniques 

The range of options for dispute settlement may include con
ciliation, mediation and arbitration. All dispute settlements 
should be reduced to writing. Signatures of both parties 
should be encouraged. Arbitra.tion should only be used if 
conciliation and mediation are unsuccessful. In the" event 
arbitration is required, an option may be to uSe different 
individuals to perform the roles of mediator and arbitrator 
in a given dispute and to use a separate hearing for the 
arbitration. 
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Projects should provide referrals to social service agencies 
to assist in the resolution of ongoing problems. Where-pos
sible, cases should be referred to an ombudsman or fact 
finder \~hen appropriate. 

9. Staffing 

A. 

B. 

Mediation/Arbitration Panels 

There should be a broad pool of trained mediators avail
able to serve from time to time at dispute resolution 
hearings. Preference is lor mature individuals flexible 
enough to deal with the complexities of interpersonal 
conflict. Clearly, in a model which seeks neighborhood 
justice, a. primary source of candidates would be the 
community' itself. 

The start-up may require the use of professional mediators 
or others with dispute resolution skills. However, the 
ultimate goal is to train members of the lay community to 
perform these services. 

Project Administrative Staff 

The full-time staff of the project should include persons 
with knowledge of the legal system and the social service 
support systems that operate in the jurisdiction . 

C. Training 

All project staff and mediators should receive the 
program's entire training in methods of dispute reso
lution. Training programs should consist of a minimum 
of 40 hours. Generally new mediators would be required 
to serve an apprenticeship period after training. 

10. Case Follow-up and Evaluation 

Compliance with the terms of the agreement should be verified 
by the project staff. The projects should maintain a written 
record of all cases, whether or not settlement is achieved. 
All case referrals not resulting in a successful settlement 
should be examined to determine reasons for nonparticipation 
or unsuccessful resolution • 
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• All projects will be required to cooperate with the evaluation 
of the three projects sponsored by the National Institute. 
Data colleotion instruments must be compatible with the infor
mation needs of the national evaluation. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 
FIELD TEST TRAINING 

December 12-15, 1977 

ATLANTA 

James Booker 
Attorney at I;aw 
Huie, Stern and Ide 
41 Marietta Street 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

David Crockett 
President, NJCA Inc. 
1245 Tower Place 
3340 Peachtree Road, NE 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

Jack Etheridge 

Participant List 

Head of NJC Organizing Group 
Chairman, NJCA Inc. Board 
College of Criminal Justice 
University of South Carolina 
Golurnbia, SC 29208 

Joel Y. Mo~s 

Attorney at Law 
Fulton County Attorney's Office 
1901 Peachtree Center, Cain Tower 
229 Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

Linwood Slayton 
Economic Opportunity of Atlanta, Inc. 
75 Marietta Street, NW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

Jack E. Thompson 
Court Administration 
Fulton County Superior Court 
136 Pryor Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

KANSAS CITY 

Alvin L. Brooks 
Assistant City Manager 
Department of Human Resources 
City Hall 
Kansas City, MO 64106 

Leona Furman 
Attorney at Law 
1505 East 18th Street 
Kansas City, MO 64108 

Maurice Macey 
Project Director 
Kansas City Neighborhood 
Justice Center 

Kansas City, MO 64108 

Bill Ponessa 
l1ajor 
Kansas City Police Depart,rnent 
1125 Locust 
Kansas City, MO 64126 

James Ree fer 
Department of Human Resources 
City Hall 
Kansas City, MO 64106 

Father Thomas Riordan 
Director 
Catholic Formation Center 
1112 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64105 

LOS ANGELES 

Susan Andelson 
Attorney at Law 
~1S Angeles City Attorney's Office 
1645 Corinth 
Room 203 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Barbara Briggs 
Staff Development and Training 

Consul.tant 
11941 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 

EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 
L--___________ IN ADVANCED CRIMINAL JUSTICE PRACTICES ____________ ---' 
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NJC-2 
December 12-15, 1977 

1,--,., LOS ANGELES (cont.) 

Bob Carlson 
Neighborhood Justice Center Board 
Agnew, Miller & Car~son 
700 South Flower Street 
.Los Angeles, CA 90016 

Joseph Cryden 
Mar vista Resident 
3268 Butler 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Vera Davis 
Neighborhood Adult Participation 

Project 
641 westminister 
Venice, CA 90291 

Joseph De A!!1icis 
Los Angeles Police Department 
Los Angeles, CA 

,Joel Edelman 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
606 South Olive Street 
Suite 1200 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 

Fred Gardner 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
606 South Olive Street 
Suite 1200 
Los Angeles, ('.A 90014 

Earl Johnson 
Neighborhood Justice Center 

Board 
1812 The Strand 
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

Lou Kennedy 
Venice-Mar Vista Coordinating 

Council 
c/o Venice High School 
13000 Venice Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Ruben Mosqueda 
Neighborhood Youth Center 
Los An'Jeles, CA 

Bob Myers 
Los Angeles Legal Aid Foundat~on 

.318 South Lincoln Boulevard 
Venice, CA 90291 

Fred Nobles 
Venice President 
33 P::ivateer #6 
Venice, CA 90291 

Olga Ramirez 
Barrios Unidos Hestside 
c/o VDC/CIV 
826 Hampton Drive 
Venice, CA 90291 

Gloria Roa 
Los Angeles County Bar Association 
606 South Olive Street 
Suite 1200 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 

Eric Younger 
Los Angeles Municipal Court 
Division 21 
110 North Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 
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TRAINING STAFF 

CORE STAF.F 

MICHAEL KFATING- University Research Corporation staff and Team Leacer, 
Neighborhood Justice Centers Program of the Executive Training Progr~. 
Michael is an attorney who has spent the past seven years developing 
and implementing complaint mechanisms based on mediation and arbitration 
in prisons, schools, and migrant farm worker programs. 

DANIEL McGILLIS - ABT Associates staff, Research Fellow, Harvard Law School, 
and co-author of Neighborhood Justice Centers: An Analysis of Potent~al 
Centers. Dan also has conducted eV':lluations of other projects invob.-ing 
mediation and arbitration. 

PHYLLIS KAYE - private consultant in conflict resolution processes and tech
niques, currently working as a consultant to the Office of Civil Rights of 
HEW. Phyllis formerly was Assista~t Director of the National Center for 
Dispute Res~lution of the American Arbitration Association. 

MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION 

GEORGE NICOLAU - Vice-president, Institute for MediatiQn and Conflict Resolu
tion. George is an attorney, a professional arbitrator and mediator and a 
long-time trainer of mediators. IMCR did the training for IMCR Dispute Centers 
in Harlem, Brooklyn, Dorchester (Mass.) and Coram (N.Y.). 

JEFF JEFFERSON - Staff trainer and meQiator, Institute for Mediation and Con
flict Resolution. Jeff is an experienced mediator and trainer of mediators. 

JOSEPH STOLBERG - Vice-president, American Arbitration Association, and 
National Director of the Community Dispute Services Department of AAA. Josh 
is a practicing mediator and was instrumental in establishing the Rochester, 
New York AAA Community Dispute Services Project. He has extensive experience 
in the training of both mediators and axbitrators. 

MILDRED COWAP - Program Specialist for the Commmlity Dispute Services Depart
ment of the American Arbitration Association. Midge is respon~ible for 
developing ,. coordinating, and implementing all education seminars and training 
pro~rams sponsored by CDS. 

EVALUATION 

DAVID SHEPPARD - Senior Research Scientist, Institute for Research and Princi
pal Investigator for IFR's evaluation of the Neighborhood Justice Center 
Program. David has extensive experience in the evaluation of criminal justice 
programs and a doctorate in Industrial and organizational Psychology. 

ROGER COOK - Vice-president and Director of Washington office, Institute for 
Research, and co-principal investigator for the NJC national evaluation. 
Roger has conducted evaluations of drug abuse and ACTION volunteer programs; 
he has a doctorate in psychology and is a licensed industrial psychologist. 
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EVALUATION (Continued) 

JANICE ROEHL.~ Senior Research Associate, Institute for Research, and member 
of research staff of the NJC evaluation. Janice participated in recent IFR 
evaluations for the National Institute of Drug Abuse and ACTION 1 and is a 
doctoral candidate at George Washington pniversity in Social Psychology. 

SPECIALTY STAFF 

JAMES LAUE - Director of the Community Conflict Resolution Program of the 
Center of Commun1ty and Metropolitan Studies, University of Missouri at 
St. Louis. Jim is an experienced mediator who has developed and evaluated 
community dispute programs in a wide variety of contexts. 

HENRIETTA SCHILIT - Consultant with McCarthy-Schilit Associates in New York. 
Henny formerly was with the Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution l 

helped establish the IMCR Center in Harlem and has extensive experience in 
consulting on public relations and use of media. 

LINDA SINGER - Executive Director of the Center for Community Justice in 
Washington, D.C. Linda founded the Center which has pioneered the development 
of grievance mechanisms in a variety of institutional settings including 
prisons, schools and mental hospitals. 

COMMUNITY DISPUTES PROJECTS' STAFF 

FRED DELLAPA - Project Director, American Bar Association's Special Committee 
on Resolution of Minor Disputes. Fred founded the Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Program in Miami, Florida, while serving as Deputy Court Administrator and 
Special Assistant to the State Attorney. 

mNN WEISBROD - Executive Director, Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolu
tion Dispute Center. Ann heads the IMCR center in Harlem and has had a key 
role in the development of the second IMCR center in Brooklyn. 



Monday, December 12 

1:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. 

5:45 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

Tuesday. December 13 

9: 00 a.m. 

10:45 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

1:30 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. 

2:45 p.m. 

5:30 p.m. 

AGENDA 

Session 1: Introduction 

Welcome; DOJ, LEAA, ETP 
Introduction of staff, participants 
History of the project 
Objectives of the seminar 
Overview of the schedule 
Videotape of NJC hearing 
Presentation on status of three sites 

BREAK 

Session 2: The Conceptual Framework: 
Community Resource vs. Element of the 
Justice System 

Session 3: Setting National and Local 
Objectives for the NJC Program 

Day I Wind-Up 

Reception for Participants and Staff 

session 4: Principles and Techniques of 
Dispute Settlement 

BREAK 

session 5: Introduction to the Mediation 
Process 

LUNCH (-working lunch with speakers) 

Session 5 (contd.) 

Session 6: Introduction to Arbitration 

BREAK 

Session 7: Recruitment and Training of 
NJC Hearing Personnel 

Day II Wind-Up 



Wednesday, December 14 

9:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

11:15 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

2:15 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

5:00 p.m. 

5:30 p.m. 

'0:00 p.m. 

Thursday, December 15 

9:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

10:45 a.m. 

11:45 a.m. 

Session 8: Grant and Financial 
l-tanagemen t 

Session 9: Subsites and the Location 
of NJC Offices 

BREAK 

Session 10: The Planning Process 

LUNCH 

Session 11: Caseload Considerations 

BREAK 

Session 12: Referral Sources and Systems 

S2ssion 13: case Administration 

Session 14: Public Relations, the Media 
and the Problem of Institutionalization 

Day III 'Wind-Up 

Reception for Participants and Staff 

Session 15: The Evaluation Process 

Session 16: The Legal Implications of 
a NJC 

BREAK 

Session 17: The Ethical Aspects of a NJC 

Workshop Wind-Up 
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URC's Reno NJC Workshop 
Feb. 6.- 8, 1978 



NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 
TRAINING SEMINAR 

February 6-8, 1978 

ATLANTA, GA 

-~.Neighborhood Justice Center 
-- of Atlanta, Inc. 
1118 Euclid Avenue, N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30307 

Geranda Burt 
Administrative Assistant 

Nicholas Butterfield 
Program Assistant 

Carol Lucas 
Program Assistant 

Edith P. Primm 
Deputy Director 

Linwood Slayton, Jr. 
Executive Director 

KANSAS CITY, ~ 

Participant 

Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center 
City Hall, 11th Floor 
414 l~ast 12th 
Kansns Ci ty, M:> 64106 

Vi vi an I. Al:ps 
Prosecutor Referral Specialist 

Rita A • .Botello 
Administrati ve Assistant 

Phillis Hamilton 
Clerk Stenographer 

.- Maurice F. Macey 
Project Director 

Olen Strozier 
Specialist II 
uuman Relations Commission 

Michael L. Thompson 
Center Coordinator 

List 

'lJENI CE , CA 

Neighborhood Justice Center' 
1527 Venice Boulevard 
Venice, CA 90201 

Trish Bohanau 
Intake Counselor/Office Administrator 

Barbara Biggs 
Training Consultant 

Joel Edelman 
Project Director 

-Fred Gardner 
Deputy Director 

Karen Gilmore 
Intake Counselor 

Elva Loaiza 
Project Secretary 

Rubin Mosqueda 
Intake COunselor 

TRAINING STAFF 

David T. Austern 
Partner 
Goldfarb, Singer and Austern 
918 16th Street, N.W. 
Suite 503 
Washington, .D.C. 

Fred M. Dellapa 
Project Director 

20006 

ABA Special Committee ·on 
Resolution.o£ ~or Disputes 

U. of Miami, Olllege of Law 
Miami, FL 33124 

EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 
~~ ____________ IN ADVANCED CRIMINAL JU5fICE PRAOlCES ____________ --l 
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NJC Training Seminar 
February 6-8, 1978 
Participant List 

TRAINING STAFF (Cont.) 

Linda A. Hope 
Director 
Citizen Dispute Settlement Center 
Metro Justice Building, Room 522 
1351 N.W. 12th Street 
Miami, FL 33125 

'Ibeodore S. Kantor 
Director . 
Rochester CommUnity Dispute Services 
36 West Main Street 
.Rochester, NY 14614 

Daniel McGillis 
ABT Associates 
55 Wheeler Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Robert Saperstein 
community Mediation Center 
356 Middle Country Road 
Coram, NY . 11727 

MiChael L. Weaver 
Assistant Tribunal Administrator 
D::lchester Community Dispute Services 
36 West Main Street 
Rochester, NY 14614 

Ann Weisbrod 
Director 
IMCR Dispute Center 
425 West 144tb Street 
New York, NY 10031 

INSTITUTE FOR RESEA..RCH 

Intexnational Center 
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive 

. ~ston, VA 22091 

Royer Cook 

Janice PJ:>ehl 

David Sheppard 

-2-

ETP STAFF 

5530 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20015 

J. Michael Keating, Jr. 
Team Leader, NJC 

Sheldon S. Steinberg 
Project Director 

U.S. DEP.rut'rMENT OF JUSTICE 

JOM Beal 
Office of Ing;>rovement in 

Administration of Justice 
Room 4215 
Tenth & Pennsylvania, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

G. Martin Lively 
Govern~nt Project M::>nitor 

'Office of Development, Testing 
and Dissemination 

633 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20531 

Richard Rau 
Office of Evaluation 
633 Indiana AVenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20531 

OBSERVERS 

Susan Burke. 
Staff Counsel 
Alaska Court System 
S tate of Alaska 
303 K Street 
Anchorage, AI{' 99501 

Karen P.owe11 
Human Relations Commission 
Room 312 
430 S.W. M::>rrison street 
Portland, OR 97204 

. EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 
'-':---______ ~ __ IN ADVANCED CRIMINAL JUSTICE PRA01CES _______ _ 
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TRAINING STAFF 

CORE STAFF 
. " 

MICHAEL KEATING - University Research Corporation staff and Team Leader, 
Neighborhood Justice Centers Program of the Executive Training Program. 
Michael is an attorney who has spent the past seven years developing 
and implementing complaint mechanisms based on mediation and arbitration 
in prisons, schools, and ,migrant far.m worker programs. 

DANIEL McGILLIS - ABT Associates staff, Research Fellow, Harvard Law School, 
and co-author of Neighborhood Justice Centers: An Analysis of Potential 
Centers. Dan also has conducted evaluations of other projects involving 
mediation and arbitration. 

EVALUATION 

DAVID SHEPPARD - Senior Research Scientist, Institute for Research and Princi
pal Investigator for IFR's evaluation of the Neighborhood Justice Center 
Program. David has extensive experience in the evaluation of criminal justice 
programs and a doctorate in Industrial and Organizational Psychology. 

ROGER COOK - Vice-president and Director of Washington office, Institute for 
Research, and co-principal investigator for the NJC national evaluation. 
Roger has,::onducted evaluations of drug abuse and ACTION volunteer programs; 
he has a doctorate in Psychology and is a. licensed industrfal psychologist. 

JANICE ROEHL - Senior Research Associate, Institute for Research, and member 
of research staff or the NJC evaluation. Janice participated in recent IFR 
evaluations for the National Institute of Drug Abuse and ACTION, and is a 
doctoral candidate at George Washington University in Social Psychology. 

COMMUNITY DISPUTES PROJECTS' STAFF 

FRED DELLAPA - Project Director, American Bar Association's Special COllunittee 
on Resolution of Minor Disputes. Fred founded the Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Program in Miami, Florida, while serving as Deputy Court Administrator and 
Special Assistant to the State Attorney. 

LINDA HOPE - Director, Miami Citizen Dispute Center. Linda runs the Miami 
Center which recently has been nominated for designation by LEAA as an 
Exemplary Project. 

TED KANTOR - Director, Rochester Community Dispute Services. Ted heads the 
Rochester Center wh~ch is the oldest of the programs represented here, 

BOB SAPERSTEIN - Director, Community Mediation Center, Coram, New York. 
Bob is the director of the newest center represented here, having commenced 
operations in 1977. 

MIKE WEAVER - Intake Worker, Rochester Community Dispute Services. Mike is 
responsible for intake screening of cases for the Rochester Center. 



CO~~lUNITY DISPUTES PROJECTS' STAFF (Continued) 

ANN t'ffiISBROD - ExecutivE! Direct.or, Institute for Media'tion and Confli::t. Resolu
tion Dispuue Center. Ann heads the INCH center in Harlem and has had a key 
role in the development of the second IMCR center in Brooklyn. 

SPECIALTY STAFF 

DAVID AUSTERN - Attorney and partner in firm of Goldfarb, Singer and Austern; 
co-founder and a director of the Street Law Project, which teaches basic 1 a .... , 
courses in schools and prisons. Davi~ formerly with the u.S. Attorney's 
Office in the District of ~olumbia, evaluated a prototype center in Washington, 
D.C. 



Monday, February 6 

1:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

2:15 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

Tuesday, February 7 

9 :00 a.m. 

10: 30 a.tn. 

10:45 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

Training Seminar 

February 6-8, 1978 

AGENDA 

Session 1: In~roduction 

Welcome; NILECJ, ETP, NCSJ 
Introduction of staff, participants 
History of project 
Objectives of workshop 
Overview of schedule 
Heview of status of three sites 

BREAK 

Session 2: Introduction to 
mediati.on and arbi tration; 
distinction between mediation 
and arbitration 

Session 3: Evaluation; 
objectives and their measurement 

Social hour 

Session 4: Referral sources; 
selection and agreements; monitoring; 
orientation and training 

BREAK 

Session 5: Processing cases; 
intake interviews; assignment; 
referrals; forms; records; 
tracking; skills; use of coercion 
to ensure client participation 

LUNCH 
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NJC Training 
February 6-8, 1978 

Tuesdav (cont.) 

1:00 p.m. 

2:15 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

3: 30 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. 

5: 30 p.m. 

Wednesday, February 8 

9:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

.1.0:45 a.m. 

11: 45 a.m. 

Session 6: Hearings, staff 
responsibilities; facilities; 
follow-up; records 

Session 7: Hearings; personnel, 
training; preparation 
of agreements, findings 

BREAK 

Session '8: Caseload considerations; 
matching techniques to caseload; 
selection criteria 

Session 9: Conceptual framework 
reconsidered 

Session 10: Administrative process i 
a wrap-up; forms, records, finances 

Session 11: The legal problems 
and ramifications of a NJC 

BREAK 

Session 12: Institutionalization; 
making a NJC a permanent fixture 

Session 13: Planning future 
training assista.tt.ce; wrap-up 



APPENDIX E 

At1anta Mediator Training Outline 
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_ /~TIJIE _ rnIm.IIIIDCIVIE Inl METRO ATLANTA MEDIAT;ON CENTER INC. 
~....J S~B PEACHTR£E ST •• N.E •• ATLANTA, GA. :aC:aC8 1181·a3~~ 

TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEER MEDIATORS 

Goal: 
The general goal is to teacr. volunteers the skills and 

theory needed to successfully resolve interpersonal disputes 
between two parties using mediation and/or arbitration. 

Methodology: 
The Bridge staff proposes to conduct 3 days of training to 

begin sometime after February 17, 1978. The three training- days 
will be for the volunteer mediators and will be conducted on the 
weekend .. 

" 

Total Training Time: 3 person days x 8 hours = 24 hours. 
Maximum Number of Participants: 35. 
Time Format: Two, 8 hour days on the weekend, preferably' 

consecutive. One, 8 hour day on the weekend, approx
imately one month after initial training, for follow
up workshop. The training will be didactic and 
experien.tial with emphasis on expexiential exercises, 
demonstr:ations, group process, and simulated role- j' 

plays. 

I. Mediation Training Design. 

A. Conflict Identification. 
1. Looking at the conflict. 
2. Identifying the multiple levels of the conflict. 
3. Identifying underlying, unspoken, or hidden confl~cts. 

B. Issue Identification. 
1. Identification of the numerous issues involved in 

the conflict .. 

C. Issue Separation. Most conflicts perpetuate themselves 
by working on too many of the issues. It is important to 
separate out the issues and "lork on them one at a time. 

1. Make priorities 0= identified issues. 

D. Goal Setting & Expec'ta-::'ions. It is important for dis
putants to experience success on mini-goals rather than 
setting ~'realistic goals and experiencing failure. 

1. Clarification of what each disputant "wants." 
2. Examination of how realistic "wants" of disputants 

actually are. 

E. Communication Skills. 
1. Reflecting content, feelings, and strengths. 
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Mediation Training Design continued: 

2. Using "flip-sides" to turn a gripe or complaint 
into a want or "goal." 

3. Confronting inconsistencies. 
4. Listening and responding. 
5. Clarification. 
6. Mediation. 
7. Redirection. 
8. Negotiation. 
9. Probl~m solvi~g. 

II. Follow-Up Day. The Bridge staff will provide a one day 
follow-up workshop. This will be open to folks who have 
completed the initial training and have been working as 
mediators for one month. " This will enable the volunteers 
to operationalize the skills learned'in the first tr~ining 

. and return for consultation and further skills training. 
~le will use a small group feedback system to provide parti
cipants with an opportunity to role-play specific "pitfall" 
situations and receive constructive feedback. ·In addition, 
the trainees will receive training in effective consultation 
techniques. 

III. Evaluation. A written evaluation form will be completed at 
the conclusion of ea'ch training by participant. The results 
of each evaluation will be available to N.J.C.A. staff. The 
evaluati.on tool will be developed in coordination wi.th N.J. 
C.A. staff. 

IV. Development of Training Handouts. The 'Bridge staff will 
design a training handout to be used as a consulting guide 
by volunteers. We will outline and describe the steps and 

'skills of our Mediation Model in a readily usable reference 
form. We.will tailor these handouts to the experience level 
and particular needs of the workshop participants. 

V. Credibility Of The Bridge As A Training Center. During the 
past five years The Bridge has trained some 2,500 profession
als and paraprofessionals in communication skills and family 
mediation. The training contracts have been with both the 
private and public sector. These trainings have been in 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, and North Carolina. 
Also, enclosed is a copy of a training.report made to The 
Georgia D~partrnent of Human Resources. This is the report 
of our first training contract which was so successful that 
we are now into our second contract with DHR. The report 
and evaluations speak for themselves. 
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CommunitY'Dispute Servites 

(212) 971-2998 

COURSE OUTLINE 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA - MARCH 3-6, 1978 

NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 1978 

6:00-7:30 P.M. 

. 7:30-10:00 P.M. 

Introduction to Dispute Settlement. 

Participants ;and training staff will 
examine and discuss alternative means of 
dispute settlement, the dispute se.ttlement 
environment, including identification of 
issues, priority setting, the value, if 
any, of compromise, rationales for compro-. 
mise, and identifying frameworks for 
settlement. 

Communi ty Dispute --, Negot~,ation 'Exercise • 
r 

participants will engag~/i.n a simulated 
community dispute. Dynamics of the 
negotiation process will be highlighted 
as well as strategies for effective 
negotiation. Principles of the process 
will be highlighted for purposes of 
viewing them from the mediator's 
perspective. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1978 

9:00-10:00 A.M. 

10:00-10:30 A.M. 

Introduction to the Mediation Process. 

An introduction to the perspective and 
strategies that a mediator utilizes in 
assisting parties to resolve their 
disputes. 

Movie: "Conflict on Travis Avenue". 

Participants will view a movie which 
demonstrates the mediation/arbitration 
of a typical neighborhooc dispute. 

Offices; 805:on • Charlo::e • Ch,cago' C;ncmnali • Cleveland' Dallas' DetroIt· Garden City. N.Y •• Hartford' Los Angeles' MIami· Minneapolis 
New Brun5·.·.:ci<. N.J .• New York' PhIladelphia' Phoenix' Pl\lsburgh • San DIego' San FrancIsco' Seallle' Syracuse' Wauhington. D.C. 
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10:30-12:00 

l2:00-:L:OO P.M. 

1:00-1:45 P.M. 

1:45-3:00 P.M. 

3:00-5:00 P.M. 

SUNDAY, MARCH 5, 1978 

9:00-10:30 A~M. 

2 

Mediating a Dispute. 

A professional staff member will mediate 
a typical interpersonal conflict which 
might be referred to the Neighborhood 
Justice Center. Participants will analyze 
and review the mediator's role in a 
stop-action analysis. 

Lunch 

Opening Statement. 

A di~cussion of the salient character
istics'which must be included in opening 
a mediation/arbitration session. 
Participants will each conduct an opening 
statement. 

Working the Caucus. 

Each participant will have an opportunity 
to role play the role of a mediator 
working a caucus. Particular emphasis 
will be placed upon the fact-gathering 
process, gaining trust, protecting offers 
revealed in confidence, translating 
information, and establishing the framework 
for settlement. 

Mediation in Action. 

Particip~~ts will be divided into groups 
of three with one participant 'acting 
as the lnediator and the others as' the 
disputants. Introductory techniq~es in 
the gaining of credibility will'bestressed. 

The Arbitration Process. 

Participants and training,staff will 
examine and discuss the na,ture of the 
arbitration process, the differences 
between mediation and arbitration, how 
mediation and arbitration are combined 
in a single process, rules of evidence, _'. 
burden of proof, evidentiary presumptions 
and means for determining the credibility 
of witnesses. . 
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10:30-12:30 PoM. 

12:30-1:30 P.M. 

1:30-3:30 P.M. 

3:30-5:30 P~M. 

MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1978 

6:00-7:00 P.M. 

7:30-10:00 P.M. 

3 

Mediation/Arbitration Demonstration. 

The training staff will conduct a role 
play in which the hearing form is 
explicitly a mediation/arbitration format. 
Participants will be asked to write up 
the conclusions in the form of an 
arbitration award. The hearing process 
will be examined as will be the techniques 
and procedures for writing consent 
agreements and arbitration awards. 

Lunch 

Mediation in Action. 

Participants will be divided into groups 
of three and will role play a simulated 
interpersonal dispute. Analysis will 
follow. 

Mediation in Action. 

Participants will 'again be divided into 
groups of three and will conduct a new 
mediation session. Analysis will follow. 

Writing the Consent Agreement and Award. 

Mediators/arbitrators are responsible 
for writing the agreement and/or award. 
Staff will review the elements of these 
documents once again and participants 
will then write agreements and/or awards 
for various fact situations. 

Review of the Mediation/Arbitration Process. 

An intensive summarJ of the mediator/ 
arbitrator's role in resolving interpersonal 
disputes will conclude the session. 
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TRAINING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Instru'clions: This form is designed to gather your initial reactions to 
the training which you have just experienced. Do not put 
your name on the form. Please answer all questions candidly. 

1. The list below presents some of the objectives of mediation training. 

2. 

Please read them over carefully and circle the appropriate number 
according to how well you think your training experience has met 
these objectives for you. 

Level of Achievement: very 
low low moderate high 

1 2 3 4 

very 
high 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Understand the role and functions of mediators. 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Develop communication and responding skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Understand relevant concepts of human behavior. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Understand the principles and mechanics of mediation 
and arbitration. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Lea.rn and be able"'to apply specific mediation 
techniques such as fact-finding, writing agree
ments, caucusing, etc. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. Understand the goals of the Neighborhood Justice 
Center. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Understand the NJC's policies and procedures. 

1 2 3 4 5 h. Understand the policies, procedures, and orien
tation of the traditional criminal justice 
system~ especially the court system. 

1 

How efi;ecti ve 
skills listed 

do you feel the 
below? 

training was in providing you with the 

Skill Areas: not at all 
effective 

1 2 

somewhat 
effective 

3 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Establishing rapport. 

4 

" 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Eliciting facts and information. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Sensitivity to issues and feel'ings. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Learning to listen and respond. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Maintaining self-control. 

r 



1 2 3 4 5 f. Ability to contro1 a dialogue. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Getting at the underlying causes of a dispute. 

1 . 2 3 4 5 h. t1aintaining a neutral, non-judgmental-stahce. 

1 2 3 4 5 i. 

1 2 3 4 5 j. 

1 2 3 4 5 k. 

1 2 3 4 5 1. 

Developing alternati~es and compromise pos~tions. 

Learning to work under pressure. , 
Knowledge of community services. 

Note-takin.9. 

1, 2 3 4 5 m. Knowl edge of NJC pol i ci es and procedures. 

1 2 3 4 5 n. Identifying and clarifying relevant issues. 

3. How effective were the following methods for teaching you mediation 
skills? 

Methods: 
not at all 
effective 

1 2 

somewhat 
effective 

3 4 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Observation of mediation ses$ions (taped or live 
simulations) 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Lectures. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Written materials. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Group discussion. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Role-playing with video-tape feedback. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. Review of case studies. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Rote-playing mediation sessions in small groups. 

1 2 3 4 5 h. Group exercises -- practicing interpersonal skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 i. Group exercises -~. practir.:ing specific mediation 
technique,s. 



4. In what ways, if any~ do you feel the tr'aining should be changed in 
the future? 

5. Which parts of the training program do you feel have been the most 
valuable? 

6. In which mediation skills, if any, do you feel you need additional 
training? 



N Score X Hode N Score X Mode 

1. a. 31 140 4.52 5 d •. 31 128 4.13 4 

.. b. 32 140 4.38 4 e.* 20 91 4.55 5 

c. 32 131 4.09 5 f. 25 103 4.12 5 

d. 31 136 4.39 4 g. 31 147 4.74 5 

e. 31 127 4.10 4 h. 31 134 4.32 4,5 

f. 32 146 4.56 5 i. 31 141 4.55 5 

g. 32 132 4.13 f5 Weighted Means bt Section: 

h. 31 113 3.65 4 l. Objectives 

2.a. 32 125 3.91 4 252 1,065 4.23 

b. 32 128 4.00 4 2. Ski 11 s 

c. 32 132 4-. 13 4 445 1,763 ~.96 

d. 32 141 4.41 5 3. Methods 

e. 32 129 4.03 4 262 1 ,110 4.24 

e f. 31 119 3.84 4 
* 

g. 30 120 4.00 4 
Responses to this item are questionable. 

It is difficult to determine \'/hat the 

h. 32 139 .4.34 4 
trainees actually rated since the group did 
not actually receive video-tape feedback 

i. 32 133 4.16 4 
of their role-playing. 

j. 32 127 3.97 4 

k. 32 108 3.38 5 

l. 32 102 3.19 3 

m. 32 126 3.94 4 

n. 32 134 4. 19 4 

3.a. 32 132 4.13 4 

b. 30 119 3.97 4 

c. 31 115 3.71 4,5 



ATLANTA: OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES CATEGORIZED 
UNDER EACH QUESTI ON 

4. In what \'lays~ if any~ do you feel the training should be changed in 
the future? 

~ount of Time Spent in Training 

Eleven responses to item 4 indicated that the trainees would like to 
see adjustments in class schedules. The majority of comments reflected 
a desire for stretching the training out over a longer period of time, i.e., 
breaking the total training time into shorter, less intensive sessions. 

Use of Two Training Groups 
Two respondents felt that AAA should not have been used for the 

training. Two people mentioned that only' one organization should do the 
training, one of whom said that the trainers should be experienced in 
mediation -- not just counseling. One person noted that there should be 
more coordination between the two groups of trainers. 

General View of Training 

Three trainees responded that the traininp was well done. Three 
responded llNone" to item 4, and one person mentioned"that s/he found much 
of the training redundant. 

Specific Comments/Changes 

Role playing. Four respondents expressed a desire for more time/ 
Oppot~t;..:~ity afforded for role-playing exercises -- two of whom requested 
that lectures be shortened so as to provide the additional time. Other 
changes specific to role-playing included: 

1. More specific critique of individual role play. 
2. Videotape of role plays, feedback sessions. 

0t.h'er. Other speci fi c changes menti oned in the questi onnai re responses 
i ncl uded (paraphrased some'v/hat): 

1. Groups should be smaller. 
2. Trainees should be compensated $15/day -- lunch, transportation, 

sitter costs, etc. 
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3. Training should be less hypothetical. 
4. More information on specific NJC policies. 
5. ooAAA: Lecutre less (by omitting some material on negotiation, 

evidence, and other topics which are related to mediation but 
not specifically on point). 

6. More emphasis on mediation techniques and arbitration. 
7. Stress note-taking, agreement writing, and how to pace agreements. 

5. Which parts of the training program do you feel have been the most 
valuable? 

Role-Playing 

Sixteen comments cited role-playing/practice as one of the most valuable 
parts of the program. 

The Bridge/AM 

Two comments indicated liThe Bridge" as being the most valuable part of 
training. One response listed "first weekend tl as being the most valuable, 
and another cited "The Bridge's technique for getting information". 

1 

Three respondents said that AM \'/as the most valuable part of training 
o -with one of these comments referencing AM's training in the specifics of 

mediation. Two people ans\'/ered that "last week" and "second weekend" were 
of most value. One respondent who answered that trainin'9 by The Bridge 
was the most valuable mentioned that he would give AM a low personal rating. 

Another respondent answered item #5 with praise for the expertise of 
both groups of trainers. 

Other Parts of Training 

The following items were included in respondent answers to #5: 

1. Discussions by leaders. 
2. Fi lms. 
3. All pa rts . 
4. Continuity of group was good in building mutual confidence. 
5. Movies and videotape. 
6. Gaining an understanding of the .role and functions of a mediator. 
7. The learning process of the caucus. 
8. Lectures, group discussions, films. 
9. Small groups. 

10. Practical mediation sessions.* 

*Possibly the same as role-play. 



6. In which mediation skills, if any, do you feel you need additional 
training? 

General Comments 

Four respondents essentially noted that they will be better able to 
answer item #6 after they have experienced mediation on a first-hand basis. 
Four answers reflected a need for additional training/practice in all 
areas, with one respondent making the following statement: "t·1ediation 
(smile). Sorry, this was a real bad time to ask us to fill this out." 
Three people appeared to feel no need for additional training. One 
respondent noted that s/he woul~ like to review all skills periodically 
and would like to be able to discuss real mediation experiences with a 
supervisor. 

Specific Mediation Skills 

Eight responses were related to skills that would appear to group 
into an interpersonal/communications skill_ area. These responses included: 

1. Fear of saying something that could be construed as not impartial 
or could blow an impending settlement. 

2. ~ontrol of emotional, difficult, belligerent, etc. parties. 

3. How to achieve movement when an impasse is looming. 

4. Non-verbal actions. Specific key words to calm people down. 

5. Learning how to combine mediation skills with facilitating the 
parties and dealing with feelings. 

6. Choice of language. 

7. Eliciting information, especially in terms of people's feelings; 
to be able to handle very strong emotions. 

8. Probing for relevant information. 

Other specific skills. Three people mentioned agreement/writing the 
agreement as a skill in which they needed additional training. Other skills 
included: 

1; t'lore than two parties. 
2. Caucus. 
3. Specific techniques for sp~cif1c mediations such as family, marital, 

racial disputes, etc. 



4. Notes, referrals 

5. Introduction. 

6. . ..Trade-offs. 

I 
( 

" 
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APPENDIX G 

Samples of Atlanta Referral Agreements 



DRAFT CASE REFERRAL PLAN - STATE COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta (NJCA) has received a federal 
grant to demonstrate the feasibility of resolving minor interpersonal 
disputes informally using mediation in an effort to contribute to a re
duction of court caseloads. Given the fact that the State Court has 
jurisdiction over citizen-initiated complaints of both a civil and 
criminal character and criminal misdemeanors bound over for trial from 
the Municipal Court, the likelihood that there will be a sufficient num
ber of interpersonal disputes which can be mediated is strong. 

CASE REFERRAL CRITERIA 

The following criteria will govern whether a particular dispute (case) 
is appropriate for referral to the NJCA for mediation: 

1. The dispute must be between individuals who have 
an ongoing relationship. e.g. family members, 
neighbors, employer-employee, landlord-tenant, 
consumer-merchant (target area). 

2. At least one of the parties must re'side' in or 
wo~k in the NJCA target area. Geographically, 
the target area extends from Piedmont Park 
(North) to 1-20 (South) to the Central Business 
District (West) to the City limits (East). The 
area includes the following postal zip codes: 
30306, 30307, 3030E, 30309, 30312, 30316, and 
30317. The neighborhoods included in the area 
are: Grady Homes, Butler Street, Old Fourth Ward, 
Bedford Pines, Midtow~, Virginia Highlands, Poncie 
Highlands, Little Five Points, Inman Park, Candler 
Park, Lake Claire, Capital Homes, Reynoldstovffi, 
Cabbagetown, Edgewood, Kirkwood and East Atlanta. 

3. Both parties must voluntarily participate in the 
NJCA process. That is, there can and will be no 
coercion to induce the par.ties to subrni t their 
problem to mediation. However, every effort will 
be made to fully inform disputants of the option 
to voluntarily submit to mediation as opposed to 
exercising their legal options ·which involve time 
and costs. 

4. Typical types of disputes the NJCA will mediate 
include: domestic relations matters, property 
boundary disputes, nuisances involving neighbors 
e.g. barking dogs, noise, property waste-refuse, 
abandoned cars, juvenile vandalism, minor torts, 
small claims disputes, etc. The NJCA will not 
seek to mediate cases involving serious felonies 
unless the nature of the case strongly suggests 
that mediation is appropriate. 
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CASE REFERRAL PROCEDURAL OPTIONS 

Procedurally, the way that "a case is originated in the State Court 
will dictate how a referral to the NJCA should be made. For ex
ample, a case which is citizen-initiated through the warrant desk 
and/or th~:small claims complaint desk will necessarily be referred 
to the NJCA differently than a case which was bound over from the 
Municipal Court which determines the existence of probable cause. 
Each of these options are discussed in detail below. 

1. Citizen Initia"ced Complaint 

When a citizen wishes to file a formal complaint 
against another, he/she merely goes to the com
plaint desk in the State Court and delineates hisl 
her allegations to the person manning the desk. 
At this pointl the complaint clerk advises the com
plainant of the proper procedure to employ. 

If the matter is criminal in nature, a warrant is 
served by the Sheriff's Office that evening and 
an arrest may ensue. In the event of an arrest, 
an arraignment hearing is held wherein pleas are 
made and, if necessary, the case is set for trial. 

If the matter is civil in nature (small claims), a. 
copy of the complaint is mailed to the defendant 
who has, by law, 30 days to file an answer. .Tbe 
case is set for a hearing on the Small Claims Court 
calendar (held on alternate Tuesdays). 

There are two available options for facilitating referrals to the NJCA: 

a. Prior to Filing of Formal Complaint 

When an aggrieved citizen wishes to initiate criminal 
charges against another, he/she must appear personally 
at the warrant or complaint desk. Typically, the 
clerk will listen to the facts as alleged by the com
plainant and advise the complainant as to the facts 
alleged i.e. whether the case meets the NJCA case 
criteria, the clerk processing the complaint can ad
vise the complainant of the NJCA and refer the person 
directly to the NJCA for assistance. If successful, 
a referral of this type will eliminate the need to 
initiate formal action entirely. 

The following steps will be carried out in making such referrals to 
NJCA: 

(1) Clerk listens to complaint 
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_J2) Clerk determines 'that case is suitable for meC~J'Om 
given case criteria_~ 

(3) Clerk informs complainant of option to use t~~JJ~A 
as opposed to initiating formal complaint 

(4) Complainant willing, Clerk advises complainant tto 
contact NJCA staff directly, and/or Clerk tak~g 
name, telephone number, etc. of complainant ar~ 
advises that NJCA staff will contact him immedia±±~l~ 
(within 24 hours) 

(5) NJCA staff contacts (is contacted by) complainar.n± 
and commences intake process, schedules hearing 
and ultimately resolves dispute. 

OPTION: In the event that relying soley upon the Clerk 1:::0 itJ.itiate 
the referral presents a.problem, NJCA staff can arrange tD ~ physically 
present at the complaint desk at regularly scheduled tim~_(Mo~days, 
day after holidays, etc.) 

o~. After tne'Formal Filing of a Complaint 

. Once a formal complaint has been filed,. the matter 
must be disposed of judicially. Ther'e are, however, 
several points in the process where the NJCA coald 
conceivably intervene. For example, ~here a complaint 
is criminal in nature and a commitment, hearing ::is con
vened, it is likely that the' presiding Judge CaD re
fer the case to the NJCA "from the Bench"', in e.::ffect, 
continuing the case for 30 days to afford the NJCA 
time to mediate the dispute and report back as to the 
outcome of the mediation effort. Assuming that the 
parties reached a mutual agreement, the Judge could 
then dismiss the case avoiding the necessity for a 
trial. 

Similarly, if the matter is civil in nature involving 
a small claims dispute, the Judge presiding over the 
Small Claims Calendar could refer the matter to the 
NJCA for mediation "from the Bench", in effect, 
directing the parties to submit to mediation as at 
least a prerequisite for a jUdicial determination 
as to the relative rights of the parties. Here again, 
NJCA staff could report back to the referring Judge 
as to the formal disposition of the dispute as neces
sary. 

The following steps will be carried out in maki~g such referrals to the 
NJCA: ' 

(1) 

(2) 

Presiding Judge makes discretionary determination that 
case is appropriate for referral to NJCA given case cri
teria and the nature of the facts. 

Judge advises complainant and respondent (Small Claims) 
or defendant and complainant (~ommitment hearing) that 
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the case is being continued for 30 days and that 
the parties will need to contact the NJCA and at
tempt to resolve the dispute within that time 
period. 

NOTE: An alternative here involves an NJCA staff member being physically 
present in Court (Small Claims) to eliminate the need for the parties 
to try to contact the Center staff themselves. 

2. 

(1) NJCA staff initiates intake process, schedules 
hearing and ultimately resolves dispute. 

r -
(2)' NJCA staff reports back to referring Judge that 

case has been resolved. Judge dismisses com
plaint and disposes of "case. 

Bindoyers 

Misdemeanor cases are bound over to the State Court by 
the local court having jurisdiction over the area in 
which the crime was committed. Given the NJCA's boundaries, 
the Municipal Court servinq tQe Citv of ~~lantq wil~ Qind 
over all cases it feels can be solved through mediation. " "_ 
Typically, once a case has been bound over to the State 
Court an arraignment hearing is held, wherein a plea i.s 
made and bail may be set.. In the event of a guilty plea 
being entered at this stage, the presiding Judge will 
sentence the defendant also. The most likely approach 
to facilitate the referral to the NJCA of bindover cases 
involves th~ following: 

-a. Arraignment 

The arraignment hearing seems to represent the logical 
point in the criminal trial process to make referrals 
to the NJCA. It is at this stage that several things 
have already occurred e.g. probable cause has been es
tablished, commitment papers (case record) have been 
prepared and entered into the commitment docket, an 
accusation has been prepared and the case has been docketed 
and an arraignment has been scheduled. 

The case referral process will entail: 

(ll Presiding Judge makes discretionary determination that 
case is appropriate for referral to NJCA given case 
criteria and the nature of the racts. 

(3) Presiding Judge sets trial date allowing parties at 
least thirty days to submit nvoluntarily" to mediation. 

(4)" NJCA staff initiates intake process, schedules hearing 
and ultimately resolves dispute. 
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·(5) NJCA staff reports back to referring Judge that case 
has been resolved. Judge dismisses or otherwise dis-tt poses of case. 

RELATED CASE REFERRAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Any eftort to establish a new way to process both 
citizen~initiated complaints and "system-initiated" 
complaints requires careful consideration of all 
relevant ramifications. Of critical concern is the 
need to ~nsure that the case referral process will 
not create an excessive amount of additional paper
work for employees of the State Court. The case 
referral process outlined involves several points 
at which some form of NJCA-State Court communica
tion is needed. 

1. Paperwork: referrals, reports back to Court 

a. Citizen-Initiated Complaints 

(1) Prior to Filing of Formal Complaint - the 
Clerk manning the complaint desk advises 
the complainant to contact the NJCA and/or 
the Clerk merely records the name, address, 
and telephone number of the complaina.nt and 
communicates some to the NJCA staff (by 
telephone) • 

, 
(2) After the Formal.Filing'of a Complaint 

("Bench Referrals") - Bench referrals will 
be made from both the Small Claims and the 
Commitment Hearing Calendars." In both sit-
uations the referring Judge will merely in
~truct the parties to contact NJCA staff. 

a. Wi tP,. respect to the Small Claims Court, 
an NJCA staff member will be physically 
present' in the Court to accept referrals 
"on the spot". 

:b. With respect to the Commitment Hearings, 
a simple referral ,form can be developed 
which will facilitate all parties in
volved having uniform information con
cerning the referral. 

It should also be noted that it will be necessary to de
vise a uniform system for reporting back to the referring 
Judge as to the results of the mediation effort. NJCA 
staff is willing to provide any and all information deemed 
necessary by the referrring Judge. 



-----------------
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b. Bindo,\rers - cases bound over from the Municipal Court 
for trial may require a slightly different approach in 
that formal system action will have begun. 

(1) Once a Judge has decided to defer the case al
lowing the parties sufficient time to mediate 
their dispute, the parties w~ll have the pri
mary responsibility to contac~'the NJCA to 
initiate mediation. A simple referral form 

'1has been.developed for use ;_11 sit;";uations like 
this. 

(2), Here again, it will be necessary for NJCA staff 
to report back to the referring Judge as to the 
results of the mediation hearing conducted. Any 
details desired will be provided. 

2Q Knowledge of NJCA 

A related concern involves the extent to which Court 
personnel e.g. Judges, complaint desk clerks, baliffs etc. 
know of and understand the NJCA concept. It will be neces
sary to orient all such personnel about the NJCA. Program 
brochures will be made available as needed. Also, per
sonal contacts between NJCA and Court personnel will be 
established and maintained. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD 
JUSTICE CENTER 
OF ATlJ\NTA, INC. 

LINWOOD R. SLAYTON, JR 

March 24, 1978 

Dr. Tim Ryles, Director 
Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs 
225 Peachtree st. NE, Suite 400 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Dear Dr. Ryles: 

Execvtr\fe Dorec1Of 

ED:TH B P~IMM 
De;>U!y Dorec1or 

First, let me take this opportunity to thank you and Mr. Steve 
Johnson of your staff for referring a dispute to the Neighborhood 
Justice Center involving Mr. . I am happy to be able to 
advise you that we were able to resolve the matter amicably by 
mediating the case and arriving at a·' signed agrrement between 
the parties involved. 

As you may know, the NJCA has received an eighteen month pilot 
grant from the Justice Department to test the viability of using 
mediation to attempt to resolve interpersonal disputes which arise 
between individuals in an effort to facilitate a reduction in the 
couts' caseloads. Realizing that your Office becomes involved in 
a variety of disputes involving consumers, the likelihood seems 
to be great that you may receive complaints which, for a number 
of reasons, might better be handled by the NJCA, given our criteria 
and methodology. I am writing today to request that your Office 
continue to make referrals to the NJCA in appropriate situations. 
Delineated below are the criteria we use to schedule disputes for 
mediation. 

1. Ideally, the parties involved should have an ongoing relation
ship, e.g. spouse v. spouse, family member v. family member, 
landlord v. tenant, neighbor v. neighbor, consumer v. local 
merchant, etc. However, if in the judgment of your staff, a 
dispute is "ripe for mediation" even though it may not fall 
within these categories, please either make the referral or 
at least call us to determine whether we will be able to 
handle the case. 

1118 EUCLID AVENUE, N.E. 
ATLANTA. GA. 30307 
TEL (404) 523-8236 
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2. The matter in dispute may be criminal or civil in nature, or 
both. Ho~ever, ideally the dispute should not involve a 
matter of absolute guilt or innocence or absolute right or 
wrong. Rather, the nature of the dispute should be appropriate 
for compromise, settlement and mutual agreement. 

3. Both disputants must be willing to submit their dispute to 
mediation. Realizing that your Office will typically be con
tacted initially by just one of the disputants (complainant), 
this requirement should be explained from the outset. If, as 
a matter of standard operating procedure, your Office contacts 
the respondent as well (prior to making a referral to NJCA) , 
we would appreciate it if you would also advise the respondent 
of this requirement . 

• 
4. Priority is given to cases where at least-one of the parties 

lives Dr does business within the designated NJCA target area 
(see enclosed brochure). However, until such time as our case
load begins to approximate our monthly goal (75), we will 
schedule cases as we receive them irrespective of the target 
area limitations. In any event, we iptend to provide the service 
to anyone who wishes to avail themselves of same. 

Procedurally, referrals to the NJCA-.lffiay be made as follows: 

a. GOCA is contacted by an individual seeking assistance. 
b. GOCA makes determination that mediation is appropriate, given 

NJCA criteria. 
c. GOCA advises person to contact NJCA by telephone or in person. 

It is not necessary for anyone to make an appointment as we 
will accept walk-in cases at any time. If possible, GOCA 
should try to explain the NJCA program to the person. 

d. NJCA initiates intake procedure with the complainant. Once 
completed, NJCA contacts the respondent and attempts to 
schedule matter in dispute for mediation. Where necessary, 
NJCA staff will attempt to persuade the respondent to agree 
to participate in the mediation effort by advising the re
spondent that the complainant still retains the option to 
seek redress of his grievance legally or otherwise. In addition, 
the NJCA staff will point out the benefits of agreeing to 
mediate the case as opposed to litigation, etc. 

e. NJCA mediates the dispute at the scheduled time. Scheduling 
is determined solely by the availability of the parties. In 
most instances, the case will be scheduled for mediation 
within a week from the time the intake process is compl~ted. 

f. If the parties reach an agreement during mediation, the terms 
are set forth in written form by the mediator and s'igried "'by 
the parties. If no agreement is reached after mediatl0n,'the 
parties are advised that they may pursue any legal or other 
remedies available to them. 
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g. If desired, the NJCA will inform GOCA as to the outcome of 
the case referred. This feedback will preferab~y be in 
writing. 

If you wish, I am willing to attend a meeting with your staff to 
discuss the above and to modify same where necessary and appropriate. 

Also, if you will, please provide me with any descriptive infor
mation on your program, your criteria and procedure for processing 
complaints, etc., so that we can begin to refer appropriate cases 
to your Office as well. 

Thanking you in advance for your cooperation, I am 

SincerelYr , ~ 

inwood R. s~~~~~. 

enclosure 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Robert N. Dokson, Director, Atlanta Legal Aid Society 

Linwood R. Slayton, Jr. ;1.~~~ 
RE: Referral of Cases For Mediation 

DATE: March 22, 1978 

The Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta is now accepting cases 
for mediation. As you know, our goal is to facil~tate a reduction 
in the courts' caseloads by attempting to resolve interpersonal 
disputes informally as opposed to resorting to costly and time
consuming litigation. Realizing that ALAS is regarded by many 
people as the first place to contact whenever a problem occurs 
which is perceived as legal in nature, the likelihood appears to 
be very strong that the NJCA can resolve many disputes brought 
to ALAS wi thou t further escalating ALAS I large cat~eload. 

Outlined below for the benefit of your intake staff and attorneys 
are the criter:ta we use to schedule disputes for mediation: 

1. Ideally, the parties in~ulved should have an on-going 
relationship, e.g. spouse v. spouse, family member v. 
family member, landlord v. tenant, neighbor v. neighbor, 
consumer v. neighborhood merchant, etc. 

2. The matter in dispute may be criminal or civil in nature, 
or both. However, ideally the dispute should not involve 
a matter of absolute guilt or innocence or absolute right 
or wrong. Instead, the nature of the dispute should be 
appropriate for compromise, settlement and mutual agree
ment. 

3. Both disputants must be willing to submit their proble.'1l 
to mediation. It should be noted that if one party re
fuses to participate, there is nothing ,that the NJCA can 
do. However, an integral aspect of our intake procedure 
involves "persuading" the respondent to agree to participate. 

1118 EUCLID AVENUE, N.E. 
ATLANTA, GA. 30307 
TEL (404) 523-8236 
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4. Priority is given to cases where at least one of the par~ 
ties lives or does business in the designated NJCA tar- '. 
get area. However, until such time as our caseload be
gins to approximate our monthly goal (75 cases/month), 
we will schedule cases irrespective of the target area 
limitations. 

Procedurally, referrals to the NJCA may be made as follows: 

1. ALAS is contacted (walk-in or telephone) by an individual 
who feels he/she needs legal assistance. 

2. ALAS makes determination that mediation is appropriate, 
given NJCA criteria. 

3. ALAS advises person to contact NJCA by telephone or in 
person. If possible, ALAS should try to explain NJCA 
program to person. 

4. Person contacts NJCA explaining he/she was referred by 
ALAS. 

5. NJCA initiates intake procedure with complainant. Once 
completed, NJCA contacts respondent and attempts to schedule 
matter in dispute for mediation. 

6. NJCA mediates dispute at scheduled time - usually within 
seven days from the time intake process is completed. 

7. If parties reach an agreement during mediation, the terms 
are set forth in written form by the mediator and signed 
by the parties. If no agreement is reached after mediation, 
parties are advised that they may pursue any legal remedies 
available to them. 

8. If desired, the NJCA will inform ALAS as to the outcome of 
the case. 

If you wish, I am willing to attend a meeting with your staff to dis
cuss the above and to modify same where necessary. 

Also, please provide me with ALAS' criteria for accepting cases, 
etc. so that we can make referrals to you as well. Thank you. 

LRS,JR.:glb 

, 



APPENDIX H 

Atlanta Outreach Activities 
and Media Coverage 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta 
Newspaper and Journal Articles 

Atlanta Constitution, September 1977, "Mediation Plan Gets $200,000". 

Atlanta Journal and Constitution, Novemb~r 24, 1977, "City Gets $210,000 
Neighborhood Aid". 

Atlanta Journal and Constitution, December 10, 1977, "Neighborhood 
Justice Center Opening h

• 

Decatur-Dekalb News •. Legal Review~ December 15,1977, "Neighborhood 
Justice Center Prepares to Open in N.E. Atlanta". 

Atlanta Voice or Daily World, "Slayton Selected to Head New Local Justice 
Center". 

Atlanta Journal, December 21,1977, IIS1ayton Heads Justice Centerll. 

American Bar Association Journal, January 1978, "Administration of 
Justice - NJC to be Tried". Interview with Judge Jack Ethridge, 
Chairman of NJCA Board of Directors. 

Georgia State Bar News, January 1978, Volume 3(4), IINeighborhood Justice 
Center Seeks Volunteersll. 

Atlanta Constitution, January 29, 1978. "Justice Free at Little Five 
Points" (conmunity where NJC is located). 

10 .. Atlanta Law.~'el", February 1978, "Settling Out of Court". Written by 
David G. Ci~~kett, President of NJCA Board of Directors. 

11. Fulton County Daily Report, February 6, 1978, (article on NJC staff 
attending the Reno Training Conference). 

12. Northside Neighbor, February 8, 1978, "Northsiders Heading Justice 
Centerll. Interview with David Crockett. 

13. Decatur-DeKalb News-Legal Review, February 9, 1978, "Five Attend Seminar". 
Interview with David Crockett, about Reno Training Conference. 

14. Community Star, March 1978, "Neighborhood Justice Center - Solving 
People's Problems". Written by Linwood Slayton. 

15. Atlanta Constitution, March 12, 1978, "Area Justice Center is Settling 
Di sputes". 

16. Clark College Panther, March 17, 1978, "Atlanta Gets Neighborhood Center". 
\~ritten by an NJC mediator who is also a journalism student at Clark College. 



17. Atlanta Gazette, March 24, 1978, "Neighborhood Alternative". 

18. Atlanta Constitution. May 12, 1978, "Instant Justice: Mediation 
Experiment Appears to be Work; ngll • 

19. Midtown Story, r·1ay 1978, "Midtown is Served by Neighborhood Justice 
Center". 



Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta 
Staff Presentations and Meetings at 

Community Groups, January-April 1978 

Outreach Activities in January 1978 

Conducted by Project Director: 

Economic Opportunity of Atlanta, Board of Directors Meeting 
Little Five Points Business Association 
H.R. Butler School, Parent-Teacher Association 
Crime Analysis Team, Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 
Commissioner Eaves' Office 

Conducted by Deputy Director: 
,. 

Career High School 
Hest Georgi aCETA 
Bass Community Council 
Bass High School, Principal 
Euclid Avenue Baptist Church 
Inman Park Library 

Various Little Five Points businesses 

Conducted by Program Assistant: 
Central AtJ)anta. Progress 

Neighborhood Planning Unit-M (Atlanta is divided into 2,6 NPUs) 
Bedford Pines Community Center 
Councilman, District 3 
Atlanta Housing Authority 

Department of Family and Children Services 
City Office of Consumer Affairs 

Conducted by Program Assistant: 

Candler Park Neighborhood Association 
City Planning Department 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-M 
Bureau of Police Services 



American Civil Liberties Union 
City Council member 
Atlanta Housing Author; ty 
Economi c Oppo rtuni ty of Atlanta 
Domestic Crisis Intervention 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-F 

Outreach Activities in Feburary 1978 

Conducted by Project Director: 
Inman Park Restoration Society 

Conducted by Deputy Director: 
Midtown Neighborhood Association 
Comprehensive Services for the Elderly and Handicapped 

Conducted by Program Assistant: 
Exodus 
Pre-Trial Release Services 
DeKalb and Fulton Counties, UQpartment of Family and Children 

Services 
Office of Consumer Affairs 
Council on Battered Women 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-O 
Grady Homes Boys Club 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-F 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-E 
Emergency Mental Health Clinic 

Outreach Activities in March 1978 

Conducted by Project Director: 

BALSA, Emory University Chapter 
Gate City Bar Association 
Atlanta Junior College, Criminal Justice class 
DeKalb Agencies Concerned with Better Agency Coordination 

Conducted by Deputy Director: 

Inman Park Methodist Church 
First Presbyterian Church 



Moreland Avenue School, St. Patrick's Day Fund Raising Party 
Fulton County Mental Health Services 

Conducted by Program Assistant: 

DeKalb Area Council for Better Agency Cooperation 

Conducted by Program ASsistant: 

Fulton and DeKalb Counties, Department of Family and Children Services 
Southern Veterans Organizing Committee 
Lake Claire Neighborhood Association 
Economic Oppprtunity of Atlanta 
Candler Park Neighborhood Association 
South Central Mental Health Clinic 
Central Mental Health Clinic, Grady Hospital (Director of Adult 

Services and Coordinator of Adolescent Services) 
Domestic Crisis Intervention 

Ou trea chActi vit i es i n April 1 978 

Conducted by Deputy Director: 

Bedford Pine Day Care Center 
Poncey-Highlands Neighborhood Association 
Emer-gency Hous i ng Servi ces 
Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs 

Conducted by Program Assistant: 

Reynoldstown Civil Improvement League 
Economic Opportunity of Atlanta, Edgewood 
Atlanta Housing Authority, Family Services 
DeKalb County Department of Family and Children Services 
Neighborhood Planning Unit-N 
DeKalb County Central Mental Health Clinic 
Cabbagetown Block Area Committee 
Institute of the Black World 
Atlanta Housing Authority, Citywide Advisory Council 
Inman Park Reynolds School 
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NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER OF AT~~TA, INC, 

COMPLAINT FORM 
Case NO, ________________ __ 

Intake counselor _______________________________________________ Date __________ _ 

COmplainant Information 

·Name of Complainant, __________________________________________________________ _ 

Age ____________ Sex, ________________ Race ________ ~Marital Status ______________ _ 

Address ________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Target Area? yes/no Length of Residence ______________________________ _ 

Phone _________________________________ Business Phone __________________________ _ 

Employed? Yes __________ _ No _________ _ Occupation ______________________ __ 

Annual Family Income: 

o - $6,000 
$6,000 - $12,000 

CJ o 
$12,000 - $20.000 

over $20,000 

(Answer the following only if Complainant is under age 18) 

Parents or Guardian 

c 
CJ 

-----,-----------------------------------------
Addre.ss ______________ , 

Phone Business Phone ------------------------------ ----------------------
Name of School ____________________________________________________________ __ 

Grade Level _________ . _____________________________________ ------------________ __ 

Type of Complaint:. AB 

Referral Source 

SA 

If from Criminal Justice System: 

F D N LT Other ----

Was arrest made? Yes No 
Offens e charged. ______________ __ Case Status ------ -----------

Facts of the Case 

Complaint Details ___________________________________________________________ __ 

Time it Happe~'led a.m. - p.m. --------------------
Date _____ ~/ ______ ~/ __ __ 

Location of Offense _______________________________________________________ ~_ 

Any Witnesses? __________________________ ~y~s ________________________ no 

Motivation for bringing case to NJC ________________________________________ __ 



Namf'l of Witness Address Phone 

.... 

Any Physical Damage? ______________________ __ Amount -------------------------
Any Property Taken or Damaged? Value ----------------------------------------

Preferred Outcome (what do you expect from the respondent?) ____________ _ 

Relationship to Respondent 

Is relationship close or casual? (circle one) Is it ongoing or in
termittent? (circle one) 

Have you had this problem before? _________________ If yes, was it recorded? 

______________ ~Explain:------------------------------------------------------

Family Data 

(List immediate relatives and/or siblings) 

RELATION TO 
NAME COMPLAINANT ADDRESS 



Respondent Information 

Respondent's Name __________________________________________________ ' ______ __ 

Age _________ Sex, _________ Race ____ _ Marital Status ____________________ __ 

Address 

Target Area? Yes ____ __ No _______ Length of Residel1ce ____________ _ 

Phone Bus ines 5 Phone, _____________________ _ ---------------------
Employed? Yes ________ No, ______ __ occupation ________________________ _ 

Annual Family Income: 
o - $6,000 
$6,000 - $12,000 

$12,000 - $20,000 
over $20,000 

Have you had this problem before? ______________ ___ 
recorded? Explain: 

If yes, was it 

---------------------

Remarks on Complaint ____________________________ . __________ --______________ _ 

Family Data 

(List immediate relatives and/or siblings) 

RELATION TO 
NAME RESPONDENT ADDRESS 

.. 
. 

.. 

Date Remarks Taken ____ ~/~ ______ ~/~ __ __ 

Intake Counselor ---------------------------------------------------



SUMMARY SHEET 

Case * __________ -----
Intake Counselor ____________________ __ Date __________ , __________________ __ 

GIVE A BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: VIEWS OF BOTH COMPLAINANT AND RES
PONDENT: AND, AN EVALUATION {INCLUDE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS SUCH AS: A HIS
TORY OF THE PROBLEM (IS IT AN ONGOING DISPUTE OR ONE-TIME INCIDENT), PRE
V!OUS PROFESSIONAL HELP, FAMILY, EMPLOYER, MARITAL, SCHOOL, MEDICAL OR 
PEER AND SIBLING RELATIONS PROBLEMS). 

: . . . ,. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . ~ 

FOLLOW-UP: 1st FOLLOW-UP DATE: __ ..J/~--L.I __ 2nd FOLLOW-UP DATE ... I .. I 

Referral To (Agency) 
--------------~-----------------

Hearing Date, ________________________ __ 

Who was referred ________________________ ~For what service __________________ __ 

~ Assigned TO __________________________________________________________________ __ 

Date of Withdrawal from NJCA / / 
----------~----------~---------



Mediation Hearing 
Report and Recommendations. 

Date ________ ~ ____________________ _ 

__________________________________________________ ~Complainant 

vs. 

______________________ . ___________________________ Re.spondent 

This case was mediated ________ ~--~~~----------~~--~~--~~~~~~.-~~--
starting at am - pm~ ending time ___________ am - pm. An agreement was 

________ ~r~ached by the disputants. 

Others present (witnesses, observers, etc.) __________________________________ ___ 

COMMENTS: (Include comments on the process of the mediation session, such 
as documenting the use of specific mediation skills (private sessions, cau
cusing, etc.), the overall success of the hearing, disputant satisfaction 
with the process and resolution, and your view of the process and resolution. 
In general, what went smoothly, and what was problematic?) 

Assigned Mediator (s) 

COMMENTS SHOULD INCLUDE: WHO APPEARED, NAMES OF WITNESSES, THE MEDIATOR'S 
OPINION, ETC. 



e· 
( 

Case No. -------------------
CLIENT TRACKING FORM 

NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER OF ATLANTA, INC. 

EVENT DATE REMARKS 

Referral to NJCA 

Intake Interview 

-----------_._---------+-------+-_ .. _. -----------:-----

Notification of Hearing 

Complainant 

Respondent (letter sent) 

Contact with Respondent 

Two-day check 

Mediation Session Held 

Case Settled 

Hearing canceled 
(reason) 

Hearing rescheduled 

2nd Notification of 
Hearing 

Complainant 

Respondent 

Social Service Referral 
Made 

Follow Up Interview #1 

Follow Up Interview #2 

Outcome: 

Agency: 



--_._-------------_.-.-._-,--,-
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Kansas City Advisory Board Members 

1. Louis Benecke 
City Prosecutor, Municipal Court 

2. Arthur Benson 
Attorney 

3. Alvin L. Brooks 
Assistant City Manager 

4. 14i 11 i am Cl ark 
Director, Urban League of Kansas City 

5. Betty Lou Donaldson 
Assistant Director, Juvenile Court 

6. Michael Duffy 
Attorney, Legal Aid Defenders Society 

7. Marvin L. Groves 
Parks and Recreation Department, Kansas City, Mo. 

8. Robert M. Hernandez 
City Council Member 

9. Don M. Jackson 
Attorney 

10. James F. Karl 
Judge, Municipal Court 

11. Dorothy Knutter 
Attorney 

12. Jose A. Lira 
Area Vice President, Economic Development 

13. Roy McCollop 
Banker 

14. William Ponessa 
Major, Kansas City Police Department 

l5~ Bernard Powell 
President, Social Action Committee of 20 

16. Tom Reardon 
PY'i est 



17. Victor Rocha 
Attorney 

18. Olen Strozier 
Human Relations Depa.rtment, Kansas City, Mo. 

19. Leona Pouncey Thurman 
Attorney 

20. John Wesson 
Missouri State Representative for the National Client Council 

21. Charles Wilkinson 
Psychiatrist, President of Greater Kansas City Mental Health 
Executive Director of Mental Health Foundation 
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Kansas City Mediator Training Outline 



~ .... -

6 - 10 p.m. 

9 a.m.-12 noon 

'12 - 1 p.m. --.--

O!!ThlNE 

for 
Community Mediator Training 

for 
The Neighborhood Justice Center 

(Kansas City, Missouri) 

. ~---- -'- ~ 
SESSION I 
Friday, February 17, 1978 

! 
Course Overview and Discussion of NJC Goals 

Triad Introduction of Participants and Staff 

An Introduction to Dispute Settlement 

Participants and training staff will examine and 
discuss alternative means of dispute settlement, the 
dispute settlement environment, including identifica
tion of issues, priority setting, the value, if any, 
of compromise, rationales for compromise, and identify
ing frameworks for settlement. 

SESSION II 
Saturday, February 18, 1978 

Mediating a Dispute 

A professional panel will mediate a typical 
interpersonal conflict which might be referred to 
the NJC. 

L U N C H 



Course Outline 
Page Two 

1 ~ 5:30 p.m. 

9 a.m.-12 noon 

e - 1 p.m. 

SESSION II (cont'd.) 

The Techniques of Mediation 

Us i n g v ide 0 t a,p e fred b a c k, the Pro f e s s ; 0 n alP a n e 1 
will critique and analyze the previous role play and 
the mediation techniques used, including: 

1 ) 
2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 

The Pre-Hearing Conference 
Introduction 
a) Description of the'NJC 
b) Description of the Role of the 

and the ~rocess of'Mediation 
c) Confidentiality 
d) Caucusing 
e) Note-taking 
f) The Procedures of the Panel 
Fact Finding 
The Collection of Agreements 
The Final Agreement 

Med i a'tors 

As part of the critique, participants will practice 
entry techniques and the opening statement, stressing 
the role of the NJC, the nature of the mediation 
process, and the functions of a mediator. 

SESSION III 
Sunday, February 19, 1978 

Mediation In Action 

Divided into four groups, participants will role 
playa dispute, some acting as mediators~ others as 
disputants. Introductory techniques and the gaining 
of credibility will be stressed. After the role play, 
each group will review the role play and the mediators' 
performance. 

This process will be repeated, using a second 
role play and different mediators. A critique will 
again follow. 

L U N C H 



Course Outline 
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1 - 5:30 p.m. 

4It - 7:30 p.m. 

7:30-10 p.m. 

SESSION III (contld.) 

Mediation In Action (cont~d.) 

In the afternoon session, participants again will 
be divided into four groups, and n~ mediators 
selected. The greater length of tHis role play, and 
the one to follow, will perm4t the mediators tG go 
beyond introductory techniques and into fact finding, 
caucusing, selective transmittal of information and 
settlement building. A critique of mediator performance 
will follow. 

This process will be repeated with a fourth role 
play, stressing the same technri~ues~ 

SESSION IV 
Monday, February 20, 1978 

Caucusing 

The use of the caucus (meeting with the parties 
separately) is a critical element in mediation. 
Participants will take part in a caucus exercise, 
designed "to increase their skills in fact finding 
and the transmittal of information. 

The Arbitration Process 

Participants and training staff will examine 
and discuss the nature of the arbitratiQn process, 
the differences between mediation and arbitration, 
how mediation and arbitration are combined in a 
single process, the submission agreement, rules 
of evidence, burden of proof, evidentiary presump
tions and means of determining the credibility of 
witnesses. 



Course Outline 
Page Four 

6 - 7:30 p.m. 

7:30 - 10 p.m. 

·9 a.m. ',", 12 noon 

12 - 1 p.m. 

-1 -. 5: 30 p. m . 

.. e 

SESSION V 
Friday, February 24, 1978 

Award Writifl,9 

Mediator/Arbitrators are responsible for writing 
the agreement and/or award. Participa~ts and train
ing staff will examine the elements of agreement and 
award writing, and participants will then write 
agreements and/or awards in various fact situations; 

Mediation/Arbitration 
...... ~ ... -

Participants again wj1l be divided into four 
groups, with some acting as mediators, other as 
disputants. A critique of performa~ce will follow. 

SESSION VI 
Saturday, February 25, 1978 

Mediation/Arbitration (contld.) 

In this extended role play, the participant 
mediators will be expected to take a dispute to its 
conclusion, either, and preferably, an agreed-upon 
settlement or an award, and write up the results. 
A critique will follow~ 

L U N C H - - - --

Mediation/Arbitration (contld.) 

Other participant mediators, divided into groups 
as before, wil·l have their oppoitunity to bring a 
dispute to its conclusion. A critique of performance 
will follow . 



Course Outline 
Page Five 

9 a.m. - 12 noon 

12 - 1 p.m. 

1 - 5:30 p.m. 

6 - 10 p.m. 

. e 

SESSION VII 
Sunday, February" 26, 1978 

Mediation/Arbitration (cont'd.) 

After a review of previous simulation sessions, 
participant mediators will attempt to resolve a 
particularly difficult interpersonal dispute. "A 
critique will follow 

L U N C H 
.. -.. -- .. --

Mediation/Arbitration (cont'd.) 

In this session, participant meaiators, again 
divided into groups, will be faced with a more complex 
interpersonal dispute." They will be expected to use 
all the techniques highlighted in the previous sessions 
to b~ing about a successful result. A critique of 
their efforts will conclude the day. 

SESSION VIII 
Monday, February 27, 1978 

NJC Process, and a Review'of the T~aining Experience 

NJC staff will discuss the operations of the 
Center. Topics will include referral mechanisms, 
intake, form and file processing, social service 
referral, follow-up and agreement/award enforcement. 

The trainers and participants will review the 
training materials and experiences, stressing the 
critical elements of mediation/arbitration . 
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Training Curriculum OUtline 

Introduction to NJC Concept and the Concept of Mediation 

The Process of Mediation and the Trainees Role 

A. A Description of IMCR, AAA, and the Trainers 

B. The Concept of NJC and Mediation/Arbitration 

1. As An Alternative to Court 

2. Reasons for Mediation/Arbitration 

3. Benefits from Mediation/Arbitration 

4. The Referral/Resoluti.on Procedure 

C. General Approaches to Conflict Resolution 

l. Negotiation 

2. Conciliation 

3. Mediation 

4. Fact-Finding 

5. Arbitration 

III. Fundamentals of Negotiations 

A. Conflict and Negotiation Stages 

IV. Mediation 

A. Counseling and Judging Distinction 

B. Arbitration - Voluntary and Involuntary 

C. Mediation Definition 

D. The Nature and Techniques of Mediation 

1. Building Trust 

a. Explaining Mediator's Function and Role While Letting 

Parties Explain the Dispute 
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Training Curriculum Outline 

b. Listening 

c. Reducing Defensive Communication 

2. Using the Iron Laws of Human Behavior 

3. Building the Will to Settle - Identifying Areas of 

Agreement 

4. Separating the Parties 

a. Emphasis on Confidiality 

b. The Technique of "No Risk Narrowing of positions" 

c. Becoming an Agent of Reality - Separating Wants from 

Needs 

5. Why is a Mediator/Arbitrator Needed? 

6. The Mediator/Arbitrator's Function 

7. Qualities Required in a Mediator/Arbitrator 

8. Evaluating Power Structure of Both Sides by the Mediator/ 

Arbitrator 

9. Some "Do's and Don'ts" for the Mediator/Arbitrator 

10. Problems in Timing 

V. Mediation/Arbitration 

A. The Need for Parties to Understand the Concept of Mediation/Arbitration 

B. Confidentiality and Arbitration 

C. Use of Power to Arbitrate only as a Last Resort 

D. Arbitrating for Acceptability 

E. The Mediation/Arbitration Process: Principles and Procedures 

1. Principles of Voluntarity, Impartiality and Acceptability, 

Consensuality, Finality, and Legal Enforceability 
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Training CUrriculum Outline 

2. Procedures 

a. Pre-hearing Procedure 

b. Hearing Procedure 

c. Post-hearing Procedure 

VI. Arbitration - The Arbitrator's Role 

A. Essential Characteristics of a Good Arbitrator 

B. The Arbitrator as a Quasi-Judicial Officer 

C. The Arbitrator as the Final Judge of Matters Before Him 

D. The Obligations of Impartiality 

E. Arbitrator Impartiality 

F. The Arbitrator's Authority 

G. Importance of Examining Submission Agreements and Rules of 

Procedure 

H. The Arbitrator at the Hearing 

VII. The Hearing 

A. Pre-hearing Activities 

B. Guidelines for Conduct at the Hearing 

C. The Hearing 

1. Opening Statement 

2 . Note Taking 

3. Fact Finding Guides 

a. Credibili ty 

b. Rules of Evidence 

4. The Burden of Proof 

5. Concluding the Hearing 
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The Agreement 
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A. Findings and Opinion in a Mediated Agreement 

B. Findings and Opinion in an Arbitration 

C. An Example of An Award Where No Agreement was Reached 

D. Court Enforcement of Arbitration Awards 

E. Format for Findings and Opinions 

F. "Do's and Don'ts" for Writing Awards and Consent Agreements 

IX.. Additional Reading Materials 

A. Lincoln, W.F., Mediation: A Transferable Process for the Prevention 

and Resolution of Racial Conflict in Public Secondary Schools 

A Partial Case Study with Analysis, June 30, 1976 

B. Stulberg, J.Bo A Civil Alternative to Criminal Prosectu~on, 

Albany L. Rev., 39(3):359j376 1975 

C. A Selected Bibliography on Community Disputes 

X. Role Play Information 

A. Simpson Case - incomplete 
B. Harris - Miller Case - incomplete 
C. Smith - Olson Case 
D. Trilios - Lafayette Case 
E. Arabella - Cruz Case 
F.Jane Tyrell - Chester Wolfe Case 
G. Jackson - Jackie Case - Used in exercise (2 person) to practice 

individual caucusing 
H. Janet Deere - Jayne Carey Case - Used in exercise to practice 

individual caucusing 
I. Miles - Green Case 
J. Davis Schmidt Case 
K. Simpson - Walker Case 
L. Jones - Smith Case 
M. Garcia - Gareis Case 
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TRAINING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Instructions: This form is designed to gather your initial reactions to 
the training which you have just experienced. Do not put 
your name on the form. Please answer all questions candidly. 

1. The list below presents some of the objectives of mediation training. 

2. 

Pl ease read them over carefully and ci rcl e the appropri ate number 
according to how well you think your training experience has met 
these objectives for you. 

Level of Achievement: very 
low low moderate 
123 

high 
4 

very 
high 

5 

1 2 3. 4 5 a. Understand the role and functions of mediators. 

1 2· 3 4 5 b·. Develop ·communication skills. 

1 2· 3~ 4- 5 c .. Understand ·re]~vant concepts of~uman behavior .. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Understand the principles and mechanics of mediation 
and arbitration. ' 

1 2 3.4 5 e. Learn and be able to apply specific mediation 
techniques such as fact-finding, writing agree
ments, caucusing, etc. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. Understand the goals of the Neighborhood Justice 
Center. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Understand the NJC's policies and procedures. 

1 2 3 4 5 h. Understand the policies, procedures, and orien
tation of the traditional criminal justice 
system, especially the court system. 

How effective 
skills listed 

do you feel the 
below? 

training was in providing you with the 

Ski 11 Areas: not at all 
effective 

1 2 

somewhat 
effective 

3 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Establishing rapport. 

4 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 b. El'iciting facts and information. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Sensitivity to issues and feelings • 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Learning to listen. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Maintaining self-control. 



1 2 3 4 5 f. Ability to control a dialogue. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Getting at the underlying causes of a dispute. 

1 2 3 4 5, h. Maintaining a neutral, non-judgmental stance. 

1 2 3 4 5 i. Developtng alternatives and compromise positions. 

1 2 3 4 5 j. Learning to work under pressure. 

1 2 3 4 5 k. Knowledge of community services. 

1 2, 3 4 5 1. Note-taking. 

1 2 3 4 5 m. Knowledge of NJC policies and procedures. 

3. How effective were the following methods for teaching Y0" mediation 
skill's? 

Methods: not at all -
effective 

1 

somewhat 
effective 

3" 4 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Observation of mediation sessions. 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Lectures. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Written materials. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Group discussion. 

-1 2 3 4' 5 e. Role-playing with video-tape feedback. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. Review of case studies. 
1 2 3 4 5' g. Role-plaYing'in small groups 

4. In what ways, if any, do you fee1 the training s~ould be changed in 
the future? 



-* -* Score X Mode Score X Mode 

La. New 104 4.52 5 f. New 91 3.96 4 
Old 25 5 5 Old 24 4.8 5 
Total 4.61 Total 4.12 

b. New 95.5 4.15 4 g. New 95.5 4.15 4 
Old 24 4.8 5 Old 25 5 5 
Total 4.23 Total 4.3 

c. New 89 3.87 4 h. Ne'vJ 102 4.43 5 
Old 24 4.8 5 Old 25 5 5 
Total 4.04 Total 4.55 

d. New 99 4.5 (.\,5 ; . New 89.5 3.89 4 
(1 blank) Old 24 4.8 5 
Old 25 5 5 Total 4.05 
Total 4.59 

j. New 96 4.36 4,5 
e. New 91 3.96 4 (1 'blank) 

Old 24 4.8 5 Old 23 4.6 5 
Total 4.12 Total 4.41 

f. New 108 4.7 5 k. New 73 3.17 3,4 
Old 23 4.6 5 Old 16 3.2 5 
Total 4.68 Total 3.18 

e g. New 85 3.69 4 l. New 82 3.57 4 
Old 22 4·.4 5 Old 22 4.4 5 
Tota, 1 3.82 Total 3.71 

h, New 82 3.56 3 m. New 85.5 3.89 4 
Old 22 4,4 5 (1 blank) 
Total 3.71 Old 21 4.2 5 

Total 3.94 
2,~, New 98.5 4,28 5 

Old 24 4 .. 8 5 3.0. New 98 4.26 5 
Tota,l 4.38 Old 25 5 5 

Total 4.39 
b. New 102 4.43 5 

Old 25 !i 5 b. New 90 3.91 4 
Total 4.55 Old 24 4'.8 5 

Total 4.07 
c. New 95.5 4.3tl 4 

(1 blank), c. New 92 4.18 5 
Old 25 5 5 (l bl ank) 
Total 4.46 Old 22 4.4 5 

Total 4.22 
d. New 102 4.43 4,5 

Old 25 5 5 d. New 93 4.04 
,.. 
:1 

Total 4.55 Old 24 4.8 5 
Total 4.18 

e e. New 94 4.27 5 
(1 .bl qnk} e. New 96 4.36 5 
Old 25 5 5 (1 bl ank) 
Tota,l 4.41 Old 15 5 5 

(2 blank) 
Total 4.44 



- -------

Score X Mode 

f. New 79 4. 16 4 
(4.blank) 
Old 25 5 5 
Total 4.33 

g. New 110 4.78 5 
Old 25 5 5 
Total 4.82 

Wei ghted r1eans b.l Section: 

l. Objectives 
New 753.5 4.18 
Old 189 4.725 
Total 942.5 4.23 

2. Ski 11 s 
New 1206.5 4.09 
Old 304 4.68 
Total 1510.5 4.20 

3. Methods 
New 658 4.27 

e Old 160 4.85 
Total 818 4.37 

'* "Unless otherwise indicated -- e.g., (1 blank) -- New N = 23 and 
Old (experienced) N = 5 for individual item scores and res~ting means. 
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4. In what \'~ays, if any, do you feel the training should be changed in 
the future? 

Amount of Time Spent in Training 

Four responses to item 4 indicated that the trainees would like to 
see adjustments in class schedules. Two commented that 48 hours of 
compacted time in which to absorb the training was stressful and fatiguing. 
One respondent requested that the training hours be made shorter; another 
asked that night sessions be deleted. 

General Views of Training 

Nine respondents highly praised the training program as a whole, with 
six of the nine responses specifically expressing appreciation for the 
trainers. One person simply asked that no change be made in the training 
program. 

Speci fi c Changes 

Role playing. Four trainees felt that more time and opportunity should 
be allotted for role playing exerC'ises. Several other comments regarding 
role playing included the following (paraphrased somewhat): 

1. Would like to receive materials to read before instead of 
after attempting an exercise. 

2. Those outside the room during role plays should be allowed 
to have a IIconstructive experience". Some people spent a 
lot of time outside the room and felt frustrated. 

3. Have the trainers role playa mediation/arbitration. process 
at the end of training -- this would enable trainees to 
better appreciate the process since they would have the 
impact of prior participation/knowledge. 

4. Have the trainer~ role playa mediation/arbitration process with 
both mediation and arbitration as possible end results. 

5. Consider the possibility of the group leaders during role play 
sessions not knowing any more about' the case than the "practicing" 
mediator. This would allow them to be more objective in evaluating 
the ways and methods used by the medi a.tor in the parti cul ar case. 



6. Would like to hear the lectures again after experiencing the 
role playing. r~aybe sequence could be modified for improvement. 

7 ... Spend less time in large group discussion -- the sooner you get 
to small group role playing discLJssion, the better. 

On-going training. Two people mentioned that they felt that future 
training sessions would be of value to them. 

Other. Other specific changes mentioned in the questionnaire responses 
included: 

1. List making was of little value. 

2. Values clarification training would be valuable. 

3. Staff feedback should not be changed. 

4. Start on time. 

5. Give more practical information about the actual local situation. 

6. A general session of question and answer at the end of training 
would be valuable. 

7. Constructive criticism and negative feedback, although necessary, 
attacks some pretty subtle ego defenses -- this should be kept 
in mind by trainers. 

8. Allow more time for writing of awards. 
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Kansas City Outreach Activities 
and Media Coverage 



Station 

KPRS 

WDAF 

KCUR-FM 

\4DAF-TV 

KMBC-TV 

Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center 
Radio and Television Coverage 

Date Staff Involved Acti vity 

3/26/18 Project Director Describe program, infonm 
citizenry of how to use 
NJC. 

5/5/78 Project Director Aired spot announcements. 

5/31/78 Project Director Question-answer session in 
Center Coordinator regard to NJC 

6/4/78 Project Director Description of NJC on a show 
. which presents information 
of community interest. 

6/14/78 Project Director 



Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center 
Outreach and Public Relations Activities 

with Community Groups 

Organi L;ation 

Detention Officers - City Jail 

Action Center - City Program 

Vista Volunteers 

Housing Authority Counselors 

Minute Circle Friendly House 

County Commission on Human 
Relations 

~1etropol i tan Uni ted Ci ti zens 
for Prison Reform 

Kansas City Council on 
Crime Prev.ention 

Judicial Planning Conference 

Missouri Correctional Institute 

Women's Crusade for Women 

Knoches Park Area Community 
Organization 

Olive Block Club 

Linwood United Church 

East High School 

Inter-city Agency of Voluntary 
Action Center 

Kansas University School of 
Social Welfare 

Staff Involved Purpose of the Activity 

Prosecutor Specialist Develop intake, give infor
mation, educate, publicize 

Center Coordinator Develop intake, give information, 
educate, publicize 

Center Coordinator Develop intake, give information, 
educate, publicize 

Project Director Explain NJC and elicit referrals 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain NJC program and elicit 

Prosecutor Specialist 

referrals 

Explain NJC program and elicit 
referrals 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC and elicit referrals 

Center Coordinator Explain NJC program 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC program 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC program 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain NJC program 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain NJC program 

Project Director Rap session with young people 
on 1 i fe goa 1 s 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain program and elicit 
referrals 

Project Director Promote recruitment of social 
work students 



County Prosecutor Project Director To get county involved in 
using program 

Housing Authority Security Force Project Director, Explain program and elicit 
Center Coordinator referrals 

Lorna Vista Neighbo'rhood Group Center Coordinator Explain program and elicit 
referrals 

Landlords' Inc. Center Coordinator Explain program and elicit 
referrals 

University '~omen's C111b Project Director Explain program 

Mid-Town Coalition Project Director Explain program 

Marriage & Family Class Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 
Penn Valley Community College 

Health Dept. Social Services Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 

l~ayne Miner Mental Health Center Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 

KCMO Animal Control Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 

Linwood Multipurpose Center 
Emergency Assistance 
Community Alcohol Program 
Goyote Group 
Early Childhood Education 
Recreation Department 
Violent Crime Section 

Legal Aide 

Mi dCi ty Congress 

Crime Prevention Marathon 

Parent Involvement Head Start 

Catholic Charities 

Child & Wife Support, 
Jackson County 

North Kansas City Kiwanis Club 

Youth Diversion Administration 
Staff 

Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 

Proj ect Di rector, Exp 1 a in NJC program 
Prosecutor Specialist 

Center Coordinator Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain how to use NJC program 
under Title 20 

Project Director Explain program and develop 
liaison 

Project Director Explain NJC program 

Project Director Explain NJC program 



Pretrial Services - Center Coordinator Promote NJC and disseminate 

e San Diego Program information 

Halmark Security Project Director and ExpTa in program 
Center Coordinator 

D.A. Holmes Elementary School, Explain program 
Parent-Teachers Association 

Garrison Community Center Prosecutor Specialist Explain program 
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Voluntary Submission to Mediation/Arbitration 
Before the Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center 

Community Services Department 
Neighborhood JUstice Center 
City of Kansas City, Missouri 

CASE NO. ____________ , __________________ _ NJC HEARING DATE TIME: __ _ 

The party named below submits the following conflict to mediation/arbitration under the rules of the Kansas City Neighborhood 
Justice Center. 

Please call within three (3) days to confirm your above scheduled NJC Hearing, Date and Time. 

Circumstances anc:~ nature of the dispute (explain): 

I agree that I will abide by and perform any agreement or award rendered hereunder and that a judgement may be entered upon the 
agreement or award. I am aware that the decision of the mediator/arbitrator shall be binding on both parties. 

Name of Disputant ____________________ _ Name of Disputant _________________ _ 

Address ____________________ _ Address 

Telephone No. _____ _ Work No. ________ _ Telephone No. Work No. 

Rel3tionship of Disputants 

Date 
(Disputant Signature) 

Date 
(Referring Party) 

Telephone No. _______ _ 

(Referring Agency) 

Ple~se return the original to the Kansas City Neighborhood Justice Center, American Bank Building, Suite No. 305, One West Armour, 
Kansas City, Missouri 64111 (816) 274·1895 and give remaining copy to Disputant. 

-'340.026 (2nS} 



NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER SCREENING INTERVIEW 

Comp1~inant: Date: _______ _ 
Name : Name : 
Addre=ss~:---------------------------Addre~s=s~:----------------

•
e: (H~me) Business Phone: Home Business ---------- -----------~ R erred from: Referred from: 

How? Phone , Letter , Persona 1 Contact_, How'? Phone , rette-r - ,Personal Co-ntact_, 
Other""1E"xp1 ai n) - Other\E"xpl ai n) --

Was arrest made? Yes/No Offense Was arrest made? Ye-s...,,/N"""o-=O-::"ff"="e-n-s-e-------
Case Status Case Status 
Age ; Sex ; Race ; language Age; Sex--; Race- ; [a-nguage 
Occupation -- Employed? Yes/No Occupation -- Employed? Yes/NO 
Income (Circle one): 0-6;6-12;12-18;18-24;24-30 Income (Circle one): 0-6;6-12;12-18;18-24;24-30 
Number of years in community Number of years in community 
Why have you brought dispute to NJC? Why have you brought dispvte-:-"to--"N;-.J .. C?;::"',_-----

-Date: -------Previous Med/Arb? Yes/No 
Legal Counsel? Yes/No 

Date: Previous Med/Arb? Yes/No 
----------.Lega1 Counsel? Yes/No 

Name of Interviewer: 
I ntervi ew vi a phone?===-=--=--=--=--=--...;-::"P~e-rs-o-n---:a 1 Contact __ _ 

Respondent: Date: 
Name: ------------ Name: 
Address: Addre-ss-·-. --
Phone: H'-om-e--------"S:-u-s..,.-in-e-s-s------- Phone: Home - Business 
Referred fr-o-m-: -----....; -------- Referred fr-om-: ------
How? Phone ,Letter ,Personal contact_, How? Phone ,-Letter -, Persona-1 contact_, 

OtherlExplain) - Other"""""(Exo1ain) -
Was arrest made? Yes/No Offense Was arrest made? Yes7No- - Offense 
Case Status Case Status 
A __ ; Sex ; Race ; Language Age ; Sex--;-O:::R-ac-e- ; Language 
O~tion -- Employed? Yes/No Occupation - Employed? Yes'/:-:-No------
Income (Circle one): 0-6;6-12;12-18;18-24;24-30 Income (Circle one) 0-6;6-12;12-18;18-24;24-30 
Number of years in communi ty Number of years in communi ty _-:-:-::--::-::-____ _ 
Why have you brought dispute to NJC? Why have you brought dispute to NJC? 

Date: Previous Med/Arb? Yes/No Date: 
------- Legal Counsel? Yes/No 

Previous Med/Arb? Yes/No 
Legal Counsel? Yes/No 

Name of Interviewer: 
Interview via phone? Personal contac'f ------- -----Re 1 a ti on s hip between part i es_...-:-_-.:-___ ---x __ -.----.,.:--~ 

Nature of Relationship: Close/Casual; Ongoing/Intermittemt--
Type of Case:,~ __ ~~=-----__ ---__ -----____ ----------------
Nature of & Extent of Damage 
H ea ri n 9 D ate S ch ed u 1 ed : Ye-s /"'7':N"'o----=--D-a t';'"""e---;;"&-T:;:-,"-' m-e-:--
Med/Arb's Name{s) ----------

~- - -~---

DISPUTE DESCRIPTION: -----------------------------------------------



Mediator/Arbitrator Information Sheet 

Community Services Department 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
City of Kansas City, Missouri 

To the Mediator/Arbitrator: Please fill out this information at the close of the hearing. 

Hearing Date: __________________ _ 

Hearing Commenced At: ____________ a.m.lp.m. 

Hearing Concluded At: _____________ a.m.lp.m. 

Hearing Declared Closed On ___________ at __________ _ 

Appearances 

Party Attorney 

PliIrty Attorney 

Party Attorney 

_mes of Witnesses Addres. 

a.m.ip.m. 

Called By 

Exhibits Brief Description Case No. ________ _ Submitted By:.., ______________ _ 

6340.014 (2nS) 



Was a referral made for social service (or other) assistance? 

Agency 

Who was referred 

For what service 

Comments and observations on the process of the mediation session. If 
relevant, include information regarding the use of specific mediat~on 
skills (caucusing, private sessions, etc.), the overall success of the 
session, disputant satisfaction with the poocess and resolution, and 
your view. of the process and resolution. Generally, what went smoothly 
and what was problematic? 

c 

Signed 
Mediator/Arbitrator 



-------------------"'--~ 

Consent Agreement 

Community Services Department 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
City of Kansas City, Missouri 

In the matter of the Dispute between: ) 
) 

Case Number:· 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

------------------------) 

I, THE UNDERSIGNED MEDIATOR/ARBITRATOR, having been designated in accordance with the Mediation/Arbitration Agreement 
entered into by the above named Parties on . , and having been duly sworn and having heard the 
proofs and allegations of the Parties, do hereby verify the foliowing consent agreement: 

Date: ______________________ ___ Mediator: _ .•. ________________________________ _ 

Date: _________________________ _ Disputant: 

Date: ___________________________ ___ Disputant: ______________________________________ _ 

State of Missouri 

County of Jackson 

Subscribed and sworn before me, a Notary Public, this ___________ day of _________________ _ ,19 ___ .. 

My commission. expires: 

Notary Public 

American Bank Building, Suite No. 305, One West Armour, Kansas City, Missouri 64111 

6340-023 (2nS) 

Ph: (816) 274-1895 



.~ 
Award of Mediation/Arbitration 

Community Services Department 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
City of Kansas City, Mis~ .... ri 

In the matter of the Arbitration: 

Case Number: 

I, THE UNDERSIGNED MEDIATOR/ARBITRATOR, having heen designated in accordance with the Mediation/Arbitration Agreement 
entered into by the above named parties on , and having been duly sworn and having heard 
the proofs and allegations of the Parties, AWARD, as follows: 

Date: ____________________________________ _ Arbitrator: ______________________________________ _ 

Date: Respondent: 

Date: _. ____________ " ______________________ __ 
Complainant: 

State qf Missouri 

Countv of Jackson 

Subsc.ribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public, this _________ _ day of _____________________ ,19 ___ 

My commissi.ori e)(pires: 

Notary Public 

6340-015 (2/78J 
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PROPOSAL FOR TRAINING THE VOLUNTEER MEDIATION STAFF OF THE 
"NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER IN VENICE, CALIFORNIA 

Barbara B. Biggs, Ph.D. 

I. Training objectives 

A. To select and train a volunteer staff to be skilled.in 
1. Establishing rapport 
2. Listening 
3. Eliciting information 
4. Controlling an interview 
5. Analyzing inter-personal process 
6. Imagining alternatives 
7. Seeking compromise 
8. Speaking and writing clearly 
9. Understanding relevant concepts about human behavior 

a. Motivation 
b. Perception 
c. Emotions 
d. Stress 
e. Normal and abnormal behavior 
f. Dynamics of human relationships 

B. To maintain ~his staff with as little attrition as pos
sible by providing 
1. Group support for the individual staff member 
2. Continuing opportunity for upgrading skills and for 

personal/professional growth 

II. To facilitate these objectives the trainer will 

A. Assist the director in deciding on the qualifications to 
be sought in volunteer personnel. 

B. Develop a methodology for identifying such persons. 

C. Participate in the selection process. 

D. Design the basic training program and work with the staff 
in compiling a training manual. 

E. Implement the basic training program. 

F. Conduct follow-up observation and feedback sessions with 
volunteers during the first six weeks of their actual work 
with clients. 
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G. Establish and facilitate an experience-exchange group 
to provide a setting for volunteers to share their 
knowledge with one another and to consult with outside 
experts, as well as each other, about specific problems 
as they arise. 

H. Coordinate continuation training sessions with the 
staff. 

I. Assist in program evaluation. 

III. Basic training program 

The very concept of a Neighborhood Justice Center implies. 
that such a center is unique to the cormnunity it serves and 
the personnel who make up its staff. Therefore, this train-" 
ing program is desi'gned as a person-centered program which 
will help to develop and define the role of an, N.JC mediator, 
the goals of the center itself and the criteria for evaluat
ing both mediators and the program itself. When people are 
trained in this manner it is likely that they will function 
in this manner as well, which means that their approach to 
mediation will be client-centered and community-oriented. 

I would anticipate, for training purpose, a group of 
18 to 24 persons. Anyone who is included in the training 
program will function as a full-time participant. Audio and 
video tapes will be available to authorized observers. 

2 
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Session 1 - Friday evening - 6 to 7 

Acqaintance period: 
Trainees and staff members will be asked to pair off and to 

share with one another their reasons for having joined the NJC 
and other pertinent inf~~mation. Next they will form groups of 
six and introduce their partners to the group. This will be the 
first listening-skills exercise. 

binner 7 to 8 

Group Formation: 8 to 10 
Trainees will be asked tO'draw their individual concepts of 

the NJC. As these drawings are shared, in groups of three or 
four, they will be asked to make specific kinds of observations 
about one another's work. This will be their first observation
skills exercise, a series of structured experiences designed to 
enhance the trainees' ability to make accurate observations and 
inferences. 

The experience will be discussed by t.he entire group at the 
end of the evening. 

The purposes of this first session are to provide introductions 
and rUdimentary skills training, and to form a cohesive group 
through shared participation in a significant experience. 

Session 2 - Saturday morning - 9 to 12 

Task and process: 
Task-process is the name given to structured awareness of the 

process going on within one's' self, between others, and within the 
group as a whole while everyone is engaged in an ongoing task. 
This concept will be introduced with a brief lecture and written 
exercise. Task-process provides a method of making structured 
observations which should be useful to trainees in their efforts 
to analyze and understand the process of mediation and also the 
training program in which they are participants. 

Simulated mediation session 
The staff and/or trainer(s) will simulate the mediation of a 

dispute at the NJC, role playing the parties and the mediator. 
The simulation will be video taped. 

Trainees will utilize the task-process approach to structure 
their viewing, note-taking and discussion of the simulation. 

3 
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Session 3 - Saturday morning - 1:30 to 5:30 

Using the morning's video taped simulation as an example, 
trainees will discuss the process of dispute settlement. General 
issues will include different methods, appropriate environments, 
an.d the concept of compromise. Trainees will analyze the tape 
in terms of the introductory remarks, identification of issues, 
priority setting, fact-finding, identifying a framework for'sett1e
ment, and arriving at an agreement. 

Through this analysis and discussion, trainees will begin to 
develop their own evaluation checklists. They will use these 
checklists when they observe 'other trainees conducting mediation 
sessions in order to give structured feedback. 

Session 4 - Saturday evening - 7:30 to 10 

In small groups (six persons), trainees will further elaborate 
on their ideas, ideals and goals for the NJC. They will continue 
to clarify the role and tasks of the mediator. From this dis
cussion, and sharing their work in one large group meeting, the 
trainees will develop an opening s'taternent to be used at the 
beginning of each mediation session. This statement will describe 
the NJC, the role of the Inediator, and the mediation process, 
including confidentiality, caucusing, note-taking, etc. 

Session 5 - Sunday morning - 9 to 12 ' 

Communication: 
Trainees wi~l be given handouts directing them to communicate 

in specific styles within a role-playing situation. Through this 
method, they will experience the difference between direct and 
indirect modes of verbal communication and how these differences 
affect both the speaker and the listener. 

Non-verbal communication will be demonstrated by the trainer(s) 
and discussed. Trainees will be encouraged to invent short 
scenarios in which non-verbal communication plays a major role. 

Certain problems in communication will be demonstrated and 
discussed: Double binds, crossed transactions, disguised mes
sages, and hidden agendas. 

For this session, trainees will develop an awareness of their 
own communication styles and how they can work toward a more direct, 
congiment, clear and concise style. They will be alerted to the 
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communication style of others and sensitized to the way in which 
style can' affect relationships. This should clarify what they, 
will observe when NJC clients interact with one another. 

Session 6 - Sunday afternoon - 1:30 to 5:30 

Communication: 
Trainees will be given further information about -- and 

experience in -- the use of clear and concise language, giving 
and receiving feedback as information rather than criticism, and 
active listening. 

Trainees will role play medi.ation sessions to practice com
munication skills in the context of the NJC setting. Initially, 
the emphasis will be on establishing rapport in' the course of 
an interview. 

Session 7 - Tuesday evening - 7 to 10 

Exercises and instructional materials will be used to 
introduce the psychological concepts of motivation (needs, 
aspirations and goals in self and others) and perception (mental 
set, sterotyping, prejudice and perceptual distortion). 

One motivation exercise involves presenting photographs to 
trainees and asking them to write a few lines describing what 
they believe is happening. Different responses demonstrate the 
viewers' focus and different motivational sets such as power, 
friendship, achievement, wealth, etc. 

A simple perceptual exercise involves the presentation of 
an ambiguous design or photograph. Trainees are asked what they 
see and the differences in their responses clearly shows the 
differences in their perceptions. 

It is importan't that mediators recognize that clients may 
have different motivations and pe'rceptions. Two people can tell 
the same story in different ways, even if they are both acting 
in good faith. In this session, trainees will familiarize 
themselves with these key concepts as they relate to understand
ing NJC.clients and their presentation of themselves and their 
problems. 
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Session 8 - Friday evening - 7 to 10 

In this session the trainees will be introduced to: emotions, 
stress (manifestations, causes, responses such as defense and 
coping mechanisms), and normal vs. disturbed behavior. They will 
be asked to draw on their own experiences and observations as 
we discuss these concepts and they will illustrate the points 
covered through variations in the characteriz~tions provid~d 
for role-playing the parties in NJC-mediated disputes. 

Session 9 - Saturday morning - 9 to 12 

Increasing interviewing skills in role playing situations: 
Trainees will learn techniques for "topic control: the use of 

silence, encouragement, elaboration, clarification, summarizing, 
reflection, and facilitation. 

Note-taking will be emphasized. 

As trainees incorporate new skills, they will continue to 
refine and improve their evaluation checklists. 

Session 10 - Saturday afternoon - 1:30 to 5:30 

Increasing interviewing skills: 
Trainees will focus on" fac"t finding and questioning techniques, 

and will use these skills first in structured exercises and then 
in role-playing mediation sessions. 

Caucusing will be introduced as an important means of develop
ing information and identifying areas of agreement, possibilities 
for compromise, and a framework for settlement. They will con
tinue to focus on the proce"ss involved in the re1a.tionship between 
the parties and the "unspoken agreements they may have with one 
another. 

Sessions 11 and 12, Sunday 9 to 12 and 1:30 to 5:30 

If Josh Stu1berg is available as a consultant, this would be 
the most advantageous time for his participation. He could dis
cuss fact-finding, caucusing, settlement building and -- most 
particularly -- arbitration. If he is not available, we would 
demonstrate the differences between arbitration and mediation at 
this point. This also would be the most appropriate time to have 
the intake consultant, Barbara Davis, available to the intake 
counselors for special training. 
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Session ,13 - Monday evening - 7 to 10 

Intake procedures will be described by the intake consultant 
(Barbara Davis) during the first hour. For the rest of the 
se~sion trainees will be involved in role-playing, with emphasis 
on caucusing, fact finding, the selective transmission of infor
mation, and directing the parties toward a se~t1ement. 

The evaluation checklists will be completed in this session. 
Trainees will combine their lists in order to arrive at one 
structured observation checklist to be used at the NJC. 

Session 14 - Friday evening - 7 to 10 

The dlrector and/or another attorney will discuss the legal 
implications of the NJC. A major topic in this presentation will 
be IIwritten agreements. 1I 

Using a task-process approarih, the trainees ~i11 discuss 
the attributes of an appropriate written agreement. Trainees 
will practice writing agreements. A general form and style will 
be agreed upon. 

Session 15 - Saturday morning - 9 to 12 

Trainees will be divided into groups, each led by one 
trainer, to role-play mediation sessions. The situations 
presented to the trainees will increase gradually in difficulty 
and complexity. At the end of each role-play, all involved 
trainees -- the mediator, the parties, and the observers -- will 
write an agreement and then compare t.heir work. The trainee 
playing the mediator will get feedback from audio/video playback 
and the observations which the parties and the observers have 
noted on their evaluation checklists. 

Session 16 - Saturday afternoon - 1:30 to 5:30 

Half of this session will be spent discussing referrals to 
the NJC, office procedures and forms, referrals and social service 
agencies, follow-up, the evaluation program, etc. The rest of 
the se.ssion will be devoted to role-playing with l'ive and audio/ 
video feedback. 
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Sessions 17 and 18 - Sunday morning 
Sunday afternoon 

9 to 12 
1:30 to 5:30 

Trainees will role-play scenarios in groups, each led by one 
trainer, with live and audio/video taped feedback. 

Session 19 - Sunday evening - 7 to 10 

Trainees will review their training experience and give the 
trainer(s) and directors feedback about the training process. 

There will be an overview of scheduling and other matters 
pertaining to the day-to-day functioning of the NJC. Trainees 
and the staff will discuss plans for follow-up training and the 
experience-exchange group. 

Sessions 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 - Monday through Friday evenings -
7 to 10 

During the last week described above, the intake counselors 
will have been interviewing and scheduling clients. During this 
week, each trainee will corne in for two evenings to work with 
real clients for the first time. Sessions will be audio or video 
taped, with the client's permission, for immediate feedback. The 
eight trainees present will be divided into four pairs. Each pair 
will see one set of clients per evening, each trainee acting in 
turn as the mediator and the observer on subsequent evenings. 
There will be approximately two hours for each mediation session 
(longer, if that is required) and one hour for feedback. One of 
the trainers or NJC directors will be present at either the 
mediation sessions themselves or at the video/audio taped playback. 
Trainees can use feedback from the observers' evaluation sheets, 
their video/audio taped performance, and the ensuing discussion, 
to modify and improve their performance. 
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IV. Post-basic program training . '. 
A. Follow-up observation and feedback sessions. 

For the first few months of the program, mediators will 
always work in pair.s, serving in turn as the mediator and 
the observer. This will provide a source of consultation and 
feedback for the mediators in the early stages of their' 
careers. Sessions also may be audio/video taped, with the 
consent of clients. Such sessions can be used for detailed 
critique in the continuation training program. 

For the first six weeks, the trainer(s) will visit Lhe 
Center once a week in order to observe every mediator in ac
tion. It is important that trainees learn to accept feedback 
as information, to be objective about the assessment of 
their own work and that of their colleagues, and to incorporate 
feedback into their work with clients. 

The evaluation checklist developed by the mediators 
during training will be used as a means of giving quick, 
structured feedback. ·Since it will be in a standard form, 
it also can be used for evaluation-research purposes. 

B. Experience exchange group. 

NJC mediators would meet monthly with the administrative 
staff and. the trainer who would act as a consultant to their 
group. It is expected that they would want to discuss three 
kinds of topics: 

1. Case material 
2. Personal feelings relating to dealing with case material 
3. The overall functioning of the NJC 

C. Continuation training 

These monthly sessions would involve using outside experts 
to upgrade the knowledge and skills of NJC staff· persons. 
Potential topics might be: 

1. Community Services (speakers from the 15 or more com
munity agencies and clinics in the Venice-Mar Vista 
area) 

2. Board operation and policy (speakers from the NJC 
Board of Directors) 

3. Program evaluation (reports from members of the 
assessment team) . 
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4. Legal issues (speakers from the Los Angeles County 
Bar Association, law enforcement agencies, courts, 
probation departments, District and city Attorney's 
offices) 

5. Human behavior (speakers from local colleges, 
universities, professional associations) 

v. costs for training 

Charges are based on a trainer's fee of $130 per day and 
estimates of the number of work days involved in various program 
segments. 

COST 
A. Pre-program expenses Group I-Group 2 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Proposal - three days 
Se1ection- three days 

one day 
Designing program and 
- three days 

$390 
(initial group) $390 
(second group) 
outlining manual $390 

B. Implementation of basic training - $2,080 
12 days for each group 

C. Follow-up observation and feedback 
sessions (one day each week for 6 weeks) 
6 days for each group $780 

D. Experience exchange group - (1 day each 
month after the initial training and 
follow-up sessions) - 16 days . $2,b80 

Total cost for Group 1 

Additional eosts for Group 2 
(If they join existing experience exchange 
group) 

$6,110 

$2,990 

$130 

$2,080 

$780 

If there are two or three traine+s involved in the NJC program, 
more efficient use will b~ made of the trainees' time. In all 
of the experimental learning situations, such as role playing, 
the group can be divided in half or thirds so that each trainee 
has more actual practice time. 

Second trainer -
12 days each group 

Third (associate) trainer -
12 days 

10 

$1,560 $1,560 

$800 $800 
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VI. Flexibility 

The program may not proceed exactly as outlined above. More 
time may be spent on topics that the trainees find unexpectedly 
difficult or interesting. Less time may be needed for other 
subject areas. It is my intention to remain attuned to the 
trainees' needs and to be flexible in my approach to the train-
ing -program. . 

It is also possible to change the training calendar from 
three to four weeks. 'l'his would make it possible to meet for 
one ~ay instead of two on the second and third weekends. 

VII. 1-vorking bibliography 
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TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR MEDIATORS 
Neighborhood Justice Center 
1527 Venice Blvd., Venice, CA 90231 - Phone (213) 391-7255 

Sat. Feb. 25 9 am - 6 pm 
Sun. Feb. 26 9 am - ~_pm 
Mon. Feb. 27 1 pm - 10 pm 

Sat. Mar. 4 9 am - 6 pm 
Mon. r~ar • 6 7 pm - 10 pm 
Fri. Mar. 10 7 pm - 10 pm 

Sat. Mar. 11 9 am - 6 pm" 
~·1on . ~1ar . 13 7 pm - 10 pm 
Tue. r~ar. 14 7 pm - 10 pm 

Sat. Mar. 18 9 am - 6 pm Trainees 
Sun. r'1a r. 19 9 am - 6 pm of these 

r~on • Mar. 20 7 pm - 10 pm 

may choose one 
two days. 

Tue. r~ar . 21 II II Each Trainee will come 
Wed. ~~ar • 22 II II out of four evenings. 
Thur. Mar. 23 II II 

Trainees will be expected to attend all of the training sessions listed 
above except where choices are indicated. They also will be expected to 
continue as Mediators for at least one year and, preferably, throughout 
the project's first eighteen months. . 
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APPENDIX P 

Venice/Mar Vista Mediator Training 
Assessment Questionnaire Results 



TRAINING ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

, 
Instructions: This form is designed ~o gather your initial reactions to 

the training which you have just experienced. Do not put 
your name on the form. Please answer all the questions 
candidly. 

1. The list below presents some of the objectives of mediation training. ~ 
Please read them over carefully~ circle the appropriate number ac
cording to how well YOU THINK YOUR TRAINING EXPERIENCE HAS MET THESE 
OBJECTIVES for YOU. 

Level of Achievement: 
very 
low 

1 
low moderate 

2 3 
high 

4 

very 
high 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 a. To understand the role and functions of mediators. 

1 2 3 4~ 5 b. To develop co~nunication and responding skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. To understand relevant concepts of human behavior. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Understand the principles and mechanics of mediation 
and arbitration. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. To learn specific mediation techniques such as fact
finding, (writing agreements),caucusing, etc. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. To apply specific mediation techniques such as fact
finding, (writing agreements), caucusing, etc. 

e 1 2 3 4 5 g. To help you in developing your own mediation style. 

1 2 3 4 5 h. To understand the goals of the Neighborhood Justice 
Center. 

2. 

1 :2 3 4 5 i. To understand the NJC's policies and procedures. 

1 2 3 4 5 j. To understand the policies, procedures, and orientatior 
of the traditional criminal justice system, especially 
the court system. 

1 2 3 4 5 k. Furthering your knowledge and understanding of the 
Venica/MarVista Community. 

How effective do you feel the training 'was in providing you with the ski! 
listed below? 

Skill Areas: 
not at all 
effective 

1 2 

somewhat 
effective 

3 

I 2 3 4 5 a. Establishing rapport. 

4 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Eliciting facts and information. 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Sensitivity to issues and feelings. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Learning to listen and respon~. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Maintaining self-control. 

"' ___ + .... ___ ---;-"" ___ .... _ .. _ .,-__ ...... ""-•• 00II __ ~ ____ • .-: ._ ..... _ .,.. - ... - ........ _ -T"'-· .. ··.-·,,· -. ---~ 



1 2 3 4 5 f. Ability to control a dialogue. 

~ 1 2 3 '4 5 g. Getting at the underlying causes of a dispute. 

·e 

1 2 3 4 . '. 5 h. Maintaining a neutral, non-judgmental stance • 

1 2 3 4 5 i. Developing alternatives and compromise positions. 

1 2 3 4 5 j. Learning to work under pressure. 

1 2 3 4 5 k. Note-taking. 

1 2 3 4 5 1. Identifying and clarifying relevant issues. 

3. How effective were the following methods for teaching you mediation skil~ 

Methods: 
not at all 
effect.ive 

1 2 

somewhat 
effective 

3 4 

very 
effective 

5 

1 2 3 4 5 a. Observation of taped mediation sessions. 

1 2 3 4 5 b. Obseryation of live mediation sessions in groups of 8_ 

1 2 3 4 5 c. Observation of live mediation sessions with entire 
group. 

1 2 3 4 5 d. Lectures. 

1 2 3 4 5 e. Written materials/handouts. 

1 2 3 4 5 f. Large group discussion. 

1 2 3 4 5 g. Small group discussion. 

1 2 3 4 5 h. Role-playing mediation sessions in small groups. 

1 2 3 4 5 i. Group exercises--practicing interpersonal skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 j. Group exercises--practicing specific mediation 
techniques. 

1 2 3 4 5 k. Role:-playing with video tape feedback; (answer if you 
madcl use of replaying the tape for yourself) 



4. In what ways, if any, do you feel the training should be changed in 
the future? 

5. Which parts of the training program do you feel have been the most 
valuable? 

6. In which mediation skills, if any, do you feel you need additional 
training? 



7. Do you feel anything could be added to or subtracted from the role
playing process to improve effectiveness? 

8. Has the training provided you with an understanding of and mediation 
skills for working with the Venice/~1ar Vista Community? 

9. If you'd like to provide further feedback, kindly do so: 

(4) 



10. Our trainers thus far have been Barbara Biggs, Debra Levy, and Josh. 
Please run through your feelings in relation to these trainers and relate 
how th~ir training and experience has affected your growth as a mediator. 

11. How do you view the personai processing experience? Has it affected 
your growth as a mediator? 

(5) 



N* ?core ~ Mode N* Score X ~10de 

1. a. 24 112 4.67 5 3.0. ,23 89 3.87 5 '. 
.. b. 24 102 4.25 4 b. 24 111 4.63 5 

c. 24 93 3.88 3,4 c. 24 95 3.96 5 

. d. 23 99 4.30 4 d. 25 88 3.52 4 

e. 24 100 4.17 5 e. 25 97 3.88 4 

f. 23 92 4.00 4 f. 24 92 3.83 4 

g. 22 85 3.86 4,5 g. 24 108 4.50 5 

. h. 24 102 4.25 5 h. 24 109 4.54 5 

ie, 23 83 3.61 4 i. 25 99 3.96 4 

j. 12 32 2.67 3 j. 25 106 4.24 4 

k. 23 61 2.65 2 k. 12 51 4.25 5 

2.a. 24 87 3.63 3 Heighted Heans boY Section: 

e b. 24 102 4.25 4 1. Objectives 

c. 24 102 4.25 4 246 961 3.91 

d. 25 104 4.16 5 2. Ski 11 Areas 

e. 25 97 3.88 5 293 1159 3.9G 

f. 25 95 3.80 3 3. ~'ethods 

g. 24 100 4.17 4 255 1045 4.10 

h. 25 113 4.52 5 
*One subject was Rdministered a 

i . 24 93 3.88 5 questionnaire different from 
the rest -- an older version 

j. 24 93 3.88 5 containing some common elements. 
This respondent's questionnaire 

k. 24 71 2.96 3 accounts for al1/a por.tion of 
missing data on the following 

1. 25 102 4.08 4 i te:,lS: 

1. f,g,k 

3. a,b,c,f,g,h 

e 



4. In what ways, if any, do you feel the training should be changed in 
the future? 

Amount of. time spent in training; Scheduling 

Twelve responses to item four included comments which indicated that 
the trainees would like to see adjustments made in class schedules. The 
majority of comments reflected a desire for breaking the total training 
time into shorter, less intensive sessions. Several trainees suggested 
shortening individual sessions but stretching total training out over a 
longer period of time. One persoD felt that the sessions should be held 
on week nights only. Another feU that an agenda, as opposed to simply 
a list of training dates, should have been provided. 

General Comments , 

Two 'general responses to the training as a whole included: 
1. Too intellectual. 3. Trainees should receive a stipend. 
2. Less paperwork. 

Role Play 

Several responses to #4 reflected a desire for more role play exercises 
in the training with one respondent mentioning that the role plays should 
be more realistic. One trainee had these specific suggestions: 

"Role p-laying -- more true to life. Mediator should be told a 
little about each party and the reason the dispute came to the 
Center. If possible, volunteers not in training should be brought 
in to play the roles -- trainees tend to make it easier for one 
another. College students would be good -- for free lunch and 
possibly $lO/day." 

Training Structure 

Lecture discussion groups. Several comments centered on group 
interaction and group size as areas which might be changed in the futune. 
Two people felt that an introduction and history of each trainee would 
be appropriate at the beginning of training and~hat an interchange of 
cultural background among participants should be included. 

Two comments regarding group size concluded that small groups were 
the most productive. Several people indicated that they would 

like more group interaction and group input in the future. 
Some specific corrments included: 
1. From time to time -- working opposite a "profess;onal ll as 



distinguish~d from peers. 
2. Less lecutures. More open discussion. Open dialogue. More 

'~roup interaction. 
3. Large group discussions (i.e., developing the framework of a 

session seemed counter-productive. Would prefer policy and 
framework information presented and any suggestions, etc. added. 
Don't feel discussion in group of this sort was relevant to ' 
learning mediation techniques. 

4. Subtract people -- 8 is too many. Four is perfect -- only need 
one observer if being tqped. 

Communication and feedback. Several comments indicate a desire for 
more room in the training for feedback from the trainees (one cites "less 
authoritarian lecturing"); feelings of the trainees should have been more 
of a focal point in order to facilitate better communication. 

Specific informational issues. Four comments in response to #4 
concern a need for morp i nformati on about the tJJC concept, NJC structure, 
and especially the role of the mediator: 

1. To talk more about the concept of NJC and role. What is in 
store for us? What are the long-range plans and goals of 
DOJ? More facts at the beginning re: mediation, what we'd 
be doing, hlhy we were here, etc .. 

2. ~1ore relaying of specific mediation techniques and a framework 
from which to operate. Individual style could be better 
developed. after more of an understanding of components of a 
mediation session which need to be present. 

3. Less mystery about what the role of the mediator is to be as 
a whole -- the role was slowly presented instead of presenting 
the specific different steps to anticipate. 

4. To clarify all administrative staff positions. 

T\'/O trainees mentioned law as an area where they felt a need for more 
information -- as regards the mediator. 

One person felt that the tapes showing how not to do a mediation 
were a negative reinforcement. 

One respondent felt that material to be presented by outside trainers 
~ should be edited to trainer to be sure it is relevant, necessary and well 

presented. 
T\'IO people responded to #4: "Use of films" and "Films." It is uncertain 

what is meant by these responses. 
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5. Which parts of the training program do you feel have been the most 
valuable and why? 

.. 
Role Playinq (and/or resulting feedback) 

Eighteen respondents cited role playing as one of the most valuable 
components of the training. The reasons for this response varied but generally 
fell into several categories: 

1. Realistic nature prepares one for the real situations which might 
be encountered in a true mediation. 

2. A Wny to 1 earn what wo'rks best -- tri al and error - .. and to feel 
comfortable because of practice. 

3, A way to learn one's strengths and weaknesses, to become more 
aware of one's feelings and to "use" the feedback received from 
others. 

Interpersonal/Group Process 
Four respondents mentioned interpersonal relationships and group 

process exercises as most valuable. Reasons centered upon self-understanding 
and gaining helpful insights on human behavior. 

Small groups were mentioned as valuable by several trainees. One 
respondent answered: IIMediation sessions have been most effective in small 
groups. The first weekend was done very effectively in relaxing and 
acquainting the group so that the training could proceed." 

Feedback I 

Four responses to #5 mentioned "feedback" and "feedback sessions ll as 
valuable. These comments were not juxtaposed to comments on role play 
or group process activities. Therefore, the exact nature of this "feedback" 
is uncertain. 
Other , 

Other parts of training whi~h were cited include: 
1. Guest lecturers -- bring live concrete situations to the training 

program that we can deal with and anticipate. 
2. Lectures (2) 

3. Handouts (2) 

4. Question-answering periods. 
5, Those clarifying skills needed to mediate effectively -- it 

~ facilitates easing of constraints structured sessions impose on individual 
style, 
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6. In which mediation skills, if any, do you feel you need additional 
training? 

The three most prevalent responses to this item fell into two specific 
skill areas and one broader skill area: 

1. Caucus - 5 
2. Agreement Writing - 4 
3. Control of session/parties/self - 8 
Other mediation skills in which respondents felt they need additional 

training include: 
1. Opening statement - 2 

2. Close - 1 
3. Prioritizing - 1 
4. process statement - 1 
5. Knowledge of law - 2 

6. Pacing negotiation - 1 
7. HoYi to reschedule - 1 
8. Probing and effective questioning - 1 

T\'1o trainees responded that they need practice in·:all of their mediation 
- skills. 



7. Do you feel anything could be added to or subtracted from the role
playing process to improve effectiveness? 

Five trainees answered "no" to #7, with several adding positive comments 
about the role playing. 

Realism 

Four trainees felt that the role playing process should be made'more true
to-life. Two other comments that seem to fall under this same category are 
the fo 11 o\'/i ng: 

1. . .. the mediator should be given a little information in advance 
instead of "flying blfnd". 

2. r·1ore specificity for the parties so that·the mediator is mediating 
and not role playing. 

Group Size 

Two respondents suggested that the small group role plays were more 
effective, with one person recommending that a group be comprised of only 
four people with one observer if the session were being taped. 

Examples of Incorrect Mediation 

There were several reactions to the IIwrong" me·diation examples: One 
person fel that there should be more of such examples; another person 
responded that the second day of these sessi ons shoul d have been cut ':out; 
and a third said that there should have been but one tape showing how not 
to mediate. 

Feedback 

In the area of feedback one person responded that mediators should 
be asked how they felt conducting the mock sessions before f~edback is 
given. Another responded that there should be more input in sessions. 
and a third person requested that more critique be offered. 

Time 

Time was another area of concern for some of the trainees. Two 
said that more time should be afforded the role playing process -- with 
one of these responding IIr10re time to resolve ll

• One person answered that 
some mediation sessions were too long. 



Qther 

e 

Other responses to #7 included the following: 

1. No Saturday sessions; no Sunday sessions. 
2. ~Jorking opposite a "professional" as distinguished from QJeers. 
3. t·1aybe there should be sessions with no observers. 
4. Some of the lecturing simply makes me feel overloaded and anxious 

11m hearing stuff before I know how to use it and/or what I need 
it for. 



e 
8. Has the training provided you with an understanding of and mediation 

skills for working with the Venice/~1ar Vista community? 
Seven respondents answered with an unqualified "yes" to this question . . . 

There \A/as one unqualified "no" response. 11 people responded more-or-less 
negatively and qualified their answers with the following comments: 

1 .... But 1 do not feel that if you do not know the community, the 
sessions did not provide this. 

2. I would'like to know more about the Venice/~1ar Vista community. 

3 .... 1 feel that we need to talk specifically and in detail about 
the make-up of all areas of the community and specific issues 
and problems -- ethnic,'economic t housing, etc. 

4. No -- if 1 had not already been from the area. 

5. There has not been much specifically directed to this community. 
Emphases have been given to impartiality, etc. Good mediation 
skills would not be area-specific. 

6 .... A community profile and the sociological factors have not been 
analyzed. 

7. The simil ariti es and di fferences of the medi ators seem to fai rly 
represent the community. There has not been enough talk about the 
community as a wh0le. 

8 .... The knowledge of the trainees of this community has not 
had an opportunity to be shared with the other trainees. Their 
experiences and what happens in their neighborhood around disputes 
and the police have been left out. 

9 .... 1 feel 1 need a lot more information about black and ~1exican
American values. 1 feel a need to hear from and be instructed 
by the mediators of these ethnic groups, in particular. 

10. Not enough said about what's happening in this community. Nothing 
said about types of people within this community. 

11. Hhere the staff may approximate a reflection of community make-up, 
enough hasn't been said to indicate a working understanding of 
these learned skills to Venice/Mar Vista needs. But 1 feel the 
principles and skills, if learned and exercised effectively, 
should mesh without difficulty to any community's need. 

It is interest-lng to note that several people mentioned that knowledge 1 
the community may not be important to effective mediation. :; 

One trainee felt the personal experiences of members of the group 
would be helpful in understanding t.he community. S/he suggested a series 
of role players assigned to portray specific ethnic, religious, social, 
and sexu.al conflicts which are present in the community. Another respondent 
cited role playing as a positive element in his/her learning about mediation 



and the Venice/Mar Vista community. 

Finally, a trainee had this to say regarding his/her understanding 
of and mediation skills for working with the Venice/Mar Vista community: 

The program has provided me with skills that allow me to be confident 
during the mediations process. I have a better picture of this 
community and understanding of the cultural differences in this area. 
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Venice/Mar Vista NJC 
Newspaper Articles 

Los Angeles Times, January 15, 1978, "Justice with a Personal Touchu • 

Describes future opening of NJC and the services to be offered; 
article opens with a description of a hypothetical case and how it 
would enter and be handled by the NJC. The article quotes the 
Project Director extensively and emphasizes the NJC's community 
orientation. 

Santa Monica Independent, Fox Hills-Raintree, Marina Mail, Suburbia West 
Today,_ March 30, 1978, "Open Justice Center with Block Partyll (identical 
articles in four Santa Monica papers). 

Announces the celebration of the NJC opening via the block party, 
describing the festivities and inviting the public. Mentions the 
dignitaries invited to attend and provide a brief description of 
the NJC service. 

Santa Monica Evening Outlook, ~'arch 30, 1978, "Neighborhood Justice Program 
to Start". 

Describes the NJC program, including staff and mediator composition, 
services, referral sources. Stresses voluntary nature of program and 
announces block party. 

The Daily JournaL, March 31, 1978, "Rose Bird to Join in Opening of L.A. 
Justi ce Center~'. 

Announces Chief Justice Bird's attendance at opening; briefly describes 
NJC service. 

Metropolitan News, March 31, 1978, "Neighborhood Justice". 

Announces block party and d:i:gnitaries invited. 

Santa Monica Evening Outlook, April 1,1978. 

Announces block party. 

Los Angeles Times, Westside, Apri"l 2, 1978, "Chief Justice to be at Center 
Open; ng!'~! 

Announces block party and Bird's anticipated appearance, and briefly 
describes the NJC service. 

Los Angeles Times, April 3, 1978, "Dispute Mediation Center Opens Door". 

Announces the opening of the Center, briefly describes service. 



San Diego Daily Transcript, April 3, 1978. 

Announces the opening of the Venice/Mar Vista NJC, one of three Centers 
developed by the Justice Department. 

Santa Monica Evening Outlook, April 3, 1978, "Venice Justice Center Opens", 

Covers the block party attended by 200 persons which officially 
opened the NJC. California Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird 
attended and is extensively quoted in the article; she spoke about 
the state of the justice sys~em and the need for the Justice Center. 

The Daily Journal, April 11,1978, "Dispute Resolution Idea Comes to 
Los Angeles". 

Discusses the idea of dispute resolution as an alternative to the 
courts. Ray Shonholtz of the Community Board Program criticizes 
the NJCs for not oeing true neighborhood programs. The Venice/ 
Mar Vista Project Director, Joel Edelman, defends the NJC and 
describes its structure, staff composition, and philosophy. 

Venice Beachhead, May 1978, "N~!C Op~ns for Business". 

Covers the block party, describes the NJC and its services, and tells 
how to contact the NJC for assistance. 

Ocean Front vJeekly, May 17, 1978, "Neighborhood Justice Center Opens on 
Venice Blvd. lI

• 

Describes the NJC and its services, staff, and early activities, 
including the handling of early cases, community outreach, and 
process for police referrals. Tells how to contact the NJC for 
assistance. 

Ocean Front Weekly, June 14, 1978. 

Published a letter to the editor written by a satisfied disputant; 
the disputant had been involved in two mediations and highly praised 
the NJC service. 

Los Angeles Times, Westside, June 22, 1978, "Neighborhood Justice Finds 
Way at Cente?':'"" 

Fully describes the process of mediation in the N~C from int~ke 
to signing the agreement. A1so describes the,medla~ors, ~helr 
/),:lckgrounds and training; stresses the commumty onentatlon of 
the Venice/Mar Vista NJC. 

Los Angeles Hera1d-Examiner, June 25, 1978, "An Alternative to Lawyers". 

Describes the Center's mediation process, early.caseload, and 
initial entry in the courts. The art~cl~ ~escrlbes.several cases 
and focuses on the experiences\of an lndlvldual medlator. 



Station 

1. KTNQ/KGBS 

2. Ch. 34 

3. Ch. 13 ~ 
Keop, LA 

4. Ch. 2, 4 

5. KPWB 

6. KBCA, KUTE 
KRTH 

7. KSURF 

8. All 1 oca 1 
stations 

9. KCRW 

10. KBCA 

11. KRTH 

12. KMET 

13. KUSC 

14. KLOS 

15. KNX-FM 

16. KPOL 

17. K~~EST 

18. KFWB 

19. KIIS 

Venice/Mar Vista NJC 
Radio and Television Coverage 

Date 

2/19-25/78 

3/10/78 

3/29/78 

4/2/78 

4/2/78 

4/6/78 

4/11/78 

4/12/78 

4/14/78 

4/18/78 

4/20-21/78 

4/28/78 

4/28/78 

5/25/78 

5/25/78 

5/26/78 

5/26/78 

5/29/78 

5/31/78 

Staff Interviewed 

Secreta ry /~1edi a tor 

Deputy Di rector 
3 Mediators 

Conments 

Broadcasted PSA 

Spanish discussion regarding NJC 

Mediation role-play & interview 

Covered block party at Nac 

Covered block party at NJC 

Project Director, Interview; also covered on 
Mediator national stations 

Deputy Director Interview 

President Carter's Covered on local TV; mention 
presentation at Bar of NJC not included 
Assoc. 

Project Director, Santa Monica Community College 
Associ ate Di rector ll~tervi ew 

Deputy Director Interview 

Project Director Interview 

Deputy Director Interview 

Deputy Director Interview 

Deputy Director 5-10 minute phone interview 

Deputy Director Taped interview to run in 
four different parts, once 
per hour 

Associate Director Phone interview 

Mediator 5 to 10 minute phone interview 

Deputy Director Story on NJC; every 28 minutes 
for 24 hOtlrs 

Deputy Director Interview; ran 56 times in 2 
month period 



20. KDAY 6/4/78 Deputy Di rector 30 minute interview 

e 21. KIOO 6/5/78 Deputy Director 10 minute phone interview 

22. KKTT 6/2/78 Deputy Di rector' Interview 

23. KFSG-FM 6/6/78 Deputy Director 20 minute interview 

24. KNX-FM 6/14/78 Project Director 30 minute interview 

25. KHJ 6/9/78 Deputy Director Interview 

26. KJOI 6/12/78 Deputy Director, Interview, "Conversation 
Mediator Monday" 

27. KPFK 6/28/78 Deputy Di rector 30 minute interview 

28. KFRN 6/6/78 Deputy Director Interview 

29. KPOL 6/16/78 Project Director 30 minute taped interview 

30. KBIG/KBRT 6/19/78 Deputy Director 

31. KCSN-FM 6/23/78 Deputy Director 30 minute interview 

32. KXLU 6/23/78 Project Director 30 minute taped intervi ew 

33. KJOI-FM 6/25/78 Deputy Director, Taped interview 
Mediator 

34. KNX-FM 6/25/78 Project Director Community Affairs Program 

35. KLOS 7/2/78 Project Director Taped interview 

36. KACE 7/2/78 Deputy Director, Interview 
r~edia tor 

37. KLAC 7/5/78 Project Director Taped interview 

38. KTn1 7/10/78 Project Director Interview (aired twice) 

39. KMAX 7/14/78 Project ';Di rector Taped interview 

40. KFI 7/16/78 Project Director Taped interview 

41. KOST /KFI 7/18/78 Project Director Interview 

42. KPFK 7/23/78 Project Director, 
Mediation Coordi~ 

Taped interview 

nator, ~1edi ator 

43 .. KFHB 7/24/78 Project Director 30 minute taped interview; 
60 second PSA aired twice 
daily for one month 



44. KOST 

e 45. KMPC 

7/27/78 

7/28/78 

Project Director 

Project Director 

30 minute interview 

30 minute taped interview 



Agency 

Community Organizations 

Venice/Mar Vista NJC 
Staff Presentations or Meetings with 

Community Groups* 

Date 

1. Oakwood Recreation Center 11/77 

2. Community Welfare Rights, Westside 3/3/78 

3. Venice Drug Coalition 3/29/78 

4. Mar Vista Recreation Center 3/29/78 

5. Westside Latino Consortium 3/6/78 

6. National Community Services, Venice 3/22/78 

7. Ocean Park Community Center 4/3/78 

8. Woman Space 4/13/78 

9. Neighborhood Youth Association 4/13/78 

10. Senior Assistance Housing Program 4/14/78 

11. Venice Boys Club 4/13/78 

12. Community -Service Organization 4/25/78 

13. St. Joseph's Center 4/26/78 

l~. Neighborhood Aault pqrt;cipat;on 4/25/78 
project, Veni ce 

15. Volunteer Action Center of West L.A. 5/9/78 
(meeting at NJC) 

16. Mar Vista Gardens Housing Project 5/31/78 

* 

Attending S~ff 

Dep \.I ty D i reclto r 

Deputy Di rec1tor 

Mediation Conrdinator 
(responsible for community 
qutreach) 

~1ediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediator 

t1ediators (2) 

Project Director, 
Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Director 

Mediator 

Deputy Di rector 

Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Director 

Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Director, 
Associate Director 

This list is not complete, particularly for the early project months, but 
~ is intended to demonstrate the kinds of agencies the NJC has contacted. 



17. Mar Vista Gardens, Tenants Meeting 6/8/78 

18. Senior Citizens Housing Association, 6/9/78 
Board of Directors Meeting 

19. Las Amigas, Culver City 6/13/78 

20. Project AWARE 7/15/78 

21. Venice-Marine del Rey Realtors 
Associ ation 

22. Venice Girls Club 

23. Clare Foundation 

24. Neighborhood Adult Participation 
Project 

25. Family Planning, Venice 

26. Manpower Employment Center, 
vJest L.A. 

27. Oakwood-Wesley House, Venice 

28. The Children's Place, Santa Monica 

29. Benjamin Rush Family Center, Venice 

Government-Re"' ated Agenci es 

1. Department of Public Social Services 

2. Venice/Mar Vista Community Coordi
na ti ng Counci 1 

3. Venice Town Council 

4. Greater Los Angeles Community Action 
Agency, Venice (Administrative 
Component) 

5. Santa Monica Community Coordinating 
Counei 1 

6. Councilman Braude, Community Meeting 

Prior to 
7/10/78 

III 

III 

III 

!II 

III 

" 

" 

" 

1/11/78 

11/77 
5/1/78 
6/5/78 

11/77 

5/17/78 
3/28/78 

3/2/78 

5/4/78 
6/8/78 

3/8/78 

Deputy Director 

Deputy Di rector 

Associate Director 

Mediation Coordinator 

Project Director, 
Deputy Director 

Deputy Director 
Evaluation Analyst 
Associate Director, 
Coordi nator 

Deputy Di rector 

Mediator 
Mediation Coordinator 

Project Director 

Deputy Director 
Project Director, Mediation 

Coordinator 
Project Director 



}. West Los Angeles Community 
Coordinating Council 
(10 agencies present) 

8. Culver City Community Coordi
nating Council 
(30 agencies present) 

9. Governor's Legal Affairs Office 

10. Councilwoman Russell's Office 

11. Legal Aid, Venice 

. 12. Venice Chamber of Commerce 

13. Mar Vista Chamber of Commerce 

Churches 

'1. Unitarian Church 

2. Santa Monica Methodist Church, 
Community Forum on Justice 

e 3. Veni ce Church 

4. Four-Square Church, Venice 

5. Methodist Church, Venice 

Educational Organizations 

l. Tri -C (Communi ty Centered Class-
rooms, Ma r Vis ta 

2. Educational Opportunity Center 

3. Phoenix Continuation School of 
Venice High School 

4. Venice High School Advisory Council 

5. Venice Adult School, Contemporary 
Issues Class 

6. Venice High School, Parent-Student-

e Teachers Association 

4/12/78 

4/13/78 

5/16/78 

5/31/78 

6/15/78 

6/20/78 

1/21/78 
4/30/78 

1/21/78 

5/24/78 

5/25/78 

5/30/78 

4/19/78 

4/28/78 

5/9/78 

5/16/78 

5/22/78 

5/23/78 

Mediation Coordinator 

Associate Director 

Project Director 

Project Director 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Di rector, 
Associate Director 

Deputy Di rector 
Project Director 

Project Director 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Mediation Coordinator, 
Analyst 

Deputy DiY'ector, 
Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Director, Mediator 

Mediation Coordinator 

Deputy Di rector 

Associate Director 



-- --- -------

7. Mark Twain Junior High School, 5/26/78 Mediation Coordinator e Administration meeting 

8. St. Clemens School, Venice 5/30/78 Evaluation Analyst 

9. Venice High School, Social Science 6/1 /78 Mediation Coordinator 
Referral Program 

'10. Venice High School, Community 6/7/78 Mediatio~ Coordinator 
Resource Meeting 

11. Area D Alternative School prior to 
5/1 0/78 

Miscellaneous 

l. Chi 1 d Abuse Conference 3/25/78 t~edi ati on Coordinator 

2. Mar Vista Library 2/28/78 Mediation Coordinator 

3. Optimist Club 3/23/78 Project Director 

4. Center for Law and Public Interest 4/13/78 Project Director, 
Deputy Di rector 

e 5. Meeting of Venice/Mar Vista Realtors 5/8/78 Deputy Director, 
Associate Director 

6. Santa Monica Mental Health Center 5/9/78 Mediation Coordinator 
(meeting at NJC) 

1. Santa Monica Childrens Center 5/1 0/78 Mediation Coordinator 

8. Didi Hirsch Mental Health Center 5/26/78 Mediation Coordinator 

9. Li ons Cl ub 5/14/78 Mediation Coordinator, 
Medi ator, Evaluation 
Analyst 

10. Santa Monica Mental Heal th West 6/15/78 Mediation Coordinator 

ll. Rotary Club 7/13/78 Associate Director, 
Mediation Coordinator 



APPENDIX R 

Venice/Mar Vista Forms 



NJC INTAKE FORM Date: 
Venice/tkr Vista ---------------------------

Case': -------------------------
M/C:'" ""' . 

• INITIATOR RESPONDENT 

Name: ; Name 
---------------------------------

Address: ; Address: 
--------------------------~----

Phone': (H) ____ :(Wt,, ____ _ ; Phone': (H) ____ ~;(W) 

. Occupation: I Occupatio",: 
--------------------------~ 

; Work Address: Work Address: ----------------------------
Circle: ~mployed Unemployed Circle: 

Age: ; Sex: M F; Race 
----~ ------------- ; Age 

Employed 

Sex: M F· , 
Unemployed 

Race: 

Marital Status: ; Marital Status: 
--~-----------------------Years Community Resident: ______ ~ ___ _' 

Language: English Spanish; Other ___ _ 

Income: $0-6000; 6,000-12,000 . , 
"12,000-20,000; $20 plus 

Years Community Resident: _____ . __________ _ 

language: English Spanish I Other: -----------
Income: 0-6,000; 6OCC-12000; 12,000-20,000 

$20,000 plus 

Ongoing Dispute: Yes No; 0 ne-time Incident: Yes No 

Nature of Relationship: Close or Casual; Ongoing or Intermittent (circle one in each grouping) 

Relationshi p between po rties:, ___________________________________________ _ 

Referral Source/bE SPECIFIC: Courts: 
----~-----------------

Walk-in ; --------------
Police: ; Social Service Agency: • ------------------------ -------------------------, 
Other: (including how disputant became aware of the NJC) 

If referred from courts, prosecutor or police provide criminal justice information: 
ArrF~st rrode: yes or no; Offense charges: ; Case Status: ___________________ _ 

City Attorney Hearing Scheduled: yes or no; Held: yes or no 

Motivation "for Coming to the NJC: 

Describe the "NATURE of the DISPUTE: ------------------------------------------------------

~----~---~ 

rn 



NaturE' of the Dispute (Continued): 
----------------------~--------------------------

AI~-------------------------··----------------

(Continue below) 

Desired 0 utcome for the Initiator: 
-------------~-------------------------------------------

Desired outcome for the Respondent: ---------------------------------------------------------

Points of Lew (if any): _________________________________ _ 

Scheduled time/date: 1st __ / __ 1 __ am -- . , 2nd -----:/_---:1_- am ---__ pm __ ~pm 

o 

R.rral Made: (reme of agency, contact person, address, phoneH) ________________ _ 

Who initiated the referral: -----------------------------------
Please include initiator's and r'1spondent's prior mediation exoerience (if any)/ use names of parties/if no 
prior experience state NON EI if prior experience state nature of involvement. 

/78 OOl~tv 2. 



NJC MEDIATOR'S SUMMARY INFORMATION Date: 
VENICE/MAR VISTA 

LEOOTH of MEDIATION: hrs. ---- min. --
------------------Case# : 

M/C: --------------

~iQtOr( 5): ____ -.." _____________ I nitiator: _______________ _ 

Respondent: 
----------.----------------~ -------------------------

Observer: Others Present: ---------------------------- -------------------
Agreement Reached: yes nOj Case Re-scheduled/time,date: ------------------------------------
No Agreement Reached/Case Closed yes no. 

I. Provide details of the dispute including description. underlying causes and factors involved and if the 
dispute is a recurring one or a one/time incident. 

2. COMMENTS and OBSERVATIONS on the process of the mediation. If relevont, include the following: 
use of specific mediation skills{caucusing etc.), the overall success of the meeting, disputants 5Otisfactlon 
with the process and resolution. Please include YOUR VIEW of the process and resolution. Include also 
wrot went smoothly and what was problematic (if relevant), 

'. 
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MEDIATOR'S SUMMARY INFCRMATION 
(CONTINUED) 

e. COMMENTS and OBSERVATlONS~ 

", 

3. Referrcl Information: Provide need for referral/Include name of disputant seeking referra I. 

e (a). 

------

Mediator's opinion of an appropriate referra I: -----------------------------------

(b). What was said to one or more disputants regarding a referral (BE C LEA R PLEASE): 
';": ----------

ATTACH THE ORIGINAL WRITTEN AGREEMENT AND NdTES PLEASE 

2. 
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NJC 
VENICE jlv\AR VISTA 

Mediator{s}: 

CCMMUNICATION 
SHEET 

Initiator: 

Dote: 
CaseNr-:-------------

M/C: -----
----------------- -----------------Dote case closed: ------------- RESPONDENT: 

Dispute: ____________________________________________ ___ 

", 

Comments/Contacts; include dote, initials of NJC staff p~rson, pe:rson contacted or colling and nature of t'he 
contact. 

. .. 
~ 

(Attach additional sheet for further comments) 

Referrals: Date ; Agnecy: ----------------- ---------------------------------------------------
Address: PhoneD: -----
Contact person at that agency: -------------------------------' further info 

-----~---------

ReW' asked for or suggested by: _______________________________ __ 

(Includes all information and contacts with parties AFTER initial intake interyjew) 

78 003 



PIOCEDURAL TRACKING FORM 

EVENT DATE REt-MRKS(lnitiaI/Be Specific Please} 

Intake Interview w/lnitiator 

Cont~~'-t -w-,'R:::-,p-.. s-o-o-n-d7"e-n-t-------+---------+--------------.------'.-... -- ---

--' N;tT{(~~tion oFSch';duTed M~diationr---- -·--------1--'------· .-. - -" 
Initiator . 

M7d~::~:::e:.:d I .-,-_-._-.-_-_+1.-_-_---------
{.,.-Ll;,:· i.:m eGnerll ;~:l(No <:hows ·",t'e".r ---... .. 

.; ,..,:c;r',,:f No"i"ificoti;n- of Mediat-ion --+----._--_ .. -
Initiator 

_Ie~ment STgned i I' ,. ,., 

i 
---Referra~ae___---------------'!--------~----·:~Ir.-~~------------------------------------

-- -Notffi co·,; on of Broken Agee"ment" : I . o. :0 10 0.0 .;,0 

Follow- up I nforrootion: 
1st Follow up Completed 

2nd Follow-up Completed 

. " 

. • ~.:.~ \;~. '*.~ t 
~ . 

------------- .... 

------------------;---------t-------------- -------.-- .- _. --
Case Closed 

---------------:.---------:.----------------.- _._"-

.~ 
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NJC Venice/Mar Vista 

..-zof REFERRAL 

1. Courts 
2. Police:a.Venice;b.SHPD 
3. City Attorney 
4. City/County Officials 
5. Community Agencies 
6. PSA/RADIO 
7. Newspaper 
8. Posters 
9. TV:a.talk show;b.spots 
lO.Self-referral 
II. Legal Aid-Society 
12.Govt. Agency(DPSS ••• ) 

-~~~--~--- -' ,----

STATUS of CO~frrrmICATIONS Month: ________________ __ 

TYPE of CASE 

1. Domestic 
2.Neighbors 
3.Neighborhood 
4.L/T 
5.C/M 
6.E/E 
7. Juvenile 
8. Other: (expla:ln) 

N/C: ________ _ 

NATURE of DISPUTE 

1.Assault/Battery 
2.Small Claims($owed) 
3.Harassment(bothering) 
4.Nuisance(noise ••. ) 
5.Settlement: 

a.property; 
b.relationship 

6.a.rent increase 
b.eviction 
c.apt.repairs 

CASE STATUS CODE 

1.No referral;No 
NJC Dispute 

2.Referral to 

CONMENT SECTION: Please provide the following-- (1) Who is the dispute with? (2)State why a 
file was not opened? (3) If appropriate, where was the individual referred to? 

\ SOURCE OF 
i=D~A~T=E~NM~A~~=ffi~ _____ ~P~H~O~N~E~ ____ _=RE=F~ERRAL 

TYPE of NATURE of 
CASE I DISPUTE 

TIME 
TAKEN 

CASE 
STATUS cmflvffiNTS 

----y--- - - -- - ~ ~~ ~-- ~ -----

-- -- -------~--~ 

---,---------.-------,------f- ~ - -- ~- ---

-
I ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ _____ _____.J'--___ _L ___ • _ ___il__ _ _....+_-_--'---------

OIOrev 



........ ,.'. , 

I 
I 




